HUBBELL, WEBSTER 1981 INCOME TAX

See also
Little Rock-City Board of Directors
Little Rock-Mayor
HUCKABY, ELIZABETH
See also Books
HUDSON, E. E.
See also
Education (gen)--Curricula
HUGGLER, PAT
See also
Production Credit Assn-Lonoke
HUGHES, WILLIAM
See also
University of Ark at Little Rock
HULSEY, DeWAYNE
See also Murders--Easley
HUMAN SERVICES CENTER OF WEST CENTRAL ARKANSAS
Federal judge signs settlement of suit by Carolyn Shry against Lawrence E. Cole opposing her firing for criticism of Cole F4,8A:1 Alan Tuft refiles complaint that he was dismissed in 1978 for exercising his First Amendment rights F21,4A:8
See also Mental Health
HUMANISM
See also
Cloverdale Christian Academy
Education (gen)--Textbooks
HUMANITIES, ARKANSAS ENDOWMENT FOR CULTURE (The Arts)
HUNT OIL COMPANY
See also Union Life Insurance Co
HUNT, RAY L.
See also Union Life Insurance Co
HUNTING
See Wildlife
HUNTING ACCIDENTS
See
Accidents-Hunting
HURLEY, LIBBY
Reigning Miss Rodeo Arkansas hopes to win nat'l title O11,1D:1

HUTCHINSON, ASA
See also US-Justice Dept
HYPNOSIS
See also Lyon, George Cook

IDEAL BAKING CO
Bakery, Confectioners and Tobacco Workers Union calls for boycott of ideal products; strike at Batesville plant began last summer J14,6A:7 Firm takes full-page ad to explain its position in dispute with Bakers and Confectionary Workers Union My1,10B:1
ILLEGITMACY
Article on work of Florence Crittenton Home in assisting unmarried mothers Mr1,1F:2 Twenty pct of births in Ark in 1980 were illegitimate 027,3A:5
ILLINOIS BAYOU
See also Rivers
ILLINOIS RIVER
See also Water
ILLNESS
See Medicine
IMMIGRATION AND EMIGRATION
Citizenship granted 51 in ceremony at Little Rock My2,7A:1
IMPROVEMENT DISTRICTS
See
Area Planning
Taxation-Real Estate
INCEST
Daniel Mobbs and his son, Donald Mobbs, arrested in Faulkner County on Incest charges Mr13,2A:6
INCOME
Arkansas ranks 49th in per capita income My3,1A:4 Per capita income rept shows Ark ranks 48th Ag9,10A:4 Report on hourly wages paid in mfg jobs in Ark Ag10,1A:8 Personal Income in Ark totals $18 billion N8, 17A:5
INCOME TAX
See
Taxation-Income Tax
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INDEPENDENCE COUNTY
See also
Police-independence County

INDEPENDENCE DAY
See also Ark-History

INDEPENDENT COMMUNITY CONSULTANTS
Unusual firm works with private nonprofit agencies N23,6B:1

INDIANS, AMERICAN
See also
Archeology
Parks (gen)--Toltec Mounds

INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT
See Factories

INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
See Factories

INDUSTRIAL WASTES
See Waste Materials

INFLUENZA
Flu outbreak now at epidemic stage in Ark; Influenza A-Bangkok virus blamed Ja14,11A:5 Several schools closed by Bankok flu outbreak Ja17,3A:1 Conway schools closed Ja20,5A:2

INGRAM, W. K.
State Senator from West Memphis dies Ap18,1A:6
See also
Medicine and Health (gen)

INHERITANCE (PROPERTY)
See Wills and Estates

INSECTS
See also Gypsy Moths

INSTALLMENT TRADE
See Credit

INSTRUCTIONAL MANAGEMENT PLAN
See Education (gen)--Grading

INSULATION
See also Celotex Corp

INSURANCE
Legislative panel approves estab of a risk management office in state Insurance Dept that would do everything but actually purchase insurance policies Ja13,3A:2 House adopts HB357 to require simple, non-technical language in insurance policies F10,5A:6 Gov Frank White signs SB27 (Act 272, 1981) to estab risk mgmt office Mr5,5A:3
See also
Ark-Local Govt--Contracts

INSURANCE
See also (Con't)
Automobile Insurance
Funerals
Legal Insurance
Life Insurance
Unemployment Insurance
Workers Compensation Insurance

INTEREST (MONEY)
See Credit

INTERIOR DECORATION
Little Rock to have most examples when book on historic wallpaper is released D26,1B:2
See also Design Limited

INTERNATIONAL PAPER CO
Two killed, 11 hurt by fumes at Pine Bluff plant D22,1A:4 Workers stricken as they attempted to rescue first victim D23,6A:2 Gasket failure caused leak D24,6A:1

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
Reagan's foreign policy discourages Sen Dale Bumpers F15,11A:1
See also El Salvador

INTESTINES
Fluid diet aids Little Mae Pledger, whose Intestine died shortly after she gave birth last year; problems of caring for condition explained F25,18:2

INVENTIONS AND INVENTORS
Little Rock resident, James Gray, works full time as an independent inventor My7,1B:5 Arkansas inventors recd 73 patents last year My7,1B:6 Dog bath for kitchen sink invented and marketed by Kenneth Hebert, of Little Rock Ag15,10:2
See also Lighting

IRAN
Arkansas relatives of hostages cautious as news of impending release circulates Ja17,3A:1 Mrs Cynthia Dwyer, an Ark native, not expected to be released with hostages Ja17,3A:1 Families of Robert Blucker and Steven Kirtley anxiously await release Ja19,1A:3 Arkansas hostages' families endure day of frustration as delay occurs in release Ja20,1A:5 Steven Kirtley and Robert Blucker return
brings joy to families Ja21,1A:4
Steven Kirtley and Robert Blucker call families, express bitterness and defiance Ja22,1A:3
Mother of Cynthia Dwyer hopes daughter to be released soon Ja22,3A:6
Families of Robert Blucker and Steven W. Kirtley arrive at capitol for reunion Ja25,3A:7
Arkansans reunited with families Ja26,1A:7
Hostility sustained him, Robert Blucker says Ja28,1A:6
Parade and reception set in Little Rock for hostages Ja28,1A:6
Steven Kirtley expresses awe at reception given ex-hostages Ja31,2A:7
Robert Blucker to return to Little Rock today; family reunion planned F1,4A:1
Mrs Mildred Brown of Horatio, receives letter from her daughter, Cynthia Dwyer F1,4A:4
Robert Blucker receives quiet welcome home F2,1A:2
Plans complete for Ark celebration F3,5A:7
Thousands honor Kirtley and Blucker at Little Rock prayer breakfast, parade, and reception at the state capitol; day also honored Marine Cpl George N. Holmes Jr, who died in attempt to rescue hostages F4,1A:2
Steven Kirtley comments on captivity F4,3A:3
Mrs Dwyer tried at Tehran as a spy F5,1A:4
Iranian soldiers reportedly tricked Mrs Dwyer F6,3A:1
Cynthia Dwyer convicted of espionage in Iran, ordered deported F9,1A:8
Cynthia Dwyer not on plane; departure expected today F10,1A:5
Mrs Dwyer leaves Iran; reunion with family to be today F11,1A:6
Mrs Dwyer arrives in US, tells family she is fine F12,1A:2
Steven W. Kirtley and Robert O. Blucker discuss their experiences in Iran F22,1A:3
Interview with Cynthia Dwyer My17,9E:1
Steven Kirtley to present plaque in honor of George N. Holmes Jr Je2,5A:6
Steven W. Kirtley honors George N. Holmes Jr Je9,11A:2
IRANIANS IN ARKANSAS
Special ceremony grants citizenship to Mohsen Kahn Shahegh of Russellville, so his sister can apply for permanent resident status My16,7A:2
IRON MOUNTAIN RAILROAD
1903 view of railroad shop at North Little Rock Jy6,1B:2
IRRIGATION
See also
Arkansas River
White River
ISLAM
See also Prisons-Arkansas State
IZARD COUNTY
See also
Police-Izard County
Prisons-Izard County

JACK WILLIAMS (FRIGATE)
Guided missile frigate named in honor of Jack Williams of Harrison, who was killed March 3, 1945, while treating wounded soldiers at Battle of Iwo Jima S18,4A:6
JACKSON COUNTY
Bobby Miller to serve out term of County Judge Joe C. Coe who resigned Ja28,6A:6
Former County Judge Joe Coe to be indicted on bribery charges, sources say Mr12,13A:1
Joe Coe pleads guilty to bribery charge, gets year and a day in prison and $1,000 fine Ap1,7A:1
JACKSONVILLE
Alderman Larry Wilson gives Mayor James G. Reid deadline for depositing more city funds in bank where Wilson is an officer; Reid says he will not comply F1,1A:3
Alderman Jim Durham seeks funds accounting by Water and Sewer Commissions F3,5A:1
Mayor Reid owes Citizens Bank $32,500 in personal loans F5,6A:2
Alderman Larry Wilson does not push plan to force
transfer of more money to bank where he works F6,5A:7 Article on politics of city F27,17A:1 Article on Ophelia Blasingame and the beautification of the city Jy7,1B:4 Police start slowdown after City Council refuses to bargain for contract Ag8,6A:6 Police Chief John T. Shepherd demands end to slowdown Ag14,1A:4 Work slowdown ends Ag15,4A:6 See also Drug Addiction, Abuse and Traffic Labor-Unemployment

JACKSONVILLE CHRISTIAN ACADEMY
See also Day Care Centers

JAILS
See Prisons

JAMES, DONALD
See also Cox Cotton Co

JAMES, FREDERICK C.
See also Colleges-Buildings--Shorter Education (gen)--Curricula

JAMES, GEORGE
See also Cox Cotton Co

JAMES, ROBERT
See also Cox Cotton Co

JAPANESE AMERICANS
See US-Foreign Population

JASPER
See also Education-Jasper

JASPER. NEWTON COUNTY TIMES
Paper destroyed by fire N27,5A:4

JEFFERSON COUNTY
Sales tax proposal defeated Ag5, 11A:4

JEFFORDS, EDD
See also Ozark Institute

JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
See also Cuba-Refugees

JENNINGS, ALSTON
Little Rock attorney elected pres of American College of Trial Lawyers Ag12,11C:8

JESUS CHRIST
See also Great Passion Play (Eureka Springs)

JEWS
See also Christians and Jews, National Conference of Religion and Churches

JOB CORPS
See Labor-Youth

JOHN BROWN UNIVERSITY
See also Baseball-College--John Brown Univ

JOHNSON, JIM
Johnson seeks appmt to $50,000-per-year post on US Parole Comm; Senator David Pryor vows to oppose move, says Johnson is not a judicious man 09, 1A:2 Dale Bumpers to look at lobby effort of Johnson 010,3A:6 Harlan Holleman says Johnson not likely to get appmt 011,10A:2 Gazette suggests that GOP reward Johnson with a party post, not a job the taxpayers support 012,10A:1 Johnson loses bid for job 016,1A:3 Cartoon shows Johnson going back to Old Guard Rest Home 018,12E:3 See also Capital Punishment Education (gen)--Curricula Education (gen)--Equal Educ Education-Little Rock--Equal Educ

JOHNSON, MARK
See also Ark-Local Govt

JONES, DOUGLAS C.
See also Books

JONES (EDWARD D) AND CO
Article on brokerage firm S20,1E:1

JONES, GUY H. SR
See also Taxation-Tax Evasion and Disputed Returns

JONES, JIMMIE
See also US Armament-Reserves

JONES, JULIA HUGHES
See also Ark-Finances--Budgets

JONES, MAXINE
See also Hot Springs Prostitution

JONES, MYRA
Article on political career of Little Rock City Bd member D20,1A:2

JONES, SAM
See also Conway County Real Estate
JONES, VANCE
See also Public Utilities

JONESBORO
Executive session of City Council violated Freedom of Information Act, court rules 027,4A:6
JONESBORO MICROFILM, INC
See also Ark-Local Govt--Contracts

JOURNALISM
See News

JUDGES
See Courts

JUNK
See Waste Materials

JUNKYARDS
See Waste Materials

JURIES AND JURY DUTY
House gets bill (HB910) to require that jurors be paid federal minimum wage and give 20 cents per mile for travel F27,10C:1 Random selection of jurors provides more representative cross-section N1,3A:1
See also Capital Punishment
Prisons-Arkansas State

JUSTICE TIMES
Anti-Internal Revenue Service paper moving from Calif to Leslie (Searcy County) My2,4C:2

JUVENILE DELINQUENCY
See Children-Crime

KANE, DAVID R.
See also Taxation-Tax Evasion

KAPLAN, PHILIP E.
See also Education (gen)--Curricula
Prisons-Arkansas State

KEELS, LAMAR
See also White, Frank--Appointments

KELL, GEORGE
See also Roads

KELLENSWORTH, JOHN HERBER
See also Sex Crimes-Little Rock

KELLER, CHRISTOLPH
See also Protestant Episc Ch

KENETICS, INC
DeQueen firm develops machine for therapeutic exercise by stroke and heart victims and other debilitated patients F11,1B:2

KENSWORTHY, E. B.
See also Little Rock-Historic Houses

KENYON, DEAN
See also
Education (gen)--Curricula

KERSH, KENNETH
See also Athletics-College

KESSINGER, DON
See also Athletics-Halls of Fame--Arkansas

KICKBACKS
See Bribery

KIDNAPPING
See also
Deafness and Deaf Mutes
Extortion and Blackmail
Robberies and Thefts

--Barfield, Diana Michelle: Three-year-old girl abducted from cafe at Bradley; child custody may be involved Ap14,4A:7

--Goff, Joe: Forrest City Police Chief Joe Goff abducted, ordered to drive to Mountain Home My4,11A:1
See also Drug Addiction

--Guest (John) Family: 3 men break into Guest apt at Hot Springs, abduct woman and 2 small children; woman tortured and raped; one suspect captured; mother of children believed to be among 4 others sought Ap21,3A:6

Lois Walters arrested Ap23,3A:3
 Authorities still searching for children Ap24,2A:5
 Two men arrested in Michigan Ap29,4A:1 Motion to move trial from Perry County denied; defense raises question about hypnotically refreshed testimony Jy3,9A:1

Testimony heard in alleged abduction, rape-torture Jy22,9A:1 Three suspects found guilty of rape, kidnapping and assault Jy24,5A:1

Lois Walters acquitted S24,3A:5

KIDNEYS
Mrs M. P. Dortch reapptd by Gov White to state Kidney Disease Comm
Mr13,2A:2 New medical device solves problem of kidney control for spina bifida victim Jy29,1B:2
KING, MARTIN LUTHER JR
State groups to honor memory of civil rights leader on his birthday Ja9,8A:5 Birthday observed in Little Rock; Gov Frank White issues proclamation allowing state employees to substitute day for their birthday as a holiday Ja16,10A:1
KIRTLER, STEVEN
See also Iran

KNIVES
Article on working knives made by Art Wiman of Plumerville Ja25,4B:1 Article on James Black and his famous creation, the Bowie knife 08,1B:2
David Matthews and Jim Crowell attempting to reclaim the Damascus method of forging knives D6,6B:3
KOOSTRA, JOHN
See also
Modern American Mortgage Corp

KOREANS IN ARKANSAS
State has about 300 Koreans; effort under way to estab a Christian church S10,3B:1
KOUNTZ, SAMUEL L.
World-famous physician, native of Ark, dies at New York D25,11A:1
KU KLUX KLAN
See Education (gen)--Curricula

LaBARGE ELECTRONICS
Berryville to get plant that will hire 150 employees 022,7C:5

LABOR
Gov Bill Clinton names L. W. (Bill) Clark to state Labor Bd Ja7,12A:3 Senate Bill 179 would make union or other trade orgn dues checkoff mandatory if requested by employee Ja28,4A:3 Labor Dept Director post offered to state Repr Lacy Landers F11,10A:1 House Bill 651 would create a comm to control Labor Dept and name Director F12,7A:2
Landers declines post F13,4A:3 House balks at request for more funds for security at Labor Dept Bldg F17,4A:1 House again defeats Labor Bldg security bill F21,9A:7 House Bill 782 would appropriate $1.5 million to pay part-time employees hired under the state Human Services Department's Older Worker Program; Gov Frank White wants no funding F18,12A:7 Senate passes SB381 funding Older Workers Program F24,5A:2 Senate passes SB450 funding Office on Aging program F27,3A:2 Bill Everett named director of Labor Dept by Gov Frank White Mr13,1A:5 House moves funds for employment of the elderly to category B in the Revenue Stabilization Act Mr17,3A:3 Special guide to employment and career opportunities Ap26,16:1
See also
Agriculture-Labor
Little Rock-Finances
Unemployment Insurance... Government Employees
See geog heads
Industrial and Occupational Hazards
See also
Accidents-Electric Power and Light
International Paper Co
Remington Arms Co
Universal Manufacturing Co...

Minimum Wages. House Bill 482 would increase state minimum wage Ja30,10A:2 House approves HB482 F23,3A:1 House passes SB268 raising the minimum wage Mr14,7A:1
Strikes
See also
Airlines
Coal
Ideal Baking Co
Monark Boat Co
Nekoosa Papers, Inc
North American Car Corp
Riceland Foods
Steelworkers of America, United...

Unemployment and Job Market. Unemployment rate in Ark hits 7.9 pct Ja10,3C:1 Ezra Bartlett serving as
LABOR

Director of state Employment Security Div Ja17,5A:4 Bill in Legislature would abolish SAWER program Ja23,4A:2 Jobless rate in Ark stands at 8.7 pct F7,7A:5 Employment showed gain in December F23,3A:2 Rate in Ark highest in over 5 yrs Mr7,1A:6 About 2,000 persons in Ark to lose CETA jobs by end of June Mr20,1A:8 Rate declines in Ark to 8.9 pct Ap4,1A:6 Ken Coon apptd by Gov Frank White to head Employment Security Div Apl1, 7A:1 Jobless rate in Ark is 7.6 pct My9,1A:8 State unemployment rate is 7.7 pct Je6,1A:6 Rate in Ark up to 8.4 pct Jy3,5C:4 New jobs drop by 16 pct; Gov Frank White cites economy Jy12,3A:4 Unemployment in state declines to 8.3 pct Ag8,2A:3 Employment Security Div to close 14 branch offices N5,1A:6 Unemployment rate in Ark is at 8.2 pct N7,6A:7 Layoffs increase in Ark as 39,470 lose jobs this year N8,1A:2 Jobless rate at Jacksonville exceeds 14 pct N27,1A:4 State rate hits 9.6 pct D5,1A:3

See also
Aluminum Company of America
Elk Corporation of Arkansas
Georgia Pacific Corp
Reynolds Metals Co
Teletype Corp
Unemployment Insurance

Unions and Unionization, Arkansas to be represented at Solidarity Day protest of Reagan adm policies S10, 6C:1
See also
Ark-Government Employees--Unions
Ark-Government Employees--Wages
Boilermakers, Iron Shipbuilders... Education (gen)--Unions
Education-Little Rock--Employees
Education-Little Rock--Teachers---Unions
Laborers Union of North America, International
Medicine-Hospitals--DeQueen
Mine Workers, United
North Little Rock-Government Employees

LABOR

Unions and Unionization
See also (Con't)
Police (gen)
Police-Pulaski County
Steelworkers of America, United
Television-Stations--Little Rock

Wages and Hours. Senate Bill 354 would repeal law requiring payment of prevailing wage on govt construction projects F10,9C:5 Senate passes SB354 F13,6A:3 Senate roll call vote on SB354 F13,6A:3 Senate passes SB268 to increase state minimum wage Mr3,3A:1 Committee kills SB354, which would have repealed prevailing wage law; hearing room packed with labor reps Mr4,1A:3

Women. Article on displaced homemaker program N22,1E:1
Youth, Employment of. State Senator Jerry D. Jewett files suit to halt proposed Job Corps Center at Red Carpet Inn at Little Rock Ja7,6A:6 Job Corps to drop center plans if city of Little Rock does not support it Ja8,1A:2 Difficulties seen in halting center at Red Carpet Inn Ja9, 4A:1 Gazette supports opening of Center Ja16,14A:1 Group of Little Rock residents meet with Job Corps officials Ja24,4A:1 Gazette sees no good reason for not opening Center Ja29,16A:1 Little Rock City Director Charles Bussey ends effort to stop center Mr6,4A:1 Semon Thompson, director of proposed center at Little Rock, rejects charge that crime will increase because of program Mr16,18:2 Hot Springs Job Corp center meets needs, director says Mr16,18:5 First Job Corp Center students arrive Je18, 4A:2 Job Corps Center at Little Rock dedicated S11,6A:1 LABOR COUNCIL, CENTRAL ARKANSAS
See also Energy and Power

LABOR UNIONS
See also
American Federation of Labor
LABORERS UNION OF NORTH AMERICA, INTERNATIONAL
Federal Judge G. Thomas Elsele
refuses to reduce sentence of Bobby Eugene Allison, who contends US attorney's office acted improperly in having Allison reassigned from a minimum to a medium security prison. Prison term of Bobby Eugene Allison reduced by Judge G. Thomas Eisele to show his protest of govt handling of case.

Former County Judge James V. Alexander Jr indicted on 9 counts of mail fraud charging that he accepted kickbacks on county purchases from Louis R. Spilka. Louis R. Spilka testifies he paid $1,250 bribe to Jimmy Alexander. Jimmy Alexander found innocent.

Voters approve sales tax.

Greers Ferry
See also Parks--Greers Ferry
Greer's
See also Parks--Greer's
Hamilton. Drawdown voted by G&FC.

Property owners on Lake may file claims after drawdown.

Biologist Tracy Love says he deceived public on benefits of drawdown of lake. Officials to check for pollution sources during drawdown.

Sanitarians find 330 sewage discharge points in Lake.

Ozark Lake
See also Parks--Ozark Lake

Pine Bluff Lake. PCB contamination traced to Central.

Table Rock
See also Parks--Table Rock

LAMAN, WILLIAM F. (CASEY)
See also

North Little Rock-Government Employees--Pensions

Parks--North Little Rock

LAMBRIGHT, W. FRANK
See also

University of Ark (Little Rock)

LANCASTER, BOB
See also Books

LANCER MILITARIA
Mail order firm at Sims (Montgomery County) specializes in military paraphernalia.

LAND RECLAMATION
See Reclamation of Land

LANDERS, LACY
See also Labor

LANDLORD AND TENANT
See Housing--Rents and Renting

LANCE POULTRY FARMS, INC
Poultry farmers sue Lane Poultry and Sunnyside Farms, Inc, for allegedly breaking contracts and for other business practices.

L'ANGUILLLE RIVER
Hearing to be held on plans by Army Engineers to dredge, widen river.

La PLANTE, STEPHEN
See also Prisons-Arkansas State
LIABILITY FOR ACCIDENTS

House defeats HB554 to have state take over financial responsibility for the Appellate Public Defenders Office, which represents indigents in appeals Mr3,4A:7 Article on work of Legal Services Corp in Ark and its likely closing under the Reagan adm Ap5,6A:4 Article discusses effects on poor people of end to Legal Aid Service Ap9,1B:2 Appellate Defender to cease operation Ap9,1B:5 Gov Frank White appts members of state advisory council for the Legal Services Corp N18,26A:8

LEGAL INSURANCE

Legal insurance has not been popular in Ark Ja19,4A:1 Governor Frank White vetoes HB583 which would have state employee payroll deduction for prepaid legal insurance Mr31,3A:3

LEGAL PROFESSION

Arkansas Bar Assn among those being studied by Federal Trade Comm for possible antitrust action; Arkansas Bar votes not to answer questions Ja18,1A:5 Senate passes bill SB9 to allow parties in a dispute to hire a lawyer who is not a judge to settle their dispute Ja27,3A:8 State Board of Law Examiners refuses to reinstate license of Ralph T. Shannon, who was convicted of embezzlement Mr20,6A:3 Sixty-six pass state bar exam Mr23,7A:1 Arkansas Supreme Court orders documents containing arguments by attorney Ben D. Rowland Jr destroyed because of what the court called his intemperate remarks about Chancellor Lee A. Munson Ap14,1A:3 Editorial says state Supreme Court lost its cool in Rowlands case Ap17,18A:1 Ethics panel reprimands lawyer, cautions others My5,4A:2 Boyd Tackett censured by committee on professional conduct Ag7,5A:1 List of candidates who passed bar exam Ag24,9A:1 Arkansas Supreme Court upholds decision of the Law Examiners Bd not to reinstate Ralph T. Shannon 013,6A:1 Arkansas Black Lawyers Assn changes name to W. Harold Flowers Law Society 029,11A:2 Herschel H. Friday chosen to chair American Bar Assn panel on competence N28,5A:1

See also Ark-Attorney General Jennings, Alston Walker, John W.

LEGAL SERVICES

See Ark-Government Attorneys and Legal Services

LEGAL SERVICES CORP

See Legal Aid for the Poor

LEGIONNAIRES DISEASE

See Respiratory Diseases

LEGISLATURE (ARK)

See Ark-Legislature

LEPEL, HAROLD

See also Drug Addiction, Abuse and Traffic Wildlife

LEPROSY

Vietnamese child at Batesville has non-infectious leprosy My5,6A:5

LEY, PAUL

See also Electric Power and Light LIABILITY FOR ACCIDENTS

House defeats HB447 which forbids passenger in car, boat or airplane
from suing driver except for gross negligence F20,4A:6 Senate Bill 576 would repeal "guest statute" which bars passenger from suing driver of vehicle in accident except for negligence Mr5,12A:1
See also
Livestock
Surgery and Surgeons
LIABILITY INSURANCE
See also Automobile Insurance
LIBEL AND SLANDER
See also
Ozark Institutes
Police-Pulaski County
--Davis, John P.
See Police-State Police
--Thompson, Dwain
See Police-State Police
LIBERTARIAN PARTY
See also US Armament-Draft
LIBRARIES AND LIBRARIANS
Governor Bill Clinton names Dorothy Moore to state Library Board Ja1,8A:4 Senate passes SB173 to require that bequests go directly to county libraries F6,5A:1 House adds $400,000 to SB344 for state aid to county libraries Mr3,4A:7 Legislature places $400,000 for aid to county libraries in Category B of budget Mr19,2A:3
See also
Arkansas State Library
Ashdown Public Library
Colleges-Libraries
Education (gen)--Libraries
Education-Pulaski County Dist--Libraries
Lyda Miller Public Library
North Arkansas Regional Library
LICENSES
See
Organizations, Societies and Clubs
LIENS
See Credit
LIFE INSURANCE
Article explains new universal life policy N15,1E:2
See also
Ark-Government Employees--insurance
Credit
Murders--ORSINI
LIQUOR
Governor-elect Frank White will keep Mac Carver as ABC administrator Ja1,1A:6 License granted for private club at Jonesboro; Board acts on other requests Ja22,9A:7 Senate amends bill to provide for Alcoholic Beverage Control Board rather than the governor to have power to hire and fire the ABC administrator and chief enforcement officer; Governor Frank White unhappy Ja25,9A:1 Editorial opposes removal of power to appoint and dismiss director from office of Governor Ja27,6A:1 Senate Bill 220 would place Enforcement Div under State Police and require violations to be referred to prosecuting attorney Ja29,4A:4 Joe Groseclose apptd to ABC by Gov Frank White Ja30,3A:3 House defeats effort to remove power of governor to hire and fire director, but similar amdt is alive in Senate Ja31,4A:3 Governor White and several senators at odds over who should appt director F1,7A:1 Senate amends HB188 to provide for an enforcement div and an administration div, then passes bill F5,2A:4 House approves bill (HB885) to let Board fine violators of Liquor law F6,4A:1 House Bill 680 would estab a system of state-owned and operated liquor stores in place of private stores F12,7A:2 House gets bill (HB688) to
LIGHTING
Article on popularity of gaslights as result of promotion by W. R. Stephens and Arkansas Louisiana Gas Co Ja20,1B:5 Marvin B. Olson invents device to turn on porch light when doorbell is rung F14,1B:4
LIGHTNING
Hector farmer killed by lightning Je11,9A:4 Roofer killed at Fort Smith Jy22,3A:7 Barge worker killed Ag6,2A:3
See also Prisons-Arkansas State
LIGNITE
See Coal
LINDSEY, JIM
See also
Prisons-Arkansas State (gen)
LIQUOR
Governor-elect Frank White will keep Mac Carver as ABC administrator Ja1,1A:6 License granted for private club at Jonesboro; Board acts on other requests Ja22,9A:7 Senate amends bill to provide for Alcoholic Beverage Control Board rather than the governor to have power to hire and fire the ABC administrator and chief enforcement officer; Governor Frank White unhappy Ja25,9A:1 Editorial opposes removal of power to appoint and dismiss director from office of Governor Ja27,6A:1 Senate Bill 220 would place Enforcement Div under State Police and require violations to be referred to prosecuting attorney Ja29,4A:4 Joe Groseclose apptd to ABC by Gov Frank White Ja30,3A:3 House defeats effort to remove power of governor to hire and fire director, but similar amdt is alive in Senate Ja31,4A:3 Governor White and several senators at odds over who should appt director F1,7A:1 Senate amends HB188 to provide for an enforcement div and an administration div, then passes bill F5,2A:4 House approves bill (HB885) to let Board fine violators of Liquor law F6,4A:1 House Bill 680 would estab a system of state-owned and operated liquor stores in place of private stores F12,7A:2 House gets bill (HB688) to
restrict liquor store hours F12,7A:2 Commission acts on several permit requests F19,11C:1 Permit approvals and denials listed F20,6A:4 Officers seize whiskey, beer during 5 raids in Lonoke County Mr3,6A:6 House defeats SB459 which would have sharply restricted outlets in rural areas Mr14,7A:3 List of permit approvals and denials Mr23,5C:1 Governor White appoints Jack Boles director of ABC Bd enforcement div, a position from which he was fired in 1979 Mr20,8A:1 Jack Boles says he stresses cooperation, predicts arrests for liquor law violations to decline Mr21,5A:1 State Court of Appeals rules that permits may not be denied by ABC merely because of local opposition Mr26,13A:1 Jack Boles orders agents to work only during daylight hours, ends undercover work Mr28,7A:1 State Attorney Gen Steve Clark says Paris City Council can ban dancing at taverns Mr28,7A:4 ABC seeks policy of cooperation with local officials, liquor outlets Ap3,4A:1 Court order blocks ban on dancing in Paris taverns Ap12,11A:3 List of outlet permits granted Ap16,12A:1 Springdale stores set up alert to notify other stores when minors seek to make a purchase Ap26,16A:2 Gazette suggests Governor White take a stand on dance controversy at Paris My3,12E:1 Arrests by ABC fall sharply; Jack C. Boles says law being enforced My12,4A:1 Retail permits granted by ABC My21,8A:3 Five permits granted My27,6A:5 Three tavern owners and a couple file challenge of Paris ban on dancing in taverns My30,5A:2 Eight permits granted Je20,4C:4 Paris voids ban on dancing in taverns Je21,2A:7 Question of legality of private clubs in dry counties excluded from case; question narrowed to effects of Act 132 of 1969 on Initiated Act 1 of 1942 which bans sale of alcoholic beverages in dry counties Jy11,3A:6 List of licenses approved Jy17,6A:5 Actions by ABC on permit requests Jy30,13A:2 Permits granted Jy31,6A:7 Action of ABC on permit requests Ag20,12A:4 Court hearing brief in suit over mixed drinks at private clubs in dry counties Ag25,7C:2 Panel of Legislative Council denies request by ABC for rule to ban use of discount coupons for liquor sales Ag29,9A:6 Board action on permits S17,8A:1 Jack Fouch of Mountain Home, tells ABC that Baxter County law enforcement officials allow minors to drink; Sheriff denies charge S18,18A:1 Mac Carder resigns as ABC administrator S23,10A:1 Robert Goodall, owner of 101 Liquor Store at Blackwell, uses gun to prevent highway crew from blocking only access to his store 02,12A:4 Driveway to 101 Liquor Store in Blackwell open pending court hearing 09,7A:1 Actions of ABC on liquor permits 022,11C:3 Two drive-in theaters get beer permits; other permits listed 023,12A:1 Robert Goodall ordered to remove electrical cord from fence at his 101 Liquor Store at Blackwell 030,8A:5 European restaurant on Chickalah Mtn In Yell County closes because no liquor permit was granted; owner is bitter N1,6A:1 Editorial on beer permits for drive-in theaters N8,13E:5 Disciplinary orders ratified by ABC in several cases N19,8A:1 Nine permit denials overturned, six upheld by ABC N19,8A:1 Private clubs allowed in dry counties, Pulaski Co Circuit Judge Perry V. Whitmore rules D3,1A:6 Permits issued to 6 applicants D17,22A:8 Editorial on private clubs in dry counties D20,13E:3 Governor Frank White to name Guy Newcomb to Alcoholic Beverage Control Bd D30,4A:5 See also Alcoholism Ark-Government Employees (gen) Cleburne County Ouachita County Texarkana White, Frank LISLE, JOHN See also Education (gen)--Curricula
LIT T E R A T U R E

See Books

LITTER

See Waste Materials

LITTLE MISSOURI RIVER

See also Metals and Minerals

LITTLE RED RIVER

Mudslide at Judsonia threatens bridge and sewage lagoon Ap1,6C:6

LITTLE ROCK

See also

Advertising
Blacks in Ark
Courts (Local)-Traffic
Crime (gen)--Statistics
Education-Little Rock
Housing-Little Rock
Parks-Little Rock
Police-Little Rock
Prisons-Little Rock
Taxicabs
Transit Systems
Water
Woolworth Stores

Area Planning and Renewal. Planning Commission supports effort to end requirement for sidewalks in new subdivisions F25,1A:3 Four Directors upset by failure to enforce sidewalk rule F26,5A:1 Board of Directors moves to protect structures around Central High School Mr5,9A:1 Central High School area residents organize to make area better place to live Ap14,1B:2 Ruling overturned; Federal Reserve Bank of Little Rock does not have to pay tax for Metrocentre Mall Ag12,7A:1 Sports arena proposed for downtown area 018,1A:2

See also

College Station (Pulaski County)
Methodist Church-Little Rock--Bu llock
Pankey

Buildings

--Allied Telephone: New 7-story bldg to be corporate headquarters for Allied Telephone Co Ag12,6C:1

--Atkins Insurance Bldg: New 6-story bldg to be at Capitol and Louisiana Je10,3A:1

--Circus Bazaar: Unfinished bldg to be razed Ag18,3A:4 Site to be used for doctors bldg 04,1E:1

--First Federal Savings and Loan Assn: New building is one of Arkansas's most unusual and dramatic architectural structures Ja18,9G:3

--Lafayette Hotel: Five young men buy bldg, will convert it to apartments or offices F27,1A:5

--University Tower: Building sold to University Partners Ag30,1E:1

City Board of Directors. House gets bill (HB738) to require that 4 Directors be elected by zone Fl4,4A:5 Mayor Webster Hubbell resigns from City Board of Directors Jy15,1A:2 Law may allow Board to refuse resignation of Hubbell, avoid cost of special election, John Langston says Jy16,1A:2 Director to ask for special election Jy17,1A:5 Article critical of timing of Hubbell resignation Jy19,9A:1 Webster Hubbell agrees to remain on Bd Jy22,1A:4

John Langston may seek mayor post Jy24,1A:2 Charles Bussey continues as acting mayor as Board declines to vote on replacement for Hubbell Ag5,1A:2 US Appeals Court hears testimony on challenge by blacks of at-large election of board members Sa18,10A:1 US Court of Appeals rules election of city directors at-large does not discriminate against blacks 013,6A:1 Myra Jones named to Board of Directors of the National League of Cities D3,9A:4

See also Little Rock-Mayor City Manager. Feature article on Manager Mahlon Martin Ag30,1F:2

Convention Center. State Supreme Court upholds bond issue for Little Rock Convention Center Jy14,1A:6 Conventions and Conferences. About 167,500 persons attended conventions at Little Rock last year Ja29,5A:1

Economic Conditions and Trends. Economy rides out national business slump Ja18,2G:1

Finances and Budgets. Election on local sales tax likely this year if Gov Frank White signs bill F20,1A:5
Sales tax election set for May 26. 5A:6 Election set for May 19 for vote on sales tax. Mr15,1A:8 Vote set on sales tax. Mr18,4A:6 Group organized to back sales tax. Mr19,1A:6 AFL-CIO to actively oppose sales tax for Little Rock and North Little Rock, J. Bill Becker says Ap8,1A:3 Pulaski County Automobile Dealers Assn opposes sales tax unless ceiling placed on price on which tax is paid. Ap15,1A:2 J. Bill Becker blasts sales tax as benefit for the rich at the expense of working people; Becker says AFL-CIO might reconsider if food exempted. Ap15,1A:2 City Board outlines plans for use of tax; A. M. Keith predicts defeat unless other fees and taxes are reduced. Ap16,1A:2 Table shows how funds would be spent. Ap16,2A:8 ACORN to fight proposed sales tax. Ap23,8A:7 League of Women voters supports sales tax, while Central Arkansas Labor Council opposes it. Ap24,1A:1 Prosecutor Wilbur C. Bentley to fight city sales tax; favors county levy. Ap26,1A:5 Coalition forms against sales tax at Little Rock and North Little Rock. Ap26,1A:1 Mayor Webster Hubbell says Wilbur C. Bentley not being realistic. Ap28,1A:4 Urban League of Little Rock opposes sales tax; City Manager Mahlon Martin shocked and dismayed. Ap29,1A:2 J. Bill Becker and Mahlon Martin debate tax. Ap29,5A:1 ACORN complains about use of city telephones in campaign for tax passage. Ap29,5A:1 Tax backed by AFSCME. Ap29,5A:2 City off by $4 million on estimated income from sales tax, Jim Lynch says Ap29,12A:1 Coalition opposing sales tax at Little Rock and North Little Rock raising campaign funds; group lists reasons for opposition. My1,1A:1 City Director John Langston says he will fight cutbacks in fire, police services if tax defeated. My2,3A:4 Tax defeat may raise fire insurance. My3,6A:1 Mahlon Martin critical of foes of tax; John Barrow Action Group cited. My6,1A:2 Mayor Webster Hubbell predicts tax to pass. My7,6A:1 Quality of life at stake, leaders of tax drive say My15,1A:4 Drop in fire ins ratings not certain. My15,1A:5 Article discusses use of taxes. My16,1A:4 Pulaski County Property Owners Assn opposes tax at both cities. My16,8A:5 Both sides pour time, money into sales tax campaign. My17,1A:4 Dr. Frank H. Troutman says tax not needed. My17,6A:4 Debate at Little Rock and North Little Rock centers on need for funds for essential services. My19,1A:7 Voters defeat sales tax; planning for $3.5 million cut in services to begin. My20,1A:5 Tax was defeated by 2,000 vote margin. My20,1A:8 Hiring freeze ordered; Police Dept may suffer because women and minorities cannot be hired as planned. My21,1A:4 Mahlon Martin asks dept to prepare sample budgets with 12.5 pct funds cut. My22,9A:1 Budget outlook brighter. Jy29,1A:2 City must cut budget by $1.7 million; Mahlon Martin suggests dismissal of several workers. Ag13,1A:3 City Board plans to reduce funding for CAT, Arts Center and library. Ag27,3A:1 City Manager Mahlon Martin urges cut in jobs, closing of 2 fire stations and layoff of police. S2,1A:8 Fire Chief Rubin Webb and the firefighters union disagree on effects of closing of 2 stations. S3,1A:5 Government Employees and Officials. Police Chief Walter E. (Sonny) Simpson among many employees who do not live inside city limits. Ap7,1A:4 Civil Service Comm asked to probe actions of Police Chief Walter E. Simpson. My15,5A:1 Civil Service Comm will not hear complaints against Police Chief Walter E. Simpson. My29,12A:1

--Pensions and Retirement: Official says city should pull out of Social Security for non-uniformed employees. 02,6A:1 City does not plan to pull out of Social Security. 011,6A:1
LITTLE ROCK
-Government Employees

--Pensions and Retirement: (Cont)
  See also
  Ark-Local Govt--Government Employees
  Social Security

Historic Buildings and Sites,
Article on Villa Marre, built in 1881 by Angelo Marre and occupied by Gov Jeff Davis and E. B. Kensworthy; house was restored by James W. Strawn
Ja2,1B:1 Turner-Fulk House, a city landmark, totally destroyed by fire
Ap9,1A:5 Cornish House restored to days of former glory
My2,1B:4 City Board of Directors establishes historic dist in MacArthur Park area
My6,15A:1 Pike-Fletcher-Terry mansion repairs delayed by lack of funds
D1,1B:4 Plea made by Quapaw Quarter Assn to save old Majestic Laundry from demolition
D4,8A:3 Article on wallpaper designs in
Hanger House
D26,1B:2 History. Bigelow Robinson recalls Little Rock of 50 years ago
01,1B:4 Highlights of city's history featured on 150th anniversary; article discusses founding of city
N1,1F:2 Conflict over land titles slowed early growth
N2,1B:2 Able citizens led city through its formative years
N3,1B:5 Photos recall old Little Rock
D13,1F:2

Mayor. Webster Hubbell reelected by City Board of Directors, and Charles Bussey, assistant mayor Ja7,15A:2 Article on Charles Bussey's role as assistant mayor
F1,1E:1 Senate Bill 358 calls for popular election of mayor
F10,9C:4 Senate passes SB358 F18,3A:6 Governor White signs SB358 (Act 539, 1981) to require popular election of mayor
Mrl9,8A:1 Charles Bussey says if he is not named Mayor it will be because he is black
Ag16,5A:1 Charles Bussey elected mayor
N26,1A:7 Celebration in Detroit brings Mayor Bussey attention he desired
D3,1A:2
See also
Little Rock-City Board

Sesquicentennial. City planning celebration of its 150th anniversary
F3,3A:4

LITTLE ROCK AND WESTERN RAILROAD
Firm owned by Arkansas Kraft Corp purchases 44-mile section of Chicago Rock Island and Pacific Lines
Jy11,1A:8

LITTLE ROCK ANESTHESIA SERVICES
See also Surgeons and Surgery

LITTLE ROCK. ARKANSAS DEMOCRAT
See also Police-State Police

LITTLE ROCK. ARKANSAS GAZETTE
William F. McIlwain named editor
Jy8,1A:6 Managing editor Robert R. Douglas named head of journalism dept at University of Ark at Fayetteville
Jy23,1A:3 Six-column format, new daily magazine to be introduced in January
01,1A:2 Article on estab of the Gazette in 1819 by William E. Woodruff
N20,4A:1 Robert S. McCord to join editorial staff
N25,1A:2

LITTLE ROCK ARSENAL
See Parks-Little Rock--MacArthur

LITTLE ROCK-NORTH LITTLE ROCK CENTER FOR HIGHER EDUCATION
See Colleges (gen)

LITTLE ROCK ROAD MACHINERY
See also
Ark-Local Govt--Contracts

LITTLEFIELD, DANIEL F.
See also
Books--Littlefield
Colleges-Teachers

LIVESTOCK
John D. Anderson apptd to Comm by Gov White F13,6A:2 Senate approves SB3 to exempt livestock and poultry sales from implied warranty unless owner knowingly sells a diseased animal
F17,4A:8 Senate passes SB423 to require that owners be notified of damage to fence in an accident and to protect owner whose livestock escapes before he has reasonable time to make repairs
Mrl3,3A:2 Senate Bill 3 on sales tax exemption for machinery parts is dropped for this session
Mrl5,14A:4 Governor White signs HB834 (Act 687, 1981) separating Livestock and Poultry Comm from Commerce Dept
Mrl7,7A:1 Spring Creek Ranch of
Searcy pays $500,000 for share of Brahman bull Oil 9E:7
See also Robberies and Thefts
LOANS, STUDENT
See Scholarship, Fellowships and Student Loans
LOBBYING AND LOBBYISTS
Bill by Sen David Pryor would restrict defense contractors from billing taxpayers for lobby efforts S11,11A:2 Senate approves plan of David Pryor to stop billing taxpayers for lobbying costs D1,1A:6
See also Ark-Legislature--Lobbying White, Frank White, Frank-Aides LOCKHART, A. L.
See also Prisons-Arkansas State Penitentiary
LONGEVITY
Mrs Sue Clark Blanton, believed to be state's oldest citizen, dies at age 111 Ap15,8A:5 Annie Lancaster, 88, recalls memories of other days My17,1F:2 James Hayes celebrates 112th birthday My21,8A:4
LONOKE COUNTY
Former Sheriff Golden Moore Jr sentenced, fined on felony charge Jl4,9A:6
See also Prisons-Lonoke County
LOWE, LYNN
See also Red River
LUETCKE, OLIVIA
See also Music
LUMBER
See Wood
LUNDUIST, EVAN
See also Art
LYDA MILLER PUBLIC LIBRARY
Bald Knob names public library in honor of Lyda Miller N8,1F:2
LYMAN LAMB CO
Three suspects arrested in case Ja13,3A:5 Two buildings destroyed in major fire at Little Rock lumber firm; arson charges filed against three young men Fl2,1A:4
LYON, GEORGE COOK
George Cook Lyon purchases building at Benton, says he is moving Thomas A. Edison Coll, a college without walls, to Benton from West Palm Beach, Florida, where he has twice been found in contempt of court for operating a diploma mill; Lyon offers several degrees for a fee; Lyon also is archbishop of the Holy Episcopal Church in America, which he founded Je19,1A:4 Abandoning plan to open coll, Lyon says Je20,6A:3 Lyon files incorporation papers for Holy Episcopal Church in America, the American Academy of Behavioral Science, the Arkansas Psychoanalytic Institute, Order of St John of Jerusalem and the Arkansas Naturopathic Homeopathic Training Center; Lyon has recently advertised as a hypnotist who can cure obesity, tension, Impotence and other problems; religious services to be held at his church Ag13,19A:1 Chancellor Lee A. Munson orders Leon Jalowy, a naturopath, to stop practicing medicine without a license, orders Arkansas Naturopathic Homeopathic Board to cease issuing licenses; George Cook Lyon testified for Jalowy, one of his former students Ag27,3A:1

MABRY, JIM
See also Prisons-Arkansas State
MACKAY, WILLIE RAY
See also Murders--Vejrosta
MADDOX, ODE
See also Education (gen)--Textbooks Trucks and Truck Industry
MADISON COUNTY
Sales tax proposal defeated Jy29, 10A:4

MAGAZINES
See also Crazy Horse (Periodical)
MAGIC SPRINGS
See also Amusement Parks--Magic Springs
MAGNOLIA
See also Police-Magnolia
MAIL
See Postal Service
MAIL ORDER COMPANIES
See also Lancer Militaria
MANATT, SAMUEL L. JR
See also Stephens, Inc
MANNERS AND CUSTOMS
See also Ark-Manners and Customs
MARBLE FALLS
Recreation area that was once part of Dogpatch USA purchased by C. L. Carr of Harrison Ap8,5A:3 Most of resort reportedly sold to Parmar Brothers, Inc of Houston 03,9C:7
MARIJUANA
See also Drug Addiction, Abuse and Traffic
Drugs and Drug Trade
MARINE LIFE
Note: Materials on fish and fishing are entered under the heading, Wildlife, Fish and Game Birds.
MARIONETTES
See also Handicapped
MARLAR, JOHN
See also Ouachita County
MARRE, ANGELO
See also Little Rock-Historic Houses
MARRIAGES
House passes HB26 to eliminate waiting period between application and issuance of marriage license; both parties would have to sign before clerk so homosexual marriages could be prevented Ja29,10A:3 House gets bill (HB725) to allow couples living together out of wedlock to sue each other over property disputes only if they have entered a written agreement Fl3,8A:3 Article on steps to be taken in planning a perfect wedding Fl5,1D:1 House passes HB304 allowing men to marry at age 18 with consent of parents Fl7,4A:2 Article on choosing silver, china and crystal patterns F22,1D:1 Let the display of flowers, decorations and foods fit the occasion, experts suggest Mr1, 1D:1 House fails to approve HB725, which would bar courts from making financial or property awards to unmarried persons who separate after living together Mr5,4A:3 House approves HB725 Mr6,1A:7 Trouseau, honeymoon part of traditional plan Mr8,1D:1 Gov Frank White signs HB304 (Act 371, 1981) Mr10,3A:5 Act 548 of 1981 gives legal standing to contracts entered into by a couple who live together before they are married, spelling out property rights of each Mr21,4A:8 Governor Frank White signs SB528 (Act 633, 1981) to eliminate sexual distinctions in laws on marriage and neglect of spouse or child Mr25,13A:8 Governor White signs HB26 (Act 788, 1981) to end waiting period for marriage license Mr31,7A:1 Law requiring waiting period for marriage license ends Je17,3A:4
See also Bigamy
Taxation (gen)
MARSHALLTOWN TOOLS, INC
Firm to build $1.7 million plant at Fayetteville to make construction tools Jell,6C:1
MARRSHALS
See Courts (US)-Federal Dist
MARTIN, ALFRED
See also Consumer Research, Arkansas
MARTIN, HORACE N.
See also University of Ark for Medical Sciences
MARTIN, JAMES
See also University of Ark
University of Ark (Little Rock)
MARTIN, MAHLON
See also Little Rock-City Manager
MARTINS
See Birds--Martins
MASON, JAMES L.
See also Trucks and Trucking Industry
MATERNAL WELFARE
See Pregnancy
MATHEMATICS
Jerry Baker works to help people
overcome math anxiety D28,1B:1
MATHEMATICS 1981
McINTOSH, ROBERT R.

MATHIS, RANDALL
See also
Ark-Local Govt
Environment
MATHEWS, WAYNE
See also
Punishment (Criminal Procedure)

MAUMELLE
Article traces growth of planned community near Little Rock J18,1GA:1
New conditions for continued federal aid set in impact statement Jy28,4A:6
Summa T. Corp offers to buy Jess Odom's interest in Maumelle S17,16A:1
Developers expect growth as govt gets out of operation S27,1E:1

MAVERICK TUBE, INC
Russellville to get $45 million steel tube plant originally planned for Fort Smith; plant will employ over 500 people Ag20,1A:4 Firm insists it switched to Russellville for better soil for plant Ag21,5A:5

MAYER, WILLIAM V.
See also
Education (gen)--Curricula

MAYFLOWER
See also Education-Mayflower

McADAMS, HERBERT H.
See also Power (Social Sciences)

McCAULIFFE, LEON
See also Music

McCABRIDGE, MERCEDES
See also Actors

McCARTY, WALTER T.
Protest at state Capitol about Cubans in Ark leads to arrest of McCarty for carrying gun F27,8A:5

McCLELLAN, JOHN L.
Estate valued at $1 million, after taxes Ap14,4A:4 Settlement of will nears My17,3A:1 State Supreme Ct clears way for estate settlement My27,3A:5 Judge denies $9,000 to Mary Alice McDermott; attorney for estate gets $35,000 fee in addition to $40,000 previously granted Je26,14A:8

McCORD, ROBERT S.
See also
Little Rock. Arkansas Gazette

McCRARY'S FARM SUPPLY
Firm files for bankruptcy, lists debts of $25 million Jy2,5C:5

McCUEH, W.
See also Real Estate

McDANIEL, JAY
See also Religion and Churches

McDONALD, ANDREW J.
See also
Education (gen)--Curricula
Roman Catholic Church

McGOGAN, LEON
See also
Ark-Emergency Services, Office of

McILWAIN, WILLIAM F.
Arkansas Gazette editor named to Pulitzer Prize board D7,6A:6
See also
Little Rock. Arkansas Gazette

McINTOSH, ROBERT R.
Bad check charge filed against McIntosh Ap1,9A:7 Heat ends McIntosh protest from a cross in front of Capitol; McIntosh wants meeting with Gov Frank White Jy21,4A:5 McIntosh gets help with protest Jy22,9A:4 Governor Frank White to meet with Elijah Coleman; McIntosh incensed that he was not invited Jy23,6A:4 Elijah Coleman says he received death threat if he met with Gov White without McIntosh present; Governor says he will not meet with McIntosh Jy24,7A:1 Cross removed by McIntosh, who says he will start a new political party Jy25,3A:5 McIntosh walking to Pine Bluff to turn in his resignation as vice chairman of the Arkansas Black Republican Caucus Jy27,3A:7 Walk to Pine Bluff completed, but McIntosh did not see Elijah Coleman Jy28,7A:1 Ad Craft of Arkansas sues McIntosh for $1,422 Ag6,5C:8 Capitol protest by McIntosh leads to his arrest Ag21,5A:4 McIntosh acquitted of charges stemming from pie incident S19,12A:5 Judge says Gov Frank White does not have to testify at trial N4,18A:8 McIntosh convicted in Capitol
Incident; Orval E. Faubus was a witness N17,1A:2 N17,3A:2 McIntosh threatens to disrupt Christmas parade unless he gets a better position D2,2A:6 McIntosh gets spot at front of parade D3,4A:1 McIntosh hires helper; cleans up parade route D6,12A:6

See also

Ark-Politics

White, Frank--Appointments (gen)

McLarty, Thomas F.

See also Ward Industries, Inc

McLaughlin, Roy

See also

Education (gen)--Curricula

McLean, William S.

See also

Education (gen)--Curricula

McLeskey, Boyce L.

See also

Ark-Local Govt--Contracts

Clay County

McMATH, Sidney S.

See also US Armament

McRAE

History of town recorded in book D24,1B:1

McRAE, Tom

See also Ark-Politics

Mears, Roger C. Jr

See also Real Estate

Measles

Only 14 cases reptd to state Health Dept last yr My13,6B:1 Harding Univ students vaccinated after 6 cases confirmed on campus S24,6A:4 Harding trying to halt outbreak of measles 018,14A:1

Meat

Joint Budget Committee votes to fund state meat inspection program in state Health Dept; Senator Knox Nelson works on plan to defy federal regulations, charge meat packers a fee Ja27,2A:8 Senate passes SB209 to fund program Ja29,11A:4 House passes SB209 Ja30,10A:4 Senator Knox Nelson abandons plan on fee for packers Ja31,4A:5 Governor Frank White signs funding bill (SB209) for inspection program Fl1,15A:6 Governor Frank White vetoes bill funding meat inspection program of the state Health Dept; federal govt will take over program Mr24,1A:8

Medicaid

Senate gets bill (SB575) to allow Social Services Div to impose fines for violations of Medicaid rules Mr4,4A:4 Governor Frank White vetoes funds to expand dental coverage Ap1,10A:4 Major policy changes in Medicaid proposed by state Social Services Div My15,4A:1 Medical Care Advisory Committee accepts most staff plans for $28 million cut in programs that provide services to the poor; panel does not accept proposal to end pay for reserving bed in nursing homes for patients who are hospitalized My21,8A:1 Operators divided on flat-rate pay plan for Medicaid patients Je6,1A:5 Proposals to cut Medicaid cost brings large crowd of protestors to hearing at Little Rock, about 100,000 residents participate in Medicaid plans Je6,1A:5 Gazette editorial on cutting services Je10,18A:1 Planned cuts will hurt University Hospital and Arkansas Children's Hospital Je13,3A:1 Proposal made for one year moratorium on new nursing home beds to help hold down Medicaid costs and allow analysis of less-expensive methods of long-term care Je17,8A:1 Human Services Dept suggests cutting $7 million from planned rise in Medicaid payments to nursing homes Je18,14A:1 Governor Frank White supports $7 million cut Je19,9A:3 Legislative Council approves cuts Je20,10A:1 Article on politics of Medicaid Je28,11E:1 Federal auditors check some nursing homes Jy1,11A:1 Federal auditors could lead to claims for return of millions of dollars Jy2,7A:4 Governor Frank White transfers $20.5 million from Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) to Medicaid program S17,10A:1 Article on White decision on Medicaid and the strange quiet of the Legis S20,11E:1 Beryl Anthony offers bill to allow states option to continue Medicaid coverage for working poor families D13,13A:1
Federal Health and Human Services Dept withholds $327,000, says state's documentation improper D16,20A:1

MEDICAL SOCIETY, ARKANSAS

Dr Morriss M. Henry elected president Ap30,6A:4

MEDICINE AND HEALTH

Governor Bill Clinton reappoints Dr Henry Keisher to state Board of Health Ja1,8A:4 Gov Bill Clinton names Chris Polychron and Thedford Collins to Statewide Health Coordinating Council Ja1,8A:4 Gov Bill Clinton reappoints Ben Owens to Health Coordinating Council Ja7,12A:3 Gov Clinton appts Milton Scott and Mary Goza to Health Coordinating Council Ja8,15A:2 Gov Bill Clinton appoints Jeri Fowler, Jane Finch and Wilandra Dean to Health Coordinating Council Ja10,9A:8 Dr Rhys Williams notifies Governor that he will not serve on state Health Bd Ja15,2A:2 House Bill 253 would add 3 consumer members to state Health Bd Ja22,7A:4 State Health Dept Director Robert W. Young resigns Ja23,12A:4 Dr Robert Young accepts health post in Kentucky, cites positive atmosphere there Ja27,4A:5 Bill in Legis (SB42) would use $400,000 of a $1.2 million accumulation in fund to pay for indigent patients at Memphis for fire, police and ambulance services in Crittenden County Ja15,15A:1 Budget panel delays SB42 Ja30,11A:4 Gazette commends Dr Young for work started in Ark F1,2E:1 Governor Frank White and his staff abruptly abandoned recommendations made by his physician-dominated study panel on Health Dept reductions F5,1A:8 Governor White asked to help Health Board gain more power F10,5A:1 Gov Frank White names Dr A. S. Fitzugh acting director of state Health Dept F13,6A:1 House approves HB253 to add 3 members to state Health Bd F27,6A:3 Senate defeats SB42 which would give funds to govt in Crittenden Co; vote expunged, may come up again F6,4A:6 Senate passes HB77 requiring providers of home health care to coordinate programs F27,3A:1 Herbalist Steven Foster lectures on medicinal herbs Mr2,1B:2 Senate approves HB884 taking $200,000 for emergency medical services in Crittenden County from fund establd to pay for indigent care at Memphis hospitals Mr4,3A:2 House passes HB8253 to add a chiropractor and an Arkansas Hospital Assn repr and a consumer to state Health Bd Mr13,10A:5 Governor White signs HB253 (Act 713, 1981) expanding state Board of Health to 18 members Mr26,4A:1 Four names submitted by Board of Health for director of Public Health Dept Mr27,4A:1 State Health Dept may have to lay off 70 employees Mr27,4A:3 Health Dept says 69 jobs to end because of budget cuts Ap9,3A:4 Total Health Services Clinic at Hot Springs teaches approach to good health through diet changes Ap9,1B:4 Plan of Senator W. K. Ingram to tap indigent patient fund for use by cities in Crittenden County goes awry; half of fund went to the state Health Dept, with the remainder still unspent Ap12,1A:2 Dr Ben M. Saltzman selected by Gov Frank White to head state Health Dept Ap16,1A:8 Former Arkansan Daniel C. Kenner Jr studies natural healing in Japan My6,1B:2 Governor Frank White asks for resignation of Tom Foti, director of the state Health Planning and Development Agency My13,1A:2 Arkansas Foundation for Medical Care monitors medical care, provides statistics My20,1B:2 Governor Frank White names Joel North as director of the state Health Planning Agency My23,1A:2 Governor Frank White appts Donald P. Phelan, Wanda McRae and Dr Chester R. Blackmon to state Health Board; Dr Albert S. Koenig III named to short term Ag6,11A:5 CAHSA funding to end S10,4A:6 Some grants extended for health care plans S25,5A:1 Governor Frank White appoints Jim Davis to Inhalation Therapy Examining Board; reappoints Dr Paul N. Means,
Shirley K. Morgan Ward and Dr James Ranch 015,6A:5 Conway woman is example of benefits of home care for terminally ill D24,1B:3

See also
Atomic Energy and Power
Drugs and Drug Trade
Hepatitis
Medicaid
Midwives
Nursing and Nurses
Pain
Prisons-Arkansas State
Surgery and Surgeons

Ambulance and Other Emergency Services. Gov Bill Clinton names Dr Ronald Smith to Emergency Medical Service Bd Ja7,12A:3 Air Force helicopters utilized in program called Trauma Flight, which rushes critically injured persons to hospitals F3,1B:2 Emergency service to be available in 23 counties by asking telephone operator for a number F18,1B:5 Washington County fee ruled illegal because procedures did not follow law F28, 8A:1 Governor White vetoes HB677, which would have set up a $1 million fund to match local money for emergency medical service supplies and equipment Apl,10A:4 Rogers policy keeps ambulance from accepting call, infant dies Jy3,16A:2 Ambulance driver Wayne Roberts of Little Rock, gets traffic citations while going to scene of fatal wreck Ag8, 6A:7 Ambulance driver, Wayne Roberts defends his actions Ag9,13A:3 Pulaski County Sheriff Tommy Robinson will offer escort services, including through city of Little Rock if city police do not meet ambulance at city line Ag21,1A:2 Medic-Vac running red lights, exceeding speed limit since Police Chief Walter E. Simpson ordered stop to tickets Ag22,1A:4 City Council orders enforcement of ordinance on speed, sirens and stop lights Ag25,1A:5 Little Rock police officers given order on enforcement Ag26,4A:1 New members of state Emergency Medical Services Advisory Council named by Gov Frank White are Roger M. Bushfield Jr, Steve Venable, Ed Hammons and Mike Moody Ag28,14A:4 Showdown nearing at Little Rock Ag30, 10A:1 Governor Frank White names Samuel C. Highsmith to Emergency Medical Services Advisory Council S16, 8A:1 Gov White signs bill allowing certain cities to strengthen regulations on emergency services D2,2A:5

Diseases
See also
Asthma
Cerebral Palsy
Diabetes
Dwarfism
Heart
Influenza
Intestines
Leprosy
Measles
Missiles
Respiratory Diseases
Rocky Mountain Spotted Fever
Spine
Tularemia

Ambulance and Other Emergency Services
See Medicine-Ambulance and Other Emergency Services

Hospitals and Other Facilities.
Central Arkansas Health Systems
Agency discusses dissolution, expects funding to end F20,5A:2 Little Rock area hospitals oppose plans by American Surgery Centers and Southern Management Assn to open outpatient clinics Mr11,11C:1 Article on impact of VA hospitals at Little Rock and North Little Rock in state Mr11,1B:5 Article on work of hospital auxiliary volunteers F25,1B:4 Outpatient surgery centers subject of extensive testimony Mr13,12C:1 State's rural hospitals in financial trouble Mr25, 1B:2 Most hospital deficits in Ark are about $50,000 Mr25,6B:4 Financially unhealthy hospitals kept alive by community pride Mr26,1B:4 Governor Frank White vetoes HB912 which would have changed rules on
sale of a hospital by a county Mr27, 3A:3 State Health Planning Agency approves plans for 2 outpatient surgery clinics at Little Rock Ap12, 11A:2

See also Nursing Homes University of Ark for Medical Sciences

---Arkadelphia:

---Twin Rivers Medical Center:
Clark County Memorial Hospital occupancy rate of 50 pct spurs drive for new hosp to be called Twin Rivers Ja25,6A:1 Fund-raising continues for proposed facility Ap1,6A:1 Loan of only $1,895,000 can be had from Fmha My5,8A:6 Baptist Medical System offers to lease Clark County Memorial Hosp, help build new facility My28, 8A:1 Clark County agencies approve lease by Baptist System Je21,11A:7 Clark County Memorial taken over by Baptist System, renamed Twin Rivers Medical Center Jy2,8A:6

---DeQueen: Hospital threatened its employees about union activities prior to election, law judge rules; hospital ordered to cease unfair labor practices, bargain with union, reinstate employees and pay damages D19,7A:1

---Dumas: Dr Carla A. Brakhop files suit alleging she was fired because she breast fed her baby in the doctors lounge N6,11A:5

---El Dorado: Rivalry between Warner Brown Hospital and Union Medical Center grows in cost and bitterness Je28,10A:1

---Hot Springs:

---Ouachita Memorial: Sub-area council of Health Systems Agency urges approval of new hosp to replace Ouachita Memorial Ap10,7A:1

---St Joseph's Mercy: Hospital to be allowed to expand to 300 beds My10,6A:1

---Harrison:

---Boone County Hospital: Dr Rhys Williams files $9 million suit against ABC-TV saying he was defamed in program on unnecessary surgery Je19,2A:3 Dr Donald Kreutzer files $6 million discrimination suit against board alleging discrimination in his firing last year Ag28,10A:4

---Little Rock:

---Arkansas Children's Hospital: Barrett Hamilton donates $50,000 to construct outdoor play areas at hosp Ag20,8A:7 Country singer Jim Ed Brown to help promote hosp N4,1B:4 Hospital to deal with trauma of hospitalization of young patients N12,1B:2

---Arkansas State Hospital:
See Mental Health

---Baptist Medical Center: Federal court hears suit by male registered nurse whose request to be assigned to Obstetrics and Gynecology Section was refused Ja9,9A:1 Larry Taylor, director of the Central Arkansas Health Systems Agency (CAHSA), attacks Center for filing lawsuit to strike down some CAHSA requirements; Taylor calls Baptist deceitful, accuses them of trying to mislead court Ja29,1A:2 Federal Office of Civil Rights clears CAHSA of civil rights violation in approval for Center expansion project in 1979 F10,3A:3 CAHSA rejects settlement of suit filed by Baptist over CAHSA refusal to approve application for new patient services Ap10, 4A:1 Federal Judge Elsi jane Trimble Roy rules Baptist Medical Center can bar male nurses from obstetrics and gynecology sections Ap16,9A:1 Center begins projects without approval of CAHSA Ag5,1A:3 Jay North, Director of the state Health Planning and Development Agency, to tell federal officials that hosp improvements are illegal; CAHSA attacks state Senator Joe Ford, a member of Baptist Center's bd, for what it called improper use of public office in behalf of Baptist Ag7,6A:1 CAHSA critical of Baptist's proceeding with plans Ag12,19A:1 Hospital trains employees to be courteous and helpful Ag19,1B:5 CAHSA
Board supports call for action against Baptist Ag21,6A:1 Nurses considering organizing a union D7, 1A:2 Nurses back Baptist Medical Center after complaints D14,1A:3

See also
Heart

Medicine-Hospitals--Arkadelphia Social Security

---Doctors Hospital: Rose Gordon files race and sex bias suit against hospital Ja9,7A:1

---Health Center of Pulaski County: Services to be offered in downtown Little Rock Ja9,7A:1

---Medi Stat Clinic: Medical clinic serves need for emergency services in southwest Little Rock Mr4,1B:8

---St Vincent Infirmary: Hospital plans $19.6 million expansion My15,1A:4 Hospital settles bias suit, agrees to pay $167,000 and legal fees and costs to blacks Je3,1A:2

---Wilmotina Medical Center:

Bomb threat empties hosp N30,6A:7

---North Little Rock: Humana, Inc, plans to build major hosp in NLR D25, 1A:2 Gazette says another hosp not needed D28,12A:1

---Cedarstone Psychiatric Institute: Institute plans psychiatric unit with 60 beds S11,8A:5 Neighbors file suit alleging Cedarstone violates license as out-patient clinic S23,15A:4 Approval given for plan to build hospital 09,13A:1 Statewide Health Coordinating Council objects to plans N18,25A:7

See also Medicine-Insurance

---Paragould:

---Community Methodist: Grand Jury to probe alleged misappropriation of funds O17,5A:2 Hospital Adm Mack D. Harbour accused of theft O24,6A:1 Mack Harbour suspended without pay O28,12A:4

---Van Buren:

---Crawford Memorial: Staff fights plans for mgmt takeover by St Edward Mercy Hosp of Fort Smith My14,7A:1

See also

Colleges-Scholarships and Student Loans

Colleges-Teachers--University of Ark for Medical Sciences
MEDICAL STATISTICAL CLINIC 1981 MENTAL HEALTH

MELSON, C. W.
State legislator dies Je20,2A:4
Funeral plans announced Je21,22A:7

MENA
Voters defeat sales tax My20,1A:8
See also Fires-Mena

MENTEEFEE
See also
Education-South Conway Co Dist

MENTAL DEFICIENCY AND DEFECTIVES
See Mental Health

MONTAL HEALTH CENTER, SOUTHEAST ARKANSAS
See
Education (gen) -- Curricula
MENTAL HEALTH, DISORDERS & DEFICIENCY
State agrees to establish procedures designed to end abuse and neglect of residents at Children's Colony at Jonesboro; judge dismisses suit filed by parents of Robert Ashley Campbell in 1978 Ja14,5A:1
Steven Lynn Brown, 16, found dead in bathtub at Children's Colony at Arkadelphia Ja22,4A:1
State Senate votes to change name of Mental Retardation-Developmental Disabilities Services Div (MRDDS) to Developmental Disabilities Services Div Ja30,11A:3
Senate votes to change name of Arkansas Children's Colony to Human Development Centers Ja30,11A:3
Senate passes SB47 requiring licensing of all facilities for the mentally retarded F10,5A:2
House passes SB47 F14,4A:4
Employee fired at Children's Colony at Conway for striking a patient, 2 others fired for not reporting incident F19,12A:5
Parents seek $201,672 in death of Richard Lee Pippinger at Children's Colony at Jonesboro F24,3A:1
Senate amends, passes, HB63 to revise procedures for involuntary commitment to the State Hospital Mr10,3A:2
Senate passes SB623 to create job of mental health magistrate to hold hearings on commitments to the State Hospital Mr12,18A:3
Gov Frank White names John Mazzanti to MRDDS Board Mr13,2A:2
Article on work of Arkansas State Mental Hospital with youthful patients Mr18,1B:5
House defeats SB623 which would have created magistrate for commitment hearings Mr19,3A:1
Governor White signs HB63 (Act 593, 1981) to make it easier to commit persons to mental facilities for extended periods if they are likely to harm themselves or others Mr20,4A:5
State Claims Comm denies claim for $201,672 filed by family of Richard Pippinger, who drowned in mud puddle at Jonesboro Unit of Children's Colony Mr25,2A:8
State Claims Comm hears claim for $390,000 against State Hospital by man who says he was injured in fall Mr26,9A:1
Reduction in services by Children's Colony likely because of budget reductions; some children may be sent home Mr29,9A:1
MR-DDS to close 7 of 8 regional offices to meet cuts in budget Ap2,7A:7
Article on work of Central Arkansas Mental Health Service, Inc in providing community mental health services Ap8,1B:2
MR-DDS notifies 55 employees that they will be laid off because of budget cuts Ap9,3A:4
Mental Health Center at Jonesboro to stop taking patients because of lack of psychiatrists Ap10,10A:4
Dr Joseph P. Cozzolino resigns as director of MR-DDS Div; cites harassment, abuse and threats Ap17,1A:4
Governor Frank White appts Robert K. Taylor to State Hospital Bd Ap18,8A:8
Charles Louis Brown chosen interim director of MR-DDS Ap19,1A:3
Claims Comm denies claim of Harry McClendon in fall at State Hospital My2,8A:2
Adolescent unit of State Hospital closing in austerity move My8,4A:1
Legislators object to contract for conf to train mental health workers because program indicates large blocks of time for
parties and leisure My14,3A:1 Louis Brown, interim comr of MR-DDS ends technical assistance team which wrote critical rept on his performance as head of Booneville Unit; revenge motive denied My14,8A:1 Booneville Unit of the Children's Colony failed to comply with rules on restraints and locked isolation rooms, survey team reports My15,1A:3 Legislative panel objections result in refusal of Finance and Adm Dept to approve $12,000 for conference to train mental health workers; program planned by Human Services Center at Russellville included leisure time activities lawmakers found objectionable My15,10A:6 Arkansas Civil Liberties Union challenges plan to close unit of State Hosp that treats adolescents My16,7A:1 Louis Brown releases rept on Booneville Unit of Children's Colony My16,11A:2 State Hospital wing for youths to be kept open My27,21A:6 Charles E. Acuff says he has been urged to seek MR-DDS job My28,15A:1 Dr K. Ray Nelson of Lynchburg, Va, named Commissioner of the state Developmental Disabilities Div, formerly the state Mental Retardation-Developmental Disabilities Div Je13,1A:2 Law changing name of MR-DDS Bd to Developmental Disabilities Board becomes effective; also changed is name of Children's Colony to Human Development Centers Je13,1A:2 Dr K. Ray Nelson cites political pressure as his reason for leaving position in Va Je21,1A:2 Nursing shortage near crisis at State Hospital Je24,9A:1 Decision by Louis Brown to lay off 3 central office employees upheld by DDD Bd; employees claimed their rept that was critical of Brown's work at Booneville was behind action Jy8,8A:1 Group home operated by Arkansas Enterprises for the Developmentally Disabled symbolizes return to society Jy16,1B:2 State Hospital Board votes higher fees for some mental health services Jy17,13A:1 State Rehabilitation Services Div to close residential program at Benton Services Center so employees can have a pay raise Jy23,6A:1 State Hospital praised by National Institute of Mental Health as a national model; shortage of nurses noted Ag20,9A:4 State Hospital Bd discusses probe of complaints in report by State Police S11,13A:1 Prosecuting Attorney will file no charge in probe of State Hosp S18,15A:1 Disciplinary action pledged by State Hospital officials in probe of mishandling of state property and employees S20,5A:1 Arkansas Supreme Court rules Jennifer Lynn Mannix must be released from State Hospital S22,8A:1 Maintenance chief at State Hospital fired; 2 disciplined S23,15A:1 Little Rock Unit of the State Hospital accredited for 2-year period 09,15A:1 Alexander Unit of Human Development Center is not closing despite many transfers N15,10A:1 Developmental Disabilities Div has a $5 million surplus D20,1A:3 Article on problems faced by mother of 44-year-old mentally retarded twins as she plans for their future D20,1F:2 See also Blindness and the Blind Cuba-Refugees Medicine-Insurance Prisons-Arkansas State Prisons-Pulaski County METALS AND MINERALS House Bill 890 would repeal Act 17 of 1981 which regulates precious metal dealers F26,9C:8 Bids to be sought for mining sand, gravel and gems from Little Missouri River below Crater of Diamonds State Park Jy29,4A:1 See also Coal Diamonds Mulberry River Turquoise. Article on turquoise mine in Polk County N30,1B:1 METEROLOGY See Weather
Several pastoral changes made in North Ark Conf Mr21,7A:1 Little Rock Conf rept shows decline in membership; group votes to continue support of Christian Civic Foundation My27,21A:1 Resolutions passed by Little Rock Conf My28,9A:5 Pastoral changes announced for Little Rock Conf My29,19A:1 North Arkansas Conf to hold 146th session at Conway Je6, 6A:3 North Arkansas Conf passes resolutions on creation science law, capital punishment, El Salvador, abortion and the Reagan adm budget Je10,8A:1 North Arkansas Conf makes 83 pastoral changes Jel1,8A:1 Article on work of James B. Argue Jr, director of United Methodist Foundation of Ark N2,1B:2

See also
Abortion
Capital Punishment
Education (gen)--Curricula

Conway

--First United Meth Church: Congregation polled on issues of the day Ag8,8A:4

Little Rock

--Asbury: Work begins on new church at Napa Valley Drive N21,10A:3

--Bullock Temple CME Church: Church effort to raze vacant house sparks squabble with neighbors; police called FI6,10A:7 City probably cannot halt razing of bldg FI7,3A:3 City orders delay in razing house FI8,4A:1 Little Rock Board of Directors moves to protect structures around Central High School Mr5,9A:1

--First United Methodist Church: Congregation to celebrate 150th anniversary at site of founding near Old State House Jy31,1B:4 Church to honor John H. Summers, who served as organist-choirmaster for 44 years N21,10A:3

--St James: Article on fast-growing church and its pastor, Rev John P. Miles 04,11F:2

MID AMERICA MUSEUM
Director Harry Loucks fired; lack of management ability cited by Parks and Tourism Director Jo Luck Wilson; facility has been plagued by problems Jl7,4A:1 Senate passes SB218 and House passes HB407 to allow Hot Springs to increase motel-restaurant sales tax for support of Museum and take over its operation Ja29,8A:4

House passes HB407 Ja30,11A:3 Hot Springs plans to make museum a success Mr15,7A:1 Attendance up at museum Jy10,6A:3 Attendance doubled this year S6,11A:1

See Also Ryder Systems, Inc

MID SOUTH OIL CO

Bankruptcy Judge Arnold M. Adams says firm is like a buzzard wanting to be rehabilitated and that some actions may have been done for an evil purpose; Preston Hogue of Little Rock, owns parent firm Ja15,5A:1

Deadline set for firm to buy and pay debts of Mid South Ja16,4A:5

See also
Modern American Mortgage Corp

MIDDLE EAST

Senator David Pryor reports on his trip to the Middle East My3,11E:5 Norma LaBelle Cupston challenges David Pryor statements on Middle East My29,23A:1

MIDDLE SOUTHERN UTILITIES

See also Electric Power and Light

MILITARY DRAFT AND RECRUITMENT

Midwife program may be a sensible answer to physician shortage, Dr Ben N. Saltzman says Jy23,8C:4 Midwife program in Mississippi County to get $130,000 in federal aid Ag6,2A:5

MIGRATORY LABOR

See Agriculture-Labor

MILES, JOHN P.

See also
Education (gen)--Curricula
Methodist Church--Little Rock--
St James

MILITARY DRAFT AND RECRUITMENT

See US Armament

MILITARY FORCES

See US Armament

MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS

David Pryor votes with majority on
Senate Agr Com to deny milk support
increase Mr5,2A:4 Settlement in milk
price-fixing suit gets final approval
Mr19,6A:1 East Arkansas Milk Co
files $400,000 damage suit alleging
Foremost-McKesson, Dean Food Products
and Borden conspired to sell milk at
price lower than state law allows
Ap22,9C:3 Plaintiffs in price-fixing
argument on division of settlement
may go back to ct Myl2,3A:1 Lawyers
in milk price-fixing case awarded $1
million D3,5A:1

MILLER, EDDIE LEE
See also Murders--Bolith

MILLER, JOHN E.
Former US Senator, longtime former
judge dies Ja31,1A:3

MILLER, JOHN E.
See also Ark-Elections--Governor

MILLER, LYDA
See also
Lyda Miller Public Library

MILLER, RAMOND P.
See also
University of Ark (Little Rock)

MILLS, WILBUR D.
Former Congressman advising Ronald
Reagan on tax policy My29,14A:1

MILLWOOD DAM
See Dams

MINE WORKERS, UNITED
See also Coal

MINERALS
See Metals and Minerals

MINES AND MINING
See Metals and Minerals

MINIMUM WAGES
See Labor-Minimum Wages

MINORITIES (ETHNIC, RACIAL, RELIGIOUS)
Also see names of minority groups
--Business Enterprises:
See Ark-Economic Conditions--
Small Business

MISSILES
Deficiencies found in Titan system;
aging missiles basically safe, but
potential for hazard noted; many
criticisms listed in Air Force report
Ja6,1A:8 Titan silos lack system to
clean up vapors, Air Force report
says Ja7,1A:8 Senator David Pryor
urges creation of panel to monitor
Titan improvement Ja7,3A:1 Officials
at National Center for Disease Con-
trol find no evidence of widespread
exposure to toxic gases among Da-
maskus residents Ja7,3A:5 Gazette
comments on report Ja7,20A:1 Survey
fails to link illness symptoms of
area residents with chemicals from
Titan blast Ja8,10A:1 Airman Jeff
Kennedy, who was injured in explosion,
tells review board about terror and
heroism of event Ja9,1A:2 Air Force
personnel had early knowledge that
explosion was likely, was warned by
manufacturer that no one should be in
missile complex Ja9,1A:3 Safety
order that was deleted in 1975 could
have prevented accident at Damascus
Ja11,1A:5 Study of report shows ex-
plosion of Titan missile was inevi-
table after puncture F8,1A:2 Re-
sponse team tried in vain to prevent
blast F9,1A:3 Airman who dropped
wrench is disciplined F13,1A:5 Team
sent to damaged missile was not told
by Air Force that silo might explode
F14,1A:3 Morale low among men who
service silos F16,1A:2 No radioac-
tivity found at blast site F18,8A:1
Editorial on attempt by Air Force to
make scapegoat of Sgt Jeffrey Kennedy
F22,3E:3 Oxidizer leaks at silo
north of Searcy Mr6,1A:4 Second leak
occurs near Searcy Mr13,9A:4 Effects
of Titan II explosion still visible
in Damascus area Mr25,1B:4 Warning
plan developed for Titan missiles
Mr31,9A:5 Titan II site at Damascus
will not be rebuilt; silo to be
filled with sand and gravel My9,1A:2
Ten airmen honored for heroism in
Titan blast last year at Damascus
My23,1A:4 Ed Bethune calls for
hearings on safety, value of Titans
Ag14,4A:1 Senator David Pryor
present for testing of warning system
at silos Ag20,9A:1 White House
studies plan to put MX missiles in
Titan silos S3,4A:7 Most residents
near Titan silos quietly accept
missiles S19,12A:1 Controversy fades,
but safety of missiles still questioned S20,4A:1 Improvement in Titan System under way S21,5A:1
Titan phaseout may begin in 1983, Beryl Anthony reveals S24,1A:2
Existing missile system will replace Titans S25,8A:7 Article on danger from plutonium in case of an accident S27,11E:1 Air Force officer says improvements in safety have not been made, accused Air Force of lying O2,1A:2 MX missiles likely to replace Titans in Ark silos O3,1A:4 Arkansas officials accept plan for MX deployment O3,1A:5 Representative Ed Bethune drafts set of questions about MX missile O4,1A:5 Dr Benjamin Spock assails MX plan, organizes opposition O4,1A:6 Bill Alexander to ask Congressional panel to visit Titan silos in Ark O4,1A:8 Conway paper wants all missiles removed from state O4,13E:4 Ed Bethune asks if MX missile might be better housed in Minuteman Silos 06,7A:2 James Richard Sauder climbs over gate at missile site near Conway, spends 30 minutes inside before Air Force security arrives O8,1A:2 MX missiles will go in silos, Bill Alexander told O9,5A:1 Editorial on lack of security that allowed protestor inside fence 09,16A:1 Letters respond to report on security breach O14,2A:3 James Richard Sauder convicted, gets probation for protest O15,8A:1 Bill Alexander's views on MX missiles and the Soviet Union O16,17A:1 Jeffrey K. Kennedy sues Martin-Marietta Corp for injuries he suffered when Titan missile exploded at Damascus last year O17,2A:2 Jeffrey Kennedy, who was injured in Titan blast, alleges coverup O18,14A:1 Accidental alarm at Antioch upsets White County residents because Air Force was unaware it had gone off O27,2A:6 Air Force to probe incident at Antioch O28,2A:5 Sirens unplugged until Air Force acts to prevent accidental alarms O30,10A:1 Titans in Ark may be last to be removed; MX missile probably will not be placed in state N5,1A:2 Senate rejects plea of Sen David Pryor for cut in MX missile funds O4,1A:7
See also
Atomic Weapons
Blytheville Air Force Base
MISSING PERSONS
--Burney, John
See Burney, John
MISSIONARIES
See Missions and Missionaries
MISSIONS AND MISSIONARIES
Foreign missionary Margarita Estrada ministers to migrant workers near Hope Ag1,1B:4
MISSISSIPPI COUNTY COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Roland Bishop named to Board by Gov Frank White Ag28,14A:4
MISSISSIPPI VALLEY INTERNATIONAL TRADE CENTER
See also Exports and Imports
MISSOURI PACIFIC LINES
Federal Judge G. Thomas Eisele orders end to strike by dispatchers at North Little Rock Jal1,3A:1 Missouri Pacific agrees not to discipline employees who walked off job Jal2,3A:3 Hamburg seeks help of Interstate Commerce Comm to prevent closing of its only railroad link Fl,5A:1 Railroad plans to abandon 2 parts of track, including only section serving Sheridan Ag21,4A:4
North Little Rock to be site of a $40 million plant where diesel engines will be repaired and rebuilt O14,1A:2
MITCHELL, MARTHA BEALL
Civic leader, lawyer dies N26,1A:2 Eulogy of Very Rev Joel Pugh N29,13E:5
MITCHELL, WILLIAM STAR
Civic leader, lawyer dies N26,1A:2 Eulogy of Very Rev Joel Pugh N29,13E:5
MIZE, DANA DIANE
See also Murders--Mize
MOBAY CHEMICAL CORP
Firm takes option on 1,000 acres near Helena Ag11,2A:6
MOBILE HOMES
See Trailers
MODELS AND REPLICAS
See also Housing--Models
MODELS (FASHION, ETC)
Article on North Little Rock native, Roseanne Vela Roberts, a professional model 01,1B:2
MODERN AMERICAN MORTGAGE ASSN
Federal Judge William H. Overton rules firm fired Michael Bratcher for racial reasons; back pay ordered J6, 10A:1 Fraud allegations denied by firm J10,6A:1
MODERN AMERICAN MORTGAGE CORP
New York bank suit alleges fraud by Modern American Mortgage and Modern Properties, Ltd; conspiracy charges filed against Arthur F. Mueller, John Kooistra, W. Dane Clay and three Texas businessmen; The Pantry, Inc and Mid South Oil Co protestivies involved Je4,7A:1
MODERN PROPERTIES, LTD
See also Modern American Mortgage Corp Moline, W. J.
See also University of Arkansas Cooperative Extension Service
MONARK BOAT CO
Employees strike, charge antiunion efforts Ap23,8A:1 Employee strike at Monticello may be lengthy Ap24,4A:6 Strikers return to work My15,6C:2 Monark boats are sold all over the world Ag2,4A:1
MONTICELLO
Proposed sales tax defeated Ag12, 9A:1
MOODY EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
See also Ark-Local Govt--Contracts
MOONEY, LEONARD
See also Fulton County
MOORE, WESLEY
See Murders--Moore
MOOTY, JIM
See also Athletics--Halls of Fame--Arkansas
MORAL MAJORITY
Letter from state Rep F. B. Murphy on work of Moral Majority J11,2E:3
Little Rock ministers debate Moral Majority and political involvement of churches Ap19,6A:1 Harding Univ professor Duane McCampbell raises questions for the Moral Majority Je7, 9E:4 Moral Majority founder, Jerry Falwell, to preach at Vilonia's First Baptist Church S4,11A:4 Pulaski Co Sheriff Tommy Robinson to attend antipornography conference in the Bahamas sponsored by Moral Majority S9,10A:4 Rev Jerry Falwell greeted by protestors at Little Rock airport, fields reporters' questions S14,1A:6 Falwell tells Vilonia audience to keep ACLU shook up; comments on protestors S14,2A:3 John Workman article on Falwell at Vilonia S20,1E:2
Editorials on Falwell sermon S20,13E:1
See also
Education (gen)--Curricula
Homosexuality
Television--Programs
University of Ark at Fayetteville
MOROWITZ, HAROLD
See also
Education (gen)--Curricula
MORRILTON
Prosecuting Attorney Tom Tatum asks Conway County Circuit Ct to order Felver A. Rowell Jr, attorney for Police Chief Robyn Masingill, to comply with rules of ct and lawyer canon of ethics Je8,6A:1 Venue change denied in trial of Police Chief Robyn Masingill F26,6A:5 Mayor Gerald Laux and aldermen testify they approved trip by Robyn Masingill Mr11,4A:7 Masingill acquitted in fraud trial Mr12,5A:1 Robyn Masingill fined $1,000 on tampering charge D30,5A:1
See also
Education--South Conway Co Dist
Police--Conway County
MORRIS, GILBERT
See also
Books--Gilbert
MORRIS, WOODBRIDGE E.  

Article on activities of retired Little Rock physician Mr 11,1B:4
MORROW, W. SCOTT
See also Education (gen)--Curricula
MORTUARIES AND MORTICIANS
See Funerals
MOSELEY, DEBRA
See also Art
MOSES (STORES)
Record store firm at Little Rock files bankruptcy petition to reorganize debts Mr 12,3A:6
MOTELS
See Hotels
MOTHER EARTH CHURCH
See also Universal Life Church
MOTHERS
See Families
Illegitimacy
Pregnancy
MOTION PICTURES

Senate defeats measure to require film distributors to allow theater owners to see films in advance of sales F17,4A:7 Senate approves SB98 and House approves HB522, both banning blind bidding on movies for theaters F26,3A:1 House amends, passes SB98 to prohibit blind bidding Mr 14,7A:3 Governor White signs HB98 (Act 303, 1981) Mr 25,13A:8 Arkansas may become important site for filming movies S21,1B:2 Hough Marshall says Arkansas anti-blind bidding law will prevent most filming in state S26,12A:3
See also Pornography

--Blue and the Gray: Civil War movie to be filmed in Northwest Ark Ag 15,4C:1 Article on filming of "Blue and Gray" S21,1B:2 Civil War buffs add authentic touches to film O19,1B:4 Columbia Pictures to bring $5 million to Ark economy N28,5C:5 Filming ends D17,2A:5 Movie makers and local residents pleased with results D22,1B:5

--Crisis at Central High: Central High School students see film, react favorably Ja31,3A:1 Former student leader G. Brodie points out that film portrays the few trouble makers among the white students, ignores the large number who were law-abiding F1,1F:2 Brodie comments on events of 1957 F1,1F:4 Problems in getting crowds into stadium for filming revealed F1,1F:5 Movie recreates drama on a personal level F2,1B:2 Senior class of 1958 vowed not to let conflict spoil their year F2,1B:2 Film is grim, tense, scary, real F2,1B:4 Gazette comments on film F6,18A:1--Wolverton Mountain: Film to be made in Ark S22,6A:1

MOTOR VEHICLES
See Automobiles
Motocycles
Trucks
Vehicles
MOTORCYCLE HELMET LAWS
See Roads-Accidents
MOTORCYCLES, MOTOR BIKES AND MOTOR-COASTERS

House Bill 97 provides for licensing of drivers of motor driven cycles Ja20,4A:6 Senate passes SB97 to make persons 14 to 16 years old eligible for operator licenses for certain motorcycles F5,2A:5

MOUNT ST MARY ACADEMY

New convent to be built O14,5A:2

MOUNT VERNON

See Education-Mount Vernon

MOUNTAIN HOME

Voters approve sales tax and 5-mill rise My 6,3A:5

MUELLER, ARTHUR F.

See also Modern American Mortgage Corp

MULBERRY RIVER

House Bill 503 would transfer mineral rights under river to landowners F3,5A:1 House passes HB503 F19,7A:4 House passes HB892 to give landowners mineral rights Mr 16,6A:1 Senate passes HB503 Mr 19,8A:2 Gov Frank White signs HB503 (Act 830, 1981 Mr 31,7A:1

MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT

See Ark-Local Govt; also geog heads
MUNSON, LEE A.

See also Legal Profession
MURDERS AND ATTEMPTED MURDERS

Note: Here are entered articles on all aspects of death at the hands of another person, including manslaughter, homicide, conspiracy to commit murder and attempted murder...

Body of young man found near Garfield with 2 bullet holes in head Je18,4A:1

Hunter finds body of slain woman in woods near Lake Maumelle S13,17A:1 No progress reported in probe of woman's death S14,3A:1 Woman had been raped S14,7A:4 Ronald Quinton Carden, of Bigelow, charged with capital murder in death of unidentified woman 03,1A:2 Police search for black woman seen with murdered woman 04,2A:2 Ronald Quinton Carden freed on bonds posted by relatives D12,17A:3

See also

Crime-Little Rock
Prisons-Arkansas State
--Adams, Henry: Stuttgart man shot to death; Artis Johnson arrested Jy14,9A:1
--Alcorn, Odell: Police charge Tanya Renee Braxton in stabbling death of Alcorn Jy22,9A:3
--Allen, Isaiah
See also Prisons-Arkansas State
--Altom, Dorris: Batesville man shot to death by neighbor Mr26,15A:2
--Anderson, Harold: West Memphis police hold Nannie Anderson in shooting death of her husband Je26,14A:6

--Arnold, Cathy: Bentonville woman found dead in her mobile home Mr17,9A:5 Suicide possibility raised in death of Bentonville woman Ap15,5A:3
--Babbitt, Max Boyd: Deaf suspect, Delbert Anderson, goes on trial in murder of Babbitt My27,14A:5 Delbert Anderson found guilty of manslaughter My28,5A:3
--Bailey, Glen: Jury selection begins in trial of Clay Anthony Ford on charge of killing State Police Sgt Glen Bailey My27,21A:1 Jury selected for trial My28,5A:3 Policeman, deputy identify Ford as trooper's slayer My29,4A:1 Clay Anthony Ford found guilty of murder of Bailey My30,7A:1 Clay Anthony Ford gets death sentence; September execution date set Je2,1A:8
--Baker, C. M.: Governor Frank White sets May 15 execution date for Billy Woodard, who was sentenced to death for 1976 murder of Baker in Poinsett County; post-conviction review to be sought by attorney Ap16,1A:7 State Supreme Ct grants stay of execution to Billy Woodard My12,1A:3 State Supreme Court refuses post-conviction relief for Billy Woodard, who has been sentenced to death Je23,4A:5 State Supreme Ct lists reasons for rejection of Woodard appeal Je30,5A:1 Stay of August 6 execution date for Billy Woodard denied by state Supreme Court Jy21,7A:4 US Supreme Court Justice Harry A. Blackmun blocks August 6 execution of Woodard Jy30,7A:8 Governor Frank White sets January 8 as execution date for Billy Woodard D11,8A:2 Billy Woodard seeks stay of execution, overturn of conviction and a new trial D24,6A:6 Execution of Billy Woodard postponed by federal Judge G. Thomas Elsele so new trial can be sought D30,4A:6
--Baker, Larry: Little Rock police arrest Bobby Ray Harris, Bobby F. McReynolds and Billy F. Gross in shooting death of Baker Mr23,4A:8
--Basnet, Randy: John Edward Swindler seeks stay of execution order Mr17,4A:6 John Swindler gets
execution stay Mr19,4A:3 John Edward Swindler loses appeal to Arkansas Supreme Court Ap21,1A:2 Swindler loses latest bid for post-conviction relief My27,11A:1 Arkansas Supreme Ct denies request of John Edward Swindler for more time to appeal to US Supreme Ct Je16,5A:3 Execution date of July 24 set by Gov Frank White Je25,3A:4 Execution of John Edward Swindler blocked by US Supreme Court Justice Harry A. Blackmon Jy22,5A:5 US Supreme Court refuses to review death sentence of John Edward Swindler 014,12A:8 Gov Frank White sets December 18 execution date for Swindler N19,6A:5 Execution of Swindler stayed by federal judge Henry Woods D15,5A:1

--Bellamy, Carl: Evansville farmer found shot to death Jy14,4A:6

--Bennett, Eric Ricky: Circuit Judge Charles Eddy Jr denies motion for new trial for Joe Harmon, who is scheduled to die for slaying of Bennett D31,4A:3

--Bey, Theodore Laver: Pine Bluff businessman shot to death Ag22,9A:1

--Biggs, Jo Anne: Capital murder charge filed against David Bateman Ja6,7A:8

--Bishop, Shelia Ward: See Murders--Jones, Leonard

--Blaney, Ladonna: Pulaski County woman shot to death during argument with her husband, Jerry Dale Blaney Ag16,11A:1

--Block, Norman: Monticello man shot to death by his estranged wife Jy14,3A:5

--Bogard, Rosemary: See Murders--Jones, Leonard


Federal Judge George Howard Jr grants stay of execution to Eddie Lee Miller My12,1A:3

--Bonds, Marsha: Capital murder conviction of Harold Hobbs reversed, new trial granted Je16,5A:2

--Bourges, Thomas: Murder charge placed against Fonziella Marie Butler in shooting of Bourges 015,4A:3

--Brandon, Milton: Newport man shot to death Ap9,14A:7

--Brown, Larry: New trial ordered for Gary Lee Williams, who was convicted of 1976 capital murder, rape and kidnapping of Mrs Brown Mr3,5A:7

--Brown, Mary Ruth: Police charge James Edward Brown in murder of his wife Mr10,4A:1

--Budine, Jean: El Dorado woman found strangled and beaten to death Ja20,7A:7

--Carter, Catharine: Testimony given in capital murder trial of T. J. Hayes, who is charged with slaying Catharine Carter and J. W. Lunsford last year F7,7A:1 Jury finds Hayes guilty, recommends death penalty F8,14A:6 T. J. Hayes gets death sentence F12,12A:4 Arkansas Supreme Court grants new trial for T. J. Hayes, who had been sentenced to death for murder of J. W. Lunsford and Catharine Carter in 1979 D22,6A:4

--Cathcart, Robert: Jury finds John Cathcart guilty of manslaughter in shooting death of his brother, Robert, in 1979 Ja27,7A:1

--Cato, Wanda B.: Mrs Cato stabbed to death in her home at Pine Bluff My29,12A:2

--Chandler, Jerry: Little Rock man shot to death; former wife, Carolyn Mae Chandler charged Ag16,11A:1

--Chastain, Jaclyn: Woman slain at Glendale; suspect held S9,10A:1 Clarence M. Chastain charged in death of his wife S10,2A:6

--Childress, John Henry See also Capital Punishment

--Colston, Jake C.: Little Rock man found shot to death in alley Ag16,11A:1
--Conn, Carol A.: Body found at overpass over I-40 at Morrilton Je26, 14A:5 Police charge Ernest Maxwell with murder of woman near Morrilton Je27, 4A:4

--Cooper, J. Y.: State Supreme Ct reduces death sentence of Warren Sumlin for slaying of Cooper to life in prison Je23, 9A:1

--Corley, Clarence Edward: North Little Rock man shot to death; Paula Rasmussen charged Ap11, 10A:7

--Couch, Judy Wright: State Supreme Ct upholds life term of Charles Couch in shooting death of Judy Wright Couch and Larry Kilpatrick 06, 5A:1

--Cox, Gommel: Stuttgart man shot to death; Bryan Anthony Fitzpatrick arrested S16, 4A:6

--Criswell, Arthur: Private party at Conway is scene of slaying of Criswell, wounding of 2 others; suspect not arrested M23, 3A:1 Patrolman Robert W. Martin shot to death by Ricky W. Rector who then shoots, seriously wounds himself; Rector is suspect in Criswell murder M25, 1A:2 Murder charge filed against Rector in death of Martin M26, 10A:1 1,000 persons pay tribute to Martin at funeral M28, 1A:4 Rector pleads innocent in death of officer Martin; insanity plea to be raised Ap17, 7A:1 Rickey R. Rector pleads innocent in death of Arthur Criswell Je9, 8A:5 Despite brain surgery, Ricky Rector found competent for trial S29, 5A:7 Rector found guilty of murder of Criswell, sentenced to life in prison N19, 6A:1

--Crowell, Cordell: Crossett man shot to death at club F17, 7A:1

--Crump, Roger Dean: Little Rock police arrest Frederick C. Lyons in shooting death of Crump Ap6, 6A:6

--Curri, Hernandez Silvio:

See Cuba-Refugees

--Curry Family: Arkansas Supreme Ct upholds conviction of Mrs Shirley Marie Curry in 1974 shooting deaths of her husband and daughter F17, 9A:1

--Deer, Susie: Rock thrown by black man strikes Miss Deer inflicting fatal injuries Je30, 4A:8

--Demison, Elzadee E.: Police charge Hayward Demison in shooting death of his wife Mr10, 4A:8

--Douglas, Cecil

See Murders--Nooks

--Duncan, William Jr: Negotiated guilty plea gets 15 years in prison for Cortnellious Bert Marshall Jr Ja27, 5A:1

--Duran, Dwight: Suspect arrested in shooting death of Duran, wounding of Steve Linn at Damascus 017, 11A:1

--Easley, John Jr: Death sentence, but not conviction, of DeWayne Hulsey, vacated by federal Judge G. Thomas Elsee because dismissing juror who had reservations about death penalty was improper; Hulsey sentenced for 1975 slaying of John Easley Jr Je27, 1A:5

--Emery, Lemira: Body of jewelry store owner at DeQueen found in woods Ag12, 3A:5 Mrs Emery had been beaten and shot Ag13, 2A:5 Richard Terry Broyles, a former son-in-law of Mrs Emery, charged with capital murder Ag20, 3A:2

--Farnham, Thomas Jr: Hot Springs resident found slain; Virgil Keith Powell and Jeran Elee Gookin arrested Ag31, 8A:7

--Ferguson, Jessie: Body of Ferguson found at St Joe (Searcy Co); capital murder charges filed against Mrs Betty Ford and Harold Wood Mr24, 5A:4 Jury finds Harold and Betty Wood and Donal Biles innocent Ag21, 9A:3

--Fields, John David: Governor Frank White sets execution date for Charles Martin Neal Ap21, 1A:2 Charles Martin Neal requests stay of execution order Ap29, 13A:4 State Supreme Ct grants execution stay to Charles Martin Neal My12, 1A:3 State Supreme Court reduces death sentence for Charles Martin Neal to life In prison N3, 9A:1

--Fonzie, Dorothy Jean: Body found
near levee at Helena Ag13,18A:5


--Garner, Arthur F.: Hardy motel owner slain, wife wounded; two men questioned Ag29,8A:4 Not involved in shooting, two wounded men say Ag30,12A:4 John Moss and Ralph Bussard charged with capital murder S2,4A:1 Suspects dispute charge S5,3A:5

--Gatehell, Oliver W. Jr: Defense plans to show that Christie Lynn McLemore was justified in shooting Gatehell Ja29,8A:1 Miss McLemore found guilty, gets 50 years; appeal planned Ja30,1A:4 Bond denied Miss McLemore F5,15A:1

--Gentry, Holly: See Murders-- Tate

--George, Marvin: Dennis Ray Matthews gets life without parole N20,8A:5

--Gibson, Mary Ann: Slaying victim found in 1979 in White County Identified as Mary Ann Gibson Ap18,9A:5 Slayers of Miss Gibson are known and are serving prison terms for other crimes Ag12,22A:2

--Graham, (infant): Body of baby found in bayou near Arkansas City My19,7A:3 Baby in Macon Bayou had been beaten to death My21,10A:2 Body of baby found in Bayou Macon is missing from morgue at University of Ark for Medical Sciences Je17,6A:6 Missing body blamed on record error Je24,9A:5 Lisa Graham, 19, charged in beating death of infant found in Bayou Macon Jy25,5A:4 Lisa Graham gets 3-yr prison term D17,15A:1

--Greer, Thomas Lee: Body found on rural road in Ouachita County Je30,6A:6 Body identified as Thomas Lee Greer; two suspects arrested Jy1,12A:6 Ernest Kittrell and James Edward Lewis charged Jy2,4A:8 Kenny Richmond also charged Jy3,9A:2

--Hall, John Henry: Family dispute ends in shooting of Hall by his son Jy9,13A:2 Charges filed against John Lee Hall Jy10,4A:3

--Hamilton, Tony David: Body of young man found in burning car east of Mayflower; victim had been shot Ap8,4A:1 Body identified as Hamilton, a resident of Houston, Texas Ap23,3A:4 Deborah Johnson Hamilton, ex-wife of Tony D. Hamilton, and Randall Reed charged with Hamilton's murder N7,10A:1

--Harris, Esau: McGehee man shot to death; two suspects held Ag5,11A:3

--Harris, Ultron: Tucker man shot to death; suspect held Jy30,6A:1

--Harris, William J. and Evelyn Harris: Bodies of Mr and Mrs Harris found outside their Stone County home; Joseph Morris Burnstain also shot and wounded in related incident; suspect arrested Mr3,9A:8 Francis Nolan Holland charged Mr4,12A:1

--Hart, Anderson: Police charge Jeffrey Lee Austin in death of Hart at Arkansas City Jy2,3A:1

--Hayes, Thomas Clyde: Pine Bluff man shot to death Ap28,3A:2

--Hefflin, Georgia: Manager of U-tote-M convenience store in Little Rock slain during robbery Ag16,11A:1 Reward of $10,000 offered for information Ag18,7A:7

--Highsmith, Gertie: Camden woman shot to death in office; suspect held Ag5,4A:4 George Highsmith charged in death of his former wife Ag6,11A:3

--Holiday, Richard Jr: Jimmy Holiday arrested in shooting death of his brother D7,2A:3

--Hughes, Clifford: Teen-ager shot to death near Camden; suspect held S27,3A:5 Oliver Cooper charged S30,8A:6

--Hunt, Jeannie: Jury convicts Mrs Connie Louise Lascano in death of Mrs Hunt Mr31,9A:1 Connie Louise Lascano gets 35 years in prison Ap2,4A:3

--Hussey, John Tillman: Conviction of Harold Davy Cassell upheld by state Supreme Court; strong dissent registered Je2,7A:2 State Supreme Ct denies appeal by James Ray Renton 013,6A:5
MURDERS --Jackson, Carl Clifford Lee
See Murders--Jones, Leonard
--Jackson, Deborah Lynette: Judge sentences Eddie Lee Thomerson to life in prison for killing Miss Jackson Ja29,11A:1
--Jackson, Dora: James W. Robinson gets life-without-parole term for 1978 deaths of Linda Sue Williams and Dora Jackson at Pine Bluff F14,3A:4
--Jackson Family: Body found in Arkansas River may be that of David Allen Jackson who is accused of throwing his two children into the river last November Ap2,4A:2 Body identified as that of Jackson Ap3,1A:2 Mother of David Jackson discusses her son's problems Ap19,1F:P
--Jackson, LeAndraw: Police charge Toniette Jackson with fatal stabbing of her husband Ap5,20A:8
--James, Opal
See Murders--Ritchie
--Jenkins, Lee L.: Suspect Cornealious A. Robinson arrested in North Carolina on charge of killing Jenkins at a DeWitt bar Ja3,7A:6
--Johnson, Vona: North Little Rock woman shot to death Ap1,4A:4
--Jones, Clarence: Little Rock resident shot to death Ap22,8A:8
--Jones, Leonard: Negotiated guilty plea brings 6 life terms without parole for Billy Gene Stephenson, who admits he was an accomplice in deaths of Leonard Jones, John Phelan, Sheila Ward Bishop, Carl Clifford Lee Jackson and Rosemary Bogard F24,3A:4 Billy Gene Stephenson alleges Pulaski County deputies threatened him to get him to make statements Mr5,14A:8
Consecutive life terms without parole given Charles Verdell Hoorman on murder charges Mr21,3A:7 Attorneys for Luther Hall challenge death penalty law on ground that a death penalty suspect is coerced by the law allowing only a jury to impose capital punishment Je2,1A:8 Luther Hall convicted, gets life in prison Je17,6A:1
Suspect Leslie Nichols placed on FBI list of 10 Most Wanted Jy3,15A:1 Leslie Nichols arrested in Calif D18,5A:1
--Jordon, Gary: 15-year-old Benton youth shot to death Jy8,26A:1
Harvey Lee Ellison, 15, charged Jy9,11A:7
--Kelly Roland Eugene: Jury finds Chester Earl Rhodes guilty of slaying of Kelly in Washington County, recommends death penalty F14,2A:3 Death sentence given Chester Earl Rhodes for slaying of Kelly in Washington County F15,14A:5
--Kesterson, Steve: Four men charged in fight that led to Kesterman's death at Pine Bluff D8,5A:1
--King, Pamela Ann: Gov Frank White commutes sentence of Jackie Lee Wood, who was convicted of 1964 slaying of Miss King; Wood is eligible for immediate release D31,3A:5
--King, Sammy Wayne: Body of unidentified man found in cistern at Cabot; foul play suspected Ap1,3A:1
Body identified as Sammy Wayne King Ap4,5A:6 Body in cistern at Cabot identified as King; twin brothers Troy and Roy Nance arrested Ap5,14A:5
--Lambert, Loyd: Murder charges filed against Christina McCoy who shot and killed Lambert when he broke into her home Jy28,9A:6
--Laster, Clifton
See Murders--Nooks
--Lehman, Donald Herman: Rogers contractor killed at his home during robbery by 4 masked men Ja10,7A:1
Suspects arrested are Daryl Richly, Bill Holmes, Hoyt Clines and Mike Orndorff, all area residents Jai,7A:5 Suspects ordered held without bond Ja3,3A:6 Jury selection begins for trial of Darrel Richley, James William Holmes, Hoyt Franklin Clines and Michael Orndorff S29,5A:6
Heard plot by suspects, 3 testify Ot4,19A:8
Witness says he was told about murder by a defendant O20,4A:6 James W. Holmes admits robbery of Lehman home O21,3A:5 Defense rests case O22,6A:1 Four defendants found guilty of capital murder and of robbery O27,1A:3
All four defendants sentenced to death 028,2A:7

--Lewallen, Homer: Reduced charge brings 5-yr term for Larry D. Upton in death of Lewallen in Conway County Mr26,12A:2

--Lipe, Carl: Arkansas Supreme Court rules that Jerry Lynn Roleson should go free and that his wife, Cecilia Ann Roleson, should get a new trial on charge of murder of Lipe Ap28,5A:7 Jury finds Cecilia Ann Roleson guilty of first degree murder in 1977 slaying of Lipe S26,10A:4 Mrs Roleson gets life term S30,13A:2

--Little, Lester: Mrs Sheila Powers Curran, the state's key witness, now says she will not testify against her husband, James William Curran, in his trial for murder of Mr and Mrs Lester B. Little Ja26,4A:3 Curran seeks to exclude photos of slain couple and of himself Mr7,8A:6 Curran's talk with his wife was tape recorded by police Mr11,1A:4 Mrs Sheila Curran cannot be located; testimony read to jury over defense objections Mr19,8A:7 Credibility of Sheila Curran attacked by defense Mr20,9A:1 James William Curran acquitted of charge of killing Littles Mr21,1A:3 Foreman says jury could not be 100 pct certain of guilt or innocence of Curran Mr22,20A:7 Mrs Curran calls her attorney Mr25,10A:2 Mrs Curran arrested on charge of hindering prosecution Mr27,1A:3 Prosecutor to question James Curran about statement that he saw a man kill the Littles Mr28,7A:7 James W. Curran questioned about case; Mrs Curran charged with hindering prosecution Mr31,3A:8 Mrs Curran hospitalized; drug overdose suspected Ap4,4A:4 Pulaski County Grand Jury studies conduct of trial of James William Curran Ap23,15A:1 Warrant issued for Mrs Curran when she failed to appear in ct on charge of failing to appear for trial of her husband Ap28,4A:1 Grand Jury subpoenas Searcy Daily Citizen editor and a reporter to determine what explanation James W. Curran gave for taking stranger to home of Little Ap29,1A:2 Editor Perrin Jones and reporter Linda Hilburn refuse to give tapes to Grand Jury; Judge Harlan Weber listens to tape, rules it is not legal evidence Ap30,4A:1 Grand Jury probe continues My1,13A:2 Grand Jury recalls Sheila Curran and Jerry Ford My5,4A:1 Grand Jury Indicts James William Curran on charge of hindering arrest of slayer My13,1A:2 Sheila Curran taped meeting with James Curran last mo My14,4A:1 Subpoenas issued to 29 in Curran case Jy24,10A:6 James William Curran faces trial on charge of hindering prosecution Jy25,4A:3 Mrs Sheila Curran testifies during divorce suit that James W. Curran told her he killed the Littles and that Curran and his attorney, Robert Cortinez, kept her away from murder trial by promising her custody of their child; Curran denies charge S3,4A:1 Sheila Shonna Curran and her husband, James William Curran, have reconciled; divorce suit to be dropped D10,16A:6

--London, Donnie: Little Rock man shot to death Ag16,11A:1

--Lunsford, J. W.

See Murders--Carter

--Lunz, Sharon Ann Griggs: Joe Henry Sullivan gets 2 consecutive life terms in robbery and slaying of station attendant last year F6,10A:2

--Malott, Cindy: Police charge Earlon Scott Lee, 18, with rape and murder of Mrs Malott in Independence County last yr Mr20,10A:6

--Marsh, Charlie: Dorothe Marsh and William Gunther charged in plot to kill Mrs Marsh's husband Je9,11A:5 Poison plot alleged; Mrs Marsh to undergo psychiatric tests Je10,12A:4

--Martin, James H.: Pine Bluff man shot to death; 2 suspects arrested Ap9,7A:3

--Mayweather, Cleaster: North Little Rock resident shot to death Je16,7A:3
--McAfee, Billy Ray: Pine Bluff man killed, woman held F24,5A:5
--McCann, Sandra: Testimony links gun to Robert Richard Heffernan Ap29, 4A:1 Robert Richard Heffernan found guilty in rape, slaying, gets life in prison without parole; 2nd suspect, Michael Breault, fights return to Ark for trial Ap30,1A:3
--McCormick, Jimmy Wayne: Life sentence, $10,000 fine given Billy Joe Edgmond for slaying of McCormick Ap3,9A:1 Billy Joe Edgmond gets life term, $10,000 fine Ap17,10A:4
--McCoy, Walter Earl: Police charge Theophilus Jones in shooting death of McCoy D19,14A:8
--McDaniel, Herman: Crawfordsville man shot to death by his son, Joe Charles McDaniel Je26,6A:5
--McGuire, Noel Don: Dismissal of appeal of conviction of Edward Eugene Little sought S9,9A:1
--McHenry, Charlotte Jean Atkinson: Body of North Little Rock woman found in Oklahoma City; Mrs McHenry disappeared June 26 Jyl1,5A:1
--Mear, Jeffrey Allen: Guilty plea entered by Larry Mear in death of his infant son, is sentenced to 20 years F27,8A:5
--Merrell, Margaret: Police arrest Bobby Joe Gibbs and Martha Ann Williams on charge of killing Mrs Margaret Merrell, an official of First National Bank of Eastern Arkansas at Forrest City; robbery of home believed to be motive Ja31,2A:6 Bobby Joe Gibbs pleads guilty, gets life in prison without parole My1, 9A:1
--Mize, Dana Diane: Judge George Hartje bars all persons connected with trial of John Gruzen from talking to news media Ja6,5A:1 Conway paper comments on gag order in Gruzen case Jall,3E:2 Order enjoin discussion of case prior to trial of John Elliott Gruzen now scheduled for April Ja27,5A:5 Judge rejects motion by Gruzen attorney that potential jurors be questioned privately Ap7, 6A:4 Judge George Hartje rules transcript of testimony of Ravel Lloyd in first trial of Gruzen can be used in 2nd trial Ap15,4A:1 Jury seated for 2nd trial of Gruzen Ap21, 5A:2 Witness testifies he saw Gruzen talking to Miss Mize Ap22,5A:1 Pathologist Dr Anderson Nettleship testifies Ap23,13A:1 John Elliott Gruzen again convicted of capital felony murder in death of Dana Diane Mize Ap24,1A:2 Two members of Ku Klux Klan attempt to protest sentence given Gruzen by placing wreath on grave of Miss Mize Ap28,2A:4
--Moore, Wesley: Governor Frank White sets execution date of June 5 for Charles Edward Pickens My9,8A:4 Edward Charles Pickens asks US court to stay his execution My15,10A:1 Stay of execution granted Pickens by federal Judge Henry Woods D24,6A:3
--Mueller, Paul: West Fork City Marshal shot to death after stopping 2 travelers on US 71; Mueller's shot in car may have been bullet that wounded Bill Henry, who was shoved from car; manhunt on for Rodney Lovell Britton Mr22,1A:3 Manhunt continues Mr23,2A:2 Search for Britton centers in Devil's Den State Park Mr24,5A:1 Rodney Lovell Britton killed, policeman John Schuster wounded during shootout at farmhouse Mr25,1A:2 Hundreds of officers attend funeral of Paul Mueller Mr26, 4A:2 Trial of Billy Gale Henry begins Ag21,5A:3 Billy Gale Henry on trial in murder case S3,13A:1 Billy Gale Henry says he was just a bystander S4,10A:6 Billy Gale Henry found guilty of capital murder, gets death sentence; Henry dismissed his attorney before sentence and begged the jurors to give him the death sentence S9,7A:5 Death sentence for Henry handed down S9,5A:8
--Nooks-Laster-Douglas: Three men found shot to death south of Little Rock; suspect held Mr3,4A:6 Dead men identified as Willie Nooks Jr, Clifton Laster and Cecil Douglas; suspect is William Nash Jr Mr4,1A:5 William Nash Jr found guilty in
slaying of William Nooks Jr, Cecil Douglas and Clifton Laster D9,2A:5
Nash gets 20-yr term D10,12A:3
--Orsini, Ron: North Little Rock businessman found shot to death in bedroom of home Mr13,17A:1 Type of pistol used is identified; suicide not ruled out Mr14,10A:4 Fatal bullet not from guns at Orsini home Mr18,5A:7 Death ruled a homicide Mr21,8A:3 Victim rep'd gun stolen from his truck; case attracting international attention Ap1,3A:7 Daughter of Ron Orsini has her stepmother removed as executrix of estate; attorney calls Mrs Orsini a prime suspect in death of her husband My30,1A:2 Mrs Orsini tells about death of her husband, asks for Grand Jury probe My31,1A:4 Mrs Orsini got in touch with private investigator Fred Myers 7 weeks before death, according to suit Myers has filed Je2,6A:1 Mrs Orsini says she asked Fred Myers in January to tap telephone because her husband was upset by calls that he would not tell her about Je3,10A:1 Union Bank appt'd executor of estate Je4,4A:1 Mrs Orsini surprises burglar taking bags hidden in den Je5,1A:6 Police visit home; take prints Je6,7A:6 Grand Jury begins probe of murder Jy9,9A:7 Grand Jury hears more testimony Jy10,9A:1 Grand Jury questions 10 witnesses Jy14,3A:7 Grand Jury visits Orsini home Jy16,4A:4 Mrs Orsini testifies Jy22,8A:3 Suspect found, private detective tells Grand Jury; Mrs Orsini says she has been told NLR police tapped her phone 2 weeks before Orsini was killed Jy23,1A:4 Deliberations begin after Grand Jury heard over 50 witnesses Jy28,3A:4 Grand Jury issues no indictment; Mrs Orsini celebrates with champagne party Jy29,1A:3 Police Chief Bill Younts says investigators are capable, have not focused on Mrs Orsini in probe Jy30,7A:2 Insurance money belongs to Stacy Renee Orsini, not to his widow, court rules S2,8C:4

--Park, Rhuey Ann: Police use polygraph in probe of slaying of Mrs Park My19,5A:2
--Patel, Pravin H: Attorney for defendant Robert James Williams asks removal of prosecuting attorney's office from case on grounds that Deputy Prosecutor Chris Plaza threatened wife of Williams Je20,1A:4 Bid to disqualify prosecutor is refused Je23,4A:1 Robert James Williams sentenced to prison for life as a habitual criminal Je26,8A:4
--Patterson, Loyd Blain: First degree murder charge filed against DeAnn Patterson in shooting death of her husband Ap28,7A:3
--Pearson, Terry: Autopsy shows 4-year-old was beaten to death Ag13,5A:1 Steven Dwight Boone and Kathy Ann Pearson Boone charged in death Ag20,12A:2
--Penrod, Jimmy: Star City man shot to death; suspect held Ap2,8A:7
--Phagen, Howard W.: Body found in Hot Springs hotel room D11,2A:2
--Phelan, John:
  See Murders--Jones, Leonard
--Porchia, Cynthia: A man and a woman held in shooting death of Cynthia Porchia, 7, at a party near Camden My27,14A:4
--Presson,___: State Medical Examiner testifies body of newborn baby indicates it had been smothered; Susan Jean Presson on trial Ja24,8A:4 Mrs Presson found innocent Ja27,7A:5
--Price, Jawana:
  See Murders--Tate
--Price, Larry:
  See Murders--Tate
--Primm, Carl A.: Retired farmer slain; Clairborn Bates arrested My25,16A:5
--Ratcliff, Carl W.: North Little Rock man shot to death Ag16,11A:1
--Ratliff, Russell: Body found near paper mill at Arkansas City Ja8,6A:2 Body identified as Ratliff Ja9,4A:2 James Lewis Surridge charged Ja14,12A:1 Parolee James Surridge, 74, gets 50 years in prison for
shooting of Ratliff Je27,4A:3

--Renigar, Floyd: Body of Renigar found near Forrest City; 2 suspects arrested Mr19,12A:6 Willie Lee Penelton convicted, sentenced to death S5,3A:1 Death penalty given Willie Lee Penelton S11,9A:1

--Reynolds, Derr S.: Parthenon man shot to death while asleep in house Ap30,2A:4

--Ricks, Clyde: Huttig man fatally shot while standing near window; suspect questioned Ja2,2A:8 Wife, Sally Leta Riggs, charged Jall,9A:7

--Riggs, Henry Albert: Woman held in shooting of Riggs at Bearden F10,3A:1

--Riley, Sidney (Mrs): Police charge Harvey Williams Jr with capital murder in rape and slaying of Antoinette woman F28,4A:7

--Ritchie, Marvin: Attorney for Paul Ruiz and Earl Van Denton seek overturn of capital murder conviction in deaths of Marvin E. Ritchie and Opal James in 1977 My19,7A:1 Convictions, death sentence of Ruiz and Denton upheld by Arkansas Supreme Ct F28,4A:7 Rehearing bid turned down by state Supreme Court Jy7,6A:4 US Supreme Court refuses appeal of Paul Ruiz and Earl Van Denton D1,8A:1 Governor Frank White sets execution date for Paul Ruiz and Earl Van Denton D22,11A:5

--Ritter, Fred: Murder charge filed against Clifford Ritter in shooting death of his brother, Fred Ja27,8C:8

--Robertson, Aletha Ann: Police charge Walter Reece Robertson with shooting his wife down on a Fort Smith street before four of their children S8,3A:3

--Robertson, Bobbie Jean: Clerk abducted from store at Fort Smith, shot to death O13,8A:4 Texas police arrest Marlon Albert Pruett, a suspect in killing O19,7A:8 Pruett left prison under federal witness program D21,6A:3 Marlon Pruett admits killing Mrs Robertson and 3 others, tells Mississippi authorities he wants to be executed O29,3A:6

--Rode, Denise Kay: Faulkner Circuit Ct finds David Leslie Rode guilty of murder of his wife, sentenced to life in prison F4,3A:4

--Rogers, Charles: United State Supreme Ct upholds first-degree murder conviction of Donald Odell Sargent in slaying of his father Ap21,5A:7 Conviction of Mrs Sargent upheld by state Supreme Ct Ap28,5A:4

--Scott, Kenneth E.: Charges of second degree murder filed against Andrew Carroll McKnight in shooting of Scott in Crystal Hill community J18,10A:1

--Sheshunoff, Victor: Magnolia industrialist slain, body set on fire during burglary at his home; police arrest Ronny Williamson and Cindy Halton D27,2A:1 Shotgun found in creek may be one used in slaying O28,3A:4

--Simpkins, Dorothy: Police charge Robert Earl Bush in shooting death of Miss Simpkins F1,4A:3

--Singleton, Harold: Dispute prompts slaying of Singleton, wounding of Jerry Hawkins at Crossett O8,12A:4

--Smith, Jonathan: Little Rock man shot to death during quarrel; police arrest Demetrus Parker D30,3A:3

--Soderstad, Johnny Earl: Body found in Prairie County identified Ja21,13A:2

--Spence, Christopher James: Dispute between Spence and Benny Reynolds leads to shooting death of Spence Je14,8A:5

--Spencer, Savannah: Police arrest Luther Gene Spencer in stabbing death of his mother, Ap29,10A:1

--Staton, Kenneth: Innocent pleas entered by Eugene Wallace Perry and Damon Malantino to charges of murdering Van Buren jeweler Kenneth Stanton and his daughter, Suzanne Stanton Ware, last year Fl2,4A:3 Venue change requested Mr4,7A:1 Witnesses place suspect Eugene
MURDERS 1981 MURDERS

Wallace Perry in area at time Van Buren jeweler Kenneth Staton and his daughter, Suzanne Ware were slain. Eugene Perry was in Alabama when Staton was killed, ex-wife of suspect says. Guilty conviction brings death sentence for Eugene Wallace Perry.

Jy22,9A:7 Eugene Perry was in Alabama when Staton was killed, ex-wife of suspect says. Guilty conviction brings death sentence for Eugene Wallace Perry.

Jy24,2A:2 Guilty conviction brings death sentence for Eugene Wallace Perry.

Jy28,4A:4 Richard Phillip Anderson found guilty, gets life term and fine.

Jy24,2A:2 Guilty conviction brings death sentence for Eugene Wallace Perry.

Jy28,4A:4 Richard Phillip Anderson found guilty, gets life term and fine.

Jy30,5A:6--Stover, Curtis E.: Police charge Diana Gordon Stover after she allegedly made a contract with undercover agent to kill her estranged husband. Stover, her estranged husband, gets life term and fine.

Ap24,7--Tate, Ray: Fort Smith police detective Ray Tate, Jawana Price and Holly Gentry found slain on farm in Crawford County. Larry Price, husband of Jawana, missing; police arrest Thomas W. Simmons, charge him with capital murder; Simmons has long criminal record. Body of man found at Clear Creek Recreation Area on Arkansas River believed to be Larry Price.

Ja7,1A:2 Suspect Thomas W. Simmons, charge him with capital murder; Simmons has long criminal record. Body of man found at Clear Creek Recreation Area on Arkansas River believed to be Larry Price.

Ja8,1A:4 Suspect Thomas W. Simmons, charge him with capital murder; Simmons has long criminal record. Body of man found at Clear Creek Recreation Area on Arkansas River believed to be Larry Price.

Ja10,3A:6 Autopsy shows Larry Price shot to death after other victims. Photos showing bodies stuffed in tire barred in trial.

Ag14,12A:4 Call led to body of Larry Price. Sheriff says Ag19, 19A:5 Thomas W. Simmons convicted, gets death penalty. Photos showing bodies stuffed in tire barred in trial.

Ag20,16A:5 Support for Scott leads to $20,000 bond.

Jy29,7A:1 Ismet Divanovich found innocent.

Jy24,12A:6 Ismet Divanovich found innocent.

Jy20,16A:5 Support for Scott leads to $20,000 bond.

Jy27,9A:2 Call led to body of Larry Price. Sheriff says Ag19, 19A:5 Thomas W. Simmons convicted, gets death penalty.

Ag20,16A:5 Support for Scott leads to $20,000 bond.

Jy22,9A:7 Eugene Perry was in Alabama when Staton was killed, ex-wife of suspect says. Guilty conviction brings death sentence for Eugene Wallace Perry.

Jy24,2A:2 Guilty conviction brings death sentence for Eugene Wallace Perry.

Jy28,4A:4 Richard Phillip Anderson found guilty, gets life term and fine.

Jy24,2A:2 Guilty conviction brings death sentence for Eugene Wallace Perry.

Jy28,4A:4 Richard Phillip Anderson found guilty, gets life term and fine.

Ja7,1A:2 Body of man found at Clear Creek Recreation Area on Arkansas River believed to be Larry Price.

Ja8,1A:4 Suspect Thomas W. Simmons, charge him with capital murder; Simmons has long criminal record. Body of man found at Clear Creek Recreation Area on Arkansas River believed to be Larry Price.

Ja10,3A:6 Autopsy shows Larry Price shot to death after other victims. Photos showing bodies stuffed in tire barred in trial.

Ag14,12A:4 Call led to body of Larry Price. Sheriff says Ag19, 19A:5 Thomas W. Simmons convicted, gets death penalty. Photos showing bodies stuffed in tire barred in trial.

Ag20,16A:5 Support for Scott leads to $20,000 bond.

Jy29,7A:1 Ismet Divanovich found innocent.

Jy24,12A:6 Ismet Divanovich found innocent.

Jy20,16A:5 Support for Scott leads to $20,000 bond.

Jy27,9A:2 Call led to body of Larry Price. Sheriff says Ag19, 19A:5 Thomas W. Simmons convicted, gets death penalty. Photos showing bodies stuffed in tire barred in trial.

Ag20,16A:5 Support for Scott leads to $20,000 bond.

Jy22,9A:7 Eugene Perry was in Alabama when Staton was killed, ex-wife of suspect says. Guilty conviction brings death sentence for Eugene Wallace Perry.

Jy24,2A:2 Guilty conviction brings death sentence for Eugene Wallace Perry.

Jy28,4A:4 Richard Phillip Anderson found guilty, gets life term and fine.

Jy24,2A:2 Guilty conviction brings death sentence for Eugene Wallace Perry.

Jy28,4A:4 Richard Phillip Anderson found guilty, gets life term and fine.

Ja7,1A:2 Body of man found at Clear Creek Recreation Area on Arkansas River believed to be Larry Price.

Ja8,1A:4 Suspect Thomas W. Simmons, charge him with capital murder; Simmons has long criminal record. Body of man found at Clear Creek Recreation Area on Arkansas River believed to be Larry Price.

Ja10,3A:6 Autopsy shows Larry Price shot to death after other victims. Photos showing bodies stuffed in tire barred in trial.

Ag14,12A:4 Call led to body of Larry Price. Sheriff says Ag19, 19A:5 Thomas W. Simmons convicted, gets death penalty. Photos showing bodies stuffed in tire barred in trial.

Ag20,16A:5 Support for Scott leads to $20,000 bond.

Jy29,7A:1 Ismet Divanovich found innocent.

Jy24,12A:6 Ismet Divanovich found innocent.

Jy20,16A:5 Support for Scott leads to $20,000 bond.

Jy27,9A:2 Call led to body of Larry Price. Sheriff says Ag19, 19A:5 Thomas W. Simmons convicted, gets death penalty. Photos showing bodies stuffed in tire barred in trial.

Ag20,16A:5 Support for Scott leads to $20,000 bond.

Jy22,9A:7 Eugene Perry was in Alabama when Staton was killed, ex-wife of suspect says. Guilty conviction brings death sentence for Eugene Wallace Perry.

Jy24,2A:2 Guilty conviction brings death sentence for Eugene Wallace Perry.

Jy28,4A:4 Richard Phillip Anderson found guilty, gets life term and fine.

Jy24,2A:2 Guilty conviction brings death sentence for Eugene Wallace Perry.

Jy28,4A:4 Richard Phillip Anderson found guilty, gets life term and fine.

Ja7,1A:2 Body of man found at Clear Creek Recreation Area on Arkansas River believed to be Larry Price.

Ja8,1A:4 Suspect Thomas W. Simmons, charge him with capital murder; Simmons has long criminal record. Body of man found at Clear Creek Recreation Area on Arkansas River believed to be Larry Price.

Ja10,3A:6 Autopsy shows Larry Price shot to death after other victims. Photos showing bodies stuffed in tire barred in trial.

Ag14,12A:4 Call led to body of Larry Price. Sheriff says Ag19, 19A:5 Thomas W. Simmons convicted, gets death penalty. Photos showing bodies stuffed in tire barred in trial.

Ag20,16A:5 Support for Scott leads to $20,000 bond.

Jy29,7A:1 Ismet Divanovich found innocent.

Jy24,12A:6 Ismet Divanovich found innocent.

Jy20,16A:5 Support for Scott leads to $20,000 bond.

Jy27,9A:2 Call led to body of Larry Price. Sheriff says Ag19, 19A:5 Thomas W. Simmons convicted, gets death penalty. Photos showing bodies stuffed in tire barred in trial.

Ag20,16A:5 Support for Scott leads to $20,000 bond.

Jy22,9A:7 Eugene Perry was in Alabama when Staton was killed, ex-wife of suspect says. Guilty conviction brings death sentence for Eugene Wallace Perry.

Jy24,2A:2 Guilty conviction brings death sentence for Eugene Wallace Perry.

Jy28,4A:4 Richard Phillip Anderson found guilty, gets life term and fine. His brother-in-law Fred Carl Taylor.

Mr14,5A:3 Cotton gets life sentence.

Mr20,6A:6 Four members of family of Floyd Junior Cotton face perjury charges.

Jy8,6A:6--Taylor, Sharon: Arkansas Supreme Court upholds life without parole term for Randall Wilson for killing Mrs Taylor.

Ja3,5A:8--Thomas, Larry Joe: Family quarrel may have been cause of shooting of Thomas by his wife, Jeanette Thomas.

Ag10,8A:7--Thornton, Betty W.: Manager of Majik Market shot to death at Little Rock during robbery. Calls filed against Scotty Scott. Calls of disbelief about charges against Scotty Scott led to probe by prosecutor Wilbur C. Bentley.

D3,2A:3 Capital murder charge filed against Scotty Scott. Support for Scott leads to $20,000 bond.

D8,9A:2--Toombs, Regina: Gas explosion, fire at Little Rock house kills Regina Toombs. Gas heaters had been pried loose in house where Regina Toombs died. Intense heat killed Regina Toombs.

D8,9A:2--Toombs, Regina: Gas explosion, fire at Little Rock house kills Regina Toombs. Gas heaters had been pried loose in house where Regina Toombs died. Intense heat killed Regina Toombs.

D2,14A:8--Tatum, Robert: Jonesboro man shot to death.

S15,4A:3--Taylor, Fred Carl: Life in prison is sentence of Floyd Junior Cotton who was convicted of killing his brother-in-law Fred Carl Taylor.

Mr14,5A:3 Cotton gets life sentence.

Mr20,6A:6 Four members of family of Floyd Junior Cotton face perjury charges.

Jy8,6A:6--Taylor, Sharon: Arkansas Supreme Court upholds life without parole term for Randall Wilson for killing Mrs Taylor.

Ja3,5A:8--Thomas, Larry Joe: Family quarrel may have been cause of shooting of Thomas by his wife, Jeanette Thomas.

Ag10,8A:7--Thornton, Betty W.: Manager of Majik Market shot to death at Little Rock during robbery. Calls filed against Scotty Scott. Calls of disbelief about charges against Scotty Scott led to probe by prosecutor Wilbur C. Bentley.

D3,2A:3 Capital murder charge filed against Scotty Scott. Support for Scott leads to $20,000 bond.

D8,9A:2--Toombs, Regina: Gas explosion, fire at Little Rock house kills Regina Toombs. Gas heaters had been pried loose in house where Regina Toombs died. Intense heat killed Regina Toombs.
death of his wife Ap7,9A:6

--Vaughn, Jerrell: Court to allow James Dean Walker to file 2 complaints in bid for new trial Je3,5A:1 James Dean Walker again appeals conviction in 1963 slaying of Jerrell P. Vaughn D19,6A:6

--Vejrosta, Vladimir: Police charge Willie Ray Mackey, an Ark prison parolee, with capital murder in shooting death of Vejrosta, whose body was found at Dallas; Mackey was convicted in 1977 for shooting death of his 3-year-old stepson Jy22,9A:2

--Vejrosta, Vladimir: Police charge Willie Ray Mackey, an Ark prison parolee, with capital murder in shooting death of Vejrosta, whose body was found at Dallas; Mackey was convicted in 1977 for shooting death of his 3-year-old stepson Jy22,9A:2

--Walker, James Franklin: Police charge William J. Walker in death of his brother Ag31,3A:1

--Walker, James Franklin: Police charge William J. Walker in death of his brother Ag31,3A:1

--Ward, Todd: Randall and Gina Ward charged in death of their 4-month-old child S26,6A:2

--Ware, Suzanne Staton: See Murders--Staton

--Washington, Lillian: Body of Pine Bluff woman found with 12 stab wounds Jy14,6A:2

--Washington, Lucilla: Bodies of Mrs Washington and her son, Ernest Randall, found in home; Pine Bluff man arrested F7,3A:5 Larry Ray Randall charged in deaths of his grandmother and uncle F12,4A:2

--Welch, John: Arkansas Supreme Ct turns down request of Carl Albert Collins to proceed with appeal of his death sentence for murder of John Welch F3,9A:6 Governor Frank White sets May 15 execution date for Carl Albert Collins who was sentenced to death for 1974 murder of Welch in Washington County; post-conviction review to be sought by attorney Ap16,1A:7 US Supreme Ct Justice Harry Blackmon grants Carl Albert Collins a stay of execution Je6,11A:8 US Supreme Court lets stand conviction and death sentence of Carl Albert Collins in death of Welch Je23,4A:5

Execution date for Carl Albert Collins set by Gov Frank White Jy15,5A:3 Collins gets 3rd stay of execution Ag8,3A:3

--White, James: Police arrest Lorenzo Elwood Hill in shooting death of White at Sweet Home Mr2,2A:4

--Williams, David: David Hugh Williams changes plea to guilty on charge of murdering his father, David Polk Williams and Margaret Ann Mack and her granddaughter, Melissa Mack; sentence is life in prison without parole Ja3,4A:4

--Williams, Gaylen Wayne: White Hall woman held in shooting death of Williams Ja31,4A:6 Patty Joyce Williams charged in death of her husband F3,10A:2 Jury finds Mrs Williams innocent S11,13A:3

--Williams, Linda Sue: See Murders--Jackson, Dora

--Williams, Panny Jr: Police arrest Tony Eugene Alexander on charge of murder of Williams My2,2A:4

--Williams, Ruby Lynn: Death sentence of David Eugene Williams cut to life imprisonment by state Supreme Court O6,5A:7

--Willis, Judy Marie: Murder charges filed against Charles E. Willis in death of his wife Ap28,6A:6

--Wilson, Alice Faye Boyette: Emmet woman found shot to death; youth held Ag6,5A:1 Charles Edward Wilson Jr, 15, charged in shooting of his stepmother Ag7,11A:6

--Wilson, Benny: Police arrest 15-yr-old son of Wilson in fatal shooting Mr17,8A:5

--Winnette, Ricky: Harold W. Wood charged in death of his son-in-law, Ricky Winnette N13,8A:8

--Winston, Caroline: Co-defendant Otis Hendrix testifies he saw Ernest Walker beat and shoot to death Caroline Winston, of Joiner Ja8,17A:4 Hendrix admits he lied when first questioned about crime Ja9,9A:6 Ernest Walker's term is life without parole Ja14,11A:4

--Woodward, Melvin Dewayne: Fayetteville man killed by shot fired
through tavern window S6,14A:6

--York, Mary Lou: State Supreme Ct upholds death sentence for Charles Laverne Singleton 027,6A:2 Governor Frank White sets January 8 execution date for Charles Singleton D11,8A:2

--Young, Debra: Store clerk dies after beating during robbery F24,4A:7 Southland Corp offers $25,000 reward for information leading to indictment of killer Mr3,3A:4 Jesse Joe Saffell, 18, and Richard Keith Wallace, 18, charged with capital murder; both were on parole Mr26,12A:1

MURPHEY, JOHN A.
See also Arkansas State Library MURPHY, CHARLES H.
See also Power (Social Sciences) MURPHY, N. B.
See also Moral Majority MURRAY, N. PATRICK
See also Books--Murray MUSEUMS
Governor Frank White names 5 to Museum Services Review Panel Ap24,4A:8
See also
Air Space Museum
Automobiles, Museum of Henderson State University Museum Hot Spring County Museum Mid America Museum Oil Museum Rosary Museum, Mid America Science and History Museum University of Arkansas Museum Woodlands Heritage Museum MUSIC
Article on Arkansas native David Blaylock and his singing Ja16,1B:4 Article on Melvin Endsley, of Drasco, and the popularity of songs he writes Ja25,1F:2 Mrs Miriam Day Raney leaves stage to study women in music Ja25,1F:4 Article discusses popularity of country and western music and dance that has taken over Little Rock disco clubs Ja28,1B:2 Ja29,1B:2 Robert E. Henderson named music director and permanent conductor of Arkansas Symphony Mr4,11A:1 University of Ark fight song, "On, Wisconsin," is in public domain Mr19,1B:2 Former Arkansan Lee Rector is ed of Music City News at Nashville Mr19,1B:5 Arkansans Randy Goodrum, Wayland Holyfield and Kye Flemming win awards for country music compositions Mr19,1B:6 Wayne Drain, a minister and musician, is driving force behind Christian rock band at Russellville Mr23,1B:2 Robert Henderson brings sparkling image to Arkansas Symphony Orchestra Ap19,1F:2 Article on Mark Farrow of North Little Rock, and his hit song, "Oh Buddha" Ap24,1B:1 Conductor C. William Harwood assesses qualities of Arkansas Symphony Orchestra My31,1F:1 Article on Little Rock church organists Je28,1F:2 Assembly of God Church at Dardanelle holds session where recordings, books, T-shirts and other items are burned Ag8,5A:1 Article on Rogers resident Leon McAuliffe and his country and western music Ag9,1F:5 Lee Hays, founder of folk music quartet called The Weavers, dies; Hays was native of Little Rock Ag27,11A:4 Arkansas Symphony Orchestra strives to solidify gains Ag27,1B:5 Oliva Luetcke, former harpist with Boston Symphony Orchestra, lives in White County S3,1B:4 Music classes for children are offered by UALR S7,1B:5 Article on Barbara Raney, a North Little Rock native, and her career S8,1B:2 Article on Little Rock blues artist, Larry Davis S8,1B:2 Arkansas Country Music Assn formed; homegrown stars to be honored S8,2B:1 Article on Arkansas Symphony and Conductor Robert Henderson S25,1B:1 Article on Mrs Linda Trapp and her music 011,1F:2 O. G. Kuykendall, a Gravel Ridge businessman, brings bluegrass festival to Little Rock N27,1B:1 Letter from Norman Stone Jr refutes charge that rock music uses subliminal, evil lyrics N29,12E:3 See also
Culture (The Arts) Opera
MUSLIMS
See Islam
MUTUAL RADIO NETWORK

See also Athletics-College--
University of Ark at Fayetteville

NABHOLTZ, CHARLES

See also Ark-Public Bldgs

NAMES, GEOGRAPHICAL

Arbaugh 011,5F:5
Augusta 030,5F:5
Barkada Mr22,5F:1
Baxter (Drew County) Mr22,5F:1
Beechwoods 011,5F:5
Blytheville S6,4F:1
Boxley 011,5F:5
Camden S20,7F:1
Chicot County F15,6F:5
Clarendon N29,6F:1
Compton 011,5F:5
Conway County Jy5,5F:1
Corning 025,5F:4
Crawford County Ja25,6F:7
DeArmond's Hills Mr22,5F:1
Ecore Fabre S20,7F:1 S26,12A:7
N15,6F:3
Eglantine 04,5F:1
Eureka Springs N8,8F:7
Grant County My10,4F:1
Harrison N22,10F:3
Hasty 011,5F:5
Hope D27,5F:4
Huttig Ap26,4F:7
Jasper Ag23,4F:1
Lee County Je7,7F:1
Little River County Je28,9F:1
Logan County F1,7F:1
Low Gap (Newton County) Ag23,4F:1
Halvern S13,4F:1
Marshall Je21,5F:3
Monroe County My24,6F:3
Montgomery County F8,8F:1 Ag9,5F:5
Monticello D6,5F:5
Mount Ida Ag9,5F:5
Mountain Home Je14,5F:1
Mountain View Je14,5F:1
Nall 011,5F:5
Nevada County F22,8F:2
Old Joe Ag16,7F:7
Osage Mr1,6F:3
Osceola My31,5F:1
Ouachita County S20,7F:1
Paragould Ag2,5F:1
Perry County Ja4,8F:1
Piggott 025,5F:4
Pine Bluff S27,6F:6
Pocahontas My31,5F:1
Poinsett County Ja11,5F:1
Point Remove Creek Mr29,6F:1
Ponca Ag23,4F:1
Possum Valley Mr22,5F:1
Randolph County Ja18,5F:1
Red River D13,10F:4
Saline Ap5,5F:1
Sheridan Jy19,8F:5
St Francis County Mr15,7F:4
St Paul 018,5F:7
Stone County Ap12,9F:1
Troy Mr22,5F:1
Van Buren My3,4F:4
War Eagle Lake N1,5F:6
Washington County My17,6F:6
Wynne Jy12,6F:5

NARCOTICS

See Drug Addiction

NATIONAL GUARD, ARKANSAS

See US Armament-Reserves

NATIONAL INVESTORS LIFE INSURANCE CO

Two former employees file suit alleging firm biased against women Ap18,4A:1

NATIONAL OLD LINE INSURANCE CO

Trading in stock suspended; rumor of possible sale of firm cited My26,1A:4 Dutch company buys firm for $143 million My30,1A:2 Stockholder Richard R. Levinson files court suit to prevent merger of firm with Ennla, N.V., of the Netherlands; suit contends merger is actually a sale designed to bring large profits to heirs of William E. Darby Je13,4A:1 Merger is fraudulent, Mutual Shares Corp says Jy3,3A:1 Sale to benefit heirs of William E. Darby, stockholders say at hearing Jy16,8A:1 No agreement reached on value of stock Jy17,6A:6 Examiner for state Insurance Dept approves sale Ag18,7A:1 Federal judge tells principals in merger proposal to settle dispute privately S9,5A:1 Shareholders settle lawsuit 016,8A:1
NATURAL AREAS
See Wilderness and Natural Areas
NATURAL GAS
See Gas (Fuel)
NATUROPATHIC HOMEOPATHIC BOARD, ARKANSAS
See also Lyon, George Cook
NATUROPATHIC HOMEOPATHIC TRAINING CENTER
See Lyon, George Cook
NEAL, CHARLES MARTIN
See also Murders--Fields
NEAL, GERALD
Son, left $200 in estate of $165,000, contests N8,9A:7 Lillian Jean Neal to seek dower rights under new law N15,7A:3
NEGROES (IN US)
See Blacks
NEKOOSA PAPERS, INC
Strike at Ashdown plant called by United Paperworkers International Union Ja4,3A:3 Workers walk off job Ja6,4C:4 Strike settled Ja14,5C:4 Workers accept company offer, end strike Ja15,5C:3
NELSON, K. RAY
See also Mental Health
NELSON, KNOX
State Senator suffers heart attack Mr25,3A:3
See also Ark-Legislature--Members White, Frank
NELSON, SHEFFIELD
Nelson named to board of Little Rock branch of the Federal Reserve Bank of St Louis D30,5C:4
See also Ark-Elections--Governor Arkansas Louisiana Gas Co Gas (Fuel) Power (Social Sciences) Taxation-Severance Tax University of Ark at Little Rock
NEPOTISM
See Hot Spring County
NERVE GAS
See Chemical Warfare
NEW YORK LIFE INSURANCE CO
Federal Judge G. Thomas Elisele refuses to suppress evidence in case of
Ronald D. O'Neal, Cheron McCoy and James Travis Chansley who are charged with attempt to defraud New York Life of $200,000 Mr3,5A:3 Company agent identifies Chansley as man to whom he sold policy Mr5,8A:1 Prosecutor says fraud try based on imposter; Chansley's atty says his client has diabetes, could not have passed physical Mr4,4A:1 Experts link suspects to evidence Mr6,10A:1 Defendants found guilty Mr7,8A:7 Three sentenced in alleged scheme Ap24,5A:1
NEWELL, FRANK
See also Public Utilities
NEWPORT
City returns to mayor-alderman form of govt Jy1,3A:4
NEWS AND NEWS MEDIA
Melvin and Charlotte Schexnayder win journalism award from University of Ark Ap10,3A:4 List of winners in Arkansas Associated Press Managing Editors' contest Je7,4A:4
See also Batesville Guard Clarendon Sentinel Greenwood Democrat Justic Times Little Rock, Arkansas Gazette Murders--Little Murders--Mize Pine Bluff Commercial Southern Arkansas University (Mangolia)
NEWTON COUNTY TIMES
See Jasper, Newton County Times
NIGERIA
See also Apartment House Builders, Inc
NIGHT CLUBS
See Restaurants, Bars and Nightclubs
NIXON, WALTER W. III
See also Electric Power and Light NOISE
Mysterious loud boom shakes Central Ark D4,3A:1 Boom thought to be a meteorite that hit somewhere in Central Ark D10,14A:7
NORPHLET
See also Education-Norphlet
NORRELL, CATHERINE

Ex-lawmaker dies at age 80 Ag27, 1A:2
NORTH AMERICAN CAR CORP

Fingerprints taken from bombs at plant where strike is going on S10, 2A:2 Bomb found near office of strikers S15,9A:3
NORTH ARKANSAS COMMUNITY COLLEGE

See also
Basketball-College--North Arkansas Community College
Colleges-Buildings--North Arkansas
NORTH ARKANSAS REGIONAL LIBRARY
Dispute in Searcy County threatens funding for North Arkansas Regional Library Jy24,12A:1
NORTH, JOEL
See also Medicine and Health (gen)
NORTH LITTLE ROCK
See also
Fires
Flooding
Hotels
Housing--North Little Rock

City Council. Governor Frank White signs HB186 (Act 303, 1981) to require special election to fill alderman vacancies of more than a yr Mr5, 12A:3 Alderman Paul Q. Duke dies Ag20,14A:5 John B. Evans to seek to fill vacancy created by death of Paul O. Duke Ag22,3A:4 Bruno Haustein and William E. George seek seat Ag26,18A:1 Euel E. Wright files S1,6A:8 Lowell J. Tackitt and S. M. Spencer file S2, 16A:7 Cecil Haynes Higgins seeks seat S5,10C:1 William E. George wins seat 014,2A:3
See also
North Little Rock-Politics

Finances and Budgets. $3 monthly fee levied on every household, apt and business to pay police, firemen Ja6,4A:4 Aldermen discuss vote on sales tax in city F24,4A:7 Deadline passes, no petitions filed to refer new public safety fee to a vote Mr7, 1A:4 Vote on sales tax set Mr17,6C:5 Council votes to repeal public safety fee if city sales tax passes Ap14, 1A:6 Foes of sales tax use ad showing bank report reflecting city has $13 million; ad does not show city's liabilities My9,7A:4 Sales tax approved by voters My20,1A:8 Questions arise on implementation of sales tax My21,1A:5 Sales tax approved by voters My20,1A:8 Questions arise on implementation of sales tax My21,1A:5 Grumbles, questions greet new sales tax Jy2,1A:4

Government Employees and Officials. City Council grants working contracts to firemen and policemen, recognizes their bargaining units Ap28,1A:8 Daughter of Alderman Chester Bates fired on orders of Mayor Reed Thompson; Bates is angry S3,12A:1

Police Chief Bill Younts reinstates Annette Bates Ellis and Tama Sorrows; Mayor Reed says he will not pay them S18,17A:1 Mayor Thompson says Bill Younts will be suspended or fired if two clerks are still at work Monday S19,1A:4 Mayor's actions political, Younts says S20,10A:1

Police Chief Younts fires clerks after Mayor Thompson said he would fire Younts for insubordination S22,1A:2 Police Chief Bill Younts and his assistant sue Mayor Reed Thompson for pay equal to that in Little Rock; Thompson says he is not happy with Younts' performance S24,5A:1

Police group as-sails effort to repeal pay parity with Little Rock D28,1A:3 City employees to keep pay parity with Little Rock D30,6A:1

--Pensions and Retirement: Pension of former mayor William F. Laman endangered by legal conflict F4,5A:1 William F. Laman files suit over his pension Mr10,5A:6 Court hearing held on Laman suit Mr13,11C:7 Court rules William F. (Casey) Laman eligible for $37,200 pension Mr31,3A:3 Gazette explains unusual ruling that allows Laman a $37,200 pension Ap11,12A:1

Former mayor William F. (Casey) Laman entitled to pension of only half pay, state Supreme Court rules D22,6A:1
NURSING AND NURSES

State Nursing Bd approves nursing diploma program at Jefferson Hospital at Pine Bluff over protests of University of Ark at Pine Bluff. Ja15, 5A:4 State Board of Nursing acts in license suspension cases. Ja16, 4A:1. House Bill 213 would require Nursing Board to license senior nursing aides to give medication at institutions receiving federal Medicare or Medicaid. Ja20, 4A:8 Senate passes SB100 to allow the state Nursing Board to allow persons who do not hold the diploma permission to take exam for practical and psychiatric nursing license. Ja27, 3A:7 Nurses protest bill allowing persons other than nurses to give oral medication in nursing homes. Ja28, 9C:1. Nursing program at University of Ark at Pine Bluff prompts concern; only 13 graduates have passed state exams since 1975; Dr Lois Sellers, who heads program, discusses problems. Ja30, 7A:1 House Bill 213 which would have allowed medication by non-nurses is shelved for this session. Ja30, 8A:2. Nursing Board acts on license suspensions. F6, 6A:5. Nursing student Mary Copeland of Harding Univ testifies before Cong panel on support for nursing. Mr11, 8B:1. State Board acts in discipline cases. Mr11, 11C:3. Gov White signs SB575 (Act 908, 1981) to allow Social Services Div to penalize homes that violate rules. Mr31, 7A:1. State Board of Nursing says it will be out of funds in 9 mos. Ap10, 3A:3. Jefferson Hospital at Pine Bluff gets nursing program. Ap16, 5A:4. Vocational-Technical Education Div seeks to end nurse class taught by Arkansas Valley Vo-Tech School at Ozark because of travel expense of instructor; Clarksville nursing home admr offers to pay expenses. My5, 8A:1. Nursing Board to get no emergency money. Gov Frank White may include increased fees in special meet of Legls. My29, 9A:1. Nursing Board urged to cancel July test because of finances. Je3, 9A:1.
State Board of Nursing gives vote of no confidence in its president, Marj Mitchell, removes her from position. Board votes to proceed with July licensing test. Governor Frank White offers emergency funds for nursing exams. State Board of Nursing disciplines several nurses. Licenses of 6 nurses suspended for use of drugs. July 16: Licensing test.

Governor Frank White offers emergency funds for nursing exams. Governor Frank White proposes to loan $7,000 from emergency fund so tests can be given.

Legislature approves fee increase for Board of Nursing. Governor White signs bill increasing fees.

Statewide Health Coordinating Council rejects 3 proposals to increase beds. Nursing homes offer to broaden services to include home health care and short-term patient care. At request of Gov Frank White, the Office of Long Term Care sends team of nurses on unannounced visits to nursing homes to check on patient care. No more beds can be added for 6 mos under order of Statewide Health Coordinating Council. Results of questionnaires show in-home care would be cheaper than nursing.
home nurses Ag23,11E:2 Governor Frank White responds to lr of Pat Cox 54, 18A:5 Ray Scott assures legislators no patients to be turned out S20, 11A:3 Governor Frank White appoints Alan Curtis to Long Term Care Facility Bd; reappoints William Benson, Wendell G. Burns and Ida Penn 01, 11A:5 State Office of Long Term Care proposes new criteria for determining whether someone needs nursing home care N11,22A:5

See also Boarding Houses Deaths Medicaid Nursing and Nurses Riley's Inc

Arkansas Nursing Home. State Nursing Bd charges 2 nurses with negligence and unprofessional conduct Jy23,5A:1 State Board of Nursing decides nurses not negligent in bed sore case Ag12,19A:5

Beaumont Nursing Home (Little Rock). Benefits of wine for patients being tested Ap16,1B:2

Beverly Manor (Little Rock). Inspection team finds several deficiencies Jy12,5A:1 Improvement noted since visit by state officials S4,10C:5

Cla-Cliff (Brinkley). Home gets warning from strike team of nurses Jy21,5A:3 Improvement noted S4,10C:5

Colonial (Owensville). State Nursing Bd to hear abuse charges against Vonita Lamb in case of patient at nursing home who died in a straightjacket during seizure Ap13, 3A:1 Death of Marlene Bonds had been investigated by state Office of Long Term Care of the Human Services Dept Ap14,7A:1 At least 2 patients died in straightjackets during last year Ap16,1A:4 State Nursing Bd suspends license of Vonita Bond after hearing testimony that she abused and overmedicated patients and slept on the job; hearing to continue later Ap17, 1A:3 Reporter tours home; spokesman says home conducted its own probe, turned findings over to state Attorney General Ap19,11A:1 Four deaths being studied Ap25,6A:4

Patients neglected, some employees say; others support home Ap27,1A:3 Rosa Lee Gilmore, owner of Colonial, charged in warrant with making threat against former employee who testified in hearing Ap30,1A:8 Licenses of 8 nurses suspended by state Nursing Board; license of Vonita Lamb and Wallace Marie Greer suspended for 10 years My1,1A:2 Inspectors visit home, say closing not necessary My2,13A:1 Corrective actions needed, state tells Colonial My5,5A:1 State lists improvements needed My6,4A:1 Most problems corrected, owner Rosa Lee Gilmore says My7,9A:1 Suspended nurses file suit to regain jobs My8, 13A:1 Prosecuting Atty seeks to exhume body of Marlene Bonds My9,8A:1 Body of Marlene Bonds to be exhumed My13,5A:1 Federal Judge G. Thomas Eisele hears arguments from suspended nurses My13,4A:1 Body of Miss Bonds exhumed; doctors questioned My13,4A:5 State inspects home 2nd time My14,8A:3 Autopsy shows Miss Bonds died of natural causes; probe is closed My14,8A:6 State Board of Nursing argues that burden of proof rests with nurses My15,10A:1 Federal judge orders license returned to 6 nurses My16,1A:3 State contends Judge G. Thomas Eisele erred in reinstating nurses My19,4A:1 Nursing Bd permitted to hold hearing on licenses of nurses My30,5A:1 Nursing Director Barbara Gorski says she does not recall any reports of abuse or neglect of patients, but 3 former employees disagree at hearing on licenses Je3, 1A:3 Nurses deny accusations of abuse of patients; hearing by Nursing Board ends Je4,6A:1 Licenses of 5 nurses suspended by state Board of Nursing; Circuit Judge Perry V. Whitmore stays suspension so nursing home can be staffed Je5,1A:5 Judge continues stay of suspension of
nurses, but limits their activities. Home gets 30 days to comply with proposals; owner says she has compiled Family of Marlene Bonds suits for $4 million. Board of Nursing suspends license of nurse Owner Rosa Lee Gilmore submits plan for staff responsibilities and line of authority.

**Fountainbleau.** Inspection team disrupted Fountainbleau Home, owner charges; suit may be against James B. Barnhill, Director of Office of Long Term Care; home was cited for 11 problems. Suit by Fountainbleau seeks $110,000 from James B. Barnhill.

**Grant County Nursing Home.** Two nurses face hearing on allegation that they allowed a patient to be tied to commode for a long period of time. Nurses face hearing before state Nursing Bd. A suit by Fountainbleau seeks $110,000 from James B. Barnhill.

**Hillhaven Little Rock.** Home to appeal its 30-day ban on Medicaid patients. State Nursing Bd charges 2 nurses with negligence. Hillhaven files $3.1 million suit against James B. Barnhill, Director of Long Term Care office and Robert L. Waldrum, Asst Attorney Gen. Home disputes authority of state to suspend admission of Medicaid patients.

**Oil and Gas Compact Commission, Interstate.** Governor Frank White names Bob Willett and William B. Lines to Advisory Committee, reappoints Mrs. Jack Turner. Legislature passes bill to re impose tax on oil and brine to finance museum.

**O'Mara, Madalyn Murray.** See also Athletics.

**O'Hara, Frank T.** Top executive of insurance firm dies. See also Oil and Gas Commission, Interstate.

**Oilmuseums.** See also Education-Oak Grove.

**Oklahoma D.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma H.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma L.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma M.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma N.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma E.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma F.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma G.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma H.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma I.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma J.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma K.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma L.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma M.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma N.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma E.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma F.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma G.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma H.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma I.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma J.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma K.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma L.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma M.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma N.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma E.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma F.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma G.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma H.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma I.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma J.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma K.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma L.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma M.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma N.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma E.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma F.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma G.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma H.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma I.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma J.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma K.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma L.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma M.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma N.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma E.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma F.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma G.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma H.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma I.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma J.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma K.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma L.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma M.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma N.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma E.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma F.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma G.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma H.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma I.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma J.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma K.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma L.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma M.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma N.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma E.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma F.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma G.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma H.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma I.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma J.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma K.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma L.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma M.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma N.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma E.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma F.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma G.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma H.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma I.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma J.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma K.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma L.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma M.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma N.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma E.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma F.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma G.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma H.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma I.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma J.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma K.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma L.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma M.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma N.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma E.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma F.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma G.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma H.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma I.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma J.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma K.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma L.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma M.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma N.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma E.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma F.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma G.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma H.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma I.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma J.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma K.** See also Athletics.

**Oklahoma L.** See also Athletics.
Senator Dale Bumpers denounces President Reagan's deregulation of prices. The House gets a bill to add a 3 percent sales tax to gasoline. Sponsor withdraws the bill because of taxpayer opposition. Governor Frank White appoints J. David Reynolds III, James O. Staggs, and Ned R. Price to state oil and gas committees. Arkansas gasoline tax is 26th highest. House Bill 623 would add a 20-cent-a-gallon tax on antifreeze, motor oil, brake fluid, and lubricants, with funds going to highways; large interstate trucks would be taxed even if they do not buy products in Ark. Gov. Frank White appoints Robert W. Sweeney to the Interstate Oil and Gas Compact Commission. Drilling for oil in Mississippi County attracts interest. Dow Chemical gives up on a well in NE Ark after spending $5 million. The oil museum is opened.

Sponsor withdraws 3 percent tax because of taxpayer opposition. Governor Frank White appoints J. David Reynolds III, James O. Staggs, and Ned R. Price to state oil and gas committees. Arkansas gasoline tax is 26th highest. House Bill 623 would add a 20-cent-a-gallon tax on antifreeze, motor oil, brake fluid, and lubricants, with funds going to highways; large interstate trucks would be taxed even if they do not buy products in Ark. Gov. Frank White appoints Robert W. Sweeney to the Interstate Oil and Gas Compact Commission. Drilling for oil in Mississippi County attracts interest. Dow Chemical gives up on a well in NE Ark after spending $5 million. The oil museum is opened.

See also:
- Oil Museum
- Oklahoma Gas and Electric Co.

Older Workers Program

See Labor

Olin Corporation

North Little Rock plant closed permanently. O'Neal, Dutch Hammond

Used car dealer dies at West Memphis.

Opera

Arkansas Opera Theater's Children's Opera sets world records on taking opera to children. See Opera

Operations, Surgical

See Surgery and Surgeons

Opticians

See Eyes

Optometry

See Eyes

Orchestra, Arkansas Symphony

See Music

Orchids

See also Plants-Orchids

Organizations, Societies, and Clubs

See also
- Army
- Navy
- Women's Club
- Gaslite Kountry Club
- Liquor

Organized Crime

See also Hot Springs

Organized Crime, Regional Information Center

See
- Hot Springs
- Police-Pulaski County

Orphanages

See Children-Care (Institutional)

Osceola

 Voters defeat sales tax.

Osterloh, Henry J.

See also Public Utilities

Oswald, Harry L.

Former head of Arkansas Electric Cooperative Corp praised by Orval E. Faubus.

Osceola Baptist University

See also
- Colleges-Budgets (gen)
- Colleges-Gifts--Osceola Baptist

Osceola County

County Judge John Marlar goes on trial on charge of using mails to defraud. John Marlar denies fraud allegations. John Marlar found guilty on 2 counts of mail fraud, innocent on another; Marlar still must stand trial on another count. Prosecutor Robert S. Laney to seek removal of Marlar from office. John Marlar resigns. John Marlar sentenced to 15 mos in prison. Grand Jury may probe allegations of wrongdoing by officials.
Stinnett to spend 90 days in prison Ap29,12A:2 Tax Assessor Cleo Riggs bills both state and county for trips, records show; State Police probe reported My9,5A:1 Former County Judge John Marlar and Elbert P. Proctor on trial for alleged fraud in which county funds were used by Marlar to purchase farm from Proctor My19,2A:7 Defendants deny fraud allegations My20,6A:1 Jury returns guilty verdict against John Marlar and Elbert P. Proctor My21,1A:3 County Sheriff Robert E. Garner accuses ABC agent James Blaugrave of refusing to work with Sheriff to enforce liquor laws, asks that agent be transferred; Sheriff says Blaugrave stated he could not move against some violators because state Sen. J. A. Womack has an interest on them; Womack denies charge; ABC Director Jack Boles says he will not transfer agent My22,6A:4 John Marlar gets 30-month term Jyl,4A:1 Indictments name County Sheriff Robert Earl Garner, chief Deputy J. T. Vaughn and Tax Assessor Cleo Riggs on several counts of alleged misconduct in office; Garner accused of failure to report a campaign gift from Ouachita County Retail Liquor Assn Jyl,4A:1 Former County Judge John Marlar indicted on four counts of stealing county funds; felony charge accuses Judge Marlar of stealing a total of $16,702 from county; others indicted Jyl6,8A:4 County Judge James Harvey Rumph resigns, cites political factions Ag25,5A:1 Howard Russell is new county judge S1,8A:1 OUACHITA RIVER

Charles Thomas, El Dorado lumberman, organizes opposition to Army Engineers plan for river Ag12,9A:1 US Fish and Wildlife Service calls plan unacceptable Ag18,8C:1 Gazette calls for better plan for river Ag19,20A:1 Anti-channelization cartoon Ag20, 18A:3 All plans for straightening river opposed by Arkansas Wildlife Federation Ag23,14A:1 Arkansas portion would suffer most damage with least benefits under plan Ag24,1A:3 Editorial on modified plan Ag27,18A:1 Arkansas Waterways Comm supports revised plan to align river Ag30,9A:2 Channel plan opposed by Arkansas Game and Fish Comm S1,4A:8 Large crowd at El Dorado hearing opposes plan; compromise may be made S2,1A:5 Use 2-barge tows above Crossett, State Soil and Water Conservation Comm asks S25,9A:1 Senator David Pryor amends money bill so Engineers must study realignment work for navigation N5, 14A:3 Suit challenging impact statement dismissed D11,10A:2

See also Parks (gen)
Water
OUTDOOR EDUCATION
See also Education Violet Hill
OVERTON, WILLIAM R.
See also Education (gen)--Curricula
OWN, MARVIN
See also Hot Springs
OWN, WILLIAM H.
See also Arkansas State Univ (Beebe)
OZARK
See also Factories-Ozark
OZARK FOLK CENTER

Legislative Council panel approves funds despite recommendation by Governor-elect Frank White and Parks Dept that $180,559 not be allocated Ja7,14A:1 Governor Frank White to keep Jack Quail as general mgr of Ozark Folk Culture Center over objections of Stone County residents Ap11,1A:4
OZARK GAS TRANSMISSION SYSTEM

See Gas (Fuel)
OZARK INSTITUTE

Judge refuses to dismiss part of $2 million slander suit filed against Frank White by Edd Jeffords and the Ozark Institute Ja7,17A:8 Suit against Gov Frank White settled for $7,000 022,13A:2 Edd Jeffords
angered, releases White's deposition; alleges untruths Oz1,10A:1

OZARK LAKE
See Lakes-Ozark
OZARK NATIONAL FOREST
See Parks--Ozark National Forest
OZARK SOCIETY
See also Water
OZARKS REGIONAL COMMISSION
Budget cuts force closing of Commission Ag14,8A:1

PACE, JIM
See also Athletics-Halls of Fame
PAIN
Little Rock clinic attempts to reduce agony of chronic pain and teach suffers to live with it Je3,18:1
PANGBURN
See also Education-Pangburn
PANKEY
Plans under way to help community survive western expansion of Little Rock Ag23,1A:2
PANTRY, INC
See also Modern American Mortgage Corp
PAPERWORKERS, INTERNATIONAL UNION
UNITED
See also Nekoosa Papers, Inc
PARDON
See Prisons
PARDUE, BARBARA
See also White, Frank--Alde
PARENTHOOD, PLANNED
See Birth Control
PARENTING AND CHILDBIRTH EDUCATION SERVICES, INC
Jonesboro orgn develops life-skills courses N26,3B:1
PARKER, JIMMY (RED)
See also Football-College--Southern Ark Univ
PARKER, LARRY
See also Education (gen)--Curricula
PARKIN
City of Parkin mishandled $728,000 in HUD funds, audit shows; recommendation made that city be required to repair homes; FBI checking for possible fraud by officials and contractors Mr13,1A:3 Parkin Mayor Bill Slabaugh says his heart is broken Mr13,1A:4 Three contractors hired by Parkin failed to pay $12,000, lumber firm says Mr14,10A:7 Plans to undo damage from HUD program at a standstill Ap14,4A:4
PARKS, AMUSEMENT
See Amusement Parks
PARKS, PLAYGROUNDS AND OTHER RECREATION AREAS
Note: Individual state and national parks are listed alphabetically by name following this general section and are followed by municipal and county parks listed by geog heads.

... Governor-elect Frank White will keep Jo Luck Wilson as director of Parks and Tourism Dept Jai,1A:6 Article discusses problems caused by use of city parks as meeting places by homosexuals Ja8,13A:1 Spreading state park system offers variety to state Ja8,10G:1 Mrs James L. Moora Jr and Peter Burtness apptd by Gov Frank White to Parks, Recreation and Travel Comm F21,4A:3 Army Engineers planning new recreation sites along Ouachita River at Cool Spring and Felsenthal Dam Mr8,6B:1 Parks and Tourism Director Jo Luck Wilson says 10 parks and 3 tourist information centers may be closed because of lack of funds Mr14,2A:2 State Parks Dept seeks ways to cut costs by $600,000 Mr28,4A:5 Governor White vetoes expansion of jobs in Parks and Tourism Dept Ap1,10A:4 Study shows state Parks and Tourism Dept ads are effective in attracting visitors Ap5,1A:1 More money found for park operation, but services to be reduced Ap29,6A:1 Brenda Meeks is first woman to head a major Army Engineers lake project as a park ranger My3,4B:3 Comprehensive guide to vacation spots in Ark My10,16:1 List of Game and Fish Comm lakes My10,26:2
PARKS, PLAYGROUNDS 1981

My10,10G:2 My10,11G:2 My10,12G:2
My10,29G:2 My10,31G:8 Article on vacation and recreation areas of Northwest Ark My10,2G:3 Article on scenic Highway 7 My10,27G:1 Claims Comm gets $45,000 claim in drowning of boy in pool at Lake Fort Smith Park Je24,4A:4 Recreation and park majors from Henderson State Univ gain experience by summer work at parks My20,6B:1 Park work programs of Young Adult Conservation Corps and the Youth Conservation Corps are at a standstill waiting support Ag16,1F:2 Claims Comm dismisses claim in drowning at Lake Fort Smith Ag28,14A:1 Brenda Wynn is only black female park ranger for the Corps of Engineers in the United States S10,1B:2

See also
Amusement Parks
Camps and Camping
Mid America Museum
Ozark Folk Center
Trails
--Arkansas Post National Memorial: Facilities My10,29G:2
--Bull Shoals Lake: Recreation and facilities around lake My10,2G:1
--Beaver Lake: Recreation and facilities around lake My10,3G:2
--Beaver Lake State Park: New park near Rogers is part of Hobbs Estate Mr28,7A:4
--Blue Mountain: Recreation facilities My10,21G:3
--Buffalo National River Park: Alec Gould named Supt Ja18,21A:8 Lost Valley area scenery My10,6G:3 Senate panel approves compromise proposal by Sen Dale Bumpers that will allow completion of purchase of land along river My15,10A:1 National Park Ranger Billy Bessett shoots, seriously wounds, Gary Allen Potter during fight in Buffalo River Park near Yellville S17,6A:4 Charges placed against suspects in attack on ranger S19,8A:4 Congressional report critical of some land purchases S22,6A:1 Congressional panel restores funds to complete land acquisition N5,7A:1
--Fort Smith Lake State Park: Park is ideal place for travelers to take a break F8,6B:2 Facilities My10,22G:2
--Fort Smith National Historic Site: Over 100,000 persons visited Site during 1980 Ja8,3A:6
--Greers Ferry Lake: Recreation booming in area My10,12G:3 Camping and fishing facilities abound My10,13G:1
--Greeson Lake: Article on facilities for recreation at lake My10,25G:7
--Gunner Pool Recreation Area: Mark Wortham fined, ordered to help clean bluff at Gunner Pool where he painted name on bluff 07,10A:6 Sue Wortham describes events that led to heavy fine for her son 013,14A:3 Gazette pleased that youth was caught

See also Diamonds
--Crowley's Ridge State Park: Facilities My10,10G:1
--Dardanelle Lake: Recreation facilities at lake My10,15G:1
--DeGray State Park: Facilities My10,25G:2
--Devil's Den State Park: Facilities My10,2G:2
--Charles, Lake State Park: Facilities My10,10G:1
--Crater of Diamonds State Park: Article on popular park My10,25G:3 Tourist finds 8.82 carat diamond Je24,8A:7 Large diamond found N19,2A:3

See also Diamonds

and that court imposed stiff penalty 015,20A:2

--Hot Springs National Park: Yellowstone and Hot Springs vie for title of the oldest national park 05, 2B:1

--Jacksonport State Park: Facilities My10,8G:2

--Logoly State Park: Facilities My10,31G:1

--Louisiana Purchase State Park: Facilities My10,11G:1

--Mammoth Spring State Park: Facilities My10,8G:2

--Marks Hillls State Park: Facilities My10,31G:1

--Mazarn Recreation Area: Vandalism forces permanent closing of area in Garland County My21,2A:2

--Murraywood State Park: Legislature places $40,000 in Category B of budget to be used for purchase of a marina My19,2A:3 Facilities My10,31G:8

--Moro Bay State Park: Facilities My10,31G:1

--Nebo (Mount) State Park: Facilities My10,21G:4

--Old Davidsonville State Park: Facilities My10,10G:1

--Old Washington State Park: Facilities My10,31G:8

--Ouachita Lake State Park: Facilities My10,25G:2

--Ozark Lake: Fishing, beautiful scenery attract visitors My10,22G:3


--Pea Ridge National Park: Facilities My10,2G:2

--Petit Jean State Park: Facilities My10,21G:4

--Pinsett Lake State Park: Facilities My10,10G:2

--Poison Spring State Park: Facilities My10,31G:1


--Queen Wilhelmina State Park: Facilities My10,22G:2

See also Gas (Fuel)

--Table Rock: Recreation areas and facilities around the lake My10,2G:2 My10,3G:6 My10,6G:1

--Three Sisters State Park: Man shot, killed by park ranger at Three Sisters State Park on Lake Ouachita Ag4,5A:4 Man killed by park ranger at Ouachita State Park was escapee from prison in Washington; gun used to threaten ranger was a toy Ag5,4A:1

--Toltec Mounds State Park: Article on Toltec Mounds and exhibits of Indian Culture Mr20,1B:1

--Village Creek State Park: Facilities My10,11G:1

--White Oak Lake State Park: State Forestry Comm wants out of 1969 agreement to give 510 acres to park 023,4A:1

--Withrow Spring State Park: Facilities My10,2G:2

--Woolly Hollow State Park: Facilities My10,15G:2

Little Rock. Mayor Webster Hubbell suggests city issue recreation ID cards for residents My28,4A:1 Article on plans for facelift of riverfront at Little Rock Je23,1B:2

--Boyle Park: Article discusses impact of proposed flood control project My26,1B:2

--MacArthur Park: Workers may have found tunnel in MacArthur Park, long rumored to have been part of Little Rock Arsenal My23,1A:4

North Little Rock. Vandalism costs city about $40,000 per year; crackdown on late night users proposed F19,8A:8 Mayor Reed Thompson seeks resignation of Parks Comm Gregg Yielding Ap3,11A:1 Alderman Chester Bates and former Mayor William F. Laman fight proposal to install gas turbine generator in Rose City Park Ap5,12A:1 PAROLE

See Prison
PASSION PLAYS
See also
Great Passion Play (Eureka Springs)

PATRONAGE
See also Hot Spring County

PATTERSON, T. E.
See also Books--Patterson

PCBs
See
Chemistry and Chemicals
Lakes--Pine Bluff Lake

PEACE, ARKANSANS FOR
See also Atomic Weapons

PEARCE, HOWARD
See also Stadiums--War Memorial

PECK, GEORGE W.
See also Colleges--Gifts--ouachita

PENELTON, WILLIE LEE
See also Murders--Renigarr

PENICK, EDWARD M.
See also Banks and Banking

PENITENTIARIES
See Prisons

PENMANSHIP
See Handwriting

PENSIONS AND RETIREMENT
House Bill 367 would exempt first $6,000 of retirement income of persons 50 years or older Jl24, 7A:3 Bill to exempt $6,000 of retirement income (SB4) fails to clear panel Fl2,4A:1 Senate Bill (SB370) to exempt $6,000 of private retirement plan income from state income tax Fl2,7A:2 House approves HB367 to grant income tax exemption on first $6,000 of pensions of persons retired from private jobs Mrl2,1A:8 Arthur F. Bouton helps other retired persons lead an active life My27,1B:5 Suit challenges law giving tax breaks to retired public employees Jy12,4A:1
See also
Ark--Government Employees--Pensions
Ark--Local Govt--Government Employees--Pensions
Ark--Population
Colleges--Pensions
Education (gen)--Teachers

PERIODICALS
See Magazines

PERJURY
See also Murders--Taylor

PERRY COUNTY
Legislature approves bill (HB77) to allow county judge to improve private property to assist access to public roads Fl8,3A:3 Act 268 of 1981 allows county judge to use county equipment, materials and labor to improve private roads Mr21,4A:6 Attorney General Steve Clark rules Act 268, 1981, unconstitutional; law allows Perry County judge to use county equipment and workers to improve private roads My14,3A:2

PERRY, EUGENE WALLACE
Miss Petrus became Miss Arkansas when Elizabeth Ward won Miss America title S16,4A:4

PETROLEUM
See also Chemistry and Chemicals

PETRUS, MICKI LYNN
Miss Petrus became Miss Arkansas when Elizabeth Ward won Miss America title S16,4A:4

PETTIT, ARCH P.
Two women allege Pettit committed fraud in acquiring the old Imperial Laundry which they once owned; bankruptcy of Pettit involved Yj3,7A:5

PHARMACY AND PHARMACISTS

PHILANTHROPY
Governor Frank White vetoes HB 1000 which would have allowed state payroll deductions for donations to charity groups Mr27,3A:3 Rison native Robert Dedman donates record $25 million to Southern Methodist Univ Ap14,4A:1

PHILLIPS COUNTY
Voters approve sales tax Ag19,4A:8
PHILLIPS, GERALD
See also Greene County

PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING
See also
Exercise and Physical Fitness

PHYSICAL THERAPY
Governor Frank White appts
Elizabeth Caplinger to Physical Therapist Examining Committee Ap24, 4A:8
Governor Frank White reappoints
Martha Fortune to Physical Therapy Examining Comm Jy4,10A:2

PHYSICIANS
See Medicine

PICKENS, CHARLES EDWARD
See also Murders--Moore

PIGGOTT
See also Education-Piggott

PINE BLUFF
Police officers picket City Hall for pay increase Ja10,9A:1
City Council votes 8 pct pay raise for city employees Ja14,4A:4
Police call in sick in pay protest Ja15,10A:2

Story on security measures for magazines at Arsenal My25,4A:1
Possible misuse of funds for housing rehabilitation probed by FBI Je11,5A:1
Merchants push plan to revitalize downtown Ag9,12A:1
Charles Moore and Dewey Taplin deny they mis-managed federal funds S18,11A:1
Sales tax proposal defeated 021,2A:2
Pine Bluff leaders protest their bad rating as a place to live D16,18B:2

Rape reporting policy to be changed to lower rate that reflects on city as a place to live D19,4A:6

PINE BLUFF ARSENAL
See also Chemical Warfare

PINE BLUFF COMMERCIAL
Paper is a powerful voice after 100 years of publishing My4,1B:5

PINE BLUFF LAKE
See Lakes-Pine Bluff Lake

PIPELINES
See
Coal
Gas (Fuel)

PIZZA HUT
Lenwood Jacobs files race bias suit in his dismissal as manager of a Little Rock Pizza Hut Fl0,9C:5

PLANNED PARENTHOOD
See Birth Control

PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT, WEST CENTRAL ARK
Edna Relic files suit alleging agency biased against women Fl9,18A:2

PLANTS
Gov Bill Clinton appoints W. C. Mann to state Plant Bd Ja9,4A:3
Gov Frank White reappoints John E. Tull to state Plant Bd Fl3,6A:2
Governor Frank White appts Frank D. Pylate and W. Peyton Daniel Jr to state Plant Bd Ap18,8A:8

Article on Freeman D. Thomas, a Jacksonville botanist and teacher, who uses wild plants in his food planning My6,1D:1
Robert L. Cain reappointed by Gov Frank White to term on state Plant Bd Je13,7A:1

Article on rare plants in the state forests Jy30,13A:1
Governor Frank White appts Dick Enderlin to state Plant Bd, reappts George Hutcherson and Bill Mosley Ag6,11A:5

--Orchids: Two rare orchid species found at Cypress Creek dam site; plants will be transplanted at Pinnacle Mountain and Petit Jean State Park Mr12,3A:4

Article on wild orchids of Ark My9,1B:2

PLANTS, INDUSTRIAL
See Factories

PLAYGROUNDS
See Parks

PLAYS
See also
Great Passion Play (Eureka Springs)

PLEDDGER, COURTNEY
See Actors

PLUMERVILLE
See also
Education-South Conway Co Dist

PODIATRY
See Chiropody

POEMS
See also Poetry and Poets
--Arkansas: The Wonder State Je28, 2F:1

POETRY AND POETS
John Clardf to conduct poetry workshop at Little Rock in October Jy31, 3B:4

--Fletcher, John Gould: Text of
unpublished poem entitled, "For Easter, 1945" Jy11,1B:5
--Taylor, Diane: Article on Diane Taylor and her book of poems, "Creek Music: Ozark Ballads" My10,1F:4

POINSETT COUNTY

Former County Judge Frank Dean wins new trial on kickback charges because of juror's statement during first trial Ap18,1A:5 US Appeals Ct hears motion for new trial for Frank Dean; federal judge says failure of Dean's attorney, Fred Pickens, to inform court of biased juror is unbelievable S16,9A:1

POLICE AND LAW ENFORCEMENT

Legislative Council approves plan of Governor-elect Frank White to merge Law Enforcement Standards Commission and the Law Enforcement Training Academy into a single agency Ja7,2A:2 Senate Bill 101 would dismantle Public Safety Dept Ja20,4A:3 Senate passes SB101 to divide Safety Dept Ja21,5A:1 House adopts its version of bill to abolish Safety Dept Ja31,4A:2 Senate passes HB188 to dismantle Safety Dept F5,1A:6 Gov Frank White appts Michael Walden to Crime Laboratory Bd F13,6A:2 List of grants for youth projects funded by state Crime Comm F20,9A:1 Gov Frank White appts Paul C. Hamilton acting director of Arkansas Law Enforcement Training Academy F21,4A:3 House gets measure (HJR 20) to change constitution to abolish the office of constable F24,5A:4 Governor White signs HB188 (Act 48, 1981) to abolish Public Safety Dept F12,3A:4 Governor Frank White notifies Public Safety Director Sam Tatom that he will be terminated March 1, names Ira Files to head Dept until it ceases to exist June 30 F13,6A:1 Police chiefs and sheriffs complain to Gov Frank White about plan to move Law Enforcement Standards office to Camden Je25,13A:1 Governor White to use emergency power to keep standards office at Little Rock Je30,4A:1 Governor Frank White names 7 to new Law Enforcement Standards and Training Comm Jy14,4A:6 Steve Nowojczyk dismissed by Gov Frank White as director of State Crime Laboratory Ag30,10A:3 Manuel Holcomb is new director of state Crime Laboratory S23,10A:2 International Union of Police Associations now have unions at Benton, Little Rock and Jonesboro 025,5A:1

See also
Ark-Local Govt--Government Employees---Pensions Colleges--Police Liquor Search and Seizure

--- Barling. Patrolman Carl Rauset fatally shoots William Stoner in struggle over gun Jy30,10A:5
Benton. Chief Billy M. Porter fired after being ticketed for driving while intoxicated Jy29,3A:6 Dismissal of Police Chief Billy M. Porter upheld Ag18,JA:1 Jail Inmate charges brutality at hands of police; Police Inspector Harold Allison says he was fired for taking inmate to hospital S15,3A:1 Federal Grand Jury hears Benton policemen in alleged beating of Stefan Johnson S23,10A:1 FBI receives five accusations of police brutality S29,4A:1 Grand Jury to probe complaints N20,10A:6 Three officers acquitted of battery charge D23,3A:7

Cammack Village. Police lacked certification for period of 2 years; legal problems could result in loss of powers AP17,1A:3 City Council votes to back marshal F12,1A:5

Conway
See also Murders--Criswell Conway County. Quorum Court proposes consolidation of Morrilton Police Dept with that of county Sheriff D9,19A:1

Fort Smith. Complaint says 4 officers used excessive force in arresting Ila Franklin, who died 2 days later Ap21,4A:2 State Medical Examiner Dr Fahmy Malak says Hill died of ruptured intestine Ap23,11A:8
Police officers will not be charged in death of Hill since state medical examiner ruled death was accidental.

Fort Smith
See also Murders--Tate
Glenwood. Town's two officers upset over mayor's demand to increase fine revenues or face dismissal. Jyl, 10A:1 Officers resign Jyl17,14A:1


Hot Springs
See also Hot Springs
Independence County. Batesville and county police depts merge. Ag2, 15A:1 Consolidation of police forces called political, not thrifty; move may be challenged in court. S13,10A:1

Izard County. Calico Rock closes its police dept; contracts with Izard County for police services. Ja13,10A:6

Jacksonville
See also Jacksonville
Little Rock. Little Rock Police wound Edward Charles Wright after struggle and chase. Ja17,2A:7 Mrs Debbie Davis files complaint that police mistakenly tried to break into her apt, cursed her, while making arrests in kidnap hoax. Ja24,1A:3 Police issue apology for attempt to break into Davis apt. F2,6A:1 Police officially apologize to Davis family; termed honest mistake. F3,5A:1 Dispute between Traffic Judge William R. Butler and Police Chief Walter E. Simpson for control of traffic tickets goes to court. My5,1A:7 Two deputies fired for refusal to cooperate in probe of drug use. My7,1A:2 Police have option of issuing citations in some misdemeanors rather than booking offenders. Ag30,1A:3 Feud pits Sheriff Tommy Robinson against Little Rock Police Chief Walter E. Simpson and Drug Enforcement Admin director Mike Hurley over hiring of John Healey as a Sheriff's deputy; Robinson contends he was set up to hire Healey, a former drug dealer. S11,3A:4 Four officers shoot and kill Frank Christian Jr who refused to surrender gun. O15,10A:1 Trial program will allow men arrested for drunkenness to be taken to Union Rescue Mission rather than to jail. D24,3A:1

See also
Courts (US)--Federal Dist (Ark)
Little Rock--Government Employees
Police--Pulaski County

... Magnolia. State Supreme Ct denies claim of Policeman Lester Lancaster that the Daily Banner-News defamed him in editorials. 027,6A:4

Morrilton
See also
Morrilton
Police--Conway County

... North Little Rock. Mimi Cochran, 14, wounded by Patrolman Charles M. Polk, who was shooting at her dog. Jy27,1A:4 Probe into shooting of Miss Cochran called complex. Jy28,1A:4 Lakewood residents seek to have Cochran dog removed; probe continues. Jy29,1A:4 Mayor Reed Thompson calls for in-depth study of Cochran shooting. Jy30,7A:1 Chief Younts gets 170-page rept on shooting. Jy31,9A:4 Officer Polk cleared of wrongdoing by Police Chief Younts. Ag1,1A:2 Aldermen visit Cochran home. Ag3,4A:8 Mayor Reed Thompson conducting probe into wounding of teenager and dog. Ag5,12A:4 Probe by Mayor Reed Thompson clears officer in shooting of girl and dog. Ag26,18A:1 Parents of Mimi Cochran file $93,300 damage suit in shooting of their daughter. N20,16A:6

See also North Little Rock--Government Employees

Pine Bluff
See also Pine Bluff
Pulaski County. Sheriff-elect Tommy Robinson ordered by federal...
judge George Howard Jr not to fire 24 deputies; Robinson will keep men on payroll, but will not assign them to duty; hearing reveals some alleged misconduct on part of deputies Jan, 1A:2 Twenty-one deputies not wanted by Robinson are sworn in under federal court mandate Ja2,1A:2 Two deputies not wanted by new sheriff resign; Robinson highly critical of Judge George Howard Jr Ja3,2A:2 Employees say Robinson violated terms of court order, should be held in contempt Ja6,4A:7 Sheriff Tommy Robinson says records shredded, files taken from office before he took over; other problems cited Ja7,6A:1 Restraining order against Robinson extended 10 days; Sheriff subpoenaed office files held by Prosecutor Wilbur C. Bentley Ja8,4A:1 Tommy Robinson says he followed part of guidelines in dismissal of deputies; trial of suits filed by deputies begins Ja9,10A:1 Final testimony heard in case of deputies Robinson wants to fire Ja16,4A:2 Tommy Robinson reprimanded lightly for sending apology directly to Judge Howard Ja20,5A:7 Judge George Howard Jr orders Sheriff Robinson to retain deputies through appeals procedure Ja21,8A:1 Robinson says order has effect of saying he cannot fire employees and they cannot appeal Ja21,8A:1 Sheriff Robinson fires deputy James Smith for falling asleep while guarding murder suspect at hospital Ja23,13A:4 County Judge William E. Beaumont refuses to return car to Sheriff's Dept F3,1A:4 Sheriff Robinson refuses resignation of Maj John Norris, plans to fire him instead F6,5A:8 Former Sheriff's Deputies Robert Steven Castleberry and Jim H. Dixon cleared of felony battery charges in beating of a motorist in 1979 F19,14A:1 College Station residents charge deputies harass residents, allege beating Ap14,5A:8 Second letter to Sheriff Robinson alleges police harassment and brutality at College Station Ap17,3A:3 Sheriff Robinson accused of violating order on firing deputies Ap17,8A:6 Sheriff Robinson responds to College Station complaints Ap18, 8A:8 Sheriff Robinson to ignore recommendation that he hire former police chief Charles Rock Ap22,3A:4 Article on College Station and law enforcement Ap26,9A:4 Deputy Rick Wilson arrested on drug charge; Wilson had filed suit to prevent Sheriff Robinson from firing him My5,11A:1 Pulaski County Sheriff Tommy Robinson fires Deputy Rick Wilson, suspends 2 others in drug case My6,7A:5 Theft of $1,600, pistol and marijuana from Sheriff's office is confirmed My29,9A:1 Charles J. Hamilton, who alleges beating by 7 deputies, arrested on hot check charge while trying to swear out warrant for arrest of Judge Lee A. Munson My29,18A:3 All 13 investigators take polygraph tests in probe of theft of cash, gun and marijuana My31,9A:1 Grievance panel says Sheriff Robinson did not follow procedures in firing 7 jailers in May Je25,15A:3

Arkansas ACLU says there is a problem of abuse of College Station residents; Sheriff Tommy Robinson calls on Sandra Kurjiaka to produce evidence Je28,1A:3 Two deputies who were fired for alleged misconduct, sue Sheriff Tommy Robinson Jy9,8A:1 Sheriff Tommy Robinson advises residents to get a gun for protection of their homes and property Jy26,3A:3 Sheriff Robinson plans to train his own staff rather than send them to Law Enforcement Training Academy Ag2, 13A:8 Forced resignation of Sheriff's narcotic officer, John Healey, spurs feud among agencies S10,15A:1 John Healey says Little Rock Police Officer Bill Lynch struck him, pulled gun when he found tape recorder on Healey's car S12,11A:1 Maj Zoeller, of the Sheriff's Dept and Capt Harold F. Jones, of the LRPD, engage in fist fight S15,1A:4 Prosecuting Attorney will file no charge in fight between officers S16,9A:7 John Healey gets traffic ticket from Little Rock
police S19,2A:8 Libel suit for $8.3 million filed against Sheriff Tommy Robinson by Regional Organized Crime Information Center over article in Arkansas Times S19,4A:4 Sheriff Robinson upset about fight, but Little Rock police joke about it S20,12A:1

Maj Nicholas E. Zoeller suspended 3 days without pay over fistfight S22,1A:4 Sheriff Tommy Robinson draws gun on motorist who made obscene gesture at him 08,1A:2 Sheriff Robinson defends his action in drawing gun 09,4A:1 Sheriff Robinson's attempt to pay overtime to deputies is rejected 012,4A:1 Quorum Court panel favors increase in funds for Sheriff's office 014,10A:1 Payroll records show Sheriff has paid $20,792 in overtime in 015,1A:2 Officers vote to form union, join AFL-CIO; Sheriff Robinson says he does not blame them 019,1A:6 Eighty-four deputies pledge not to work overtime unless pay is assured; union being organized 020,1A:4 William W. Galliano, an ex-informant, sues Sheriff Tommy Robinson on grounds that he was required to take illegal actions 024,16A:5 Wilbur C. Bentley says he was unaware Galliano would file suit against Tommy Robinson 025,10A:1 Sheriff Tommy Robinson says he will sue Wilbur C. Bentley on charge of trying to discredit him 026,2A:5 Sheriff Tommy Robinson to lay off 67 deputies; union promises audit of county finances 029,1A:3

Injunction against layoffs sought; deputies picket; County Judge William E. Beaumont lining up other policemen 030,1A:3 Fate of jail and 67 jobs left to federal judge 031,1A:5 Visit between Sheriff Robinson and Judge Beaumont ends with argument 031,1A:6 Three inmates who were chained to fence last July sue Sheriff Tommy Robinson 031,10A:7 Federal Judge George Howard Jr refuses to order Sheriff Tommy Robinson to cancel layoffs; plans to cope with crisis worked out N1,1A:6 Both Sheriff Robinson and the union turn to public for help N1,1A:7 Sheriff Robinson and union devise staffing plan N2,1A:2 Sheriff Robinson says Judge Beaumont and Justice of the Peace Evelyn Enderlin should resign N3,3A:1

Attorney for County Judge Beaumont urges that Sheriff Robinson be replaced as head of jail N4,3A:1 Editorial critical of Sheriff's actions N4,20A:1 Sheriff Robinson orders 7-day workweek with 12 hrs per day for his deputies N5,1A:3 Removal of Judge Beaumont from office sought by Sheriff Robinson N5,6A:3 Utility tax proposed by Tommy Robinson as way to fund his dept N6,1A:2 Deputies will quit if tax ordinance fails, Sheriff says N9,1A:2 Prosecutor Wilbur C. Bentley rejects plea of Sheriff Robinson to remove Judge Beaumont N10,1A:3 Quorum Court votes down idea of a utility tax for Sheriff's Dept N11,1A:2 Robinson makes sharp cuts to stay within budget, says federal court can come up with money if it wants prisoners treated like hotel guests N12,1A:6

Deputies follow Judge Beaumont's steps seeking union recognition N13,1A:4 Judge Beaumont looking for more funds N14,1A:7 Deputy charges Judge Beaumont is antiunion N15,2A:7 Department to get $50,000 under Beaumont's plan N17,5A:3 Sheriff Robinson angered by anecdote, demands apology from Beaumont, is ordered out of office N19,3A:6 Robinson to dismiss 13 jailers, take back 13 deputies, add patrols N21,1A:2 Union to consider resolution saying deputies have lost confidence in Sheriff Robinson N22,1A:6 Deputies union sues Sheriff Robinson over firing of deputies; union rejects resolution of no confidence in Robinson N24,1A:2

Attorneys for inmates say Sheriff Robinson refused to let them see two prisoners allegedly beaten by deputies N24,1A:7 Three officers indicted, accused of beating prisoners N25,4A:1 Robinson says attorneys can
visit inmates N25,4A:5 Editorials on Robinson-Beaumont controversy N29, 13E:2 US Court of Appeals tells Sheriff Robinson he must follow county grievance plan; ruling upholds injunction against firing of deputies D31,1A:5 Sheriff Robinson, deputies settle suit brought by union to enforce agreements D31,7A:4

See also
Prisons-Pulaski County
Pulaski County-Finances

Shannon Hills
See also Shannon Hills

State Police. Governor-elect Frank White opposes plan to elevate job grade assigned to troopers as means of raising pay level Ja1,2A:5 More pay increases for State Police recommended by Legislative Council Ja8,7A:6 House Bill 146 would allow retiring troopers to keep their handguns Ja28,8A:4 Winthrop Paul Rockefeller named to State Police Comm by Gov Frank White Mr6,8A:1 Fiscal restraints force troopers to drive less My22,5A:1 Governor Frank White fires State Police Director Doug Harp My29,1A:8 State Police Comm upholds Col Douglas Harp in firing of trooper Paul G. McDonald for use of marijuana My29,16A:1 Thomas L. Goodwin chosen by Gov White to head State Police My30,1A:3 State Police Comm reverses decision by Doug Harp, reinstates Trooper Kenneth B. Rogers My30,2A:3 Governor Frank White discusses firing of Doug Harp Je14,1A:5 Col Doug Harp defends promotion practices that Gov Frank White attacked, asks if White promotes his enemies Je26,7A:5 Tommy Goodwin sworn in, orders changes in promotions policy Jy2,9A:1 Sgt Pete Kimery asks rehearing on his demotion Jy9,11A:8 Sgt Kermit Tuck files suit against 4 other officers alleging conspiracy to get him demoted Jy14,7A:6 Col Tommy Goodwin opposes use of women for patrol work Jy20,3A:4 Women's groups say Goodwin's remarks on women troopers, sexist nonsense Ag2,13E:5 Richard M. Swink charges Troopers James A. Snyder and Mack E. Thompson used excessive force in arresting him; suit seeks $300,000 Ag12,9A:1 Budget deficit of $2.8 million possible Ag29,5A:6 Two state troopers testify that their former supervisor, Sgt Kenneth M. Tuck, asked them to favor his friends in ticket cases S2,3A:1 Sgt Kermit M. Tuck should be fired, state Police Comm decides S3,3A:2 State Police Comm fires Sgt Kermit M. Tuck S26,7A:5 Libel suit filed against Arkansas Democrat by two state troopers is dismissed N17,7A:6 Sgt F. V. Kimery faces disciplinary action N26,10A:2 Dismissal of Sgt Kermit M. Tuck upheld by State Police Comm 2nd time D5,8A:6

See also
Ark-Government Employees--Pensions
Ark-Legislature--Privileges

Traskwood. Carol Hurley named chief of police Je19,10A:1

West Fork
See also Murders--Mueller
POLICE ASSOCIATION, INTERNATIONAL UNION OF
See also Police (gen)
POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT, INSTITUTE OF Institute closes Ag13,16A:4
POLLAN, CAROLYN
See also
Courts (US)-Federal Dist--Western
POLLS
See Public Opinion
POLYCHLORINATED BIPHENYLS
See also Chemistry and Chemicals
POPE, BETH
See also Gymnastics
POPE COUNTY
Federal officials have decided against pursuing allegations against former County Judge Ermil Grant of accepting bribes and kickbacks Ap10,13A:7
See also
Taxation-Real Estate
POPULATION AND VITAL STATISTICS
See geog heads
PORNOGRAPHY AND OBSCENITY

Federal Judge Elsijane Trimble Roy upholds North Little Rock ban of explicit sex films. Circuit Court jury finds films shown by Century Stereo Cinema at Little Rock obscene; fine is $1,000. House Bill 363 would allow cities to tax movie theaters at rate of $300 per day; exemption would be granted to those not showing X-rated films. Repr Henry J. Osterloh comments on his tax bill (HB363). House panel backs $300 daily tax bill (HB363). House approves HB363. Police at Little Rock filed 30 obscenity counts against theaters. House passes HB866 to ban the sale of obscene materials. Senate tables HB363 to levy $300-per-day tax on movie theaters that show pornographic films. Senate tables HB363 to levy $300-per-day tax on movie theaters that show pornographic films. Senate approves HB363. Senate passes HB866 to ban the sale of obscene materials. Senate approves HB363. Senate passes HB866 to ban the sale of obscene materials.

House Bill 363 would allow cities to tax movie theaters at rate of $300 per day; exemption would be granted to those not showing X-rated films. House panel backs $300 daily tax bill (HB363). House approves HB363. Police at Little Rock filed 30 obscenity counts against theaters. House passes HB866 to ban the sale of obscene materials. Senate tables HB363 to levy $300-per-day tax on movie theaters that show pornographic films. Senate approves HB363. Senate passes HB866 to ban the sale of obscene materials. Senate approves HB363. Senate passes HB866 to ban the sale of obscene materials.

James L. Holsted's effort N25,8A:1
Legislature passes obscenity law N26, 9A:3 Gov Frank White signs bill D2, 2A:5 North Little Rock ordinance banning adult movie theaters in residential areas is struck down by US Court of Appeals D12,1A:2
PORTER, LOUISE
Biographical sketch of Miss Porter Ag25,1B:2
PORTER, NATHAN
See also
Education (gen)--Curricula

POSTAL SERVICE

Little Rock. Resident wins battle for home delivery of his mail. Former Roy L. shake writes to Sen Dale Bumpers to complain about move of virtually all mail operations from Little Rock to North Little Rock. House passes HB866 to ban the sale of obscene materials. Senate tables HB363 to levy $300-per-day tax on movie theaters that show pornographic films. Senate approves HB363. Senate passes HB866 to ban the sale of obscene materials. Senate approves HB363. Senate passes HB866 to ban the sale of obscene materials.

Economic conditions in 1980 brought decline in revenues. House panel backs $300 daily tax bill (HB363). House approves HB363. Police at Little Rock filed 30 obscenity counts against theaters. House passes HB866 to ban the sale of obscene materials. Senate tables HB363 to levy $300-per-day tax on movie theaters that show pornographic films. Senate approves HB363. Senate passes HB866 to ban the sale of obscene materials. Senate approves HB363. Senate passes HB866 to ban the sale of obscene materials.

POTLATCH CORP
Economic conditions in 1980 brought decline in revenues. House panel backs $300 daily tax bill (HB363). House approves HB363. Police at Little Rock filed 30 obscenity counts against theaters. House passes HB866 to ban the sale of obscene materials. Senate tables HB363 to levy $300-per-day tax on movie theaters that show pornographic films. Senate approves HB363. Senate passes HB866 to ban the sale of obscene materials. Senate approves HB363. Senate passes HB866 to ban the sale of obscene materials.

POULTRY AND EGGS

Poultry growers in Russellville area organize to seek higher prices for their broilers. Senate gets bill to assure that machinery parts purchased by poultry and livestock processing industry are exempt from sales tax as well as the machines themselves. Bill on tax exemption will not be pursued this session. Cash receipts from sale of chickens, eggs, turkeys and broilers. Senate gets bill to assure that machinery parts purchased by poultry and livestock processing industry are exempt from sales tax as well as the machines themselves. Bill on tax exemption will not be pursued this session. Cash receipts from sale of chickens, eggs, turkeys and broilers. Senate gets bill to assure that machinery parts purchased by poultry and livestock processing industry are exempt from sales tax as well as the machines themselves. Bill on tax exemption will not be pursued this session. Cash receipts from sale of chickens, eggs, turkeys and broilers.

POULTRY PRODUCERS, INC
See also Poultry

POVERTY
See
Legal Aid for the Poor

POWELL, JACK RICHARD
See also Art
POWER (SOCIAL SCIENCES)

Article on power structure in Ark Jy5,1F:2 Jy6,1B:2 Jy7,1B:2 Jy8,1B:2

PRAIRIE COUNTY
See also Prisons-Prairie County

PRAIRIE GROVE
See also Water

PRAIRIE GROVE TELEPHONE CO
See Telephones

PREGNANCY, OBSTETRICS AND MATERNAL WELFARE
Governor Frank White vetoes funds for a perinatal care program at Children's Hosp Mr17,3A:8 Letter from Dr Charles Feild points out that Gov White was concerned for 80,000 lb trucks, but not for underweight, sick babies Mr22,13E:5 Gazette comments on veto of funds for transport of critically ill babies to Children's Hospital Mr27,14A:1
See also Illegitimacy

PREMIUMS, COUPONS AND TRADING STAMPS
Article on coupon exchange club at Sherwood F17,1B:4

PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Little Rock
--Second Presbyterian
See also Evolution of Species

PRESIDENT (US)
See US-Presidents

PRESS ASSOCIATION, ARKANSAS
Officers elected F22,4A:4

PRICES
See also Food-Prices

Milk
Sales and Salesmen

PRIGMORE, CHARLES T.
See also University of Ark

PRIMARY ELECTIONS
See Ark-Elections--Primaries

PRINTING AND ALLIED TRADES
See also Ark-Contracts

PRISONS AND PRISONERS
See Prisons

Governor Frank Clinton names Mike Dumas to Criminal Detention Facilities Bd Ja9,4A:3 Criminal Detention Facilities Board proposes mandatory jail standards that would comply with recent court ruling in Saline Circuit Ct ruling; few jails could pass inspection Ja29,10A:1 Jim Lindsey named to Corrections Bd by Gov Frank White Ja30,3A:1 Few jails can meet new standards; counties get 6 mos to comply; regional facilities may be answer F1,1A:2 Senator Dale Bumpers seeks funds to help states with construction of prison facilities F4,13A:1 Detention Facilities Bd adopts amended mandatory rules F26,10A:1

House Bill 953 would allow estab of county jail bds with authority to issue revenue bonds to finance jails and to charge fees to anyone convicted of a felony or misdemeanor to help pay for facilities Mr4,4A:4

Senate passes SB591 to suspend Criminal Facilities Detention Bd jail standards until a comm can study them Mr10,3A:2 Senate passes HB276 to allow extra $3 in local court cost to help pay cost of feeding prisoners Mr11,4A:2 Official of Criminal Detention Facilities Bd warns that SB591 will put inspection program in limbo, cost more Mr20,7A:1 Governor Frank White vetoes SB591, which would suspend enforcement of jail standards; Gov issues order for comm to study regulations Ap3,8A:5 Inmate suit may force Facilities Bd to be more expedient in enforcement; 8 more jails inspected My28,9A:1 No more courtesy inspections of jails to be made Ag27,10A:1 More jails found to be below standards 01,11A:1 Governor Frank White appts Rev M. L. Hendrix and Tom Catlett to the Criminal Detention Facilities Bd 01,11A:5 Criminal Justice Ministry of Arkansas provides ministries to prisoners, former inmates, their families and
crime victims D17,1B:2 Progress made by several counties toward compliance with standards D19,8A:1

See also Bush, Baker Hoskins Arkansas County. State Supreme Court rules that Arkansas County Sheriff Gene Garrison should stand trial on charge of allowing a prisoner to escape My19,7A:1

Arkansas State Penitentiary. California delays extradition of escapee James Dean Walker to allow appeal to US Supreme Ct for a rehearing Ja4,3A:1 Governor-elect Frank White's recommendation for funding approved by Legislative Council subcommittee Ja7,14A:1 Correction Dept budget wanted by Governor-elect Frank White is adopted by Legislative Council Ja8,14A:4 Bill in Legis would allow paroling of inmates to sheriffs under certain conditions Ja10,2A:3 Charges of excessive force by guards end in dismissal of 2 guards, suspension of 6 others and reprimands for 4 Ja10,4A:1

Inmate who has agreed to testify before Federal Grand Jury about alleged prison abuse is transferred to Pulaski County Jail after he reported that prison official A. L. Lockhart threatened to kill him; Lockhart denies charge Ja1,1A:3 Governor Bill Clinton commutes life sentences of 12 inmates Ja13,3A:6 Justice Dept reviewing allegations that A. L. Lockhart has taken thousands of pounds of meat to which he was not entitled from prison's cold storage Ja13,3A:7 Bill in House (HB108) would prohibit Pardons and Paroles Bd from recommending pardons or commutations to a governor who has been defeated or is retiring Ja14,3A:1 Correction Department Director, Vernon G. Housewright, may resign; effort under way to persuade him to stay Ja14,4A:1

Governor Frank White asks State Police to probe reports that Lockhart took meat, threatened inmate Ja15,1A:8 House Bill 121 would prohibit Pardons and Paroles Bd from recommending executive clemency during period between general election and January 15 Ja15,15A:1 Governor Frank White distressed that he learned about allegations against A. L. Lockhart and the transfer of a prisoner by reading the Arkansas Gazette; White to make a decision about Dept Director Vernon G. Housewright Ja17,1A:7 Prosecuting Attorney Wilbur C. Bentley and Pulaski County Sheriff Tommy Robinson criticize Bill Clinton for commuting sentences Ja18,10A:1 Paroles granted to 118 inmates Ja18,17A:1 Mrs Maxine Temple Harris of Hot Springs, files affidavit to help James Dean Walker avoid return to Ark Ja20,4A:3

House passes HB109 to prohibit Pardons and Paroles Bd from making pardon recommendations to lame duck governors Ja22,8A:6 Office of Prosecutor Wilbur C. Bentley was asked for recommendations before Gov Bill Clinton acted on commutations Ja22,9A:4 Gazette says Governor Frank White went too far out of his way to reprimand Vernon G. Housewright Ja22,14A:1 Director Vernon G. Housewright looking for another job; Gov White says he did not encourage him to stop looking Ja24,1A:4 Article reviews the turmoil that has marked Housewright's term as prison chief Ja25,1A:3 Dumas paper points out that the constitution would have to be changed to curb governor's power to commute sentences Ja25,3E:4 Pine Bluff paper urges keeping Housewright Ja25,3E:4 About a dozen inmates in maximum security at Cummins cut wrists to protest conditions Ja27,3A:4 Corrections Dept Director Vernon Housewright resigns Ja27,4A:2

Senate Bill 222 would require criminal trial judges to instruct jurors on parole eligibility Ja28,4A:4 Vernon Housewright resigns; A. L. Lockhart named acting director of Corrections Dept Ja30,1A:2 Pardons and Paroles Bd and Bill Clinton defend commutation of terms of 12 inmates; point out that release is not automatic Ja30,1A:5 Inmate Isaiah
Allen stabbed to death by another inmate Ja31,3A:1 Hiram Meyer and Patrick Moore escape Ja31,7A:1 Gazette commends Housewright for leadership F1,2E:1 Escapee Patrick Moore recaptured F2,8A:7 Phillip Kaplan calls Lockhart appointment a set-back in progress F2,8A:8 Governor Frank White says State Police probe has not proven allegations against A. L. Lockhart by inmates F3,1A:6

Governor Frank White commutes term of John David Kirtley, brother of freed Iranian hostage Steven Kirtley, to time served; Kirtley freed; Parole Bd says health of father was considered, not status of brother F3,5A:8 Study by State Police indicates inmate Antoine Bradford sought revenge on Lockhart when he made accusations F4,1A:5 Danny Lee Ashby faces murder charge in death of Allen F4,6A:6 Escapee Hiram Meyer takes woman hostage at Dumas, then gives up F4,7A:8 Board Chm Richard Earl Griffin says A. L. Lockhart will be named director of Dept if he is cleared by a federal Grand Jury F5,3A:1 Federal Judge Elsijane Trimble Roy rules former officials Jim Mabry and Robert G. Britton had right to fire Mike Reel in 1977, but orders Britton to pay $100 for illegally holding and assaulting Reel F5,5A:1

House passes SB104 which allows a fee to be charged former Correction Dept inmates to help pay cost of their parole supervision F7,5A:4 Bill Clinton commuted 44 life sentences during his 2 years in office; commutation of term of Teddie Kiltler revealed F7,7A:2 Governor White signs SB140 making it a Class D felony to furnish drugs or liquor to inmates F13,10A:2 Governor White signs SB136 (Act 58, 1981) to allow Correction Bd to assess inmates on work-release a charge when they commit crimes requiring restitution F13,10A:2 House Bill 750 would allow Correction Bd to force inmates to pay for their upkeep if they are financially able F17,4A:1 House approves HB750 which allows Correction Dept to go to court to collect money from inmates to pay for cost of housing and feeding them Mr17,3A:3 Senate defeats HB109 which would have prevented lame-duck governors from granting clemency F18,3A:1

Senate Bill 477 would set minimum terms to be served before convicts can be paroled F19,2A:2 Inmate Antoine Eugene Bradford treated for sprained arm suffered in fall in shower F21,4A:6 Eugene Bradford now alleges he was beaten after return to Cummins F22,1A:8 House gets measure (HJR18) to prohibit lame-duck governors from granting commutations, reprieves or pardons F24,5A:4 Beating allegation by Antoine Eugene Bradford false, officials assert F25,3A:4 Probe of allegations against Lockhart to end; inmate Antoine Eugene Bradford to be returned to Cummins F11,5A:1 Bradford back at Cummins F12,9A:5 Senate approves SB436 to add 32 employees to Correction Dept and 52 for new Diagnostic Unit at Pine Bluff F26,7A:2

House gets measure (HJR18) to prohibit lame-duck governors from granting commutations, reprieves or pardons F13,12A:1 Senate passes SB436 to open a Wrightsville Unit F26,7A:7 Top contender for Dept Director is still A. L. Lockhart F27,11A:1

Correction Bd agrees to press for ouster of Stephen LaPlante as monitor of prison compliance with court orders F27,10A:1 Correction Bd hears appeals from guards who were disciplined for excessive use of force F27,10A:5 Governor Frank White assures Calif that James Dean Walker will be safe in Ark prison Mr4,4A:1 Bill Clinton comments on recent controversy, does not believe law necessary Mr5,17A:1 Senate passes HB12 to require state Pardons and Paroles Bd to seek recommendations from victims or their families before paroling certain inmates Mr6,1A:8

Arkansas State Senate resolution
calls on Calif Gov Jerry Brown to return Dean Walker Mr11,4A:5 Phillip E. Kaplan seeks continued salary payment for Stephen LaPlante Mr13, 5A:1 Decision expected soon on James Dean Walker case Mr14,9A:1 House amends, passes SB445 to provide $5 million for new maximum security bldg at Cummins Mr18,3A:5 Gov Frank White appts Walter Board to 5-yr term on Pardons and Paroles Bd Mr20,8A:1 Prison report on need for mental health unit expected to be bad news Mr22,1A:6 Article on California press and other national publications urging that Walker not be ret to Ark Mr22,11E:4 Robert Waters, a lawyer who has spent a yr mediating disputes between inmates and officials, re-signs; Waters charges abuse has increased under adm of A. L. Lockhart; prison officials respond Mr24,1A:3 Correction Bd argues in court that consent decree has expired and that it cannot keep compliance officer Stephen LaPlante on payroll; Chmn Richard Earl Griffin says LaPlante causes more problems than he solves Mr24,3A:1 Robert Waters charges correction officials are carrying out a vendetta against those who assisted in probe of A. L. Lockhart Mr25,1A:6 Rumors of a possible inmate takeover attempt probed Mr25,1A:7 Governor Frank White says he will support hiring of A. L. Lockhart as director, cites State Police probe clearing Lockhart of allegations Mr26,1A:7 Robert Waters charges A. L. Lockhart and his loyal employees fail to keep their word in agreements to end unconstitutional practices Mr26,1A:8 Governor White signs HB750 (Act 715, 1981) Mr26,4A:1 Federal Judge G. Thomas Eisele tells state to continue paying LaPlante long enough for him to write progress reports; Eisele raises possibility of court taking direct hand in prison adm Mr27,1A:2 Controversy over naming of A. L. Lockhart as prison chief continues; Board Chmn Richard Earl Griffin now supports Lockhart Mr29,1A:4 Federal hearing scheduled on prison compliance set for August; Judge Eisele orders LaPlante paid for 45 days so he can complete report Mr31,2A:2 A. L. Lockhart says he will not take post of director unless he is cleared of charges that he threatened to kill inmate Mr31,2A:2 Governor Frank White vetoes funds for staffing Wrightsville Unit and the Diagnostic Unit at Pine Bluff; other legislation allows gov to establish positions, and he intends to do so Ap1,10A:1 Governor Frank White vetoes HB482, which would have required Correction Dept to obtain records of all previous incarcerations of inmates being considered for parole Ap1,10A:2 Richard Earl Griffin tells Gov Frank White a sales tax increase needed for prisons to be in compliance with federal ct order; White requests analysis of needs, may call Legis into session Ap1,1A:2 California Governor Edmund G. Brown favors return of James Dean Walker to Ark Ap1,4A:3 Gazette comments on removal of Stephen LaPlante and the return of prison problems to federal ct Ap1,12A:1 Two guards at prison allege abuse of inmates rising, say tension high at Cummins Ap3,4A:3 Stephen LaPlante comments on his ouster as compliance coordinator, says prison officials paranoid Ap4,1A:5 Reputation as a bully undeserved, A. L. Lockhart says in interview Ap5,1A:3 Prison officials asks judges to reduce number of convicts sent to prison Ap5,14A:1 Pine Bluff Commercial critical of Gov Frank White's support of A. L. Lockhart Ap5,13E:1 Editorial comments on changes in directors and prison reform Ap5,13E:3 Federal Investigation finds no evidence to support charges against A. L. Lockhart Ap7,4A:1 Pardons and Paroles Bd does not plan to use paroles to ease crowding Ap7,9A:1 Circuit Judge Lowber Hendrix plans to put
persons convicted of nonviolent crimes on probation and order them to work for the county; crowded conditions of jail and Cummins Unit cited. 

A. L. Lockhart named director of the state Correction Dept. Prison worker seized by inmate, held for an hour in demand for transfer to federal prison. Governor Frank White to use emergency fund to open Wrightsville and Pine Bluff facilities. Legislative panel that reviews state contracts refused to approve 45-day contract extension for LaPlante; Rep Lloyd George says he is sick and tired of federal Judge G. Thomas Elsik's orders. 

Garland County Sheriff asks Correction Dept to reimburse his budget for housing state inmates. Some inmates write threats against state and federal officials in effort to be transferred to federal prisons. 

Legislative panel reverses itself, votes pay for LaPlante. James Dean Walker loses final challenge of extradition; California Gov Jerry Brown to stand by his order, but offers to house Walker in prison there if Ark so requests. Governor Frank White says James Dean Walker will be safe in Ark prison; attorneys for Walker seek last minute change in order for return. New prison units to be delayed, officials say. Extradition of James Dean Walker delayed on ground that Judge William J. Kirby was biased against Walker during trial. 

California officials to ask US Circuit Ct to set aside delay of Walker's return. California asks court to release James Dean Walker to Ark. Phillip Kaplan seeks special master to assure compliance with constitutional standards; such master would answer only to the federal ct. Lawyers for James Dean Walker argue case. 

Article on efforts of Leeta Harris to prevent return of James Dean Walker. E. Kaplan to protest hiring of Brad Hendrick to help Dept achieve constitutional standards. 


Isolation cell at Pine Bluff Unit to be home for James Dean Walker until hearing can be held; former inmate and a former prison official testify that A. L. Lockhart threatened Walker. 


Pine Bluff paper says James Dean Walker back where he belongs. James Dean Walker contends legal fairness doctrine was violated during his second trial. Governor Frank White tours Tucker Unit. Report indicates about 50 black inmates planned to take over Cummins Unit last March. 

Graham to present concert at Cummins Unit. Governor Frank White sees premature parole of inmates as part of problem of crime, vows to do something about it. Interview with Stephen LaPlante as he ends role of compliance officer. Call by Frank White about LaPlante's
request for federal probe of A. L. Lockhart was improper, Stephen LaPlante contends Je7,2A:6

Stephen LaPlante will not file report on Tucker Unit probe Je7,2A:7 Inmates likely to harm James Dean Walker, Stephen LaPlante says Je8,3A:1 Governor White names panel to study farm operations and make recommendations Je9,4C:5 State says there is no evidence of threats against James Dean Walker and that no pacts were made with Calif Je11,9A:1

Governor Frank White, former Governor Bill Clinton and his wife Hillary Rodham, and several current or former prison officials subpoenaed for testimony in James Dean Walker case Je12,1A:2 Bill Clinton says he made no deal with Calif governor to let James Dean Walker serve term in Calif prison Je12,2A:5 Attorney for Walker says state reneged on plan to send James Dean Walker to Calif to complete term Je12,2A:5 Johnny Aleem Hasan, a Muslim minister, charges bias by state prison in selecting chaplains Je12,10A:2

Governor Frank White says he will testify that he made no deal with Gov Jerry Brown for James Dean Walker to be sent back to that state; Bill Clinton says he made no such deal Je13,1A:4 Farms are valuable rehabilitation tool, should not be sold, A. L. Lockhart says Je15,4A:1 James Dean Walker bid for new trial or transfer to another prison turned down by federal Judge Henry Woods Je16,1A:2 Some relief for Ark seen in US Supreme Ct ruling that 2 inmates may be placed in cells designed for one person Je16,1A:6 Legislative panel approve 2nd extension of contract of Stephen LaPlante Je18,4A:1 Inmate grievance procedure adopted; may solve compliance problem Je19,8A:1 Correction Bd votes support for creation of several work release centers Je19,8A:3

Governor Frank White says public wants longer prison terms Je19,9A:1

Most policies in compliance, LaPlante report says Je20,1A:2 Critical needs remain in health care, report says Je20,3A:1 Salary of chief dental officer questioned by LaPlante report; fee is about $75 per hour Je21,1A:4 Editorial on prison problems Je21,13E:5 Beating of Jerry Stewart by former Cummins farm mgr Gary L. Boyd and rodeo mgr Phillip Higgins botham alleged in ct suit Je24,2A:3

Living quarters for 1,150 Cummins inmates switched; about 100 homosexuals and convicts needing special protection now housed in open barracks Je24,11A:8 Editorials on prisons and paying for improvements Je28,13E:1

Progress made in compliance, attorney says Je29,1A:5 Site sought in Springdale area for work release center Jy1,12A:8 Governor Frank White says legislators very negative about increased taxes on alcohol or tobacco to aid prisons Jy3,3A:6 J. B. Smithey, an inmate of the Blytheville Work Release Center, drives his cadillac to work each day in the store he owns at Joiner; Smithey's wife is his supervisor Jy4,1A:4 Work release system under scrutiny Jy5,1A:4 James Dean Walker says new evidence will exonerate him in slaying of policeman Jy8,9A:1 Legislative Council's Cash Funds and Contracts Committee refuses again to approve $2,000 pay for Stephen LaPlante Jy10,2A:2

Phillip E. Kaplan asks contempt motion against Correction Dept for failure to pay Stephen LaPlante Jy11,5A:3 Ouster of Stephen LaPlante violates court order, Phillip E. Kaplan charges in petition filed in federal ct Jy15,5A:1 Another 250 beds to be available at Wrightsville Unit soon, Gov Frank White says Jy20,1A:8 Inmate Willie Lee Fowler drowns at Tucker Unit during exercise for tracking dogs Jy24,14A:4 Total prison population found below capacity, but 3 main units full Jy26,9A:1 Military reservation in state
could be used to house prisoners Jy26,9A:3 Placing the blame for prison problems Jy26,9E:1 Residents of Lowell vocal in opposing work release center Jy27,3A:1

Governor Frank White announces that 48 inmates of main units will be moved to Wrightsville to make room for state prisoners now in county jails; Governor says larger prisons must be built so inmates can be held longer Jy28,1A:2 Increase of about 22 pct in prison population seen by 1985 Jy29,5A:1 Governor Frank White says Camp Robinson to be used to house prisoners; Governor blasted previous governors for not solving problems Jy30,1A:3 Governor White's plan to use Camp Robinson brings protests that he is doing to North Little Rock what the federal govt did to Fort Smith with Cuban refugees Ag1,1A:3 Prison crowding not yet resolved, board told Ag1,11A:1 Gazette says facts get in way of Gov Frank White as he blames problems on former governors Ag2,12E:1

Preston Bynum answers questions about use of Camp Robinson; Mayor Reed Thompson satisfied, neighbors are not Ag4,1A:4 Two inmates killed by lightning Ag4,5A:7 Gazette ed on judicial patronage Ag4,6A:1 Governor White releases $177,230 for prisons Ag5,9A:1 About 1,000 residents of area sign petition against use of Camp Robinson Ag5,11A:8 Income from crops will not be sufficient to repay loan to state Ag6,8C:1

Panel urges use of 3 jails for work release program at Springdale; Corrections Board opposes such plans, cites costs Ag7,11A:1 Mayor Reed Thompson to ask North Little Rock City Council to join him in opposing use of Camp Robinson Ag8,9A:6 Tired of 11-year prison case, Phillip E. Kaplan prepares for another hearing Ag9,6A:1 Work release center escapee, Burl Casper, shot and killed by sheriff's deputy at Ashdown Ag10,1A:4

Reports by Stephen LaPlante will be excluded from court hearing on compliance Ag11,4A:1 North Little Rock City Council voices strong opposition to use of Camp Robinson Ag11,7A:7 Inmates testify in court that care is not adequate; hearing in federal court expected to last 5 weeks, determine if prisons meet court-ordered standards Ag12,1A:2 State Police had issued 2 traffic tickets to Burl Casper on day he was shot to death Ag12,3A:1 Parts of LaPlante compliance reports admitted as evidence Ag13,10A:1

Continued monitoring of prisons needed, Phillip Kaplan asserts; Stephen LaPlante testifies Ag14,5A:1 Facilities, staff for treating inmates are inadequate, Stephen LaPlante testifies Ag15,4A:1 Plan for prison unit at Fort Chaffee draws stiff opposition Ag15,4A:1 Stephen LaPlante files for unemployment compensation Ag15,4A:5 Prison guards too few to guarantee safety, Stephen LaPlante tells court Ag18,5A:2 Legislative Council and Finance and Adm Dept try to shift LaPlante pay problem to each other Ag18,5A:4

No "fat" in recommendations for prison security staffing, Stephen LaPlante testifies Ag19,17A:1 Mental health services inadequate, but staff is coping, director tells court Ag20,4A:1 Attorney General Steve Clark tells court the consent decree ended in April 1980 and that the state is not obligated for fees of attorneys representing prisoners Ag20,4A:4 Women's Unit accredited by American Correctional Assn Ag20,8A:6 Inmates assigned to security duties not punished for abuse, Phillip Kaplan tells court Ag21,12A:1

Testimony concerns violence in prison Ag22,4A:1 Richard Earl Griffin urges Gov White to support permanent work release center in Northwest Ark despite local opposition Ag23,1A:5 Governor Frank White says state does not owe Stephen LaPlante a dime Ag23,8A:1 Governor
Frank White tells Correction Dept to place work release center at Lowell and to move Springdale quarters of the State Police to the same site Ag25,1A:2

Decision by Gov Frank White on Lowell center sparks anger and concern in NW Ark Ag26,1A:5 Former Corrections Dept Director Vernon G. Housewright tells court not enough done for reform Ag26,5A:1 Gazette comments on get tough policy on locating work release centers Ag26,20A:1 Inmate who patrols open barracks at Cummins at night tells court of sexual coercion, drugs, alcohol and pay for privileges Ag27,8A:1 Camp Robinson will be used only to prevent release of prisoners, Gov White says Ag28,6A:4

Work release centers earn praise of officials and firms hiring inmates Ag28,6A:4 Inmate code prevents him from helping inmates who do not resist sexual attacks, floorwalker testifies Ag28,8A:1 Federal Judge G. Thomas Elisele orders Legislative Council and state Finance and Administration Dept to pay Stephen LaPlante forthwith Ag29,1A:5 Judge G. Thomas Elisele warns officials not to threaten inmates who testify about prison conditions Ag29,8A:1 Inmate Frank Harris stabbed to death Ag29,8A:1 Lloyd George strongly opposes pay for Stephen LaPlante, may file suit challenging federal court order Ag30,9A:1

Editorials on Lowell work release center Ag30,11E:3 Correction Dept inmate sends funds to help Lowell fight center Ag31,8A:5 Inmate testifies he was made a floorwalker because he is big and kind of crazy S1,5A:1 Federal Judge G. Thomas Elisele says state must pay Phillip Kaplan attorney fees S1,5A:3 State pays Stephen LaPlante S1,5A:3 Inmate Rahn Thompson stabbed; 2 others cut in fight S1,5A:7 Testimony of inmates ends S2,7A:1 Citizens of Lowell cheer plan to fight work release center S2,17A:2 Improved medical care cited as state defends prisons S3,1A:4

Gazette comments on payment of Stephen LaPlante S3,18A:1 Physician testifies he wants to treat inmates as he would private patients S4,3A:1 Prosecution of felony acts by inmates stepped up, Prosecuting Atty Wayne Matthews testifies S5,7A:1 Hearing by court may need more time S6,9A:1 Letter from Lowell resident opposing work release center S6,11E:1 Testimony by 5 prison officials contradicts that of inmates S9,3A:1

Prison guards to replace all inmates in security jobs, A. L. Lockhart testifies S10,4A:1 A. L. Lockhart testifies that prison being taken back from prisoners S11,5A:1 Michael Sanders, who was paroled last week, faces charge of rape and robbery committed 3 days later S11,10A:4 Judge G. Thomas Elisele ends prison hearing, says suit may be ended within a year S12,1A:6 State Repr Richard Barclay to ask delay on Lowell center S17,4A:2 Governor Frank White tells Lowell residents another site will be sought for work release center S19,1A:2 Richard Earl Griffin holds out little hope for alternate site for Lowell S20,1A:5

Prison Board approves $34,036 in fees for Phillip Kaplan and $4,342 to former prison monitor Stephen LaPlante S20,2A:2 Lowell center termed temporary by Jim Lindsey S24,3A:2 Lowell work release center will not meet needs, Jim Lindsey says S25,16A:1 Judge G. Thomas Elisele may order reduced number of prisoners in barracks S29,5A:1 Steven LaPlante to get $1,578 in expenses for prison hearing 01,4A:1 Prisons ruled in compliance with 1970 court order 06,1A:5 Editorial on a constitutional prison 08,20A:1 Funds for work release center in Northwest Ark approved 09,6A:1 Springdale paper sees
combination of work release center and Washington County regional jail as a good solution. James Dean Walker gets 2 years for escape.

Jim Guy Tucker says prison labor should be used to help expand facilities. Plans dropped for work release center at Lowell. Gov White alters his stand. Work release means a job with respect. Regional jail is just a dream. Washington County judge says N4,1A:5

Prisons must have $1.1 million to avoid guard layoff. Gov White to address that need at session of Legis N5,1A:6 Bill Clinton wants factory to locate near Cummins. Use inmate labor N7,9A:7. Death Row crowded with 24 inmates N20,12A:6

House votes $9 million for new 444-bed maximum security unit at Tucker and for a mental health facility N24,4A:8. Prison officials turn to South Ark as site for work release center. Union County officials angered by plans for work release center in that area. Judge G. Thomas Elsele orders revision of housing for isolation cases N6,13A:1. Officials say inmates get better treatment from guards N8,16A:1

Christmas gift lists are simple on Death Row N24,5A:1. Security in barracks has improved, state says N30,4A:1

See also Ark-Contracts
Prisons-Pulaski County
Punishment (Criminal Procedure)

Clay County Jail. Voters defeat tax for new jail N29,5A:1

Cross County. City of Wynne and Cross County share jail N1,6A:3

Federal judge rules jail officers liable in attack on prisoner by cellmates N19,14A:8

Desha County. Three prisoners escape, are recaptured N17,3A:4

Lizard County Jail. Masked gunman forces release of James Franklin Wilson from jail N1,5A:2. Story of masked man made up to cover for jailer who allowed prisoner out of cell N2,2A:5

Lee County. US Court of Appeals rules William E. Davis not adequately compensated for damages caused by jail conditions while he was held in 1978 Ja29,5A:4

Little Rock. Some prisoners freed to make room for weekend arrests S12,1A:2

Lonoke County. Lonoke County and Sheriff Arlie M. Childers sued in federal court by American Civil Liberties Union because of jailing of two 14-year-old Cabot youths who were charged room and board N23,4A:1

Prairie County. Crowded jail facing crisis N19,10A:1

Hamilton is alleged beating victim My9,3A:1 Four more deputies fired for mismanagement and for alleged beating of Charles J. Hamilton My12, 1A:4 Sheriff Robinson says he has learned that Hamilton was beaten on 3 or more days My12,1A:5 Two escapees turn themselves in My19,4A:1 Sheriff Robinson fires 2 more jailers; other alleged-beatings of jail inmates under study My22,1A:2

Investigation shows Henry Seals III may have still been alive when his body was taken to the morgue; records on case msg from Sheriff's files My23,1A:2 Five jailers beat Henry Seals III two days before he died, according to taped testimony of Linda Green, a former jail employee Je3, 1A:5 Deputy Sheriff Larry Dill says Seals was beaten on 2 occasions Je5, 1A:2 Ron Routh, former jail admr, says he was fired as a scapegoat because 7 prisoners escaped; Sheriff Tommy Robinson charges mismanagement Je10,17A:1 Eight inmates break out of jail; one captured Je11,1A:6 Sheriff Tommy Robinson sees car of escapees, helps capture five; 21 maximum security prisoners attempt to take over jail; Sheriff Robinson orders guards to shoot escaping inmates, if necessary Je12,1A:3

Grand Jury opens probe in alleged beating of Charles J. Hamilton; Sheriff Tommy Robinson says Prosecutor Wilbur C. Bentley playing politics with investigation; Bentley accuses Robinson of grandstanding Je17, 1A:5 Sheriff Robinson drops charge of politics in probe Je18,7A:2 Prisoner warned deputies of escape plans, Lewis Biggs, a candidate for Sheriff says Je24,1A:3 Five more inmates escape; search begins Je26,1A:3 Caller told deputy about planned escape, but said it would be one night later than date of escape; tape supports Sheriff Robinson's version rather than that of Lewis Biggs Je26, 1A:4 County Judge William E. Beaumont and Sheriff Tommy Robinson trade accusations about jail escapes; Quorum Ct panel endorses bond issue to improve security; razor wire placed atop fence Je27,1A:8 Four inmates still sought, fifth arrested while jogging Je27,3A:1

Sheriff Robinson accuses County Judge Beaumont of covering up report that jail had failed inspection Je28, 1A:2 Former Sheriff Ken Best calls coverup charge false Je29,1A:2 Iron bars being installed on windows Je30, 1A:3 Quorum Court creates board that can approve a revenue bond issue to improve security Jyl,1A:4 Former deputy John C. Terry says Tommy Robinson had jail inspection report long before he released it Jyl,1A:7 Bars being installed on windows Jyl, 3A:1 Dispute erupts over authority of County Judge and Sheriff to decide when prisoners can earn credit for work Jyl,3A:3 Four inmates overpower guard, escape from jail; escapees called highly dangerous; incident is 5th major escape this year Jyl3,1A:7 One escapee captured; three still free Jyl4,1A:3 Former jail admr, Ron Routh, sues Sheriff Robinson on slander charge Jyl4,4A:3 Two escapees caught in flurry of shots at Little Rock residence Jyl5, 1A:5 Deputies in riot gear enter jail pods, force agitated inmates out for head count Jyl5,1A:8

Sheriff Tommy Robinson sends 14 prisoners who had been sentenced to state prison to Pine Bluff Unit; when prison officials refused to accept the men, they were chained to a tower at the gates and left; State Police head back to Little Rock with prisoners Jyl6,1A:8 Sheriff Robinson ordered deputies to blockade all streets around jail to prevent State Police from returning prisoners Jyl7, 1A:6 Sheriff Robinson prepared to order 4 more prisoners chained to tower unless court orders halt at request of Attorney Gen Steve Clark; Gov Frank White calls sheriff's action irresponsible; Robinson
suggests White look in mirror Jy17, 1A:8 Attorney General Steve Clark files suit to prevent Sheriff Robinson from delivering any more prisoners to state Correction Dept unless he has word they will be accepted Jy18,1A:5 Prosecutor Wayne Matthews was prepared to arrest Sheriff Robinson if he entered Jefferson Co to deposit prisoners; Robinson invites arrest, arranges for Pulaski County Coroner to make arrest Jy18, 1A:6 Sheriff Robinson orders 5 inmates taken to Wrightsville Unit where they are left chained to utility pole Jy18,1A:8 State Correction Bd Chairman Richard Earl Griffin calls Robinson action irresponsible Jy18,2A:3

State prison officials blamed by Sheriff Tommy Robinson for inmate dispute Jy19,1A:6 Combination of elements makes issue with state prison system volatile Jy19,3A:5 Prosecuting Attorney Wilbur C. Bentley says Robinson tactics wrong, but issue important Jy20,1A:6 Sheriff Robinson to continue sending prisoners to state prison unless halted by court Jy20,1A:6 Governor White says Robinson action is inhuman Jy20,1A:8 Court orders Sheriff Robinson to transfer inmates in an orderly manner; orders Correction Dept to allot one third of all bed space as it becomes available to Pulaski County Jy21,1A:2 Head of Arkansas Sheriff's Assn critical of Robinson Jy21,3A:4

Article discusses percentage of state prisoners that come from Pulaski Jy22,4A:1 Sheriff Robinson eases push on felon transfers Jy22, 4A:1 Executive committee of Arkansas Sheriffs Assn raps actions of Tommy Robinson Jy23,1A:4 Use of handcuffs at jail brings complaint from ACLU Jy23,4A:3 Sheriff Robinson sets deadline for Correction Dept to accept 3 prisoners Jy24,1A:3 Sheriff Tommy Robinson snubs Sheriff George Ford, president of Arkansas Sheriffs Assn, whom he called a pimp for the Correction Dept Jy24,4A:1 Sheriff Tommy Robinson goes to court to try to force Correction Dept to take 3 inmates Jy25,3A:1 Editors respond to actions of Sheriff Robinson Jy26, 1A:3 Sheriff Robinson sends bill for $20,000 to Gov Frank White for overtime pay for deputies Jy31,12A:1 Contempt of court order entered against Sheriff Robinson because jail does not meet standards; Sheriff ordered by federal ct not to accept any more prisoners Jy4,1A:2 Governor White tells Robinson to take $20,000 claim to state Claims Comm Jy4,2A:2

Reopening of penal farm or construction of new one requested by Sheriff Robinson Ag5,1A:7 County Grand Jury report calls jail a waste of money, asks that more jallers be hired Ag1,4A:1 Jail refuses to take 3 prisoners from Little Rock City Jail Ag13,1A:1 Legislative Council again refuses to pay Stephen LaPlante for contract extension Ag15,1A:6

More room made for city prisoners Ag18,5A:1 Sheriff Robinson's request for transfer of 23 county employees to Sheriff's office is refused by Judge Beaumont Ag19,1A:3 Transfer of 11 juveniles from county jail will not be allowed Ag20,9A:5 Little Rock Municipal Judge Allan Dishongh backs off on showdown with Sheriff Robinson, frees 5 prisoners he had sentenced to jail Ag22,1A:5 Sheriff asks permission to release 40 prisoners so court order can be obeyed Ag29,4A:1 Jail not yet in compliance with court order S1,1A:5 Jail in compliance, federal judge finds; funds running out Sheriff Robinson says S4,1A:3

More room must be made for city prisoners S10,1A:5 Jail Revenue Bond Bd accepts Robinson plan to add $500,000 wing to jail S9,3A:1 Disagreement erupts over whether county refuses to take city prisoners S12,1A:2 Two prisoners escape near courthouse 014,4A:6 Judge George Howard Jr says he will not close jail; cites need for funds 015,6A:1.
Jail staff out of compliance with federal court order because officers refuse to work overtime without pay. Wilbur C. Bentley fails to block Judge Howard from holding another hearing on jail. Jail conditions worse since contempt ruling, lawyer says. Sheriff Robinson to limit visiting by attorneys of inmates. Sheriff Robinson may order jail closed or put under a receiver. Proposal considered to release same prisoners when jail is crowded. Sheriff Robinson files for relief from contempt. Four attorneys file proposals to make jail constitutional. Master to be appointed to take steps to bring jail back into compliance; friction arises over source of pay. Attempt to name master fails. Master tours jail, reviews records. Two prisoners ordered to jail, but Robinson sends them elsewhere. Release of up to 40 prisoners recommended by master. Kenneth Dwayne Basinger named master to bring jail back into compliance. Three escapees from Washington State Prison and an 11-yr-old girl sought in Newton County. One escapee spotted in Newton County; girl believed with him. Escapes surrender to Newton County farmer; girl is safe. Fugitives in Newton County to accept extradition; girl not abused. Father reunited with daughter.
Episcopal Diocese of Arkansas Ml, 1A:5 Editorial commends retiring Bishop Christoph Keller Jr for years of service Mr7,IOA:1 Article on Episcopal nuns Jell,1B:4 See also Religion and Churches PROVIDENTIAL LIFE INSURANCE CO North Little Rock firm placed in receivership Mr21,9A:6 Firm no longer in receivership Ap1,6C:5 James L. Holstead leaves Bd, says sale of firm near Jell,7C:6 State Insurance Dept suspects there may have been some criminal wrongdoing by firm officials Je20,1A:5 State Senator James L. Holstead says he told state Insurance Dept about firm's problems Je22,1A:2 Firm denies false claims entries made Jy3,14A:1 State Senator James L. Holstead has paid $105,750 to reimburse company for payment of phony claims; state Insurance Dept says another $60,074 should be paid for improper personal expenses Holsted charged to firm Jy23,1A:5 James L. Holsted regrets his actions led to finding that he misused funds Jy28,7A:7 State Senator James L. Holsted charged with felony theft of more than $2,500 and a felony count of making false or misleading statements in the firm's 1979 annual rept Ag20,1A:2 Holsted brothers own most stock, do not want James L. Holsted prosecuted S10,1A:6 James L. Holsted slips into chambers of Judge Loyd J. Lofton a day early, enters innocent plea S29,1A:2 Firm to be purchased by the Rebsamen Companies 013,2A:5 James L. Holsted to repay $30,324 for expenses unrelated to business 028,6A:7

PRYOR, DAVID HAMPTON

PSYCHIC PHENOMENA
See also Occult Sciences PSYCHOANALYTIC INSTITUTE, ARKANSAS See Lyon, George Cook

PSYCHOLOGY AND PSYCHOLOGISTS
Gov Bill Clinton names Dr William Siegel to state Board of Psychology Examiners Jel,8A:4 Article on work of Fort Roots Neuropsychiatric Research Center with dogs in study of possibility of inherited nervous traits Ap15,1B:5 Process called rebirthing creates safe, peaceful feeling Je14,1F:5

PUBLIC ACCOUNTING
See Accounting and Accountants

PUBLIC BUILDINGS AND OFFICES
See geog heads

PUBLIC DEFENDER
See Legal Aid for the Poor

PUBLIC OPINION
See also Ark-Elections

PUBLIC PROPERTY
See Ark-Local Govt--Public Property

PUBLIC SCHOOLS
See Education
Editorial on possibility that Senate may not confirm Governor Clinton's appmt of Frank Newell to Public Service Comm because Clinton failed to confer with Senator Joe Ford prior to appmt. Editorial discusses delay in confirmation of Frank Newell to PSC at request of Sen Joe Ford, who is president of Allied Telephone, a PSC-regulated firm. Clinton's appmt of Frank Newell to Public Service Comm because Clinton failed to confer with Senator Joe Ford prior to appmt. Senate passes SB417 to allow the Public Service Comm to seal from public view records filed by utilities that contain confidential information. Senate passes SB417 to allow the Public Service Comm to seal from public view records filed by utilities that contain confidential information. Senate Bill 480 would bar PSC members from accepting job with utilities for 3 years after leaving Comm. Senate passes SB377, which allows utilities to pass along surcharge resulting from govt orders. Senate passes SB377, which allows utilities to pass along surcharge resulting from govt orders. Senate approves SB377 to allow the Public Service Comm to seal from public view records filed by utilities that contain confidential information. Senate approves SB377 to allow the Public Service Comm to seal from public view records filed by utilities that contain confidential information. Senate approves SB377 to allow the Public Service Comm to seal from public view records filed by utilities that contain confidential information.
Little Rock School Dist Ap17,1A:2
City of Texarkana to challenge law allowing utilities to raise rates pending PSC approval My20,12A:4
Bobby L. Glover to start petition campaign for initiated act to require election of members of the Public Service Comm; utilities called greedy, PSC overly political Je4,1A:6 Governor Frank White not sure he will back plan for election of PSC members Je5,10A:1 Consultants seek ways to improve regulation of utilities Je8,4A:6 Editors comment on proposal to elect PSC Je6,13E:1 Arkansas AFL-CIO makes restructuring of PSC a priority target; group says utilities are robbing consumers with consent of a PSC controlled by utilities Je17,1A:6
Steve Clark to ask Gov Frank White for $200,000 to help office of Attorney General intervene In rate cases Je18,5A:2 Nathan M. Norton, PSC chairman, opposes allowing pending rates to be put into effect and filing of new increase while rate requests are on file Je26,15A:1
Bobby Glover and Nathan M. Norton discuss proposal to elect PSC members Je28,8A:6 Initiated act detailed by Bobby Glover Jy10,11A:6 Plan by Walter W. Nixon III and Scott C. Trotter would give public more input on utility rates Jy11,4A:1 Gazette lists reasons for opposition to election of PSC Jy19,12E:1 Group forms In Independence County to fight high utility rates; state Senator Bill Walmsley tells group unreasonable rates are fault of PSC and Gov Frank White Jy27,9A:3
Proposal by Buddy Glover for election of PSC will be in form of a constitutional amdt Jy28,5A:1 Editorial says there is evidence some rates are set by behind-the-scenes horse trading which does not serve the public well Ag11,8A:1 State Repr James M. Holland to propose 1983 Legis approve constitutional amdt to require election of PSC members Ag14,10A:3 Suit filed at Fort Smith challenges law allowing collection of rate increases prior to PSC approval Ag15,5C:6 Voters all over state angry because of high rates Ag16,9E:1
Editorial on proposed election of PSC Ag16,11E:6 Ratepayers lose voice In utility rate cases since Gov Frank White abolished the state Energy Dept and has not funded conservation and rate advocacy in state Attorney General's office Ag20,18A:1 Baxter Bulletin calls for PSC reform Ag30,11E:3 West Memphis paper comments on proposal to elect PSC Ag30,11E:5 State-run utilities is one option to control high rates, PSC Chairman Nathan M. Norton tells Batesville group S12,1A:3 Utility regulation turned topsy-turvy by Frank White, Bill Clinton says S13,9A:1 Legislative panel hears suggestions from PSC for several changes In state law to beef up regulations S16,1A:3
Coalition protesting high rates will propose a constitutional amdt making broad changes in the PSC and utility regulation S16,1A:7 PSC Chairman Nathan M. Norton enraged when state Repr Henry J. Osterloh asked if he is salaried S16,2A:3 Governor Frank White jumps on utility reform bandwagon, requests utilities not to put rates into effect until final approval by PSC; Governor asks for study on reforms S18,1A:3 Arkansas Energy Action Caucus hears argument from utilities, consumers and regulators S19,10A:1 Bill Clinton welcomes Frank White to utility rate reform bandwagon S19,10A:1 AP&L official defends Frank White's placing of his own men on Public Service Comm S19,10A:3 Text of Gov White's letter asking utilities not to put rates into effect until PSC approves S19,10A:4 Steve Clark says proposed amdt to allow election of PSC would mean a 2-year period when there would be no PSC; Bobby Glover and Kern Treat strongly disagree S22,1A:6
Bobby L. Glover wants PSC reworked top to bottom; Glover says utilities
in Ark operate under a system that guarantees them a profit so they lack incentive to keep costs low S22,2A:6 Gazette discusses two plans for utility reform S24,18A:1 Legislators agree to make inquiry into utility rates at request of Gov Frank White S26,6A:1 Letter traces destruction by Frank White of consumer voices in utility regulations S26,12A:7 Editorial on using utility-rate reforms as a political issue S27,13E:3 Walter Skelton suggests study of costs where rate-setters are elected S29,8A:3 Steve Clark advises consumers to complain to Gov Frank White after advocate office closes O1,10A:7 Groups back state funding for rate advocacy div of Attorney General's office O8,12A:1 Governor Frank White and the Legis accused of being friends of the utilities O11,11E:2 Frank White says issue of funds for Energy Conservation and Rate Advocacy is political O16,10A:1 Steve Clark calls for use of milk case fees, utility assessment money to fund rate division in his office O17,3A:1 Editorial on need for utility reform O18,13E:3 Governor Frank White pledges a consumer advocate for utility rate cases; office will be temporary O30,1A:5 Governor Frank White insists he did not cause Frank B. Newell to leave PSC despite statement that he wanted his own men in post O30,9A:3 Arkansas Consumer Research calls statement by Frank White a political ploy O31,11A:5 Jim Guy Tucker says electing PSC members worth considering O1,13A:1 Governor Frank White taking the offensive on utility issues O11,11E:1 Governor Frank White says he may call special session of Legis to repeal law that allows a utility to put rates into effect before a final ruling; session call based on what APEL does N3,1A:2 Special session of Legis to be called to deal with utility reform issues, Gov White says; Nathan M. Norton, PSC chairman, says he agrees with need for reform, but is sick and tired of Gov White's use of the press to communicate with the PSC N4,1A:8 Coalition criticizes Gov White for utility-related statements N4,9A:6 Gov Frank White may favor letting voters vote on PSC members after appmt N5,12A:2 Special session of Legis to consider funds for consumer div of state Attorney General's office N7,1A:6 Nathan M. Gordon, Sheffield Nelson and Jerry Maulden criticize proposal of Frank White that would prohibit utilities from placing rate increases in effect under bond and shorten time for PSC to act; Norton calls proposal "crazy" N12,3A:1 Governor to rework proposed bill in response to criticism N13,1A:2 Agreement reached with PSC on utility legis N14,1A:8 Senate approves ratepayers advocacy div in Attorney General's office N18,1A:6 Senate panel works out compromise to lessen utility opposition, but House toughens bill with clause banning automatic fuel adjustment charges by electric firms N19,1A:2 Senate votes to let utilities impose rates while under appeal; House bill still locked in committee N20,1A:6 Steve Clark agrees to amend advocacy bill to include industries N20,7A:1 Compromise utility bill gets support of Gov White, passes Senate N21,1A:8 House passes SB33 to estab the Consumer Utility Rate Advocacy Div in the Attorney General's Office N21,12A:1 House panel blocks Senate-approved bill, writes its own version to prevent collection of rate increases before PSC approval N24,1A:2 Senate passes rate advocacy bill N24,1A:4 House votes funding for rate advocacy div N24,4A:8 House passes both versions of bill to restrict placing higher rates into effect prior to PSC approval; Senate passes version preferred by utilities N25,3A:1 Legislature passes funding
bill for rate advocacy office N25, 3A:3 House roll call vote on SB38 N25,3A:4

Legislature passes bill delaying time utilities must wait before collecting rates pending before PSC N26, 1A:8 Cartoon of Gov Frank White and the Legs flogging AP&L with a feather N26,28A:3 Gazette ed summarizes provisions of reform legislation, calls them mild N27,26A:1 Latest legislation to cost AP&L $40 million, will make service more expensive, Jerry Maulden says; Sheffield Nelson says new laws detrimental to Arkansas Louisiana Gas Co N28,1A:2 Editorials on special session and utility reform N29,13F:1 Governor Frank White signs utility bill; confusion arises about effect on AP&L D2,1A:2 Governor White signs bill barring a utility from filing a rate increase request if one is pending D2,2A:5 State Sen Joe Ford denies that he told Bill Clinton he and Gov Frank White wanted Frank Newell replaced on PSC with a pro-utility man D3,1A:6 Governor White revises stand on application of new law to AP&L rate increase request D3,11A:1 Cartoon shows Gov White fleeing from reporters' questions about effect of new law on AP&L rate increase D3,16A:3 Arkansas Farm Bureau favors appt of PSC members D5,4A:2 Frank White says he has done more on utility reform than any other gov D6,4A:1

See also
Atomic Energy
Electric Light
Gas (Fuel)
Telephones

PULASKI ACADEMY
Article on Don Cheska, headmaster at Pulaski Academy Je4,1B:1

PULASKI COUNTY
See also
Crime and Criminals-Pulaski
Police-Pulaski County
Prisons-Pulaski County
Taxation-Real Estate

Area Planning and Renewal. Article on illegal developments in unincorporated areas that create problems for homeowners F19,17A:1

County Judge. William E. Beaumont Jr says he will not seek reelection D24,1A:2 Editorial on the lot of the County Judge D31,10A:1 Courthouse. Hiding place of visitor found F12,1A:2

Elections
--County Judge: William E. Beaumont Jr says he will not seek reelection D24,1A:2 Bill Whipple to seek Dem nomination D29,3A:1

Count Sheriff: Former Deputy Lewis W. Biggs to seek office Je8,4A:1

--Voting Machines: Voters to decide which type of machine they trust most Jal1,7A:1 Voters decide to keep lever-type machines Jal4,6A:1

Finances and Budgets. Budget will force layoff of 80 to 100 county employees Ja13,1A:2 Beaumont submits $13.1 million budget to Quorum Ct, does not mention layoff of employees Ja14,1A:2 Quorum Ct panel approves budget cuts by County Judge William E. Beaumont Ja30,12A:1 County budget voted by Quorum Ct despite threats of lawsuits by some elected officials F1,1A:3 Sheriff Tommy Robinson and Circuit Clerk Jacque Alexander sue Judge Beaumont and Quorum Ct over budget F3,1A:3 Tax collections to get late start; distribution to agencies to be delayed F15,1A:6 County Judge William E. Beaumont asks Legislature to hold line on required county spending, lists 3 bills that would hurt counties; contingency fund for prosecuting atty (HBS78) has already passed F18,1A:2 County Judge Beaumont and Prosecutor Bentley resolve differences over bill on contingency funds F20,14A:2 Repr Henry J. Osterloh asks for audit of county finances Mr12,18A:7 Sheriff Tommy Robinson calls for reworking of county budget, rearrangement of priorities Mr16,1A:3 Prosecuting Atty
Wilbur C. Bentley sues County Judge William E. Beaumont over payment of legal fees Ap18,4A:5

County Judge Beaumont and Sheriff Robinson settle differences over budget and court suits Ap21,1A:4

Circuit Clerk Jacque Alexander seeks details of settlement with Sheriff Tommy Robinson Ap22,4A:5 Collector Roy Keith using budget request, not appropriation Ap24,13A:1 Wilbur C. Bentley files ordinance to increase his budget Ap25,8A:1 Circuit Judge declines to order Beaumont to reveal agreement with Robinson on funds My1,13A:4 Sheriff's budget raised by Quorum Ct My2,1A:5 Agreement between Beaumont and Robinson released My6,4A:5 Circuit Clerk Jacque Alexander tells court she wants $61,293 more for office My20,20A:2 Testimony ends in Clerk's suit My21,9A:3 County to study need for local sales tax My27,1A:6 Sales tax would produce $20 million per year Je2,5A:1 County Clerk loses lawsuit seeking increased budget Je5,8A:1 Probe of county finances planned, Sheriff Tommy Robinson says; County Judge William E. Beaumont welcomes check Ag6,9A:1 Sheriff Robinson not proper authority to make probe, Beaumont says Ag7,4A:1 Sheriff's deputies begin copying financial records Ag8,11A:3

Prosecutor Wilbur C. Bentley files suit against Quorum Ct and county officials seeking extra $75,000 for his budget Ag12,1A:3 Former Controller Kie D. Hall says there is no extra $634,000 in revenue county officials think they have found Ag13,5A:1 Quorum Court to allocate 'found' funds, Judge Beaumont says Ag13,1A:6 Budget for Sheriff's Dept raised by $300,000 after wrangle between Sheriff Tommy Robinson and County Judge William E. Beaumont Ag15,1A:8 Proposed sales tax may be scuttled by law requiring wait of 2 years to cancel a sales tax; North Little Rock would pay double S9,1A:8

Steve Clark's ruling that North Little Rock cannot repeal sales tax until 1983 stymies county tax vote S18,7A:1 Quorum Court votes down proposed increase in franchise taxes 028,1A:8 County revives call for sales tax D2,1A:2 County calls sales tax vote D9,1A:3 Sales tax to be fought by Acorn, which calls proposal harmful to the poor D19,1A:2 Question remains about $644,482 comptroller Jo Growcock thought she found in budget last August D19,1A:5

Government Employees and Officials. County Judge W. E. Beaumont says budget cuts to force layoff of 80 to 100 county workers Ja13,1A:2 Charles Bussey, a circuit court field investigator and assistant mayor of Little Rock, is among employees to be laid off under budget cuts Ja14,1A:2 Charles Bussey implies he is to be laid off because he is black Ja15,4A:1 Charles Bussey offered job as deputy sheriff Ja16,1A:2 Gazette reviews Bussey case, sees effort by Tommy Robinson and state Senator Mac Howell to 'make work' Ja17,10A:1 Four black ministers visit William E. Beaumont to criticize plans to dismiss Bussey Ja21,6A:1 Gazette urges that blacks not be priorities for layoffs, repeats that Charles Bussey's job is least necessary at the courthouse Ja22,14A:1 Sheriff Robinson tells County Judge Beaumont to stop using sheriff's radio Ap14,4A:4 County owes Arkansas Public Employees Retirement System $445,883 for retirement and Social Security My16,1A:2 County to pay retirement system from reserve funds My19,1A:3 County in compliance on sex and race employment practices, US Office of Revenue Sharing says S10,9C:7

See also Police-Pulaski County
PULASKI COUNTY
-Discrimination

--Discrimination: Discrimination against blacks and women found in some offices; revenue sharing threatened unless bias ends Ap8,1A:2 County Judge William E. Beaumont vows to end bias, seeks federal proposal Ap9,5A:1 Sheriff Tommy Robinson refuses to hire Jean Fulbright, whose complaint led to finding of racial bias; County Judge William E. Beaumont asked Robinson to fire Mrs. Fulbright Ap14,4A:4

--Wages and Hours: Quorum Court panel will not approve any pay raises for employees D11,4A:1 Politics and Govt. Employees of county unpaid as plans to borrow $1 million from banks falls through; County Judge William E. Beaumont accuses County Treasurer William L. Tedford of sabotaging the plan; Sheriff Tommy Robinson sees power play by Beaumont Mr14,1A:8 Pay for 700 employees may be released soon if plan works Mr15,1A:7 County employees paid Mr17,1A:3

Sheriff

See also
Police-Pulaski County
Pulaski County-Finances
PULITZER PRIZE
See also McIlwain, William F.

PUNISHMENT (CRIMINAL PROCEDURE)
House gets bill (HB574) to require that anyone using a deadly weapon in commission of a crime be sentenced to a minimum of 10 years F5,4A:3 House Bill 790 would require courts to impose prison term on persons found guilty of Class A felonies F21,3A:5 House passes HB574 which provides for a 10 year sentence in addition to the sentence for the crime committed with a deadly weapon; such persons would not be eligible for parole, but could have term reduced for good behavior Mr8,1A:6 Senate approves HB574 Mr14,1A:7 Senate passes SB447, which sets new category of violent crimes with tougher penalties Mr17,1A:6 House passes SB447 requiring longer sentences Mr18,1A:5 Editorial says tougher sentences no cure for curbing crime Mr22,13E:4 Article explains provisions of Act 620 of 1981, which sets stiffer penalties for crime Ap10,6A:1 Circuit Judge H. A. Taylor orders Johnny Lewis Malone banished from Jefferson County for 4 years for pulling toy gun on a woman Ag22,4A:3 Prosecuting Attorney Wayne Matthews blasts Attorney General Steve Clark for changes in criminal code that sets minimum sentence for serious crime 07,4A:1

See also
Capital Punishment
Children-Crimes
Crime and Criminals
Crime Victims
Drug Addiction, Abuse and Traffic
Murders
Prisons
Robberies and Thefts
Sex Crimes
PUPPETS
See Marionettes
PURCELL, JOE
Editorial tribute for performance as Lieutenant Governor Ja19,8A:1 Fordyce editor sees political future for Purcell F1,3E:5

See also
Ark-Elections--Governor
Education (gen)
PURCHASING
See Government Purchasing
PURPLE, JOHN I.

See also
Ark-Elections--Supreme Court

QUALITY AUTOMOTIVE INVESTMENTS
Plant to locate at Arkadelphia 020, 9C:3
QUANEX CORPORATION
Houston firm to build $85 million steel plant at Fort Smith Ag15,4C:3 Start on building set Ag18,4C:1
QUAPAW VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL SCHOOL
See also
Garland County Community Coll
QUILTS AND QUILTING

Coverlet made by Beatrice Bar Thompson of Clinton, wins first prize, $1,000 award F28,1B:2 Quilts used for wall hangings Jy25,1B:2

RAILROADS

House Bill 593 would add 2 cent tax on diesel fuel sold to railroads; funds would be used to improve railroad crossings F6,4A:7 State may lose Amtrak service F22,8A:4 Governor Frank White will accept loss of Amtrak service F24,3A:7 Senate passes SB408 to exempt from sales tax rail cars repaired in Ark for use out of state F26,7A:1 House approves SB408, which exempts from sales tax repairs of railroad cars that will be sent out of state Mr18,3A:5 Senate Bill 408 (Act 983, 1981) becomes law Ap8,3A:3

See also Amtrak, Eureka Springs and North Arkansas Railroad, Iron Mountain Railroad, Missouri Pacific Lines, Scott and Bearskin RR, Taxation-Real Estate and Other Property

Accidents and Safety. Optical illusion caused crew to leap from train at Benton Ja13,5A:3 Crew jumped from train because another one was stopped ahead of them Ja16,8A:2 20 cars derail near Clarksville F23,9A:1 Amtrak train derails near Hope; five slightly injured My23,5A:1

RAIN AND RAINFALL

See Drought, Weather

RALSTON PURINA CO

Native Arkansan William Paul Stiritz, named president of Company F3,4C:5

RAMSAY, LOUIS

See also Ark-Elections--Governor, Power (Social Sciences)

RAPE

Bella Abzug and Dr Benjamin Spock address rally at Little Rock of Women Against Violence Against Women S28,1A:3

See also Sex Crimes, Welfare

RARE PLANTS

See Endangered and Extinct Species

RAY, JOE

State Senator has severe form of cancer Ja6,6A:8 State Senator Joe F. Ray dead at age 69 My28,3A:5 Hall at Arkansas 4-H Center to be named for Ray Jy26,12E:1

READING

Clinic at ASU teaches parents to help their children enjoy books Mr17,68:2

REAGAN, RONALD

Arkansas Congressional Delegation expresses shock over shooting of President Mr31,4A:7 Arkansas turkey presented to Pres Ronald Reagan for Thanksgiving N19,2A:2

--Inauguration: Governor Frank White welcomes guests to Inauguration of Ronald Reagan Ja19,3A:7 Arkansas Republicans celebrate Ja21,6A:1

REAL ESTATE

W. J. McCuen takes oath of office of state Land Comr, but Sam Jones refuses to give up office before January 12; Attorney Gen Steve Clark says term ended December 31 Ja6,4A:1 Sam Jones agrees to leave office; McCuen to start today Ja7,1A:2 Budget approved by Legislative Council cuts $25,000 from current level, reduces training activities Ja7,2A:2 Mark Smithers, 18, began his career in real estate at age 15, plans to be a
REAL ESTATE 1981

REAL ESTATE TAXES

See Taxation-Real Estate

REEL PROPERTIES, INC

See also Stephens, Inc

REAPPORTMENT

See Ark-Elections--Reapportionment

REAVES, BENNETT JAMES, II

Retired doctor takes his life at Little Rock home My23,8A:5

REBIRTHING

See Psychology

RECLAMATION OF LAND

Reclamation of mined land by Reynolds Metals Co and Aluminum Company of America is expensive, but successful 010,IE:1

RECREATION

Comprehensive guide to vacation and travel in Ark My10,IC:1

See also Parks, Playgrounds and Other Recreation Areas

Water

RED RIVER

Gov Frank White appts Lynn Lowe to Red River Comm Mr19,8A:5 Gov White appts Jim Boyd to Red River Comm Mr20,8A:1 Channel realignment near Garland dedicated Je16,7A:3

RED RIVER COMMISSION

See Red River

REDFIELD TELEPHONE Co

See Telephones and Telephone Companies

REEF, ARTHUR

Heirs of Reed seek return of gifts and property Reed gave to Mrs Marie Williams and her family over a period of years Mr16,7A:1

REFORMATORIES

See Prisons

REFUGEES AND EXPATRIATES

See also Cuba-Refugees

REFUSE

See Waste Materials

REGULATORY AGENCIES

See geog heads, with subdivision Departments and Agencies--Regulatory Agencies; also see subject of regulation

REHABILITATION (HUMAN)

See Colleges-Buildings--Henderson

millionaire by the time he is 26

Ja24,1B:4 Bill in House (HB635) would abolish Real Estate Comm, establish a new one F13,14A:8 House Bill 726 would cut duties of Land Office; W. J. McCuen concerned F13, 4A:4 Arkansas County Clerks Assn opposes HB726 F19,8A:8 Compromise reached on HB635 F21,4A:7 Real Estate Comm takes steps to save $1,000 monthly in expenses Je9,8A:1

Real Estate Comm selects Roy Bilhelmer as its executive secy Je9, 4C:7 Civil suit involving John D. Toney Sr and John T. Hankins alleges that then-Pulaski County Judge Roger C. Mears Jr split profit on land sale Jy8,1A:2 John Toney Sr says he told John T. Haskins about his profit when land was sold Jy9,5A:1 James R. Sullivan named to Real Estate Comm by Gov Frank White Ag18,3A:8 Disciplinary action against agents taken by Real Estate Comm Ag26,9A:6 Rescission of sale of land upheld because owner failed to disclose that property is subject to flooding S10, 6A:1 State Supreme Court rules it is not unlawful practice of law for real estate brokers to fill out certain legal forms N10,9A:2 Median value of homes in Ark is lowest in nation N27,26A:1

See also Agriculture-Real Estate Century 21 Homestead Exemption Laws --Agents and Brokers Senate approves SB416 to raise license fees for real estate brokers and dealers F27,3A:2 House defeats HB563 to increase license fee of real estate brokers F27,6A:3 Real Estate Comm acts on discipline cases Mr11,11C:3 --Foreign Ownership Foreign investors and companies own 40,046 acres of Ark property and farmlands F11,9C:4 Foreigners own 82,117 acres of farm and forest land in Ark Je6, 5C:6

REAL ESTATE TAXES

See Taxation-Real Estate
RELIGION AND CHURCHES

New ways of thinking about God called "process theology" discussed by Hendrix College Professor Dr. Jay McDaniel Ja15,1B:2 Jewish spokesman says new religious right bodes ill for nation Ja21,1B:4 Dr. William Sloane Coffin discusses the moral majority and the conservative right in talks at Little Rock My24,1F:2 Yale theologian, William Muehl, urges churches to help preserve values My31,1F:1 Charles D. Vittitow replies to Coffin article Je7,11E:1 John S. Workman articles discuss debates over Interpretation of the Bible Jy14,1B:2 Article on Sister Cecilia Bankhead and the Ebenezer Hills Mission in Johnson County Jy14,6B:4 Series on debates over Bible interpretation Jy15,1B:3 Jy16,1B:2 Conference at Little Rock aimed at further unity between Roman Catholics and Episcopalians S9,1B:5 Bill Gothard seminar filmed lecture series attracts crowds of 4,000 to Little Rock for 32-hours of instruction N12,1B:6 Article on sin N16,1B:2 Clifford Halslip writes dramas for use by Church of the Nazarene D13,1F:4 Christmas scenes at State Capitol may be challenged by American Civil Liberties Union as violation of church-state separation D14,8A:1 Article on nativity scene at State Capitol D27,9E:1 Editorial on ACLU objection to nativity scene D27,11E:4 Challenge to nativity scene on Capitol grounds may be made; Paul Riviere comments D24,6A:4

See also
Alcoholism
Assemblies of God
Atheism
Athletics-Interscholastic
Baptist Church
Bible Study Fellowship
Bingo
Capital Punishment
Children-Care (Institutional)
Christian Church (Disciples of Christ)

RELIGION AND CHURCHES

See also (Cont')
Christians and Jews, National
Conference on
Church of Christ
Church of the New Day Missionaries
Colleges-Curricula
Day Care Centers for Children
Education (gen)--Curricula
Evolution of Species
Fellowship Bible Church (Little Rock)
Jehovah's Witnesses
Koreans in Ark
Lyon, George Carl
Methodist Church
Missions and Missionaries
Moral Majority
Mother Earth Church
Music
Occult Sciences
Presbyterian Church
Prisons (gen)
Prisons-Arkansas State
Protestant Episcopal Church
Roman Catholic Church
Rosary Museum, Mid America
Sunday Observance
Television and Radio-Cable TV
Television and Radio-Noncommercial
Television and Radio-Programs
Thorncrown Chapel
Universal Life Church
White, Frank--Inauguration

... Discrimination

See also Television and Radio- Stations--Russellville

RELIGION IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS

See
Education (gen)--Curricula
Education-Little Rock--Religion

REMINGTON ARMS CO

David Bilbrey killed in accident at Lonoke plant S3,6s:3

RENAUD, TERENCE

See also
University of Ark (Little Rock)

RENTS AND RENTING

See Housing-Rents and Renting

REPTILES

See Wildlife
More involvement of blacks sought by party in Arkansas; only 2 or 3 pct of blacks voted for Ronald Reagan and less than 10 pct for Frank White. John Norman Warnock urges Republican Party not to court blacks in state. An Article by Harlan Holleman discusses plans to gain credibility for party. Governor Frank White signs SB298 (Act 77, 1981). Disagreement over new direction divides growing GOP.

Donald R. McDaniel, Montgomery - 1981

RETAIL STORES

See also (Con't)

Food-Prices
Safeway Stores
Sunday Observance
Wal Mart Stores
Woolworth Stores

RESEARCH

See also Colleges-Research

RESERVOIRS

See Lakes and Reservoirs

RESPIRATORY DISEASES

Vilonia woman dies of Legionnaires Disease My29,2A:6

RESTAURANTS, BARS AND NIGHT CLUBS

Senate passes bill (SB298) to require menus to show source of their catfish F6,9A:1. House amends, then passes SB298 F11,10A:1. Governor Frank White signs SB298 (Act 77, 1981) F17,4A:4

See also

Wendy's Old Fashioned Hamburgers

Fayetteville. Katie T's Italian Kitchen moves to town; restaurant has won regional fame F13,68:1

Little Rock

--Magnolia Gardens: Night club destroyed by arsonist S27,13A:1
--Rose and Thistle: New pub is very British Mr23,1B:2
--Slick Willy's: Attempt made to burn popular bar Jal3,4A:6

Newport. Mama and Papa Keel's, a slick new members-only social club, provides sophisticated atmosphere Ja8,18:5

RETAIL STORES AND TRADE

Shopping mall at Lake Hamilton Mall at Hot Springs will contain 78 stores Mr8,1E:1

See also

Brandon Furniture Co

RHODES SCHOLARS

See Scholarships--Rhodes

RICE

See Grain

RICELAND FOODS, INC

Stuttgart firm has record year of achievements despite drouth Ja18,56:5

Richard E. Bell elected president as W. F. Carle retires Je18,6C:2. United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners may strike Riceland mills Ag16,9A:1

Firm prepared for strike Ag21,7A:1

Union strikes at Jonesboro plant Ag25,5A:1. Replacements for strikers hired Ag27,16A:1. Fighting, shoot-out at
Jonesboro plant injures one; nine persons arrested S26,9A:1 Riceland wins order limiting strike action S27,4A:3 Trucker injured when windshield of truck was shot out 08, 11A:4 Farmers for Riceland will not receive their checks until January because of low prices D12,1A:5 Support of firm for 1981 Farm Bill was factor in support by Ark Congressional Delegation D18,3A:1 United Brotherhood of Carpenters ends strike; Riceland says most jobs have been filled D19,5C:5

See also:
- Trucks and Trucking Industry
- RICHLAND CREEK WILDERNESS AREA
  - See Wilderness
- RIGGS, CLEO
  - See also Ouachita County
- RILEY'S INC
  - Nursing home firm is growing Ja18, 4G:5
- RIVER ACADEMY, US NATIONAL
  - National River Academy at Helena plans expansion Ap12,1E:3
- RIVERFEST
  - See Festivals--Riverfest
- RIVERS
  - Don Lynn named to state Natural and Scenic Rivers Comm by Gov Bill
  - Clinton Ja9,7A:1 Effort under way in Legislature to abolish Natural Rivers Comm F4,4A:6 Gazette sees hatchet job by L. L. (Doc) Bryan in bill, cites his opposition to study of Illinois Bayou F7,8A:1 House defeats effort to stop funding of Comm but opponents keep budget from being approved F24,5A:3 House defeats attempt to prevent Comm funding, but budget has not been approved Mr5,4A:3 Gov Frank White reappts Jerry Jones, Mrs June Brown and Mike Mills to Natural and Scenic Rivers Comm Mr13, 2A:2 Senator Nick Wilson delays confirmation of Joe Breashears to Natural and Scenic Rivers Comm Mr13, 2A:2 Senate confirms appt of Joe Breashears to Natural Rivers Comm Mr19,8A:5 Stephen A. Winters promoted to director of state Natural and Scenic Rivers Comm Jel1,6A:4 Tom Dillard warns Natural and Scenic Rivers Comm that it needs to shape up on programs D19,4A:4
  - See also
    - Arkansas River
    - Black River
    - Cadron Creek
    - Cypress Creek
    - Floods and Flood Control
    - L'Anguille River
    - Mulberry River
    - Red River
    - Water
    - White River
- ROADS AND TRAFFIC
  - Governor-elect Frank White says he may defy opinion of Attorney General Steve Clark and appoint a Highway Comr at-large Ja19,1A:6 Choice for AHC Comr down to five, White spokesman says Ja9,1A:2 George Kell addresses AHC at last meeting he will attend as a Commissioner Ja9,5A:4 Article on importance of appointments to AHC Ja11,1E:4 Bill in legs would allow counties to repair and maintain certain private roads Ja13,2A:6 Raymond A. Pritchett, who agrees with Gov White that truck weight limit should be increased, is named to AHC; Northeast Ark is not represented on Comm, but Pritchett is native of that area Ja17,1A:2 Gazette comments on appt of Pritchett, says Pulaski Co has 2 Commissioners while Northeast Ark has none Ja20,8A:1 Senator Bill Wainsley assails White's selection of Pulaski County resident; hints that lawsuit may be filed Ja21,12A:1 Raymond A. Pritchett says he shares in Governor White's mandate for conservative politics Ja24,3A:3 Editorials on Pritchett appt Ja25,3E:1 Lawsuit filed by H. T. Hankins of Oil Trough, challenges appt of Pritchett on ground that both he and Patsy...
Thomasson reside in Pulaski County Ja30,3A:6 House gets measure (HJR14) proposing constitutional amd to in-
crease AHC to 9 members, reduce terms to 5 years Fl2,7A:2 Editorials on proposals to alter makeup of AHC F22, 3E:2 House defeats HB35 which called for adding 12 miles of roads in each county to highway system F26,3A:1 State attorney general's office says AHC Comr Patsy Thomasson is not a lega
l resident of Little Rock F27, 4A:1 Special Grand Jury to investigate bid rigging in the highway con-
struction industry Mr31,7A:4 Projects face delay because of funds problems Je18,5A:1 Weigh stations become pawn in feud as Highway Director Henry Gray notifies John W. Corbett, admr of the Transportation Comm, that weigh station bldgs may no longer be used by his staff; feud involves study of need for Arkansas Highway Police Jy30,1A:3 Feud over weigh stations continues Jy31,5A:1 West Memphis Municipal Ct refuses to turn back to Highway Dept a portion of forfeited bond it collects from truc
ters ticketed by Highway Police; action related to dispute over use of weigh stations Agl,1A:4 Governor Frank White wants to end feud between Highway Dept and Transportation Comm Agl1,4A:5 Feud over weigh stations ended by agreement Agl3,4A:1 Offi
cials dispute ease of collecting ton-mine tax S1,4A:1 Circuit Ct rules apptmt of Raymond A. Pritchett to state Highway Commission was illegal; appeal planned by AHC N13,1A:8 Crucial battle looms over route of proposed bypass at Hope N22,1A:2 See also Ark-Contracts Ark-Local Government--Public Property Bridges Trucks and Trucking Industry --Great River Road: Senator David Pryor seeks funds to save project S21,4A:1 --Mississippi River Parkway Comm: Governor Frank White names Chauncey L. Denton III to another term on Comm Ag6,11A:5 --US 71: Suit filed to stop con-
tract for portion north of Fayetteville S1,3A:1 Alternate routes at issue in hearing in federal court S29,3A:1 Impact statement ruled adequate; contract to be awarded 01,8A:1

Accidents and Safety. 23 injured in collision of Trailways bus and a truck on I-55 near Marion Ja6,1A:2 Explosive-laden truck in wreck at North Little Rock touches off brief scare Ja9,4A:4 Family of five pulled from burning auto near Atkins Ja21, 6A:4 Station wagon and pickup truck collide near Little Rock Air Force Base killing 4 persons and injuring several others Ja20,1A:2 Station wagon was struck by truck on wrong side of road Ja21,12A:6 Bus wreck near Jasper last year blamed on brakes, fuel pump and driver fatigue, in report of National Transportation Safety Board Ja23,1A:2 Two Arkansas Tech Univ football players killed when car and tractor-trailer rig col-
lide Ja28,6A:1 House defeats SB342 which would have paid $50,000 to Mark and Veda Clay of Mount Ida, for auto accident involving a state employee F18,5A:1 House Bill 899 would re-
quire only motorists under age 18 to wear helmets F26,9C:8

See also Ark-Legislature--Privileges Automobiles--Registration

Finances and Budgets. HJR3 proposes constitutional amd to allow counties to impose a 3-mill road tax without an annual election Ja16,2A:4 Gazette discusses dilemma faced by Gov Frank White in meeting highway needs Ja28,14A:1 Arkansas could lose $30 million in federal aid this year under Reagan budget F26,2A:6 Governor Frank White says Henry Gray would like a $100 million bond issue for roads F28,2A:4 Henry Gray disputes
statement by Governor White that Gray would like a bond issue; Gray says AHC has policy of pay-as-you go Mr3, 4A:5 Joint Committee recommends amdtt to Constitution to allow Quorum Courts to levy a 3-mill road tax without vote of the people Mr17,1A:3 House approves HB759, which would give AHTD $400,000 a year sales tax on gasohol Mr17,3A:3 Senate agrees to refer proposed Constitutional Ammd to permit Quorum Courts to levy road tax without vote of the people Mr18,3A:3 Proposed Constitutional Ammd passes Legis Mr19,1A:5 Gov Frank White signs HB759 (Act 865, 1981) giving sales tax on gasohol to AHTD Mr31, 7A:1 Governor White vetoes HB536, which would have allowed AHTD to borrow $10 million from general revenue fund Ap1,10A:3 Editorial on AHTD plea to Cong for more funds My3,13E:4 Road builders face bankruptcy, meet with Gov Frank White to discuss funds sources Je27,4A:1 State may get $30 million for roads next month when impounded federal funds are released Jy29,4A:6

See also
Alcohol as Fuel
Automobiles-Registration
Oil (Petroleum)
Trucks and Trucking Industry

Programmed and Contracted. AHC opens bids, awards contracts for $2.9 million Ap23,11A:1 Bidding heavy as road contracts are awarded My21,10A:4 Contracts awarded for 33 small projects worth $5.5 million Jy23,11A:1 Contracts of $28.9 million awarded Sl1,9A:1 Awards total $23.6 million for 38 projects N19,4A:1

Speed Limits and Speeding. House Resolution 32 asks State Police to report arrests of automobile and truck drivers F18,12A:7 Senate gets bill (SB522) directing State Police to probe reports of cities operating speed traps F27,10C:1 Senate passes SB522 Mr5,3A:2 Resolution in House (HCR50) requests Highway Police Div of AHTD to enforce speed limit for heavy trucks Mr5,12A:1

See also White, Frank
Robberies and Thefts

Two station attendants shot in robberies at Little Rock and North Little Rock Ja7,15A:6 Jim Smith Jr, of El Paso (White County) explains why he chased and captured one of 3 men who robbed a near-by business Ja18,9A:3 Cattle rustling on rise in Lee County F3,5A:5 Thefts of Items from chamber of state Legislature and from their offices reported F10,1A:2 Daredevil driving helps Vilonia bank teller Sheilla Pruett escape gunman Ap18,1A:2 Alvin Lovelace gets 11 year term for holdup of store 02,7A:1 Phony fence operation set up in Pulaski County may net 70 arrests 021,1A:3 Police arrest 64 in sting operation; up to 240 may eventually be arrested 022,1A:4 List of suspects arrested in sting operation 022,15A:1 Stolen goods displayed; no more arrests made in sting 023,1A:4 Names of more suspects in sting operation 023,9A:2 Victims flock to claim stolen goods in sting operation N4, 1A:2 School admr at Conway charged in theft ring D2,2A:2 Two men abduct Stephen Cannon Cook family, clean out their jewelry store at Little Rock D22,1A:2 Robbers held son and wife of Stephen Cook while they robbed his store of over $100,000 in jewelry D23,1A:3 Three youths abducted, robbed and beaten at Little Rock D30, 1A:2 Resident of Highland Courts at Little Rock says he reported beating of boys to police D31,3A:6

See also
Banks and Banking
Hot Spring County
Hubanks, Billy R.
Murders and Attempted Murders
Police-Horatio
Punishment (Criminal Procedure)
Science and History Museum (Little Rock)
ROBBERS AND THEFTS 1981

See also (Cont'd)
Shootings
Shoplifting
Wildlife-Fish
ROBE, ELNA SMITH
Director of Elna M. Smith Foundation dies at Eureka Springs My22, 7A:1
ROBERTS, DON R.
See also Education (gen)
Education--Curricula
ROBERTSON, PAT
See also Education (gen)--Curricula
ROBINSON, BIGELOW
Tales of past are gift to present
01,1B:4
ROBINSON, TOMMY
See also Crime and Criminals
Drug Addiction, Abuse and Traffic
Moral Majority
Police-Pulaski County
Prisons-Ark State Penitentiary
Prisons-Pulaski County
Pulaski County-Finances
ROCK ISLAND LINES
See Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific RR
ROCKEFELLER, WINTHROP
See also Art
Education-Little Rock--Equal Educ
ROCKEFELLER (WINTHROP) FOUNDATION
Foundation shifts focus D13,1A:2
Foundation focuses on human services, health and educ D13,19A:1
See also Colleges-Scholarships--University of Ark at Little Rock)
Education (gen)--Vocational
Education--Violet Hill
Water
Weyerhaeuser Corp
Wilderness
ROCKEFELLER, WINTHROP PAUL
See also Festivals--Liberty Fest
Police-State Police
ROCKY MOUNTAIN SPOTTED FEVER
Death of man at Hot Springs may have been from tick-borne disease
Ag7,10A:1
RODEOS
See also Hurley, Libby
ROELFS, FRANCES
See also Education (gen)--Curricula
ROGERS
City plans year-long celebration of its 100th birthday F13,1B:1
Vote on sales tax set Mr17,4A:1
Sales tax election in Benton County, Rogers and Siloam Springs show conflicts under new laws Ap19,7A:1
Rogers City Council votes to rescind tax if both city and county versions pass Ap20, 11A:1
Sales tax proposal defeated Ap29,5A:1
See also Education-Rogers
ROHVER WAR RELOCATION AUTHORITY CAMP
See US-Foreign Population
ROLLER SKATING
Donnie Van Patter of Little Rock, is on US world team of speed roller-skaters Je8,1B:4
ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH
Msgr. Francis A. Allen, pastor of Our Lady of the Holy Souls parish at Little Rock, honored by Pope Paul II with appmt as Prophoner Apostolic F14,6A:7
Andrew J. McDonald, bishop of Little Rock, expresses shock at shooting of Pope Paul II My14,2A:3
Arkansans witness shooting of Pope John Paul II My16,2A:3
Clerical appointments announced by Bishop McDonald Je6,6A:6
See also Capital Punishment
Religion and Churches

New Dixie. Congregation embroiled in dispute on replacing historic St Boniface Church F8,10A:3
ROSARY MUSEUM, MID AMERICA
North Little Rock museum is unique S20,1F:3
ROSE, CARL E.
State Representative dies after emergency heart bypass surgery Ja30, 10C:7
ROSES
Glen McCullar of Salem, is a rose expert Jy21,1B:2
ROSS, G. ROBERT
See also
University of Ark at Little Rock
ROSS, MARGARET
See also Genealogy (Ross series)
ROTH, ARIEL A.
See also
Education (gen)--Curricula
ROTHE, FRANCES
See Medicine-Physicians
ROWLAND, BEN D. JR
See also Legal Profession
ROY, ELS JANE TRIMBLE
See also
Courts (US)-Federal Dist--Eastern
RUNNELS, MILFORD
See also
Ark-Local Govt--Contracts
RUNNING
Pepsi Challenge expected to draw 3,000 runners to Little Rock F28,5C:6
Article on Booneville Marathon Mr6,1B:1 Results of women's five-
kilometer road run at Little Rock Mr6,6B:1 Article on preparations for
Pepsi Challenge Race Ap17,1B:1 Article on 1981 Mount Magazine run Jel2,
5B:1 Article on Carl Woodyear, champ of Ark road running for those aged
50 or older Jyl7,1B:1 Tom Aspel and Nancy Cunningham win their divisions
of Little Rock's Big Apple Classic S8,1C:1
RUSE, MICHAEL
See also
Education (gen)--Curricula
RUSS, JOHN
See also
Colleges-Teachers--Garland
RUSS, STANLEY
State Senator Russ named among Ten
Outstanding State Legislators in the
US Ag26,17A:2
See also Electric Power and Light
RUSSELLVILLE
Battle going on over petition to
rezone West Main for commercial use
Ag16,10A:1 Vacation trip by Mayor
Ron Russell creates furor because
city budget is in trouble S18,6A:5
Some residents seek referendum to
overturn commerical zoning of a house
In a historic area of city N27,4A:8
See also Maverick Tube Co
RUSSIA
See
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
RUSSIANS IN ARKANSAS
Article on successful business of
Alex Nesterenko at Little Rock Mr22,
1F:5
RYDER SYSTEMS, INC
Mid Continent Systems, of West
Memphis, files suit alleging Ryder
Systems, Inc is violating antitrust
law Ag7,6A:1
RYE, SAMUEL
Article describes new state Senator
as a 'good ole boy' ready to practice
politics Ag12,21A:1
SACKETT, ROSS
Interview with former publishing
executive who now lives at Eureka
Springs Mr21,18B:2
SAFEWAY STORES
Racial discrimination suit against
distribution center alleges Teamsters
Union condones practices Ap8,14A:5
SAINT
Note: Entries beginning with the
word, Saint, are entered as St
SALASSI, OTTO R.
See also Books--Salassi
SALES AND SALESMEN
House Bill 644 would require retail
sales ads to specify how long item
would be on sale F18,5A:1 House
passes HB601 to ban use of recorded
sales pitches by telephone F25,4A:5
Senate passes HB601 Mr6,1A:8 Act 341
of 1981 brings telephone sales so-
llicitation under same deceptive
practices act as door-to-door sales-
men; customers must be told about
right to cancel a contract and must
not be told that a survey is being
conducted Mr21,4A:6 Summary of pro-
visions of new state law governing
solicitation and purchasing by

227
SALES AND SALESMEN 1981 SCHOLARSHIPS, FELLOWSHIPS

See also Contracts

Livestock

SALINE COUNTY

County to charge $10 fee to each person convicted of crimes to help pay for new jail Ap14, 4A:1

See also Prisons-Saline County

SALINE RIVER

See also Water

SALTMAN, COBB AND BRYANT

See also Ark-Contracts

SALTZMAN, BEN M.

See Medicine and Health (gen)

SAMUEL, IRENE

Administrative aide to Sen Dale Bumpers to retire Ja7, 1B:2

SANITATION

Dennis D. Harmon apptd to state Sanitation Bd by Gov Frank White O1, 11A:7

SANTA FE INTERNATIONAL CORP

Edna Heathcoat, of Little Rock, files $13 million lawsuit alleging fraud in sale of company in Louisiana N5, 16A:2

SAUDI ARABIA

Senator David Pryor opposes sale of radar plans to Saudi Arabia S13, 3A:3 Bill Alexander, Beryl Anthony and John Paul Hammerschmidt vote for sale of AWACS radar plane to Saudi Arabia; Ed Bethune opposed 015, 1A:8

Senator Dale Bumpers opposes sale of AWACS 024, 1A:2 Senators Bumpers and Pryor say debate on AWACS turned into a show of presidential power for the media 029, 1A:7

See also Arkansas State Univ

SAUGER

See

Wildlife-Fish

SAVERS INSURANCE AGENCY (LITTLE ROCK)

Beliefs about Interest rates and religion produce job clash and filing of discrimination complaint by Bill W. Burk Ag20, 1B:2

SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS

House Bill 508 would eliminate requirement that "public need" be proven before allowing a savings and loan assn to open a branch F3, 5A:1 Dan Kell apptd to state Savings and Loan Bd by Gov Frank White Fl3, 6A:2

Consumer should be added to Savings and Loan Bd; Arkansas Savings and Loan League to oppose move O6, 6A:1

See also Banks and Banking

--Commonwealth Federal (Little Rock):

See also Blindness and the Blind

Savings and Loan Assns--Superior Federal

--First Federal (Helena):

See FirstSouth (Pine Bluff)

--First Federal (Little Rock):

See also Little Rock-Buildings

--FirstSouth (Pine Bluff): Union Fidelity S&L of El Dorado seeks to merge with FirstSouth Ja27, 1C:1

First Federal S&L of Helena merges with FirstSouth S1, 4A:1

--Independence Federal (Batesville):

NorthWest S&L of Rogers to merge into Independence S&L 022, 7C:2

--NorthWest Savings and Loan Assn (Rogers):

See Savings and Loan Association--Independence Federal

--South Arkansas (Pine Bluff):

Jefferson Square Branch robbed Ja24, 4A:1

--Superior Federal (Fort Smith):

Commonwealth Federal S&L of Little Rock to become a div of Superior My17, 4A:4

--Union Fidelity (El Dorado):

See also Savings and Loan Assns--FirstSouth

SAWER PROJECT

See Labor-Unemployment

SCHOLARSHIPS, FELLOWSHIPS AND STUDENT LOANS

Approval given HB156 to increase scholarship and loan aid to medical students who practice in rural areas F3, 5A:3

House adopts HB489 to increase bonding authority of the Student Loan Authority to $50 million Fl0, 5A:6

Senate passes HB489 to increase bonding authority of the state Student Loan Authority from $15 million to $50 million F15, 3A:3

Senate passes HB17 to require annual
check to see if any state employees have defaulted on student loans F21, 5A:2 Gov Frank White signs HB156 (Act 47, 1981) to increase amount of loans for medical students F22, 3A:4 Gov White signs HB489 (Act 256, 1981) to increase revenue bonding authority of state Student Loan Authority Mr5, 5A:3 Governor Frank White vetoes HB17, which would have required Finance and Adm Dept to determine if any state employee had defaulted on student loans; Gov issues order for Student Loan Authority to furnish list of defaulters Ap3, 8A:7 Cuts in financial aid may hurt college enrollment Ap12, 9A:1 Governor Frank White names Dan Woods to Student Loan Authority Bd Ag6, 11A:5 Residents of Siloam Springs establish and support scholarship fund that helps 42 local students attend college Ag10, 18B:2 Five banks join to loan funds to Student Loan Authority Ag19, 16A:1 Flood of loan applications at colleges creates problems Ag26, 10A:1 David Hodges proposes that a non-profit orgn be set up to promote local giving of scholarships from private sources Ni2, 14A:3

See also Athletics-College

--National Achievement Scholarship Program for Outstanding Negro Students: 22 semifinalists named 01, 10A:1


--Rhodes: Chet Roberts and Rich Waddell selected as Ark candidates for Rhodes scholarships D17, 6A:4 Rick Waddell wins scholarship D20, 3A:3

University of Arkansas at Little Rock: Winthrop Rockefeller Foundation gives $250,000 to UALR Law School for scholarships for black students Ja30, 8A:6
Selman, Cobb and Bryant

See also Ark-Contracts

Senior Citizens

See Aged

Septic Tanks

House Bill 757 would exempt about 1,000 lots in Fairfield Bay from state Health Dept rules on septic tanks. Mr3, 4A: 1 House approves HB757. Mr5, 4A: 3 Septic tank use at Fairfield Bay was never approved, state Health Dept says. Mr6, 9A: 1 Deer Run Subdivision in Sharp County not suitable for septic tanks, state Health Dept rules. Mr7, 9C: 1 Senate passes HB757, exempting Fairfield Bay from regulations. Mr11, 11C: 4 Issuing of septic tank permits halted at Fairfield Bay. My12, 3A: 1

See also Water

700 Club

See also

Education (gen) -- Curricula

Severance Tax

See Taxation -- Severance Tax

Sewage and Industrial Wastes

See Waste Materials

Sex Crimes


See also

Deafness and Deaf Mutes

Incest

... Antoine

See also Murders -- Riley

Fort Smith. Jury finds former state Trooper Emell Krimble innocent of rape charge. Ja21, 13A: 4 Daniel Odell English sentenced to life in prison on rape charge; English had served previous sentence for rape. Mr6, 5A: 6

Hot Springs

See also

Kidnapping -- Guest (John) Family

Jonesboro. Police arrest youth in connection with rape assaults on and near Arkansas State Univ campus. Ja6, 7A: 1 Suspect at Jonesboro is 14 years old; case transferred to juvenile court. Ja17, 5A: 5 Andy Woods, 14, of Jonesboro, pleads guilty, is ordered to Training School for indefinite term. Ja20, 1A: 2

Little Rock. Four women repub assaults F24, 3A: 3 Cardell Hunes, 17, gets 170 years in prison for kidnapping of Oak Grove family, rape of woman. Ap24, 12A: 1 Woman identifies John Herbert Kellensworth as man who raped and robbed her at her southwest Little Rock home. My7, 16A: 2 John Herbert Kellensworth Jr convicted, gets 60 year sentence; Michael Eugene Dean says he lied to give suspect an alibi. My8, 16A: 1 No perjury charges to be filed against Michael Eugene Dean or parents of Kellensworth for testimony. My9, 7A: 5 Rape of 8-year-old by her father. Je10, 5A: 8 John Richard Merrick sentenced to 40 years in prison for raping a 10-yr-old boy and sexually abusing two others. Je23, 6A: 1 Woman kills naked intruder in her home. Jy26, 3A: 1 Little Rock rape rate is high. Ag9, 6A: 6 Police charge John Steltler in sexual attack on 16-month-old girl. S14, 3A: 3 Odell Watson gets 40-year term in rape case. S18, 11A: 1 Little Rock boy, age 8, abducted sexually molested by man, then thrown into creek. S21, 9A: 1 John Herbert Kellensworth Jr, a convicted rapist, escaped when police car broke down near Hensley. D15, 2A: 3 Search for Kellensworth continues. D16, 1A: 4 Kellensworth found hiding in closet. D17, 1A: 2
Kellensworth pleads innocent to escape charge; bond raised D18,1A:3
See also
Prisons-Pulaski County Jail

... Pine Bluff
See also Pine Bluff
SEX EDUCATION
See also Education-Pulaski County--Curricula

SEXUAL HARASSMENT
See Women (gen)
SEXUAL PERVERSION
See Homosexuals
SHACKELFORD, LOTTIE
See also Welfare
SHADDOX, RALPH BURR
See also
Ark-Local Govt--Contracts

SHAKESPEARE OF ARKANSAS, INC
Fayetteville plant closing, moving to Japan and Korea where labor is cheaper; 185 to lose jobs Jy10,1A:2

SHANNO HILLS
Police Chief Gerald Baker and City Attorney Warren Webster fired by new City Council Ja3,3.A:4 City settles suit alleging violation of rights of Anthony Wayne Courtney by Police Dept F13.5A:1 Former police officers file $1.6 million defamation suit against Mayor Max Foster and 5 aldermen Mr3, 5A:7 Fight disrupts City Council meet Mr12,8A:1 Two officials resign My6,6A:6 Four former police officers not entitled to libel damages from city council, court rules 01,8A:1

SHARP COUNTY
Former County Judge Leslie Anderson loses appeal in bribery conviction Mr31,7A:6 County Judge Franklin Arnold and 6 JP's surrender after voting to defy a court order 014, 15A:1

SHAW, CLIFF
See also Athletics-Halls of Fame--Arkansas Hall of Fame

SHERIDAN
Growth continued in Sheridan and Grant County during 1980 Ja18,13G:4

SHERWOOD
See also Fires-Sherwood

SHESHUNOFF, VICTOR
See also Murders--Sheshunoff
SHILLING, ROY B. JR
See also Hendrix Coll

SHIPS AND SHIPPING
See also Antrim (Ship)

SHOOTINGS
Two Maumelle officers fired on; Incident was 3rd such shooting in recent weeks Ag24,6A:4
See also
Colleges-Crime--University of Ark at Fayetteville
Education--Little Rock--Crime Murders
Parks (gen)--Buffalo River Parks (gen)--Three Sisters Police ...

--Allgood, Ricky: 9 year old boy accidentally shot and killed by playmate, who hid body S8,12A:8 Jody Hudson, 9, was declared a delinquent, and his stepfather, Keith Reinhardt, charged with manslaughter for leaving loaded gun in home; Mrs Reinhardt charged with hindering apprehension S17,4A:1

--Herndon, Holly: Nationally ranked gymnast shot, seriously wounded, by robbers near Quigley Stadium in Little Rock 011,1A:5 Charles James Robinson and Steve Brown charged 015,2A:1 Bonds set at $75,000 017,1A:3

--Steifer, Albert Jr: Shreveport man shot to death during altercation with Lamar Vinson at Searcy S10,12A:5

--Thompson, Richard: Mr Thompson shot to death by Frank Fletcher Jarvis when Thompson broke into home; Thompson is former husband of Mrs Jarvis Ja9,9A:4 No charges to be filed in shooting death of Thompson F17,9A:1

--Yielding, James Bradley: Gunman killed in attempt to rob 9 hunters during poker game N25,1A:4 Six held, face charges in attempted robbery N26,15A:1

SHOPLIFTING
Article on efforts to halt shoplifting at McCain Mall Mr10,1B:2
SHORTER COLLEGE

Students voice complaints about conditions at college and adm of President John L. Phillips F6,8A:4
Officials confer with students on grievances F8,10A:1 Community Council formed to provide financial backing N12,8A:1 Federal Education Dept bills col for $458,000 auditors say was misspent between 1974 and 1978; audit details how money was used D12,1A:4 College gets extra time to prove funds not misspent D16,2A:2 Audit details show St Louis program graduated 65 although there were no facilities, no class schedules and only one staff member, who was holding down another full-time job D24,1A:5
See also
Colleges (gen)
Colleges-Accreditation--Shorter College
Colleges-Buildings (gen)
Colleges-Buildings--Shorter Coll
SHUFFIELD, PAUL D.
See also Hot Spring County
SILOAM SPRINGS
Sales tax struck down because Act 479 of 1979 is local legislation and is unconstitutional Ja27,4A:1 Vote to be held on a 1 pct sales tax F26,4A:4 Voters approve sales tax Mr25,3A:2
See also Dams-Frances Lake
SILVER
See also Metals and Minerals
SIMMONS, THOMAS W.
See also Murders--Tate
SIN
See Religion and Churches
SINGERS AND SINGING
See Music
SINGLES
See Marriages
Singleton, Charles Laverne
See also Murders--York
SINKHOLES
See Soil Subsidence
SKATING
See
Roller Skating

Skelton, Walter
See also
Bureaucratic Entanglement
Public Utilities
SLANDER
See Libel and Slander
Sloan, Eugene
Noted lawyer, civic leader at Jonesboro dies F15,4A:3
Smith, George Rose
See also Hobbies
Smith, Gerald L. K.
Gerry Smith, adopted son of Gerald L. K. Smith and Elma M. Smith Robe, files federal ct suit seeking property and alleging that Elma M. Smith Foundation and the Christian Nationalist Crusade violate their tax-exempt status S23,8C:8
Smith, Hay Watson
See also Evolution of Species
Smith, Herman B.
See also
University of Ark at Pine Bluff
Smith, PEG Newton
Mrs Smith to be honored for her work as a Little Rock historical activist, a fellow of the Museum of Science and History Ag13,lB:4
SMITH, Ray S. JR
See also
Education Board, Southern Regional
SMITH, W. R.
See also US-Small Business Adm
SMOKE AND SMOKERS
See Tobacco
SNOW AND SNOWSTORMS
See Weather
Snow, Silas D.
See also Colleges-Awards--University of Central Ark
SOCIAL JUSTICE, ARKANSAS PHYSICIANS FOR
See also Atomic Weapons
SOCIAL SECURITY (US)
Approval of President Reagan's proposal would mean reduction in special Social Security aid for 25,000 in Ark F26,1A:6 Senator David Pryor gives tentative approval to Reagan adm proposal on Social Security My13,3A:6
Over 1,500 Arkansans drawing Social
Security benefits have been cut off since they are not totally disabled; Medicare benefits also lost 01,1A:2
Baptist Medical Center and the city of Little Rock studying pullout from Social Security D13,8A:2
SOCIAL WORK
See Welfare
SOIL
See also Conservation
SOIL SUBSIDENCE
Residents along High Drive in South Little Rock worry about widening valley that appeared in 1978 My28, 1B:1
SOLAR ENERGY
Solar stores growing in Ark N25, 1B:4
SORORITIES AND FRATERNITIES
See Colleges-Fraternities
SOUTH AFRICA
See also
Ark-Finances--Government Bonds
SOUTH ARKANSAS TELEPHONE CO
See Telephones
SOUTHWALL, JARRELL
See also
Environment
Waste Materials
Water
SOUTHERN ARKANSAS UNIVERSITY
Bill Handy apptd to Board of Trustees by Gov Frank White Ja30,3A:3
Suit by 2 former students dropped after SAU agrees to give students a free hand in publications Jy29,6A:2
See also
Colleges-Curricula--Southern Ark
Colleges-Gifts--Southern Ark
Football-Colleges--Southern Ark
SOUTHERN ARKANSAS UNIVERSITY (EL DORADO)
See also Colleges-Buildings--Southern Ark Univ (El Dorado)
SOUTHERN ARKANSAS UNIVERSITY (SOUTHWEST TECHNICAL BRANCH)
Gov Frank White reappts Fairbanks B. Buffington to Advisory Bd Ap18, 8A:8
See also Colleges-Curricula--Southern Ark Univ (Southwest)
SOUTHERN BAPTIST COLLEGE
See also
Colleges-Gifts--Southern Bapt
SOUTHWEST ELECTRIC POWER CO
See also Waste Materials
SOUTHWESTERN BELL TELEPHONE CO
See Telephones
SOUTHWESTERN ELECTRIC POWER CO
See Electric Power and Light
SOYBEANS
Jack James, Bill Cunningham Jr, Dan Lambreth, C. B. Moery Jr and Donald Parker apptd to Soybean Production Board by Gov Frank White 015, 6A:5 Taiwan expects to buy $27.5 million worth of soybeans from Ark 021,5C:2
SPECIES, ORIGIN OF
See
Creation
Evolution of Species
SPEECH
Technique called tracheoesophageal punctures performed at University of Arkansas Medical Center restores speech Jy15,1B:4
Gov Frank White reappoints Wanda Zotti Kent, and Betty Ashley Horton to state Speech Pathologists and Audiologists Board; Linda Faulkner also named N18,26A:8
SPEED LIMITS AND SPEEDING
See Roads-Speed Limits
SPENCER, LLOYD
Former US Senator from Ark, prominent banker dies at Hope Ja5,1A:3
SPINE
--Diseases: Gov Bill Clinton names Montie D. Bailey to Spinal Cord Comm Ja7,12A:3 House passes bill (HB7) to give $500 state income tax credit to parents of spina bifida victims Ja21, 5A:1 Senate defeats bill on tax exemptions F3,5A:3 Donna McKay named to Spinal Cord Comm by Gov White F13, 6A:2
SPOCK, BENJAMIN
Dr and Mrs Spock arrested on White House lawn for refusal to end prayer vigil against cuts in federal spending Je3,11A:1
See also Missiles
SPORTS
See Athletics

SPRINGDALE
See also Education-Springdale

ST FRANCIS COUNTY
Voters defeat sales tax Ag19,4A:8

ST JOHN OF JERUSALEM, ORDER OF
See Lyon, George Cook

ST JOSEPH'S MERCY HOSPITAL (HOT SPRINGS)
See Medicine-Hospitals--Hot Springs

ST VINCENT INFIRMARY (LITTLE ROCK)
See Medicine-Hospitals--Little Rock

STADOLA, MARK A.
See also Democratic Party

STAMPS
See also Alan White Co

STATION HOUSE
T. Dale Alford Jr files $7 million suit against owners alleging he was deprived of interest in Rose and Thistle and other businesses Je25,7A:1

STEEL, DON
See Courts (Ark)-Circuit--District 9 West

STEELWORKERS OF AMERICA, UNITED
Five former employees of National Rejectors collect checks totalling $266,506 after court found union guilty of harassing them for crossing picket lines F18,8A:4

STEENBURGEN, MARY
See also Actors--Steenburgen, Mary

STEPHENS, INC
Firm has become owner of valuable collection of Chinese art through its subsidiary, Real Properties Inc, which was organized by Jackson T. Stephens and Vernon Giss; collection was imported by Two Winds USA, a company organized by Samuel L. Manatt Jr of Corning; Real Properties and Two Winds are in court over bank loan signed by Real Properties F19,1A:3

Jade and gold collection to be sold Ap8,1OA:1 Collection of Chinese gold and jade objects owned by Real Properties S1,4A:3

See also Stephens Overseas Services

STEPHENS, JACKSON T.
See also Colleges-Gifts--University of Ark at Fayetteville

Power (Social Sciences)
Stephens, Inc

STEPHENS OVERSEAS SERVICES
Former Small Business Adm Director A. Vernon Weaver to head Stephens Overseas Services, a Stephens, Inc subsidiary, which is moving to Washington Ja22,1OA:7

STEPHENS OVERSEAS SERVICES
Firm has become owner of valuable collection of Chinese art through its subsidiary, Real Properties Inc, which was organized by Jackson T. Stephens and Vernon Giss; collection was imported by Two Winds USA, a company organized by Samuel L. Manatt Jr of Corning; Real Properties and Two Winds are in court over bank loan signed by Real Properties F19,1A:3

Jade and gold collection to be sold Ap8,1OA:1 Collection of Chinese gold and jade objects owned by Real Properties S1,4A:3

See also Stephens Overseas Services

STEPHENS, JACKSON T.
See also Colleges-Gifts--University of Ark at Fayetteville

Power (Social Sciences)
Stephens, Inc

STEPHENS OVERSEAS SERVICES
Former Small Business Adm Director A. Vernon Weaver to head Stephens Overseas Services, a Stephens, Inc subsidiary, which is moving to Washington Ja22,1OA:7
STEPHENS, W. R. (WITT)
See also
Gas (Fuel)
Power (Social Sciences)
STEPPARENTS
See Families
STERLING STORES
Leon Weiss and Joe Flinsky retiring after working together 47 years Jan8, 5E:5
STILES, WILSON
See also Ark-History
STINNETT, ALFRED P.
See also Ouachita County
STIRITZ, WILLIAM PAUL
See also Ralston Purina Co
STOCKS AND BONDS
Governor Frank White names Lee Thalheimer as securities commissioner Feb13,6A:1
STONE COUNTY
Stone County Leader declarers mandated salary increases for county officials My24,13E:5
STORES, RETAIL
See Retail Stores
STORMS AND TORNADOES
High winds cause damage in Little Rock and southwest Ark Mr30,8A:6
Hall damage at Huntsville put at $350,000 My14,2A:7 State suffered little damage from dangerous system that moved across state spawning 8 funnel clouds My15,5A:1 Tornadoes and severe thunderstorms injure 5, cause heavy damage near Magnolia and Dumas My18,3A:1 Tornadoes and hail damage several areas of state My19, 1A:4 Thunderstorms, heavy rains and winds damage wide areas of state; youth drown at Fort Smith My30,7A:4 Rains and wind hit Little Rock; some buildings flooded Jyl,1A:6 Little Rock hit by severe storm; 25,000 customers lose AP&L service Jy22,1A:3 Severe thunderstorms move across state Jy22,3A:7 Storms, hail reported across state Jy26,7A:4 Southern Saline County area suffers damage, some homes destroyed by high winds 018,9A:6
STRAWN, JAMES W.
See also Little Rock-Historic Houses
STREETT, JULIAN D.
See also University of Ark
STRESS (PHYSIOLOGY)
Stress on working women discussed Ag9,1D:1
STRIKES
See Labor-Strike
STROMAN, LOUIS
See also Brockwood Corp
STUEART, SAM
See also Education (gen)--Finances Education (gen)--Teachers--- Salaries
STUTTGART
Stuttgart City Council approves Act 9 bond issue, but issuance may be illegal because Mayor Leonard Cash is part owner of firm F19,7A:7 Complaint alleges city uses bias in providing services in black areas Ag15, 9A:4
SUICIDES AND SUICIDE ATTEMPTS
Part of body hanged on tree found in woods near Hot Springs D27,5A:5 Body is that of a young American Indian; suicide ruled cause of death D29,4A:2
SUITS AND CLAIMS AGAINST GOVERNMENT
See also Ark-Local Govt--Suits and Claims Ark-Suits and Claims
SUITS AND CLAIMS BY GOVERNMENT
See also US-Suits and Claims by Govt
SUNBELT RESEARCH COALITION
See US-Economic Conditions
SUNDAY OBSERVANCE
House gets bill (HB561) to void "blue laws" F5,4A:3 Another bill (HB595) would simply void current law on Sunday sales; HB561 would still ban sales on Sunday morning F6,4A:7 Gazette calls for modification or repeal of blue law F18,18A:1 House Judiciary panel refuses to back HB561 F19,12A:3 Searcy City Council repeals law closing grocery stores on
SUNDAY OBSERVANCE 1981

TAXATION

Sunday My14,10C:3 Firms in Little Rock accused of selling on Sundays My22,7C:8 Little Rock area stores ordered to follow state's blue law until court hearing Je10,5A:1 Letter writer sees blue law as unconstitutional Je21,13E:1 Five Little Rock-area businessmen who won injunction will not risk bond Je25,3A:1 Lack of bond funds, risk, cited in decision on Little Rock case Jy4,8A:2 Blue law causes beclam, defendants tell court S15,5A:1 State's 1965 blue law upheld by Chancellor David Bogard in case filed by Little Rock merchants S25,1A:7 Blue laws ruled valid; attorneys for Little Rock and North Little Rock did not expect trial S30,14A:1 Editorial on ruling 04,13E:4 Request rejected to seek closing order for Pulaski County department stores that open on Sunday D12,4A:3

SUNSET LAWS AND LEGISLATION

Bill filed in house to repeal Sunset Law Ja14,3A:1 House Bill 14 260 would repeal laws Ja22,7A:4 House approves HB260 to repeal the "Sunset Law" (Act 100, 1977) Mr3,4A:7

SURGERY AND SURGEONS

Severed hand of Fayetteville man reattached in 17 hours of surgery at University Hospital Ag1,9A:1 Thumb will be lost from reattached hand Ag7,9A:3 Saline County jury awards $4,070,000 to Georgia Hutchinson in damage suit against Little Rock Anesthesia Services and Alrco, Inc; case grew out of brain damage suffered during operation S18,11A:1

SUSKIE, JOHN T.

See also US-Housing and Urban Development Dept

SUTTON, EDDIE

See also Colleges-Teachers (gen)

SUTTON, LESLIE PARR

See also Books

SWAMPS

See also Wetlands

SWANK, INC

Firm to open plant at Market Tree to produce leather wallets Ag28,5C:3

SWAREK, TOMMY

See also US-Small Business Adm

SWIMMING

College

University of Ark at Fayetteville: US open swimming record for the 200-yard medley relay now belongs to UAF F14,16C:2 Karen Gorham captures natl diving championship Mr20,5C:3

SWINDLER, JOHN EDWARD

See Murders--Basnet

SYNTHETIC GAS

See Gas (Fuel)

SYSTEMATICS, INC

Computer firm to build $35 million complex at Little Rock Ja11,5E:1 Little Rock becoming a bank computer center because of Systematics Ja18,5G:1 Banking deregulation helps Little Rock firm to broaden its markets Ag23,1E:1

TACKETT, BOYD

See also Legal Profession

TANNER, GEORGE

See also Education (gen)--Curricula

TATOM, SAM

See also Police

TATUM, BILLY JOE

See also Books--Tatum

TATUM, TOMMY

See also Morrilton

TAVERNS

See

Restaurants, Bars and Night Clubs

TAXATION

Arkansas ranks last in tax burden and 49th in tax effort Fl2,16A:1 Arkansas laws do not penalize married couples on income taxes Mr7,18:2 Governor Frank White vetoes HB84 which would have raised tax liability threshold for estimated taxes Ap1,10A:4
Franchise Tax. State franchise taxes not paid by 6,800 firms Jel2, 7A:1

Income Tax. Bill in Legis would have state treat capital gains or losses the same way Internal Revenue Service does Jel3,2A:6 House Bill 743 would grant $50 state income tax rebate for elderly persons whose income is under $5,000 Fl4,4A:5 House approves HB252 to increase to $300 the amt of interest on savings accts that is exempt from income tax Mr12, 18A:2 Senator Dale Bumpers joins Sen Edward M. Kennedy to offer federal income tax plan that benefits lower income taxpayers Jy17,1A:4 Senator Dale Bumpers tells Senate that Reagan income tax plan helps the rich; Sen David Pryor may support Pres Jy23, 2A:5 Bumpers-Kennedy tax cut bill defeated, 76 to 22 Jy24,3A:1 Pressure applied to try to secure vote of Beryl Anthony for tax cuts proposed by Pres Reagan Jy27,3A:4 Arkansas Congressional delegation swamped with calls urging support of President Reagan on tax cut Jy29,1A:8 Beryl Anthony, Bill Alexander and Dale Bumpers vote against President's tax plan Jy30,1A:7 Gazette commends Beryl Anthony for his vote Jy31,18A:1 Senator Dale Bumpers votes against Reagan tax cut plan; Senator David Pryor did not vote Ag4,1A:2 Dale Bumpers defends his vote against tax cut, notes good aspects Ag16,3A:4 Beryl Anthony says his vote against Reagan tax plan will not hurt his reelection chances; Anthony says it is his responsibility to use his judgement even though poll showed dist favored Reagan plan Ag18,5A:6

See also

Blood Texarkana

Real Estate and Other Property. Assessment of all counties certified as meeting legal ratios; 11st (by county) Jel1,10A:1 Bill by Senator Stanley Russ calls for payment of property taxes same year they are assessed Jel8,15A:3 Senate bill (SB25) would refund taxes paid by elderly homeowners for improvement district assessments Jel4,3A:1 Senate passes SB40 to allow Quorum Cts to apply to the state to pay for court-ordered statewide reappraisals Ja30,11A:3 Senate passes SCR 13 asking for challenge of efforts by Congress to pre-empt state taxing authority on railroads and other common carriers Fl4,4A:2 House defeats SB40 which would have appropriated $20 million to help local govts pay for reappraisal F4,4A:7 House adopts SB40 to provide $23 million to help counties with assessment costs F7,5A:1 Governor Frank White signs SB40 (Act 48, 1981) to provide $20 million to assist counties Fl2,3A:4 Bill in House (HB697) would require payment of property taxes by July 1 of year property is assessed Fl2,7A:2 Editorial says passage of bill on collection in year of assessment would mean millions of dollars for local govts from property owners who now escape payment Fl3,18A:1 Attorney Gen Steve Clark rules Legislature not required to implement or pay for property reappraisal F17,6A:5 Senate approves SB17 for collection same year taxes are assessed F20,4A:2 Governor Frank White signs SB387 (Act 247, 1981) to assure funds for court-ordered reappraisal F28,7A:5 House passes HB697 to require payment of taxes within 30 days of assessment Mr3,4A:7 House passes SB17 requiring payment same year as assessed Mr4, 5A:6 Gazette calls for passage of HB697, which calls for payment in year assessed; bill allows quick implementation Mr4,14A:1 Senate passes SB17 calling for payment same yr assessed Mr10,3A:2 House passes HB649 which would implement Amdt 59
to the state Constitution Mr10,4A:2 Senate passes HB649 to implement Amdt 59 Mr11,4A:2 Senate approves HB697 for payment of tax same yr assessed Mr18,3A:2 House passes SB17 for payment same yr assessed; bill will not be effective before 1986 Mr19,3A:1 Legls also passes HB697 calling for payment same yr assessed, with effective date of 1982 Mr19,3A:1 Report shows major firms in state to pay more in property taxes as result of 1980 law revamping assessment procedures Mr19,4A:1 Governor White signs HB649 (Act 846, 1981) to implement provisions of Amdt 59 to the state Constitution Mr31,7A:1 Governor White signs SB17 (Act 927, 1981) to require payment of taxes same year assessed; 10 years may be needed for full implementation Ap1,4A:5 Governor White vetoes HB697, which would have implemented same-year payment in 1982 for all property owners Ap1,4A:5 Gazette says Gov White signed a scrap of paper, vetoed real tax reform in collection Ap3,18A:1 Railroads file suit challenging taxes assessed by state Ap21,9C:1 Advisory group to Gov Frank White opposes tax payment same year assessed, proposes other ways to reduce delinquency Jy8,15A:1 Attorney Gen Steve Clark and 12 railroads settle suit on property assessment Jy31,1A:5 State official says millage rollback after reassessment is working as expected Jy31,13A:1 Assessment ratios listed by county Ag1,7A:1 Pulaski Tax Assessor puts formerly tax-exempt property on books Ag7,5A:1 Steve Clark defends his settlement with railroads on tax due Ag8,10A:3 Pulaski County assessments pass $1 billion for first time Ag9,1A:4 Pulaski Equalization Board refuses to ask for reassessment of property since one has been ordered for 1984 S10,1A:5 Court orders use of new assessment manuals in Hot Spring, Ouachita and Pope Counties S30,13A:6 Pope County reassessment finds hundreds of homes and bldg additions not on tax books D16,10A:1 See also Education (gen)--Finances Homestead Exemption Laws Trailers (Auto) ... Sales Tax. House fails to pass HB649 which would have helped end avoidance of payment of tax on property sales Mr12,18A:2 J. Bill Becker says AFL-CIO may not fight rise in sales tax if food is exempted Ag11,4A:4 Only 10 of 27 cities and counties that have voted this summer have approved sales tax Ag28,18A:1 Court upholds validity of Act 133 of 1981, which allows city votes on sales tax 021,10C:6 Senate amends city sales tax act N20,7A:3 Senate passes bill revising county sales tax law N21,12A:1 See also Agricultural Machinery Alcohol As Fuel Alcoholism Ark-Elections--Governor Ark-Finances--Budgets Ark-Local Govt--Finances Benton Cabot Caddo Valley Camden Carroll County Chicot County Clarendon Cleburne County Conway Crittenden County DeWitt Eureka Springs Fort Smith Garland County Greene County Hughes Jefferson County Lake Village Lee County Little Rock-Finances Madison County McGehee Mena
TAXATION
-Sales Tax

See also (Con't)
Mid America Museum
Monticello
Mountain Home
North Little Rock
Oil (Petroleum)
Osceola
Phillips County
Pulaski County-Finesces
Railroads
Rogers
Sebastian County
Siloam Springs
St Francis County
Television-Cable TV
Texarkana
Washington County

Severance Tax. Gazette discusses low severance tax in ArkJa25,2E:1
Editorial discusses reluctance of
Legis to pass severance taxes and Gov
Frank White's failure to support in-
creases S17,10A:1 Severance taxes
below 5 neighboring states, Legis-
lative Joint Audit Com told S11,2A:2
Governor Frank White and Sheffield
Nelson agree increase in severance
tax needed; costs are passed on to
consumers S12,2A:2

See also
Coal
Gas (Fuel)
Wood and Wood Products

Tax Evasion and Disputed Returns
Note: Articles entered here in-
clude all aspects of disputed tax
matters

--Hutson, George: George Hutson,
81, jailed for refusal to pay $3
ambulance tax bill at Carlisle D4,
1A:3 Hutson remains defiant; Judge
Svoboda says he will be sent back to
jail and a lien may be placed on his
property D5,1A:8 Family friend pays
Hutson's tax D17,8A:1

--Jones, Guy H. Sr: Federal Judge
Elsljane Trimble Roy orders Jones to
turn over his income and bank records
for 1972 to the Internal Revenue
ServiceJa30,12A:4 Jones obeys court
order, turns over records F25,10A:8

Mr and Mrs Jones sue federal govt for
over $7,000 they say is due them in
refunds Ap15,6A:5 Cartoon of resi-
idents of Old Guard Rest Home en-
couraging Jones in his fight with IRS
Ap17,18A:3

--Kane, David R: IRS decision that
Kane owes $380,000 in back taxes ap-
pealed 029,11A:1

--Leggett, William Edward: Mr and
Mrs Leggett charged with filing
numerous false tax returns to receive
refunds Mr25,9A:8 Legetts sentenced
for fraud My9,8A:6

--Lynch, Claude Earl Jr: Osceola
lawyer pleads guilty to tax evasion
Mr3,4A:6

--White, Jack:
See also Farmers Cooperative of
Arkansas and Oklahoma

Tax Exemption. Gazette warns that
loading bills with sales tax ex-
emptions does not mean Frank White
will not sign them F28,10A:1 State
could lose $30 million a yr in tax
collections should various exemption
bills pass Legis Mr5,5A:1 Editorial
points out problems that will follow
sales tax exemptions enacted by Legis
this yr Mr10,10A:1 Senate approves
study of impact on state taxes of ex-
emptions granted this session Mr13,
8C:1 New exemptions to cost state
millions in revenue; list of current
 exemptions and their cost in revenue
losses Mr14,4A:1 Article reviews tax
exemptions and reductions granted by
1981 Legislature Ap24,4A:1 State
loses $202 million per year in ex-
emptions S17,10A:7

See also
Aerospace Industry
Agricultural Machinery
Alcohol as Fuel
Ark-Local Govt--Finances
Colleges-Pensions
Education (gen)--Private and
Sectarian
Entertainment and Amusements
Homestead Exemption Laws
Pensions and Retirement
TAXATION

-Tax Exemption

See also (Con't)
Poultry
Public Utilities
Railroads
Spine-Diseases
Taxation-Income Tax
Textiles
Watches and Clocks

TAXICABS AND TAXICAB DRIVERS
Two cab companies at Little Rock to close; owner blames city D29,1A:3

TAYLOR BAY
See also Water

TAYLOR, DIANE
See also Poetry and Poets

TAYLOR, HUGH
See also Athletics-Halls of Fame

TAYLOR, LARRY
See also Medicine-Hospitals---Little Rock---Baptist

TEACHERS, AMERICAN FEDERATION OF
See
Education-Little Rock---Employees
Education-Little Rock---Teachers---Unions

TEACHERS, PUBLIC SCHOOL
See Education---Teachers

TEAMSTERS, CHAUFFEURS, WAREHOUSEMEN AND HELPERS OF AMERICA, INTERNAIONAL BROTHERHOOD OF
See

Arkansas Lighthouse for the Blind

TELEPHONES AND TELEPHONE COMPANIES
Out of court settlement reached in suits growing out of explosion of Arkansas Western Gas Co line that destroyed Boone County Telephone Co in 1979 Ja18,10A:1 Southwestern Bell discusses plans for 1981 Ja18,8G:1 Public Service Comm accepts settlement that allows Allied Telephone Co to receive $33,583 more in charges Ja22,4A:4 Court upholds revocation of franchise of Redfield Telephone Co Ja31,4C:7 Redfield Telephone Co seeks franchise reinstatement Mr28,3A:1 Southwestern Bell to build 45 mile glass fiber cable between Little Rock and Pine Bluff; line will be longest in the nation Mr28,4A:2

Allied Telephone Co seeks Act 9 bond issue for new headquarters bldg at Little Rock Ap15,10C:1 Gazette comments on Allied request for Act 9 bonds Ap18,10A:1 Southwestern Bell begins PSC arguments for $62.1 million rate increase My6,3A:1 Southwestern Bell says it needs 25-cent charge for pay phones My8,7A:1 PSC analyst testifies dime is sufficient for pay call My9,7A:1 Consultant blasts SW Bell pricing of equipment My13,14A:5 Witness criticizes study by SW Bell on pay phone use My14,13A:1 Ruling says PSC cannot force a phone firm to serve a rural Scott County area My20,5A:1 General Telephone customers complain to PSC about service, new rates Je10,9A:1 Public Service Comm seeks explanation from its quality of service div for positive rept on General Telephone when thousands of complaints have been made Je11,10C:5

Rate hearing on General Telephone to be reopened Je12,13A:5 Continental Telephone gets rate increase Je12,9C:8 General Telephone Co says it needs $6.2 rate increase to keep its bond rating Jy8,5A:1 Competition forces Bell Telephone to adjust Ag2,1E:4 Southwestern Bell gets $41.4 million rate increase Ag7,1A:2 Editorial on increase for SW Bell Ag11,8A:1 Firms seek higher fee for phone installations Ag25,3A:1 Article on Prairie Grove Telephone Co S6,1F:2 Southwestern Bell closing offices in 13 towns S18,7C:1 State Supreme Ct rules PSC has power to revoke franchise of Redfield Telephone Co S29,5C:6 Allied Telephone Co and Boone County Telephone Co seek to merge into firm to be called Allied of Arkansas $30,13A:2 PSC allows higher charge for installing phones 02,6A:2 Redfield Telephone Co bought by South Arkansas Telephone Co N3,3A:4

See also
Ark-Gove Employees
Sales and Salesmen

TELETEYPE CORP
Plant at Little Rock to lay off 275 workers Mr21,1A:8
TELEVISION AND RADIO

Radio buff A. Hall Allen recalls radio in the 1920s Mr31,2B:1 Article on work of Rand Hopkins in Hollywood TV production; Hopkins had successful career with Arkansas Arts Center Children's Theater Ap12,1F:2

See also Athletics-Colleges--University of Ark at Fayetteville

Cable TV, bill in Legis (SB35) would levy sales tax on cable TV charges and installation fees Ja5,15A:1 Articles on arrival of cable TV at Little Rock Ap26,1F:4 Ap27,1B:2 Ap28,1B:2 Ap29,1B:2 Churches in Little Rock organizing to present cable TV programs Ag2,1F:5 Managers of Little Rock stations watchful but unafraid of cable TV Ag23,1F:2

Noncommercial. House passes funds bill to correct interference with commercial TV reception by AETN station near Mountain View Ja7,4A:1 Governor White signs bill to correct Mountain View problem F3,5A:6 Article on KZIG, the educational radio station operated by Cave City schools F26,2B:1 Article on work of Christian Media Network in providing family-oriented programs and local religious services Mr30,1B:2 Governor White appoints Dewey W. Snowden and Mrs Faye DiMassimo to Educational Television Comm Ap17,8A:5

See also Colleges-Curricula Programs. Arkansas Radio Network denies it grants exclusive right to Catholic Diocese of Little Rock for religious news feed Ja31,6A:3 Moral Majority of Ark joins Coalition for Better Television to monitor programs for profanity, violence and sex F5,1A:8 Gayle Windsor Jr suggests Moral Majority study sex and violence in the Bible F11,16A:3 Crew of "Ultra Quiz" comes to Little Rock, where a winner blasts show as humiliating, walks off 06,1B:4

Stations

--Little Rock: Suit by Wall Mohammed alleges radio station KOKY biased against blacks and Islamic groups Ja9,9A:3 Jury awards $125,000 in damages to KLRA in lawsuit against KSSN Ap29,3A:6 Judge dismisses suit by KLRA radio against KSSN radio over proposed sale My6,7A:1 KATV lays off 18, demotes several other staff members; Dale Nicholson says action not related last week's vote by engineering dept to join a union Jy22,4A:4 Petition by Teleco for UHF Channel 16 at Little Rock is denied Ag30,8A:1

--Russellville: Complaint of sex, race and religious bias filed by Amelia Baker against radio station KARV is dismissed by federal judge Ja7,8C:8

TENANT AND LANDLORD

See Housing--Rents and Renting

TEXAS OIL AND GAS CO

See Gas (Fuel)

TEXTBOOKS

See also Education--Textbooks

TEXTILES

State Supreme Ct rules fibers other than cotton are included in Amendment 12 to the state constitution which exempts such manufacturers from taxation for a period of 7 yrs; ruling came in Scott Paper Co case Ap14,5A:4
to build $15 million plant at Arkadelphia that will employ 600. Governor Frank White formally announces Textron plans. Plant does not use Act 9 bonds, will pay taxes; worker training program of AIDC was factor in Arkadelphia location. Governor formally announces Texton plans.

THACH, JOHN S.
Arkansas native who became a Navy hero in World War II dies.

See also:
Aviation Hall of Fame, Arkansas

THALHEIMER, LEE

See also Stocks and Bonds

THEATER
Article on musical "Jonah" written by Arkansan Frank Gordon.
Article on Back Porch Players from Stuttgart.

THEATER, ARKANSAS CHILDREN'S
Lack of funds and facilities forces end to Arkansas Children's Theater.

THOMAS, CHARLES
See also Ouachita River

THOMAS, SHIRLEY J.
See also Commerce

THOMPSON, REED W.
See also North Little Rock

THOMPSON, W. H.
State Rep found dead of apparent heart attack in Capitol Hill Apt.

THORNCROWN CHAPEL
Chapel at Eureka Springs is first structure in Ark to win an American Institute of Architects award.

THORNTON, RAY
See also: Ark-Elections--Governor
Arkansas State Univ
Colleges (gen)
Colleges--Budgets and Finance
Colleges--Teachers--Arkansas State University

Education (gen)
Education (gen)--Curricula
Watergate Affair

TICKS

 See also Rocky Mountain Spotted Fever
Tularemia

TIMBER
See Wood and Wood Products

TIMEX CORP
Sex bias suit filed against firm.

See also Watches and Clocks

TITAN MINING CO
See also Coal

TITAN MISSILES
See Missiles

TOBACCO, TOBACCO PRODUCTS AND SMOKERS
Arkansas House of Representatives debates resolution to ban smoking in House chamber.
Ban on smoking in House chamber fails by 6 votes.

Law banning cigarette vending by out-of-state firms overturned by state Supreme Ct.

TOMATOES
See Fruit and Vegetables

TONEY, JOHN D.
See also Real Estate

TORNADOES
See Storms

TOTAL HEALTH SERVICES CLINIC
See Medicine and Health (gen)

TOURISM
See Travel and Resorts

TOWNLEY, JIMMY DON
See also Education (gen)--Curricula

TRACK AND FIELD

College
--Arkansas Tech Univ: Joe Bob Wise wins high jump title at NAIA championships at Houston.

--Harding: AIC title won by Bisons.

My3,1B:1 Bisons win 11th straight AIC cross country championship.

6C:3
TRACK AND FIELD 1981 TROUT

--University of Ark at Fayetteville: Razorbacks win Southwest Conf Indoor Track championship F21,1C:1
Razorbacks win 8th consecutive SWC cross country title N3,1C:7
interscholastic. Winners of state titles My18,3C:1
TRADING STAMPS
See Premiums

TRAFFIC
See Roads

TRAILERS (AUTO) AND TRAILER CAMPS
Senate passes SB221 to classify mobile homes as real property so elderly persons can qualify for state income tax rebate F3,2A:5 Governor Frank White signs SB221 (Act 113, 1981) F20,4A:5 State Senate passes act defining a mobile home permanently attached to the owner's property as a house N23,3A:3 Governor White signs new law D2,2A:5

TRAILS
Arkansas Trails Council paving way for 500-mile backpacking trail through the Ozarks Ja30,1B:1 Article on Prairie Creek Jogging Trail at Russellville Mr20,1B:3 Trails to receive greater emphasis by Parks Dept Jy18,5A:6 Article on routes of Ouachita Trail and Ozark Highlands Trail Ag23,4B:2

TRANSIT SYSTEMS
Senate approves SB309 to allow public transit systems to form transit authorities with power to issue revenue bonds and form improvement dists F20,4A:2 House passes SB309 to allow cities, counties and school dists to join together to form public transit systems and finance them through revenue bonds F28,5A:2

Fayetteville, Ozark Transit System at Fayetteville provides city service Mr18,6B:1

Little Rock, Central Arkansas Transit gets $3,160,000 federal grant for 30 new buses My28,1A:2

TRANSPORTATION
Governor Frank White appts John Allen to the Transportation Comm My2,2A:3

TRANSPORTATION (Con't)
See also
Buses
Transit Systems
Trucks and Trucking Industry
TRAPPING
See Wildlife

TRAVEL, RESORTS AND TOURISM
Tourism keeps rising in Ark Ja18,10A:1 Wal Mart Stores and Coca Cola to help push campaign encouraging residents to vacation in Ark Ap16,7C:4 Comprehensive guide to vacation and travel in Ark My10,1G:1 Coca Cola to encourage Arkansans to vacation in state My28,6C:6 Eureka Springs filled with summer tourists Jyl2,1F:5

TREES
Cabot hopes to be designated as a 'Tree City USA' because of all the trees it is planting Ja26,1B:5 Cabot named 'Tree City USA' F8,8A:4 Cutting of historic cypress tree near Pocahontas upsets residents Ap24,8C:6 Low survival rate halts planting of walnut trees along Interstate 40 in eastern Ark Je24,18:2

See also Forests and Forestry

TRESPASS
House Bill 959 declares that anyone using force to defend his home or property against intruders would be legally presumed to have acted properly in the absence of conflicting evidence Mr5,12A:1 House passes HB959 Mr12,18B:2 Governor White signs HB92 (Act 712, 1981) Mr26,4A:1

See also Agriculture-Real Estate

TRIALS
See
Prisons-Arkansas State
Sex Crimes

TRICE, ED
See also Education-Texarkana

TROTTER, SCOTT C.
See also
Electric Power and Light

TROUT
See
Wildlife--Fish
Legislature gets bills on truck weights; White lobbies for increase, Highway Dept Director Henry Gray is critical F13,1A:8 Article by Riceland Foods President James L. Mason supports weight increase F13, 19A:1 Editorial on subsidizing the big trucks through higher weight limits F12,2E:1 Editorials on truck-weights F15,3E:5 Cartoon shows "Daniel Boone" White leading band of pioneers (trucks) through Arkansaw Gap F17,8A:3 House panel gives "do pass" to truck weight bill (HB712) F18,1A:2 House Bill 777 would increase fines for speeding trucks carrying over 64,000 lbs and HB779 would increase fines for overloads; part of money would go for highways F18,2A:4 The Forward Arkansas Committee, which supports higher truck weights, announces support of bills in Legs it says will produce $58 million; Highway Director Henry Gray disagrees F19,1A:2 Test vote in House prompts withdrawal of truck weight bills (SB712, SB392) F20,1A:5 Gov Frank White says truckers and shippers are best judges of what fees they can and should pay F21,3A:1 Article on pulling down of truck weight bill and its meaning F22,1E:1 Cartoon shows Pot Hole Pete's Garage supporting higher truck weights F22, 2E:3 Editorial on Frank White's claim that increased weights would benefit consumers F2,3E:1 Article explores problems of increased weights F22,3E:5 Weight bill will not cut rates, executive says F23, 3A:2 Gazette attacks Gov White's concept of taxation in asking a special interest group how much it wants to pay F23,8A:1 Industry supports ton-mile tax, but Henry Gray says it would not produce nearly enough revenue F24,1A:2 Shippers come up with different revenue plan F25,7A:1 Supporters of Highway Dept introduce bill (HB896) calling for a vote by the people on increased weight F26,1A:2 Remarks by Gov White
on damage in other states not accurate, Henry Gray says F26,2A:4 Senate adds fee increase to Senate Bill 392, which means 27 votes required for passage; backers say measure killed F27,1A:8 Gazette asks what could be fairer than a referendum on truck weights F27,16A:1 Governor White to leave fate of truck bill to coalition of truckers and shippers that support it, explains statement that proponents should determine what they pay F28,1A:8 Coalition yields on weight bill at next session of Legis Je5,20A:1 Governor Frank White tells study comm that Ark now is an island on truck limits Je9,8A:3 Higher weight limit backed by AIDC Je9,2A:4 Farmers, poultry officials and timbermen plead for 80,000-pound limit Jyl,1A:S Commission on weight increase taken aback by figure of $153 million needed to keep roads in shape; Governor White laughs at proposal Jyl0,1A:6 Articlen describes probable scenario when truck weight limit is increased Jyl2,9E:1 Raymond A. Pritchett says $153 million figure likely is too low to meet highway needs Jy23,1A:6 Study comm adopts 80,000-pound weight limit, lists proposals for increase of $106 million a year in revenues, with trucking indus paying $30 million Jy24,1A:5 Gazette says study commission recommendations are irresponsible, will take $33 million from education, health and corrections and charge nearly all of $75 million extra costs to small trucks and cars which do little damage to roads Jy26, 10E:1 Governor Frank White says call for $106 million is too high Jy28, 1A:2 

Study panel splits again, back where it was months ago Agl3,1A:2
Weight limits in Ark costing jobs, Teamsters Union says Ag18,8C:5 Ton-mile tax to be proposed by Highway Comm Ag20,1A:2 Editorials on truck weights Ag23,13E:2 Truck weight study panel splits; majority report recommends ton-mile tax Ag27,4A:1

Highway Comm Raymond A. Pritchett accuses truck interests of putting themselves before the interests of the people Ag29,1A:3 Panel was split from beginning, Earl M. Jones Jr says Ag30,16A:1 Minority report from study panel denounces ton-mile tax S5,4A:2 Bridges on most highways in Ark cannot handle 80,000-pound loads S11,9A:1 Governor Frank White says Henry Gray can continue to issue special permits for 80,000-pound loads after June; Gray says he cannot do so because law expires then S12,2A:6 Editorials on study reports S13,11E:5 Missouri firm files federal suit challenging state law allowing Ark firms to carry 80,000-pound loads S16,1A:2

Majority and minority reports of the Truck Weight Study Comm presented to legis panels S18,1A:2 Don Allen, spokesman for the Arkansas Poultry Federation, critical of Gov White's decision not to call Legis into session S18,2A:6 Governor Frank White supports minority report plan proposed by truckers which calls for $20 million increase in diesel fuel tax and truck license fees S23,1A:6 Truckers by-passing Ark because of weight limits S24,2A:8 Governor Frank White says ant truckers are willing to pay sounds reasonable to him S27,12E:1 Springdale News comments on the truck weight case S27,13E:6

Weight Increase advocates hope for another chance in special session of Legis N5,1A:6 Special session of Legis to consider weight increase N6,1A:8 Gov Frank White endorses minority report of Study Comm, which calls for truckers to pay $20 million N7,1A:6 James Branyan, AHC Chmn, critical of Gov White's decision N7,1A:6 Henry Gray says he has votes in Senate to block higher truck weight N10,1A:3 Bill Clinton supports increased weights N15,9A:2 Weight bill gets off to slow start N17,1A:7 Senate panel approves bill to allow heavier trucks; shippers will not compromise on increase in funds N18,1A:6 Gazette says new bill worse than one Legis rejected N18,30A:1

House panel approves weight bill N19,1A:2 State Highway Dept may seek referendum if limit raised without funds to repair roads N19,12A:6 Both sides of weight issue prepare bills N20,7A:2 Weight increase proposal suffers setback when House panel refuses to approve raise in diesel fuel tax N21,1A:5 Governor White says he would not mind vote on weight bill without financing proposal N21,1A:7 Cartoon shows Gov White driving 80,000-lb truck, while Jim Guy Tucker and Bill Clinton thumb ride N22,10E:3 Senate adjourns to avoid vote on weight increase without funds increase AHD says it needs N24,1A:4

Weight increase bill clears House, runs into trouble in Senate N25,1A:2 House roll call vote on weight increase N25,3A:8 Weight Increase bill sinks in Senate, is referred to Interim panel N26,1A:5 James A. Branyan says defeat of weight bill saved highways D18,30A:3 Effort by Wayne Daniel Truck to increase weight limit rejected by Federal Judge G. Thomas Eisele D23,1A:6

See also
- Roads-Speed Limits
- Vehicles

TUCKER, JIM GUY

See also
- Ark-Elections--Governor
- Capital Punishment
- Credit
- Education (gen)--Curricula
- Education (gen)--Student Conduct
- Prisons-Arkansas State
- Public Utilities

TULAREMIA

Arkansas leads US in rabbit fever
TULAREMIA 1981
UNITED STATES

- Army -

cases Ap24,6A:1 Two deaths blamed on tick-borne disease Ag7,10A:1
TULIO (ROBERTO) FAMILY
Stuttgart family has 7 children in college Ja19,6B:1
TULLIS, BOBBY
See also Ark-Politics and Govt
TURKEY TROT FESTIVAL
See Festivals--Turkey Trot
TURQUOISE
See Metals and Minerals
TWIN RIVERS MEDICAL CENTER
See Medicine-Hospitals--Arkadelphia
TWO WINDS USA
See also Stephens, Inc
TYSON FOODS, INC
Article on leadership of Don Tyson that has built firm to giant in industry $13,1E:4

- U -

UNDERTAKERS
See Funerals
UNEMPLOYMENT
See Labor-Unemployment
UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE AND COMPENSATION
House Committee refuses to pass HB99 to allow persons receiving retirement or pension benefits to also draw unemployment compensation Ja27, 3A:6 Senate approves SB228 to help get state unemployment insurance fund back in the black; maximum benefits would be frozen F4,4A:1 House passes HB427 to revise unemployment compensation laws F5,1A:2 Board of Review Director Jane Miller finds heavy backlog of cases; Governor replaced all three members despite request from AFL-CIO that they be retained F5,4A:1 House adopts SB228 F7,5A:2 Arkansas Court of Appeals rules that a self-employed person is not eligible for unemployment benefits even if his business is doing poorly and he is seeking employment F19,10A:1 Governor White vetoes HB102 which would have required that compensation pay for retired veterans not be reduced by amount of their pensions Mr27,3A:3 Court rules that employees who resign after being given choice of resignation or being fired are entitled to unemployment benefits S3,10A:1
UNION COUNTY
Bias against blacks alleged in suit by American Civil Liberties Union Je4,11A:1 Hiring record of blacks is good, attorney says Je5,6A:1 Voters approve sales tax Ag19,4A:8
UNION LIFE INSURANCE CO
Firm to be purchased by Hunt Oil Company's Winona Financial Life Insurance Co; no major changes planned Jy7,1A:2 Hunt Oil agrees to pay $68 million to acquire Little Rock-based firm Ag18,7A:1 Ray L. Hunt visits company his firm recently bought at Little Rock 08,15A:1

- UNION MEDICAL CENTER -
See Medicine-Hospitals--El Dorado
UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS
US Senator Dale Bumpers says US sanctions against the USSR will have little effect D31,1A:7 Rep Beryl Anthony Jr supports sanctions against USSR over affairs in Poland D31,4A:8 See also Agriculture
UNIONS
See Labor-Unions
UNITARIAN UNIVERSALIST CHURCH
See also Education (gen)--Curricula
UNITED STATES
Agricultural Extension Service.
See University of Ark (Agricultural Extension Service)
Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service. Clifton Clark to head state office Je5,11A:1
Air Force
See US Armament--Air Force
Army
See US Armament--Army
Atorneys
See US-Justice Dept
Budget
See US-Finances--Budget
Congress
--Arab Scam Operation: Senator
David Pryor expresses concern about
method used to obtain evidence
against Senator Harrison A. Williams
Jr in Abscam case Jy16,10A:3
Congress (Arkansas Delegation).
Bill Alexander, Ed Bethune and David
Pryor take foreign junkets Jy5,3A:6
Senators Dale Bumpers and David Pryor
get average rating from Americans for
Democratic Action Ja9,16A:1 Beryl
Anthony heads for tour of Japan and
China Jy7,22A:4 Gazette comments on
ADA ratings of Ark Congressmen Ja9,
8A:1 Representatives cashing in on
overseas duties F8,5A:1 Economic
plan of President Reagan gets support
from Ark Delegation F19,2A:5 Beryl
Anthony supports President Reagan's
econ package F2,2A:2 Bill Alexander
praises plan F20,2A:3 Senator
Bumpers blasts tax cut plan, energy
policy of Reagan adm F28,1A:5 Sena-
tors Bumpers and Pryor seek alterna-
tive to Reagan tax cut plans Mr1,8A:1
Delegation concerned over proposed
program cuts in Reagan budget Mr11,
1A:6 Article on use of computers to
write 'personal' letters to residents
who correspond with offices Ap5,1A:2
Canned responses may even contain an
apology for delay Ap6,1A:3 Editors
comment on computerized letters Ap12,
13E:4 Senators Dale Bumpers and
David Pryor file repts on their in-
come My22,13A:1 Article discusses
efforts of Senators Dale Bumpers and
David Pryor to project a conservative
image in Reagan's Washington My24,
11E:3 Bill Alexander, Beryl Anthony
and Ed Bethune explain their votes on
budget cuts Je28,1A:6 Beryl Anthony
angry, votes with his party on
spending cuts Je28,4A:1 Most members
confronted Pres Reagan on some issue
during 97th Cong D27,11E:4

Agriculture
Alexander, Bill
Anthony, Beryl
Bethune, Ed
Bumpers, Dale Leon
Hammerschmidt, John Paul
Pryor, David Hampton
Reagan, Ronald
Riceland Foods
...
requirements Mr20,5A:2 Map shows boundaries of dists Mr20,5A:3 Governor White vetoes SB600, will allow HB848 to become law without his signature Ap1,10A:2 House Bill 848 becomes law Ap8,3A:1 Article discusses new dists My29,23A:1 Steve Clark says suit challenging plan names wrong defendants, asks for dismissal Ag8,6A:5 Three-judge federal panel gets challenge of plan D29,2A:2

Contracts. Senator David Pryor continues drive to curb use of consultants by govt Ja25,8A:1

Economic Conditions and Trends. Beryl Anthony Jr announces formation of the Sunbelt Research Coalition to carry on econ war with the Northeast and Midwest N3,1A:2 Ed Bethune urges that Ark interests have no part in Sunbelt Research Coalition, says such groups divide America along econ lines N4,8A:2 Beryl Anthony responds to criticism of Sunbelt Coalition by Ed Bethune N5,2A:5 Bill Alexander blames Pres Ronald Reagan for econ woes; Ed Bethune blames Congress N25,1A:6

Departments and Agencies
- Regulatory Agencies: Article by Senator Dale Bumpers on Congress and regulatory reform Mr25,17A:1 PSC Chairman N. M. (Mac) Norton Jr disagrees with Senator Dale Bumpers ideas for dealing with regulatory analysis Ap17,19A:1 President Reagan personally endorses most of plan by Sen Dale Bumpers to weaken regulatory agencies O8,3A:1 Editorial says law Bumpers proposes is a bad one O11,12E:1

Economic Conditions and Trends
- Senator Dale Bumpers blasts Reagan policy on arms budget S24,4A:3 Senator Dale Bumpers attacks Reagan fiscal policy S27,12A:1

Energy Dept. Dr Shelby Templeton Brewer to head nuclear energy dept Je28,1A:2

Environmental Protection Agency
See also Environment Waste Materials

Farmers Home Adm. Robert L. Hankins to resume job as state admr Ap25,6A:4

Federal...

Note: Agencies beginning with the word Federal not listed below appear under key word


-Budgets: John Paul Hammerschmidt says Pres Reagan needs public support to keep his econ plan intact Mr22,10A:1 Senator David Pryor offers $2 billion in budget cuts, but effort fails Mr27,1A:6 Beryl Anthony shifts from support of Reagan econ policies Mr29,11A:1 Ed Bethune votes for Reagan proposal and Beryl Anthony against in House Budget Committee Ap8,1A:7 David H. Pryor joins 11 other Senate Democrats who say they support Reagan's econ goals; Senator says he joined group to try to get Dems back to center Ap9,1A:7 Gazette comments on Bethune and Anthony stand on budget Ap9,18A:1 Beryl Anthony tells bankers about his concern for the poor as he evaluates Reagan's budget Ap12,6A:5 Bill Alexander does not favor tax cut this year Ap25,2A:2 Congressman Bill Alexander opposes Reagan budget, will work to keep other Southern Democrats from supporting it Ap29,1A:6 House Democrats defeat Bill Alexander's plan for balanced budget in 1982 Ap30,1A:7 Arkansas Democrats under pressure over Reagan spending proposals My3,4A:1 Beryl Anthony gets personal appeal from President Reagan, will support budget My6,1A:6 Beryl Anthony
votes for Reagan budget; Bill Alexander led in opposition My8,2A:6 Despite reservations, Senator Dale Bumpers plans to vote for Reagan budget My10,3A:1 Senator David Pryor says federal budget has not been cut, but only transferred to the Pentagon Ag15,10A:1 Reagan plan won't balance US budget, Bumpers says S20,8A:6 Arkansas delegation divided on budget moves N24,7A:5 Ed Bethune wants federal credit agencies funds included in US budget figures N26,12A:2

Debt: John Paul Hammerschmidt and Ed Bethune reverse position of last year, vote for debt ceiling increase by $50 billion; Senator Dale Bumpers to vote for only $30 billion F6,5A:1

Foreign Population and Foreign Descent Groups. Photographs of monuments at Rohwer Japanese-American Relocation Camp S28,3A:1 Sam and Haruye Yada of Sherwood, raising money for monument at site of Japanese-American internment camp at Rohwer D15,1B:2 Rev Joseph B. Hunter of Little Rock, says there was no need for internment D15,1B:5

Home Loan Bank System. Board of Directors of Federal Home Loan Bank of Little Rock adopts resolution favoring moving of bank in Little Rock; Arkansas Congressional Delegation begins effort to halt move F11,1A:5 Senator Dale Bumpers does not think bank will move; Gov Frank White has protested to President Ronald Reagan F13,14A:7 Gazette says proposed move is grand opportunity for Gov Frank White to stand up to the feds Mr11,10A:1 National staff wants bank moved to Dallas Mr14,1A:5 Decision expected soon; Gov White and others work to keep bank in Little Rock Mr17,1A:4 Arkansas Cong Delegation makes final try to keep bank in Little Rock; letter suggests conflict of interest for Board Chmn John Dalton Mr19,1A:4 Board cancels vote on move to Dallas; panel member says more study needed; shift still possible Mr24,1A:7 Senator Bumpers delays nomination of Richard T. Pratt as chmn of Federal Home Loan Bank Bd Ap7,11A:2 Senator David Pryor talks to FHBB nominee Ap8,13A:1 Bank should be kept at Little Rock, GAO report says Je19,1A:2 Federal Home Loan Bank Bd votes to keep bank at Little Rock Jy24,1A:6 Article on functions of bank and how it came to Little Rock S13,1F:2

Housing and Urban Development Dept (HUD). John T. Suskie named Ark area manager Ja15,4A:5

See also Parkin

Intelligence Agency, Central. Senator Dale Bumpers supports proposal to make it a crime to publish names of CIA agents Ag2,11E:1

Interior Dept. Senators Dale Bumpers and David Pryor critical of nomination of James G. Watt for Secretary Ja7,10A:7 Senator Bumpers leads questioning of Watts Ja8,2A:6 Arkansas Wildlife Federation joins call for dismissal of Secretary James G. Watt Ag6,5C:8

International Relations
See International Relations

Job Corps

See Labor-Youth

Justice, Department

—United States Attorneys: At request of Ed Bethune, George W. Proctor will remain as US Atty Je12, 8A:5 Repr John Paul Hammerschmidt backs Asa Hutchinson for US Attorney for Western Dist of Ark D16,3A:7

Parole Commission
See also Johnson, Jim

Presidents and Presidency
See also Reagan, Ronald

Public Buildings. Senator David Pryor attacks GSA proposal to charge up to $200 per hour for overtime use of his dist office in Ark Ap9,2A:3 Overtime office fee policy eased after complaints by Pryor Ap18,4A:6

Small Business Adm. Trial begins on charge that W. R. Smith Sr and Tommy Swarek set up chain of transactions designed to inflate assets of
Venture Capital, Inc so SBA assistance could be obtained F18,12A:1
Smith denies fraud charge F19,7A:5
W. R. Smith Sr acquitted F20,7A:1
Soil Conservation Service
See also Arkansas River
Suits and Claims By Government.
Senator Dale Bumpers refiles his bill to weaken regulatory agencies by taking away the presumption that their regulations are valid Ja7,10A:1
Opposition to the Bumpers bill on halting over-regulation begins to form F15,1E:5
Trade Commission, Federal (FTC).
Speech by Arkansas native Patricia P. Bailey costs her appt as FTC Chmn Mr15,8A:1 Bill Alexander works to curb FTC regulations on cereal and furniture makers Jy5,6A:1
Transportation Safety Board. Jim Burnett of CTinton, may get seat on Board Je25,1A:4 Barnett named to position Je26,8A:1 Nomination of James Eugene Burnett Jr to Bd proceeds despite opposition N26,3A:2 Senate confirms Burnett D15,5C:2 Burnett sworn in at Clinton D29,2A:6
Veterans Administration Hospital (Little Rock). Patient receives $275,000 award in negligence suit against hosp N26,12A:3
See also Medicine-Hospitals Veterans Administration Hospital (North Little Rock) See also Medicine-Hospitals Vice Presidents
See also Bush, George
UNITED STATES ARMAMENT AND DEFENSES
Article by Sidney S. McMath on US preparedness F25,15A:1 Article on collection of military shoulder patches assembled by Ed Noel of Bryant F26,1B:2 Article by Rep Bill Alexander on the B-1 bomber, neutron bomb and nati defense Mr18,13A:1
Senator David Pryor says military mania leading to wasteful spending Ag1,7A:6 Former US Sen J. William Fulbright writes on peace and the arms race Ag16,9E:1 Senator David Pryor critical of Reagan proposal to give Pentagon extra $40 billion Ag18,8C:6 Ed Bethune urges President Reagan to reduce defense budget S23,20A:6 Dale Bumpers article on Pres Reagan's decision to improve strategic defenses D25,9E:3 David H. Pryor expresses fear Pentagon may waste funds, will sponsor bill to place independent inspector in Dept D5,1A:6 Senator David H. Pryor changes views, will attempt to reorder Reagan's defense options D6,9A:1 Article by Sen Dale Bumpers on defense spending battle D24,9A:1
See also Chemical Warfare Air Force
See also Blytheville Air Force Base Medicine-Ambulance and Other Emergency Services Missiles
...
Army
See also Chemical Warfare Army Corps of Engineers. Senator Dale Bumpers urges no drastic changes in Little Rock Dist My8,15A:1 See also Parks (gen) Water White River
...
Draft and Recruitment, Military.
Members of Libertarian Party picket Little Rock Postoffice as registration for military draft continues Ja6,2A:8
Reserves
--Army Reserve:
See also Clark, Steve
--National Guard: Lawsuit alleges racial bias by Guard My6,8A:5 Governor Frank White fires Jimmie Jones as Adjutant General of the Arkansas National Guard My29,1A:8 Harold L. Gwatney chosen by Gov White to head National Guard My30,1A:3 US Circuit Ct upholds quotas for hiring blacks Jy1,8A:1 Guardsman Larry Joe Ross killed as tank overturns at Fort Chaffee Jy21,3A:7 Guard officer reprimanded because mortar shell fell
on farm outside Fort Chaffee Jy25, 7A:3

See also Camp Robinson --Reserve Officer Training Corps: Enrollment climbs at Ark colleges F26,1B:3

UNIVERSAL LIFE CHURCH

Kevin Barber and Judy Koslovsky of Little Rock, file suit complaining that they were kicked out of church and their money used to start the Mother Earth Church in Izard County S4,10C:3

UNIVERSAL MANUFACTURING CO

Over 50 employees overcome fumes at Blytheville plant D19,2A:4

UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES

See Colleges and Universities UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS

Note: Under this heading are entered articles about activities having system-wide application. Other material is under names of the individual unit and related subjects...

Julian D. Streett replaced as system's chief legislative lobbyist by Dr Charles T. Prigmore; Streett remains with University Jla0,4A:3 1980 highlights included selection of a new president, establishment of a university press and formation of a comprehensive academic develop plan Jla8,20G:1 Dr John W. Goodwin named Vice President for Agriculture J27, 5A:4 Senate Bill 297 would require a graduate of each campus on Board of Trustees F3,5A:1 House gets bill (HB573) to restore campuses at Little Rock, Monticello and Pine Bluff to independent status F5,4A:3 Investiture of President James Martin scheduled for May 3 at Little Rock F14,9A:1 Editorials oppose bill to dismantle system F15,3E:4 House panel decides on 2 yr study of proposal to break up system under HB573 F18,9A:1 Senate passes SB297 requiring alumnus of each campus to be on Board of Trustees F26,7A:2 House defeats SB297 Mr7,3A:1 House approves SB297 Mr10,4A:2 Gus Blass named to Board of Trustees by Gov Frank White Mr13,1A:5 Senate recalls SB297 from Gov White to avoid a veto; bill called for trustee from each campus Mr17,1A:6 Governor White vetoes SB297, which would have required that Trustees be graduates of various UA campuses Ap1,10A:1 Dr James E. Martin formally invested with duties of presidency, calls for end to provincialism among UA campuses My4,1A:2 Gazette comments on Martin investiture My5,12A:1 Summary of highlights from 5 year plan developed; role of each campus outlined; certain programs would be developed to achieve national prominence My7,25A:1 System of adm to change when 3 resigning adms leave campus Je13,3A:6 President James E. Martin proposes moving Graduate Institute of Technology from Little Rock to Fayetteville and dividing Industrial Research and Extension Center between the Fayetteville campus and the University of Arkansas at Little Rock Ag19,1A:2 Legislative displeasure led to proposal for GIT and IREC, Dr Martin says; bulk of IREC staff would go to UALR Ag20,5A:1 President James E. Martin says his office to remain at Fayetteville as long as the Board of Trustees want him there; a vice president may be transferred to Little Rock Ag20,5A:1 Proposal to move GIT concerns some Little Rock legislators, brings protest from students Ag21,1A:4 Move of GIT would be crippling blow to BEI Electronics, official says Ag26,10C:2 Three Little Rock legislators write Board opposing plan to move GIT S4,10A:1 Senator Ben Allen proposal would keep GIT and IREC at Little Rock S5,5A:1 Arkansas Society of Professional Engineers wants study done on effect of GIT move S12,5A:1 Trustees vote to merge IREC with UALR; committee named to study GIT proposal S19,1A:2 Letter calls adm of James Martin a distressing one 011,13E:1 Journalists say boards of UA and UALR
violated Freedom of Information Act N4,9A:1 Gazette says central adm can be moved to Little Rock, now that a Chancellor has been named at Fayetteville N7,18A:1 Moving Graduate Institute of Technology violates pact, UALR study says N26,5A:2 Panel named to study future of Graduate Institute of Technology D16,4A:2 Executive sessions of UA Board of Trustees not open to UALR Board of Visitors, Attorney Gen Steve Clark rules D19,4A:1 Little Rock Branch of AAUP complains that no women are on GIT study panel D23,10A:2 See also Colleges-Budgets--University of Ark at Fayetteville

College-Fees--University of Ark at Fayetteville

Nursing and Nurses

UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS. AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION

See also Agriculture-Finances

UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS AT FAYETTEVILLE

Small Business Development Center at the University of Ark helps persons with smaller firms F15,5E:3 Journalism Dept marks 50 years Ap9,1B:2 Dr Gordon Beasley, Vice President for Student Affairs is asked to resign; Dr Beasley says he has been drummed out of office by a fringe group affiliated with Moral Majority who have constant access to President James Martin with accusations that Beasley's office funded homosexual group on campus; Governor White's office denies being behind ouster; three other vice presidents resigning Ap18,1A:8 Governor Frank White says he did not seek resignation of Dr Beasley, did not even read list of allegations; FLAG spokesman says she is unaware of her group's involvement Ap19,1A:6 Year-long dispute over women's activities has led to turmoil; article traces developments and charges Ap21,1A:6 Dean of Student Services Maureen Anderson to resign, sees atmosphere of McCarthyism on campus; area legislators met with Dr James Martin last fall to complain about some student activities, including showing of R-rated films Ap21,1A:8 Associated Student Government praises Dr Beasley Ap22,3A:2 Gazette comments on Moral Majority at the Univ Ap22,16A:1 Ouster of Dr Gordon Beasley linked to minority rift Ap23,1A:3 Applications sought for Chancellor position My6,8A:1 Dr B. A. Nugent named chancellor N6,1A:2 See also Athletics-College--University of Ark at Fayetteville

Baseball-College--University of Ark at Fayetteville

Basketball-College--University of Ark at Fayetteville

Colleges-Accreditation--University of Ark at Fayetteville

Colleges-Awards--University of Ark at Fayetteville

Colleges-Buildings

Colleges-Crime--University of Ark at Fayetteville

Colleges-Curricula--University of Ark at Fayetteville

Colleges-Enrollment--University of Ark at Fayetteville

Colleges-Gifts--University of Ark at Fayetteville

Colleges-Grading--University of Ark at Fayetteville

Colleges-Graduates--University of Ark at Fayetteville

Colleges-Research--University of Ark at Fayetteville

Colleges-Student Conduct

Colleges-Teachers (gen)--Curricula

Football-College--University of Ark at Fayetteville

Music

Swimming-College

Tennis-College--University of Ark at Fayetteville

Track and Field-College--University of Ark at Fayetteville

UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS AT LITTLE ROCK

Chancellor G. Robert Ross asked to resign by UA President James Martin S18,1A:2 Chancellor G. Robert Ross agrees to resign; UALR Board of Visitors feels its aggressiveness may
have led to conflict S19,1A:2 Board of Visitors passes resolution supporting Dr Ross S19,2A:4 Dr Ross, UALR Bd to discuss timing of resignation; campus leaders upset S20,2A:7 Dr James E. Martin says he will remain silent on reason for dismissal if he and Dr Ross can reach an agreement; support for Dr Ross mounts on UALR campus S21,1A:2 Dr G. Robert Ross and Sheffield Nelson discuss reasons given by Dr James A. Martin for seeking resignation S22,1A:5 Employees solidly back Dr Ross, seek secession from UA System S22,1A:6 Court issues order to prevent firing of Dr Ross; UALR Board of Visitors filed suit; UALR Board says merger agreement violated by UA Board S22,1A:8 Ten Pulaski Co legislators vote resolution critical of Dr James Martin S22,4A:1 Rivalry between Little Rock and Northwest Arkansas seen in dispute S22,4A:6 Head of UALR Assembly lists chronology of events S22,5A:1 Governor Frank White declines to take sides S23,1A:2 Sources confirm that Dr Beadle Moore continued to lobby for changes in the Revenue Stabilization Act after Dr Martin had ordered it stopped in response to complaints from legislators; Senator Max Howell takes blame for effort by Moore S23,1A:2 Board of Visitors of UALR warned the UA Board of Trustees in March that it would file suit if differences were not worked out; suit wants duties and obligations clarified S23,1A:3 Article discusses policy violations cited by Dr Martin S23,2A:5 Chancellor Lee A. Munson says his wife's job at UALR will not affect his ruling on court suit S23,4A:1 Gazette discusses controversy S23,22A:1 Students and lawmakers upset and angered by dismissal of Dr Ross; Senator Max Howell thinks UALR should pull out of UA system S24,1A:2 Dr Raymond P. Miller, UA Board chairman, thought relations were improved; Dr Miller reveals he read a letter from William Bowen which he considered threatening and which Bowen tried to retrieve S24,1A:5 Dr G. Robert Ross fired by UA Board of Trustees; court hearing testimony on merger agreement S24,1A:8 Critical Legislative audit cited as major reason for dismissal of Dr Ross S24,12A:1 Board of Visitors names panel to seek ways to get UALR out of UA system S24,12A:5 State Rep Cliff Hoofman says supporters of ASU had amended Revenue Stabilization Act in Senate and that Dr Moore was seeking equal treatment for UALR in lobby effort S24,12A:7 Doneghey Foundation and UALR Development Council back Dr Ross S24,12A:6 Public response to dismissal of Dr Ross S24,18A:3 Chancellor Lee A. Munson orders Dr G. Robert Ross restored to position; boards told to follow agreement made when UALR joined system S25,1A:2 Frank Lambright joins call for secession from system; state Senators Nick Wilson and Jerry Bookout suggest UALR be returned to a private institution S25,1A:3 UALR responds to report on audit; UA problems noted S25,3A:1 William H. Bowen disputes assertion of Dr Miller that Bowen attempted to recover letter S25,3A:1 Reps Ernest Cunningham, Bobby McGinnis and Pat Flanagan and state Senator Paul Benham support Dr James Martin S25,4A:2 Faculty meeting at UAF volces support for UA system and Board of Trustees S25,4A:6 University of Arkansas to appeal Chancellor Munson's decision; students rally, support secession S26,1A:2 Gazette says it is time for a cease-fire S26,12A:1 Dr Martin talked to 5 officials about interim post S27,1A:2 Editors comment on controversy S27,13E:3 Fred Vorsanger says it is ridiculous to say UALR held down by UA system S28,4A:1 Board of Visitors adopts
course of action it says likely to lead to secession of UALR from UA system S30,1A:4 Text of resolution by UALR Board of Visitors to seek secession from system S30,7A:1 Text of Chancellor Lee A. Munson's order 030, 7A:1 Letters from the public S30, 18A:3

Joel E. Anderson article on UALR and the case for autonomy S30,19A:1 Competition for funds set stage for problems, Dr James Martin says in 6-page position paper 01,1A:3 University of Ark Bd asks joint meeting with UALR; open discussion of problems set 01,6A:1 Text of position paper by Dr James Martin 01,7A:1 J. W. (Buddy) Benafield says UALR now held back by being in system 02,3A:1

Senator Ben Allen criticizes attempt to fire Dr Ross, but opposes secession 04,3A:7 Editorial on secession talk 04,13E:1 William Hughes, public information director for UA, quoted in Chronicle of Higher Education as saying Dr G. Robert Ross may have violated several state statutes 06,1A:6 Mississippi County Farm Bureau backs Dr James Martin 06,7A:2 Southeast Arkansas Agricultural Advisory Committee backs UA Board 07,2A:8 Lawyers for UALR want to take deposition from William Hughes 07,4A:1

Dr James Martin lists gains school made as part of UA system 08,1A:5 Geology program proposal meets typical Fayetteville attitude, official says 08,9A:4 Lyell L. Thompson, Chairman of the Campus Faculty at UAF, says budget figures show UALR has been treated more generously than other campuses 08,20A:3 State Attorney General's Office charges law firm for UALR has conflict of interest 09,2A:1 Robert Morris, head of geology dept at UAF, says his letter to chmn of earth sciences dept at UALR was his personal view on geology programs at both schools 09,2A:1 Gazette urges end to collision course 09,16A:1

Editorials on controversy 011,13E:3 Settlement of feud between boards of UA and UALR may have been worked out; Dr Ross would remain until his contract expires; UALR would remain in system 014,1A:2 Four teachers say any agreement that does not remove UALR from system would be a disaster; Governor Frank White encourages keeping system intact 015,1A:2 The Legislative Joint Auditing Committee unanimously approves resolution commending the UA Board of Trustees and Dr James E. Martin and supporting existing structure of the five-campus system 017,3A:6 Alumni Board of UALR asks that Dr Ross have option on contract renewal 018,3A:8

Baxter Bulletin says UALR should return to private status or remain in system 018,13E:4 Panel of University Assembly continues to press for retention of Dr G. Robert Ross and secession from UA System 020,1A:5 Two boards reach agreement, Dr Ross to leave UALR next year 022,1A:4 Dr Ross says he is not surprised by decision of boards 022,1A:4 Gazette commends boards for settlement 023,18A:1 Article discusses the politics of the UA-UALR debate 025,9E:1 Sheffield Nelson to decline seat on Board of Visitors because Dr Ross is leaving; allegations on campus say Board of Visitors caved in to pressure from West Ark bankers; Nelson says he had a feeling that UALR might not get state funds if it left UA system 028,13A:1

W. Frank Lambright, Chairman of UALR Board of Visitors, tells group that plans to secede from system ran aground because it lacked support in the Legis 030,7A:1 Terence Renaud says UA system will self-destruct; cites unequal treatment 030,10A:3 Board of Visitors to consider several proposals N4,1A:2 Board of Visitors wants Graduate Institute of Technology merged with UALR, a doctoral program for UALR, funds moved from 'C' category and closing of UAF graduate center at Little Rock 55,10A:2

255
New name suggested for unlv N17,5A:4
Action on 4 of 6 resolutions of
Board of Visitors delayed by UA Board
N21,1A:2 Frank L. Whitbeck serves as
executive-in-residence in College of
Business Adm N25,1B:5
See also
Colleges-Budgets--University of
Ark at Little Rock
Colleges-Buildings--University of
Ark at Little Rock
Colleges-Curricula--University of
Ark at Little Rock
Colleges-Enrollment--University of
Ark at Little Rock
Colleges-Libraries--University of
Ark at Little Rock
Colleges-Teachers--University of
Ark at Little Rock
Crazy Horse (Periodical)
Dancing
University of Ark
UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS AT MONTICELLO
Questionnaire to gauge whether or
not faculty wants UAM to remain in
University system is coded so re-
spondents can be identified F13,11A:7
See also
Basketball-College--University of
Ark at Monticello
Football-College--University of Ark
at Monticello
University of Ark
UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS AT PINE BLUFF
Eleven dept chairman send infor-
mation to President James Martin al-
leging Chancellor Herman B. Smith has
violated administrative procedure
Ja9,4A:1 Chancellor Smith resigns;
will leave post in June Ja10,1A:2
Chancellor Smith to retain his duties
until June 30 despite appnt of panel
to oversee operations at UAPB Ja30,
10A:1 Chancellor Herman B. Smith Jr
resigns with both pride and regret
Je28,13A:1 Article reviews changes
that have taken place as part of UA
system Jy5,7A:1 Dr Lloyd V. Hackley
named chancellor Jy19,4A:1 Black
schools serve a need, new Chancellor
Lloyd V. Hackley says Ag23,5A:1 Close
rifts at school, Dr Lloyd V. Hackley
urges Ag25,7A:4 Dr Lloyd V. Hackley
to replace two vice chancellors; all
administrators told they have acting
status only S11,5A:5 D. E. Gatzke
named to Board of Visitors by Gov
Frank White 01,11A:5
See also
Basketball-College--University of
Ark at Pine Bluff
Colleges-Buildings--University of
Ark at Pine Bluff
Colleges-Curricula--University of
Ark at Pine Bluff
Colleges-Federal Aid--University of
Ark at Pine Bluff
Nursing and Nurses
University of Ark
UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS, COOPERATIVE
EXTENSION SERVICE
Economy poses threat to Extension
Service; Dr James Martin says no
office can operate without assistance
of counties F8,1A:6 Dr W. J. Moline
named to head Cooperative Extension
Service Je28,6A:4
See also Greene County
UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS FOR MEDICAL
SCIENCES
House defeats effort to move
$600,000 to higher funding category
for area health educ centers Mr19,
2A:2 Article on Dr Horace N. Marvin,
who has taught 38 years at University
of Ark for Medical Sciences Je8,1B:1
Specialized emergency-medicine
training program to begin in 1983
under direction of Dr J. Ryland
Mundle D29,1B:5
See also
Colleges-Buildings and Other Fa-
cilities
Colleges-Budgets--University of Ark
for Medical Sciences
Colleges-Gifts--University of Ark
for Medical Sciences
Colleges-Graduation--University of
Ark for Medical Sciences
Colleges-Teachers--University of
Ark for Medical Sciences
Deaths
Medicine-Physicians
UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS, GRADUATE INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
See also University of Arkansas

UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS, INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH AND EXTENSION CENTER
See also University of Arkansas

UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS MUSEUM
Accreditation received Ja17,5A:5
Museum now has traveling exhibit Mr12,4B:1

UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS PRESS
Editorial commends first publications of UA Press Ag13,22A:1 Success of press praised by Gazette O30, 16A:1

UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL ARKANSAS
Enrollment set new record last year as programs and services expanded Ja18,18G:1 Dr Albert Johnson app'td to Board of Trustees by Gov Frank White Ja30,3A:3
See also
Aerospace Industries and Sciences
Athletics-College--University of Central Ark
Baseball-College--University of Central Ark
Basketball-Colleges (gen)
Colleges-Admissions
Colleges-Awards--University of Central Ark
Colleges-Budgets--University of Central Ark
Colleges-Curricula--University of Central Ark
Colleges-Fees--University of Central Ark
Colleges-Teaching Methods--University of Central Ark
Football-College--University of Central Ark

UNIVERSITY PROFESSORS, AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF
See also Colleges-Teachers--Philander Smith Coll

UNMARRIED PERSONS
See also Single Persons

UPON, WAYNE
See also
Education-Little Rock--Equal Educ

URBAN AREAS
Note: Articles on individual cities are under the name of the city

URBAN LEAGUE
See also
Capital Punishment
Education-Little Rock--Attendance Zones
Little Rock-Finances
USURY
See Credit

UTILITIES
See Public Utilities

- V -

VALMAC INDUSTRIES
Sex bias case settled O27,6A:1
See also Poultry

VAN BUREN
See also Water

VANDALISM
See also
Baptist Church-Traskwood
Colleges-Fires--Arkansas State Univ
Education-North Little Rock--Buildings
North Little Rock-Public Property
Parks (gen)--Gunner Pool
Parks (gen)--Hazarn
Parks-North Little Rock

VAUPAR CHEMICAL CORP
Plant that was closed in Texas because it failed to control emissions is trying to locate at East Camden; Arkansas Pollution Control Comm delegated authority to Jarrell Southall to issue permit; former Governor Bill Clinton mentioned Ja27,1A:4 Official at industrial park changes mind, says Vapar will not be allowed to locate there Ja28,1A:3 Site may be sought in El Dorado area Ja29,10A:3

VAUGHN, J. T.
See also Ouachita County

VAUGHN, JERRELL
See also Murders--Vaughn

VAUGHT, W. O.
See also
Baptist Church-Little Rock

VEGETABLE GARDENING
Article on composting and organic...
gardening practiced by George Haley
Ja10,1B:4
VEGETABLES
See Fruit and Vegetables
VEHICLES
Gov Bill Clinton names Ann Peacock to state Motor Vehicle Comm Ja1,8A:4
Gov Frank White names W. R. Russell to Motor Vehicle Comm F6,13A:3 Law creating the state Motor Vehicle Comm ruled Invalid 016,4A:2
VELISCOL CHEMICAL CORP
Sale of plant to Great Lakes Chemical Corp blocked by federal court Je5,13A:1
VENTURE CAPITAL, INC
Small Business Adm asks state to revoke license of Little Rock minority enterprise investment co Mr26,4A:6
VERTAC, INC
See also Chemistry and Chemicals Waste Materials
VETERANS
Former Gov Orval E. Faubus apptd by Gov Frank White to head state Veterans Affairs Dept Ag5,1A:2
Veterans Affairs Dept, headed by Orval E. Faubus, has staff of 50, budget of $1.5 million 07,27A:1
Governor Frank White makes Veterans Day speech N12,2A:3
See also Ark-Government Employees Unemployment Insurance...
Vietnam War. Veterans invited to share in Little Rock parade honoring former hostages returning from Iran Ja30,4A:1 Senator Dale Bumpers calls for recognition of Vietnam veterans F6,5A:5
See also Chemistry and Chemicals
VILONIA
See also Education-Vilonia
VIOLENCE
See also Families-Violence
VIOLET HILL
See also Education-Violet Hill
VITAL STATISTICS
See Population

VOCATIONAL TRAINING
See also Education (gen)--Vocational
Garland County Community Coll

VOLUNTEERS (IN COMMUNITY SERVICE)
Tim Hoover, of Hot Springs, honored at White House for volunteer work S12,5A:6 Article on volunteer work in Calcutta done by Anna Allred and Mary Ellen Lackey of Little Rock S13,1F:2 Retired Senior Volunteer Program celebrates 10 yrs of service 05,1B:2
VOTING MACHINES
See Articles on elections under geog heads
VOUGHT CORP
Camden becomes new rocket city with new plant Ja18,6G:1 Camden plant construction an target; suppliers of materials may also locate in area Jy19,7A:6

WAGES AND HOURS
See Income
WALDRON
See also Factories-Waldron
WALKER, JAMES DEAN
See also Murders--Vaughn Prisons-Arkansas State Penitentiary
WALKER, JOHN W.
Little Rock lawyer complains to Circuit Ct that Arkansas Supreme Ct Committee on Professional Conduct hearing will deprive him of due process Mr26,6A:1 Circuit Judge Tom F. Digby says he lacks jurisdiction in Walker request Ap2,3A:5 Roosevelt Watson Jr testifies that he hired Walker to represent him in suit over accident, but case was never filed Ap4,4A:1 Walker tells hearing he did not offer to file suit for Watson Ap5,9A:1 Committee on Professional Conduct sends letter of caution to Walker; appeal planned Ap8,4A:2 Lawyer honored by North Little Rock
chapter of NAACP for his civil rights work S6,19A:1 Overflow crowd honors Walker at roast and toast D12,8A:2
See also
Courts (US)-Federal Dist--Eastern Education-Governor's School Education-Little Rock--Equal Educ
WALKING
Proper gear is key to wilderness hiking Jy10,1B:3
See also Trails
WAL MART STORES
Employment discrimination suit thrown out Mr5,14A:8 Firm reports record results for 1980 Mr22,10E:4
Kuhn's Big K Stores merges its 100 stores with Wal Mart Je23,3C:1 Sales rise 43 pct over last year Ag12,11C:4
Sales increase continues S9,6C:3
WALTER, HERB
Correspondence during World War II led to future wife D7,1B:2
WAR MEMORIAL STADIUM
See Stadiums
WAR RELOCATION AUTHORITY
See US-Foreign Population
WARD, CHARLES D.
First National Bank dismisses suit against Ward after he paid off a $77,761 loan Mr29,7E:8
WARD, ELIZABETH
Interview with Elizabeth Ward of Russellville, the new Miss Arkansas Jy13,3A:1 Feature article on pageant Jy19,1D:1 Article on wardrobe of Miss Ward for Atlantic City appearance S6,1D:1 Elizabeth Ward wins swimsuit competition S11,14A:4
Elizabeth Ward, Miss Arkansas, wins title; rendition of ballad sways judges; reaction of family and friends in Russellville S12,1A:8
Hectic schedule as Miss America begins S14,1A:3 Elizabeth Ward starts round of touring New York S15,5A:5
NOW president Linda K. Van Blericom dismayed by Miss Ward's opposition to ERA S16,14A:3 Homecoming activities set O2,9A:3 Miss America hit by food in Minnesota high school cafeteria; students send flowers, apologize O8,3A:6 Miss Ward returns to home state to be greeted by cheers and music by Hot Springs High School band 015,2A:6
Photo of Miss Ward at her Russellville homecoming 017,1A:2 Russellville welcomes Miss Ward home; dignitaries included Gov Frank White, Rep. John Paul Hammerschmidt and Senator Dale Bumpers 017,8A:2 Gold medal presented by Gov White 017,8A:5
See also
Education-Little Rock--Textbooks Republican Party WARRIES
See Guarantees
WARREN
See also Factorles-Warren Water
WASHINGTON COUNTY
County Clerk Pat Mhoon fires 2 deputies in midst of state audit Ap30,4A:5 County Collector Jo Mhoon charged with property theft Je9,6A:1 Voters approve sales tax Jy29,10A:4 Auditor testifies he found $29,533 deficit in books of Josephine Mhoon N11,2A:2 Tax office workers testify for prosecution N12,3A:1 Testimony continues N13,14A:6 N14,11A:1 N17,5A:7 N18,25A:1 Tax Collector Josephine Mhoon found guilty of felony theft N19,2A:3 Josephine Mhoon ordered to repay $28,000 D20,4A:7
WASTE MATERIALS AND SEWAGE

Status of proposed hazardous wastes landfill site near Hope is disputed by Delta Specialty, Inc, the federal Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the Arkansas Pollution Control and Ecology Dept; dispute concerns whether or not landfill is an "existing facility" with "Interim status"; Hope officials as problems develop with state and federal govt; state and federal govt send Delta Specialty, Inc a long list of deficiencies in application for hazardous waste landfill near Hope; firm plans to correct them; Fort Smith gets permit to dispose of sludge in industrial park.

Study under way to determine if treated sewage water from Fayetteville can be used for cooling; State sends Delta Specialty a long list of deficiencies in application for hazardous waste landfill near Hope; firm plans to correct them; Senate Bill 270 would allow Pollution Control and Ecology Comm to grant variances from their rules on hazardous waste facilities.

Opposition rising to plan to use lake at Gentry for treated water from Fayetteville; Senate Bill 270 would allow Pollution Control and Ecology Comm to grant variances from their rules on hazardous waste facilities.

Fayetteville Board of Directors votes to pursue Arkansas River plan for sewage; Fayetteville may pipe its wastewater 55 miles to the Arkansas River; Farmers oppose proposal to dump low-risk hazardous wastes at landfill near Jonesboro.

Fort Smith gets permit to dispose of sludge at landfill; State sends Delta Specialty a long list of deficiencies in application for hazardous waste landfill near Hope; firm plans to correct them; Senate Bill 270 would allow Pollution Control and Ecology Comm to grant variances from their rules on hazardous waste facilities.

Fayetteville Board of Directors votes to pursue Arkansas River plan for sewage; Senate Bill 270 would allow Pollution Control and Ecology Comm to grant variances from their rules on hazardous waste facilities.

Fayetteville Board of Directors votes to pursue Arkansas River plan for sewage; Senate Bill 270 would allow Pollution Control and Ecology Comm to grant variances from their rules on hazardous waste facilities.

Fayetteville Board of Directors votes to pursue Arkansas River plan for sewage; Senate Bill 270 would allow Pollution Control and Ecology Comm to grant variances from their rules on hazardous waste facilities.

Fayetteville Board of Directors votes to pursue Arkansas River plan for sewage; Senate Bill 270 would allow Pollution Control and Ecology Comm to grant variances from their rules on hazardous waste facilities.

Fayetteville Board of Directors votes to pursue Arkansas River plan for sewage; Senate Bill 270 would allow Pollution Control and Ecology Comm to grant variances from their rules on hazardous waste facilities.

Fayetteville Board of Directors votes to pursue Arkansas River plan for sewage; Senate Bill 270 would allow Pollution Control and Ecology Comm to grant variances from their rules on hazardous waste facilities.

Fayetteville Board of Directors votes to pursue Arkansas River plan for sewage; Senate Bill 270 would allow Pollution Control and Ecology Comm to grant variances from their rules on hazardous waste facilities.

Fayetteville Board of Directors votes to pursue Arkansas River plan for sewage; Senate Bill 270 would allow Pollution Control and Ecology Comm to grant variances from their rules on hazardous waste facilities.

Fayetteville Board of Directors votes to pursue Arkansas River plan for sewage; Senate Bill 270 would allow Pollution Control and Ecology Comm to grant variances from their rules on hazardous waste facilities.

Fayetteville Board of Directors votes to pursue Arkansas River plan for sewage; Senate Bill 270 would allow Pollution Control and Ecology Comm to grant variances from their rules on hazardous waste facilities.

Fayetteville Board of Directors votes to pursue Arkansas River plan for sewage; Senate Bill 270 would allow Pollution Control and Ecology Comm to grant variances from their rules on hazardous waste facilities.

Fayetteville Board of Directors votes to pursue Arkansas River plan for sewage; Senate Bill 270 would allow Pollution Control and Ecology Comm to grant variances from their rules on hazardous waste facilities.

Fayetteville Board of Directors votes to pursue Arkansas River plan for sewage; Senate Bill 270 would allow Pollution Control and Ecology Comm to grant variances from their rules on hazardous waste facilities.

Fayetteville Board of Directors votes to pursue Arkansas River plan for sewage; Senate Bill 270 would allow Pollution Control and Ecology Comm to grant variances from their rules on hazardous waste facilities.
WASTE MATERIALS
1981
WASTE MATERIALS

developments My24,1E:3 Amendment to code may eliminate 200-ft distance from water well or pond requirement My31,4A:1 Delta Specialty receives "existing facility" status from EPA; opponents of landfill may go to court Je9,1A:4 Louisiana legislature acts to prevent landfill from accepting 5,000 barrels of herbicide mfg wastes from Vertac Chemicals Je9,1A:5 Nashville News commends Sen David Pryor for opposing Delta Specialty landfill Je21,13E:6 Attorney Gen Steve Clark requested to probe status of landfill near Hope Je24,10C:4 Senator Dale Bumpers wants hazardous materials in Delta Specialty dump placed in special containers Je24,10C:4

Sewer funds cut by federal govt means several cities in Ark will not get funds Je25,6A:1 Editorial by Alex H. Washburn on landfill controversy Je28,13E:4 Delta Specialty hires same lawyer as Pollution Control agency; Gov Frank White upset, says he now opposes Hope project and that Jarrell Southall may lose his job Jy2,1A:8 Governor Frank White wants list of cases involving Attorney Charles R. Nestrud of Pollution Control Jy3,1A:3 Article explains Delta Specialty situation, Nestrud's position and Jarrell Southall's conflicts with groups involved Jy4,5A:1 Northwest Arkansas Solid Waste Authority advised to build incinerator, sell steam to University of Ark and Campbell Soup Jy4,5A:1 Editorial on Gov Frank White and the proposed landfill Jy4,20A:1 Pollution Control and Ecology Comm clears Jarrell Southall and Charles R. Nestrud of conflict of interest Jy7,1A:2

Jarrell Southall to continue as director of Pollution Control and Ecology Dept, Gov Frank White says; Governor hopes state can operate a hazardous wastes landfill Jy9,1A:4 Pollution Control Chmn Jim Brooks does not think containers needed for all hazardous wastes Jy12,7A:3 Landfill owners lack authority from state to prepare 10-acre site near Hope, Steve Clark rules Jy14,1A:2 Mayor Bill Butler of Hope tells Gov Frank White that Pollution Control use of Charles Nestrud has tainted application Jy15,2A:2 Attorneys for EPA disagree with Steve Clark on authority for Delta Specialty to do work on 10 acres Jy17,12A:4 Delta Specialty files suit to void opinion blocking landfill Jy18,1A:4 Editor sees waffling by Gov White on hazardous landfill Jy19,13E:4 Nashville paper says Nestrud deal smells worse than a dumping ground Jy19,13E:4

Hope Mayor Bill Butler urges adding to hazardous wastes mgmt code a section to make it difficult to have a dump within 2,000 feet of water supplies Jy22,4A:4 Jim Brooks, Chairman of state Pollution Control Comm, asks Fayetteville to consider sending wastewater to power co on Flint Creek; water would be treated with fly ash to remove phosphates Jy22,6A:1 Agency requires Fort Smith to start burying its sludge Jy25,9A:1 New test wells to be drilled at Hope site Ag5,4A:6

Rules governing disposal of garbage being rewritten Ag13,7A:8 Arkansas is part of 9-state group seeking regional site for disposal of low-level radioactive wastes Ag14,11A:7 Remove interim status from Delta Specialty, Senator Dale Bumpers urges Ag21,8A:1 Waste code changed by Pollution Control; Delta Specialty will not benefit Ag22,9A:1 Jarrell E. Southall says it is now moot whether Hope site had interim status Ag22,9A:1 Environmental Protection Agency will not help finance pipeline to carry Fayetteville wastes to Arkansas River S13,4A:1

Operation of sewage treatment construction grant program of the Environmental Protection Agency turned over to state Pollution Control and Ecology Comm S24,5A:4 Site for
landfill near Hope called suitable 024,7A:1 Arkansas sites on EPA list of worst dumps 024,8A:1 List of state's 4 most hazardous sites 024, 0A:5 Delta Specialty falls to pay taxes on site near Hope; foes call firm negligent N26,1A:4 Delta Specialty plan arouses rhetoric of violence in Hope area D3,1A:4 Opposing groups praise guidelines on protecting groundwater in locating hazardous waste landfills D4,7C:2 Hazardous waste landfill site near Hope lies in area prone to earthquakes D30,5A:1

See also
Energy Systems Co
Environment
Septic Tanks
Water

WATCHES AND CLOCKS
Senate passes SB457 to exempt from sales tax clocks and watches shipped to Ark for repair; Timex Corp would benefit F24,5A:1 House approves SB457 Mr7,3A:2 City of Little Rock presents watches donated by Timex to all members of Legis; Timex recd tax exemption from Legis this yr Mr13, 10A:3 Governor Frank White signs SB457 (Act 471, 1981) Mr14,7C:3

WATER AND WATER POLLUTION
Attorney General Steve Clark indicates some water transfer between basins may be legal Ja17,8C:1 House passes HB53 to create a water rights study comm F13,2A:2 Senate gets bill to allow vote on issuance of $100 million in bonds for project to carry water from lakes and rivers to areas needing it F13,8A:3 Prairie Grove told Soil and Water Conservation Comm has no power to regulate amount of water a farmer can take from stream above city's water supply lake; need for water rights code cited F13,7C:5 Residents of Fort Smith area asked to reduce water usage F27,7A:3 Senate passes SB395 to allow issuance of up to $100 million in bonds for development of water resources F20,4A:2

Texas Governor William Clements says Ark officials have expressed no great resistance to plan to send surplus water to Texas; Governor Frank White says he has not discussed matter F26,1A:5 Representative Beryl Anthony opposes proposal to move water to Texas F27,6C:2 Arkansas Senate passes SB371 to ban export of water except in emergencies F27,6C:2 Arkansas House votes to probe reports that Texas may get Ark water F27,6C:4 House passes SB312 to create a Water Code Study Comm F28,5A:2 Transfer of Arkansas water to Texas could cost as much as $40 billion; proposals discussed Mr1,1A:3 US Fish and Wildlife Service blames Army Engineers for part of silting that has ruined Taylor Bay on White River for fishing and recreation Mr3,5A:1 House of Representatives asks Gov Frank White and other top state officials to attend hearing on reports that Texas officials were told there would be no great resistance to shipping Ark water to Texas Mr4,1A:3 Gazette warns about raids on Ark water Mr4,14A:1 Governor Frank White tells applauding Legis he is totally opposed to shipping water to Texas; Water Rights Code Study Comm bill (SB312) passed, sent to Gov Mr5,1A:6 Cartoon shows fat Texas offering to exchange its toxic wastes for Ark water Mr5,16A:3 Video tapes show Texas Gov William Clements did say that he had talked to Frank White about export of water Mr6,1A:2 Arkansas Attorney Gen Steve Clark tells Texas suit will be filed if attempt made to get Ark water Mr7,2A:3 Editorial on protecting Arkansas's water Mr8,10E:1 Editors respond to controversy over Texas yen for Ark water Mr8,11E:1 House approves SB395, which would allow voters to approve bond issue for water supply projects such as lakes, irrigation system and aqueducts Mr11,1A:2 Legislature passes SB371 to ban export of large amts of water Mr13,6A:1
Bill to give regional water dists access to streams or reservoirs is sent to interim panel for study Mr13,10A:4 Governor White signs SB312 (Act 466, 1981) to create Water Code Study Comm Mr14,7C:4 Survival of the Seas, Inc is Arkansas-based orgn that seeks to save the oceans Mr17,18B:2 Governor Frank White signs SB395 (Act 496, 1981) which allows vote on $100 million in bonds for water projects Mr18,3A:4 Article on High Plains need for Ark water Mr19,5A:4 Governor Bill Clements urges Ark to weigh benefits of exporting water Mr19,5A:4 Gov Frank White appts T. H. Musgrove to Water Well Comm Mr20,8A:2 About 40 rural water assns are pressuring Governor White to call a special statewide election on a $100 million bond issue under Act 496 of 1981 Mr26,8A:1 Gazette opposes vote on bonds Mr27,14A:1 Governor White says Texas Gov. Bill Clements called him to admit that he did say he talked to White about water although they had not done so Ap1,1A:2 Proposed water quality standards tries for protection and enhancement Ap3,6A:1 Residents along Saline River plan court fight against Warren sewage plan in effort to halt pollution Ap9,7A:1 Warren mayor denies pollution Ap10,4A:6 Cost of transporting water from Ark to High Plains may be prohibitive Ap12,1F:5 Governor Frank White hears complaint that state offers no help with Saline River pollution Ap14,4A:3 Fort Smith restricts use of water Ap16,3A:5 Gazette comments on huge quantity of energy needed to pump Arkansas water to Texas Ap19,12E:1 Soil and Water Conservation Comm approves creation of Suntbelt Regional Water Dist to furnish water to Sebastian and Crawford County from proposed Pine Mountain Dam on Lee Creek Ap21,7A:6 Van Buren adopts plan to limit water use Ap22,6C:8 Rain eases Fort Smith problem My7,16A:1 Winthrop Rockefeller Foundation to spend $100,000 to study water problems in state My8,15A:1 Water levels in rivers and reservoirs fall as drought intensifies My10,1A:3 Pollution Control and ecology Comm adopts policy calling for study of municipal treatment facilities discharge compared to effects of runoff from agr and other activities as pollution sources My23,8A:3 No special election planned by Gov Frank White on question of 100 million in water bonds My29,6A:1 Arkansas Conservation Coalition wants 10 streams, 2 lakes added to list of bodies of water in which no degradation of quality will be allowed Je2,9C:1 Northwest Ark leaders begin campaign to reduce water quality standards so treated sewage can be dumped into Illinois and White River Je4,5A:1 Water Code Study Comm members named by Gov Frank White Je13,4A:7 Relaxing of water quality standards sought by some groups, including many in Northwest Ark Je14,1A:4 New water quality policy shifts portion of burden from city to farm Je15,1A:2 Beaver Water District Manager Richard Starr discusses pollution of Beaver Lake, need for clean water Je16,1A:4 Slow progress made in reclaiming eroded land to help end pollution Je17,7A:1 Land management uses farm wastes for fertilizer in NW Ark and reduces pollution Je18,6A:1 Revised policy on water degradation drafted by Jarrell E. Southall Is leaked to press Je28,14A:1 Threat to clean water seen in draft of revised policy Jy1,22A:1 Ozark Society bd urges Arkansas Environmental Coalition to disavow Dr Leslie E. Mack as its member on the Water Code Comm Jy10,1A:4 Dr Leslie E. Mack meets with some members of Arkansas Conservation Coalition, tells them he will not resign as their repr on Water Code Comm Jy11,3A:1 Cost estimate for system to transport Ark water to Texas drops Jy15,1A:4 Controversy over appmt of
Dr Leslie E. Mack to Water Code Study Comm continues; Governor explains his choice; Audubon Society may file suit Jy16,1A:4

US Fish and Wildlife Service cites threat to wildlife in plan to export water Jy17,13A:3 Water Code Comm elects state Rep Lloyd R. George chairman, gets warning on urgency, begins work on laws Jy18,3A:5 Arkansas Wildlife Federation backs away from court suit over Dr Leslie E. Mack Jyl9,10A:1 Editorials on plans to divert water to Texas Jy20,10A:1 Report may end water dispute in Hot Spring County Jy23,7A:1 Report estimates amount of water that could be taken from Ark rivers Jy27,1E:1 Editorials on plan to export water Ag2,13E:3

Revised water quality standards give Pollution Control new powers of discretion Ag9,10A:1 Soil and Water Conservation Comm plan calls for legislation to give the state control over all surface waters in excess of needs of riparian owners; highlights of rept Ag12,11C:1 Five cities seek reclassification of small creeks into which wastewater is dumped Ag13,6A:1 Editorial warns Ark to be alert to actions in Texas Legislature Ag15,10A:1 Conservationists challenge their own coalition, mobilize to protect their interests Ag16,6A:1 Editorial on managing water resources Ag17,8A:1 Arkansas has control of Arkansas River water, could sell surplus, Army Engineers say; funds from sale could be used to build reservoirs along river for use during low water Ag21,8A:1 Split showing in Water Code Study Comm Ag27,19A:1

Arkansas Soil and Water Conservation Comm moves to assume control of surplus water in navigable rivers Ag28,12A:7 Health Dept asked to report average pollution levels of Arkansas River, which Water Code Comm thinks should be used for drinking water $4,8A:1 Attorney Bay Fitzhugh volunteers to monitor Water Code panel meetings for conservationists S6,7A:1 Final proposed changes in water quality standards revealed S17,6A:1 A group of Pollution Control and Ecology Comm officials met privately with engineers and scientists and discussed revision of state water quality standards S18,1A:5

Revised water quality standards will give Ark dirtier lakes and streams S18,22A:1 Revised water quality standards approved by Legislative Council S19,13A:3 State Rep N. B. Murphy requests public hearing before final approval of revised water quality standards S23,15A:3 Water quality standards lowered by action of state Pollution Control and Ecology Comm; conservationists upset S26,1A:5 Editorial on Pollution Control's choosing dirtier water S30,18A:1 DeGray Lake has reserved 250 million gallons of water per day for cities in area, but none has been used after 10 years; Ouachita River Water District owes Army Engineers $6 million 02,1A:2 03,1A:2 Lawyer says other states could get DeGray water 06,9A:1 Jarrell E. Southall disputes Gazette contention that revised standards mean dirtier water 07,30A:3 New standards gain backing of legislative Council panel 014,4A:5 New standards give reasonable protection, Joe F. Nix says 017,10A:1 Article on High Plains effort to obtain Arkansas water 028,11C:1 Little Rock studies use of DeGray Lake for future water supply N3,4A:1 Study points out pitfalls in setting up ban on export of water N4,12A:1 Water Code Study Comm urges end to riparian rights doctrine N6,6A:1 Study by US Fish and Wildlife study sees danger to wildlife if water exported from Ouachita and White Rivers N9,3A:1

Effect of septic tanks and out-houses on Saline River water quality to be studied N19,11A:1 State, federal officials warned Beaver Lake dumping is no.1 issue D2,17A:1
Farmer tries to block hearing on water allocation hearing D6,10A:1 National Wildlife Federation requests federal probe of handling of water at DeGray Lake; law violations by Army Corps of Engineers alleged D8,1A:5 Suit filed over overloading of Warren sewage treatment plant which pollutes Saline River D9,6A:1 Survey shows 7 out of 10 Arkansans oppose selling water to Oklahoma and Texas D11,13A:1

See also
Arkansas River
Coal
Conservation
Cypress Creek
Environment
Fourche Creek
Lakes
Lakes-Pine Bluff Lake
Rivers
Waste Materials and Sewage
White River
WATER CODE STUDY COMMISSION
See Water
WATER DISTRIBUTION DISTRICT, MID ARKANSAS
See Lakes-Bull Creek
WATER QUALITY
See Water and Water Pollution
WATERGATE AFFAIR
Series of articles on role of then-Congressman Ray Thornton in probe of Watergate incidents Ag30,1A:5 Ag31,1A:3 S1,5A:1 S2,6A:1 S4,5A:1 S5,12A:1

WATERMELON
See Fruit and Vegetables
WATERS, FRANKLIN
See also
Courts (US)-Federal Dist--Western
WATERS, ROBERT
See also Prisons-Arkansas State
WATERWAYS
Bill in Legis would abolish Waterways Comm Ja8,15A:3 Doug Brandon withdraws bill to abolish Comm Fl9,7A:4 Senate approves HB895 to allow cities to increase tax on hotel, motel and restaurant receipts with funds used for port and harbor facilities Mr12,18A:2 Gov Frank White appts Doug Parker to Waterways Comm Mr20,8A:2

See also White River
WATT, JAMES G.
Interior Secy James G. Watt speaks at Little Rock; demonstrators protest his policies My24,1A:3

See also US-Interior Dept

WEATHER
Summary of heat and cold extremes set at Little Rock during 1980 Ja2,5A:1 First general snowfall of 1981 arrives; some areas get 3 inches Ja21,9A:2 Freezing rain snaps power lines in Northeast Ark Ja31,1A:4 Arctic storm blasts state with high winds, snow Fl1,3A:1 Temperature at Harrison plunges to -6 degrees with wind chill factor of 54 degrees below zero Fl2,13A:7 Map shows full extent of drought in Ark Fl5,12A:1 Little Rock reaches 77 degrees to tie 99-year-old record for the date F20,11A:1 Fort Smith sets record for date with 81 degrees F21,4A:5 Maps show tracks of low pressure during a normal July and during July 1980; chart shows annual precipitation at Little Rock since 1880 Mr5,18B:2 Experts fear more killer heat this summer; article discusses weather patterns and trends Mr5,18B:5 State gets snow flurries Mr19,8A:4 April warmest on record at Little Rock My1,10A:4 Tenth day of storms brings flooding in several areas Je4,1A:2 Heavy rainfall continues across state Je6,1A:4 Rains push 1981 total to normal Je7,1A:4 Temperature reaches 100 at Little Rock Hy21,2A:5 Low temperature records set across North Ark as rains cross state; some flooding reported Ag18,3A:7 Table compares summer 1980 with 1981 Ag21,6A:1 Temperatures dip into the 40s S18,2A:8 Light snow falls in Northwest Ark N20,3A:3 Record low for date set in Little Rock; Mountain Home has low of 4 degrees D19,11A:3 Record lows continue D20,2A:5 Freezing rain closes streets, roads
WEATHER

In Central Ark D21,1A:5 Icy roads cause rash of wrecks D22,7A:1
See also
Drou th
Floods
Storms

WEATHER, A. VERNON
See also
Stephens Overseas Services

WEDDINGS
See Marriages

WEIGHT

Article on weight loss by Osborn family Mr14,1B:4 Three men at University of Arkansas invent device called Skyndex for determining body fat O8,1B:2

WEINGARTEN

Supermarket chain pulling out of Ark; lack of profits cited O30,8A:1

WELFARE

Bill in House (HB87) requires social workers to meet educa tion requirements, pass exam Ja14,3A:1 Vote on HB87 postponed Ja29,4A:1 Food stamps recipients eager to take jobs in workfare project F8,4A:1 Households not eligible for fuel bill aid are receiving checks from state Social Services Div for that purpose F12,6A:1 House approves HB87 to license social workers F27,6A:3 Human Services Dept Director Ray Scott appears before LJBC to plead for change in budget formula to avoid cuts in services; panel members remind Scott that Gov Frank White proposed the reductions to avoid tax increases Mr13,1A:6 Hurley M. Jones appointed by Gov White to head Community Services Div of the state Human Services Dept ApII,7A:2 Officials of pilot work fare program in Lonoke County say program is working but needs harsher sanctions for persons refusing work Ap22,5A:6 Governor Frank White names Mrs Dorothy Rappeport as state Social Services commr; Mrs Rappeport is a teacher at Westark Community Coll My23,1A:2 Three women receiving food stamps charged with deception Je3,12A:1 Arkansas human services agencies hear Senator David Pryor and Repr Ed Bethune explain effects of Reagan econ recovery plan on their funding Ag18,8C:3 Governor White proposes cut in Aid For Dependent Children to allow transfer of funds to Medicaid S15,1A:8 Legislative panel approves White's plan to trim AFDC funds S17,10A:1 Editorial says Frank White lets children fall through safety net for the truly needy S20,12E:1 Welfare Rights Organization protests cuts in Aid to Families With Dependent Children (AFDC) S24,2A:5 Social Services Comm Director Dorothy Rappeport appears before legis panel to defend transfer of $18 million in AFDC funds to Medicare O2,1A:2 Three mothers sue Social Services Comr Dorothy Rappeport and the state Human Services Dept over AFDC cuts O2,9A:5 Governor Frank White meets with 2 groups to discuss cuts; talks end in dispute O15,1A:2 Governor Frank White appoints eight persons to Social Work Licensing Bd O15,6A:4 Governor Frank White says 97 pct on welfare could go to work, and he will stand firm on benefits cuts O16,1A:3 Gazette editorial challenges Gov White's statement on the shiftless 97 pct of AFDC recipients O18,12E:1 No additional funds likely for AFDC until 1983, Gov White says, offers his office help in locating jobs O20,4A:1 Welfare stand of Gov White disputed by Arkansas Women's Political Caucus O22,2A:1 Editorial on White's employment office O22,18A:1 AFDC benefit cuts challenged in federal ct O23,11A:1 Recipients of AFDC challenge Gov White on jobs; Hugh Moore, president of the Central Arkansas Labor Council says White is terribly naive or terribly stupid if he thinks ESD can find jobs for 25,000 more when it already has 80,000 job seekers O24,1A:3 Governor Frank White rejects mediation offer in AFDC dispute O29,2A:4 Food stamps do not offset AFDC cuts N5,4A:1
About 300 persons march to gate of Governor's Mansion to protest AFDC cuts N8,14A:1 Federal judge refuses to stop cut in AFDC N10,8A:4 State AFDC rolls being cut by 4,000 families N15,8A:1 Little Rock City Director Lottie Shackelford critical of policy allowing Ark state govt to design human services programs D2, 4A:1 Welfare Board reactivated by Gov Frank White; Helen Hatch and Charles Ruth apptd D18,4A:2

See also Medicaid

WELFARE RIGHTS ORGANIZATION

See Welfare

WELLS, JOHN F.

See also

Ark-Contracts
Ark-Legislature--Reapportionment
Education-Little Rock--Finances

WENDY'S OLD FASHIONED HAMBURGERS

Arkansas-based firm seeks to attract young patrons Ja18,9G:1

WEST, ELLIOTT

See also Books

WEST FORK

See also Police-West Fork

WEST HELENA

Federal judge rules election of aldermen at-large can continue Ap11, 8A:1

See also Factories-West Helena

WEST MEMPHIS

Meeting between Congressman Bill Alexander, TVA Board Chmn S. David Freeman and city officials becomes area of dispute with press Ap14,5A:1 City forced to cut budget by $325,000 because of 34.9 pct rate increase by AP&L My1,7A:1 City Council overrides veto of Mayor Joyce Ferguson Je5, 12A:3

See also Electric Power and Light

WESTARK COMMUNITY COLLEGE

See also

Basketball-College--Westark
Colleges-Curricula--Westark

WESTON, JOSEPH

Federal court dismisses suit by Weston alleging numerous public officials, private individuals and the Mormon Church conspired to drive him out of business 01,8A:1

WETLANDS

Efforts to save wetlands will end if EPA loses power to act 021,4A:1 Tax benefits urged to encourage preservation of wetlands D4,6A:2

WEYERHAEUSER CORP

National Wildlife Federation to monitor forest practices of Weyerhauser in Ark F15,6B:2 Article on study of firm's wildlife preservation practices by panel assembled by National Wildlife Federation and the Winthrop Rockefeller Fdn Jy12,9E:2

See also Grain

WHEATLEY (ROBERT JACKWAY) FAMILY

Letters written by Wheatley give realistic picture of life out West during the 1860s Ja26,18:2

WHEELING MACHINE PRODUCTS CO

Large plant to be built at Pine Bluff Mr17,9C:1

WHILLOCK, CARL S.

See also Electric Power and Light

WHIPPLE, BILL

See also Pulaski County-Elections--County Judge

WHIPPLE, ROSS

See also

Wildlife, Fish and Game Birds

WHIRLPOOL CORP

Fort Smith plant will reduce work week, lay off 150 employees 029,6C:2

WHISKEY

See Liquor

WHITBECK, FRANK L.

See also

University of Ark at Little Rock

WHITE, ALLEN CO

Bomb threats prompt removal of employees from Alan White Co furniture plant at Stamps Ja7,10A:1

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCIL

See also

Education-Little Rock--Textbooks

WHITE COLLAR CRIME

See Crime and Criminals

WHITE, FRANK

Governor-elect discovers campaign promise for less govt is hard to keep Ja4,6A:1 Governor-elect asks that his initial not be used by reporters; bills and official papers will be
signed Frank White Ja9,9A:3 Arkansas Education Assn lambasts White and his school policies JA10,5A:1 Vice President-elect George Bush is speaker at fund-raising victory celebration for White at Little Rock JAll,2A:2 Arkansas Education Assn criticism no surprise to White JAll,2A:2 Governor-elect sells all his stock JAll,14A:1 Governor White to offer only 8 bills for Legis session; no surprise included; measures represent fulfillment of promises JAll5, IA:7 Governor settles question of what 'D' stands for in his name, explains mixup when he was adopted by stepfather Ja24,3A:1 Monticello editor sees White on road to defeat F1, 3E:6 Senator Knox Nelson advises Governor not to be so blunt in dealing with legislators; exchange with Senator John F. Bearden Jr is example of White's style F5,5A:1 Sterling Cockrill Jr describes White as a complete amateur, says adm overwhelmed by duties of state govt; White says he was not elected as a govt bureaucrat F6,4A:6 Arkansas Black Republican Council names panel to meet with White to seek more appnts of blacks F8,10A:1 Article discusses White's style in dealing with legislators F8,1E:4 Governor finds running a state far different from running a business F9,3A:4 J. W. Benafield helps Gov Frank White push his legislative program F20,9A:1 Discovery made in office of state Land Commissioner that Gov White has been delinquent since 1973 in paying taxes on mineral right in Lafayette County F21,1A:5 Governor pays taxes due on mineral rights F24,5A:8 Article on Governor's championing of tax breaks for big business while calling teachers, CETA workers and retired persons selfish self-interest groups MrI,9E:3 Editorials discuss White's political mind MrI,11E:3 Lobbyists buy liquor to be served at functions at Executive Mansion; funds furnished by special interest groups at request of Preston Bynum; some legislators say they cannot recall hard liquor being served at Mansion under 3 previous governors, express surprise at full bar now in use Mr5,1A:4 Governor says lobbyists will not be allowed to furnish liquor in the future, adds that he was served hard liquor at the Mansion under 2 previous adms Mr6, 1A:4 Article on press conferences that have turned into circuses Mr8, 9E:3 Gazette comments on the liquor caper Mr8,10E:1 Pine Bluff paper critical of performance of White, says Governor seems to confuse his office with that of lobbyist for private interests Mr8,11E:3 Christian Civlc Fdn of Ark asks White to stop serving drinks at Mansion Mr10,4A:3 Governor says he is an amateur as a politician, but not in running the state govt Mr14, 3A:4 Editors comment on White, special interests and the Legis Mr15,13E:3 Editors comment on drinking at the Mansion Mr15,13E:4 No-tax legs session makes history, White says Mr17,3A:5 Governor visits Legis last day of session to thank lawmakers for their work and cooperation Mr19,1A:8 Gazette comments on legis history according to White Mr19,18A:1 White performance receives mixed reviews from legislators Mr28,5A:1 Governor defends his record, cites positive legislation ApI,2A:7 Stuttgart ed says White to be a one-termer if he does not shape up; mental boondoggles cited Ap5,13E:1 Bumper stickers reading "Don't Blame Me. I Voted for Clinton" appearing on cars of teachers Ap12,2A:6 Stuttgart Daily Leader calls Governor the Great White Waffler Ap12,13E:6 Pine Bluff Commercial refers to Governor as Pothole White, takes him to task for referring to tax money as "my" general revenue Ap12,13E:6 Article in AIDC publication credits White with working 7 years longer than he did for Merrill Lynch, does not mention work at Commercial Natl Bank Ap19, 11E:3 Governor goes to White House,
tells President Reagan that Ark supports his econ plan Ap22,1A:3 Banana button being sold by former Bill Clinton aide Ap22,1A:4 Governor uses public relations fund for briefcases, tips and sports equipment My6,12A:4 Vegetable garden at Mansion helps the Whites relax My7,8A:2 Report by Democratic Party assails White's record during first 100 days in office My10,1A:5 State Senator Joe Ford says Democratic rep made a lot of assumptions My17,11E:1 Supporters sport car bumper stickers reading; "I'm Bananas About Frank" My23,1A:6 Editorial comment continues on evaluation of Gov White's first 100 days in office My24,13E:3 Governor says filling of his cabinet and the prison situation are top priorities My27,10A:1 Article comments on White's boast that theLegis passed more of his program than any gov in history My31,9E:1 Former supporter now ashamed of White record Je7,11E:1 Editorial defends White's right to spend public relations funds as he sees fit Je7,11E:3 News media hurt his feelings, but it has been fair, Governor says Je10,1A:4 Governor comments on several topics at press conf Je13,1A:4 Je14,1A:5 Governor defends his adm from charge that it lacks direction Je14,1A:5 Animosity toward Gov White evident at state AFL-CIO convention Je16,1A:3 White attributes his success to enthusiasm and sales ability Je17,3A:6 Questions by delegates at Boys State lead Mr White to conclusion that he was "set up" by Bill Clinton supporters Je21,11E:1 Governor travels on Arkansas Power and Light Co plane to Richmond, says he never thought of it as improper Je25,1A:4 Editors comment on White and his critics Je28,13E:1 Governor Frank White sees no conflict of interest in accepting ride in AP&L plane Jy3,1A:4 Editors respond to news of White's piggyback ride with AP&L Jy5,13E:3 Editors comment on piggybacking with AP&L Jy12,11E:2 Arkadelphia paper comments on Governor's contradictory statements on issues Jy19,13E:3 Governor's car stopped in Garland Co for speeding, no ticket issued Jy25,2A:6 Jy26,15A:1 Governor says he does not condone speeding, will not pay fine when no ticket was issued Jy28,7A:1 Editorial on speeding incident Ag2,13E:2 Crime and punishment may be scare theme White will use in his reelection bid in 1982 Ag9,9E:1 Governor roasted and toasted at Big Brothers dinner Ag18,3A:2 Governor continues criticism of Bill Clinton Ag21,4A:2 Article discusses White's elusiveness Ag23,11E:1 Governor criticized for chartering jet to fly him to National Governors Conf Ag23,13E:4 Governor continues to jab at Bill Clinton S6,2A:2 Hyperbole use by Frank White noted S25,14A:1 Governor responds to several questions during radio program 020,4A:1 Editorial on White's tendency to backtrack on his stands on issues N3,8A:1 Editorial on White's use of salesmanship for political gain N29,13E:3 Governor writes letter to Ray Thornton, pres of Arkansas State Univ, assailing state Sen Jerry Bookout for not voting for proposal that would have given school $900,000 D5,1A:2 Gazette says Governor has begun a mean and shallow campaign against Senators who refused to support gas lease funds plan D9,28A:1 State Auditor Julia Hughes Jones refuses to pay $1,383 bill submitted by White without documentation D22,2A:6 See also Aerospace Industry Agricultural Machinery Agriculture Agriculture-Finances Ark-Economic Conditions and Trends Ark-Elections--Governor Ark-Finances--Budgets Ark-Finances--Federal Aid Ark-Finances--Government Bonds
See also (Con't)
Ark-Government Employees (gen)
Ark-Government Employees--Holidays
Ark-Government Employees--Insurance
Ark-Government Employees--Wages
Ark-Legislature--Sessions
Ark-Local Govt (gen)
Ark-Local Govt--Finances
Ark-Local Govt--Government Employees---Pensions
Ark-Politics and Govt
Arkansas Louisiana Gas Co
Arkansas River
Atheism
Automobiles--Registration
Birth Control
Capital Punishment
Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific RR
Colleges and Universities
Comprehensive Employment and Training Act of 1973 (CETA)
Courts (Ark)
Credit
Crime and Criminals
Cuba-Refugees
Culture (The Arts)
Discrimination
Drug Addiction, Abuse and Traffic
Education (gen)
Education (gen)--Curricula
Education (gen)--Finances
Education (gen)--Teachers---SalarieS
Education (gen)--Vocational Training
Education--Governor's School
Electric Power
Energy and Power
Environment
Executive Mansion (Ark)
Exports and Imports
Factories and Industrial Plants
Family Life America Under God
Horse Racing
King, Martin Luther
Labor
Medicaid
Medicine (gen)
Meads--Baker
Meads--Bawman
Meads--Bolli
Meads--Fields
Meads--King

See also (Con't)
Meads--Moore
Meads--Welch
Meads--York
Nursing Homes
Ozark Folk Center
Ozark Institute
Plants
Police (gen)
Police-State Police
Prisons-Arkansas State Penitentiary
Public Utilities
Railroads
Reagan, Ronald--Inauguration
Roads (gen)
Roads--Finances
Taxation-Severance Tax
Taxation-Tax Exemption
Textron Corp
Trucks and Trucking Industry
US-Home Loan Bank
University of Ark at Fayetteville
University of Ark at Little Rock
Veterans
Waste Materials
Water
Welfare
White River
Women--Discrimination
--Aides and Employees: Seven persons selected as legislative liaisons Ja10,4A:7 Preston Bynum forced to take medical leave to rest Ja13, 2A:4 Selection of Charles Hughes, the lobbyist for the Arkansas Bus and Truck Assn, as a legislative liaison for Gov White is criticized by Highway Dept Director Henry Gray as improper Ja14,1A:5 Sterling Cockrell Jr filling in for illing Preston Bynum as executive secretary to Governor Ja14,5A:5 Gazette discusses White's use of Charles Hughes as lobbyist Ja16,14A:1 Cartoon shows programs being sold at door of Legislature so observers can tell Governor's liaison from the lobbyists Ja18, 3E:4 Preston Bynum returns to post Ja22,12A:7 Ernest Bremerley says he was fired from staff because he is black; White says work was poor F3, 4A:8 Don Johnson, a black, named to personal staff F13,5A:2 Jane Knight
hired as extradition officer Mr13, 2A:2 New layer of bureaucracy may result from White's naming of liaisons to state agencies Ap19, 11E:3 Bob Harrelson joins staff Ap24, 2A:8 Liaison staff named to work with agencies My8, 8A:1 Robert H. Adcock hired to serve on liaison team; other changes made in staff My20, 4A:1 Denise Luptak hired as liaison My21, 7C:5 Article on press secretary, Barbara Pardue O12, 1B:6 Jane McCallum hired as speechwriter and general aide N3, 6A:5 State to get refund of $248 which was paid in error for room used by aide to Gov Frank White D17, 16A:6

--Appointments and Executive Changes: Gazette describes cabinet of Governor-elect White as unexceptional Ja4, 2E:1 Senate confirms 6 appointees to head depts, refers 2 in dist of state Senator Joe Ford to panel Ja20, 4A:7 Senator Joe Ford allows approval of apmnts in his dist Ja23, 8A:2 Governor says he has not required all appointees to be strong supporters of his, but does expect them to be able to vote for him F6, 4A:5 Robert McIntosh distributes circulars in House chamber comparing Gov White with Khomeini because blacks not being appointed; several legislators angry Fl1, 9A:7 Governor White names 4 blacks to state posts Fl3, 6A:1 Article on White's apmnt of financial backers to state offices Je14, 11E:1 Herby Branscum doubts White statement that he appoints foes to state positions Je25, 3A:3 Appearance of impropriety cited in apmnt of B. Jeffery Spence to act as special state Supreme Court judge to hear bank law case although Spence represents a bank Jy4, 1A:2 Robert (Say) McIntosh scolds Gov for hiring a few of what McIntosh called 'house niggers' Jy4, 4A:4 Len Blaylock sees nothing wrong in apmnt of B. Jeffery Pence as special judge Jy8, 4A:5 State Supreme Ct dismisses appearance of impropriety in Spence apmnt Jy14, 7A:2 Governor meets with Elijah Coleman to discuss apmnt of more blacks; Coleman received death threat if he met with Gov without Robert McIntosh; White says he will no longer meet with McIntosh Jy24, 7A:1 Governor drops use of screening process by Arkansas Bar Assn in favor of patronage apmnts of special justices to state Supreme Ct Ag2, 1A:4 Former Gov Orval E. Faubus apptd to head state Veterans Affairs Dept Ag5, 1A:2 Views differ on intent of GOP panel vote to send statement by Elijah Coleman to Gov Ag10, 1A:4 Frank White says GOP urged him to name Orval E. Faubus to veterans post D8, 7A:4 Harlan H. Holleman says neither he nor the state Republican Party promoted Orval E. Faubus for post D9, 25A:1 Gazette comments on GOP and Orval E. Faubus appt D11, 26A:1 Larry Sparks, a former member of the Republican State Committee, asks White to make up his mind why he apptd Faubus D12, 9A:5 Faubus apmnt embarrassing, Rev Lamar Keels, president of the state NAACP says D14, 8A:6

---Accountancy Board:
See Accounting and Accountants
---Aging, Office of
See Aging
---Alcoholic Beverage Control Comm:
See Liquor
---Alcoholic Beverage Control Div:
See Liquor
---Architects Board:
See Architecture and Architects
---Arkansas National Guard:
See US Armament-Reserves
---Arkansas School for the Blind, Board:
See Blindness
---Arkansas State Police:
See Police-State Police
---Arkansas Tech Univ Board:
See Arkansas Tech Univ
---Arts and Humanities Advisory Council:
See Culture (The Arts)
---Barber Examiners Board:
See Barbers and Barbering
---Blind and Visually Impaired, Office of:
See Blindness and the Blind
WHITE, FRANK

---Appointments

---Blind and Visually Impaired, Office of, Advisory Committee:
   See Blindness and the Blind
---Building Services Council:
   See Ark-Public Buildings
---Cemetery Board:
   See Cemeteries
---Child Care Facility Review Bd:
   See Day Care Centers for Children
---Claims Commission
   See Ark-Suits and Claims Against Govt
---Coal Miners Board
   See Coal
---Commerce Dept
   See Commerce
---Community Services Div, Human Services Dept
   See Welfare
---Corrections Bd:
   See Prisons-Arkansas State (gen)
---Cosmetology Bd:
   See Beauty Shops
---Counseling Examiners, Board of:
   See Counseling
---Courts (Ark)
   See Courts (Ark)-Circuit--District 6
   Courts (Ark)-Circuit--District 14
   Courts (Ark)-Circuit--District 16
---Crime Laboratory Bd:
   See Police and Law Enforcement
---Crime Laboratory, State:
   See Police (gen)
---Dental Examiners Bd:
   See Dentistry
---Economic Development Dept:
   See Factories and Indus Plants
---Education Board, State
   See Education (gen)
---Education Dept:
   See Education (gen)
---Educational Television Comm:
   See Television-Noncommercial
---Embalmers and Funeral Directors
   See Funerals
---Emergency Medical Services
   See Medicine-Ambulances
---Emergency Services Office:
   See Disasters
---Engineers and Land Surveyors, Board of Professional:
   See Engineering and Engineers
---Finance and Adm Dept:
   See Ark-Finances and Budgets
---Fire Extinguisher Serviceman Installer Advisory Board
   See Fires
---Fire Prevention Comm
   See Fires
---Forestry Commission:
   See Forests and Forestry
---Game and Fish Comm:
   See Wildlife, Fish and Game Birds
---Gifted and Talented Education, Advisory Council On:
   See Education (gen)--Gifted
---Governor's Mansion Commission:
   See Executive Mansion (Ark)
---Health Department
   See Medicine and Health (gen)
---Health Planning and Development Agency, State
   See Medicine and Health (gen)
---Henderson State Univ Bd:
   See Henderson State Univ
---Highway Comm:
   See Roads
---Historic Preservation Comm:
   See Ark-History
---Historic Preservation Office:
   See Ark-History
---History Comm:
   See Ark-History
---Housing Development Agency:
   See Housing
---Humanities, Endowment for the:
   See Culture (The Arts)
---Inhalation Therapy Examining Committee
   See Medicine
---Insurance Advisory Comm, State Employees:
   See Ark-Government Employees--Insurance
---Judicial Ethics Committee:
   See Courts (Ark)
---Justice Building Comm:
   See Ark-Public Buildings
---Kidney Disease Comm:
   See Kidneys
---Appointments

---Labor Bd:
  See Labor (gen)

---Labor Dept:
  See Labor (gen)

---Law Enforcement Standards and Training Comm:
  See Police and Law Enforcement

---Laws, State Uniform
  See Ark-Laws

---Legal Services Corp Advisory Council
  See Legal Aid for the Poor

---Liquefied Petroleum Gas Bd:
  See Gas (Fuel)

---Livestock and Poultry Comm:
  See Livestock

---Local Services Dept:
  See Ark-Local Govt

---Long Term Care Facility Bd:
  See Nursing Homes

---Mental Retardation/Developmental Disabilities Bd:
  See Mental Health

---Merit System Council:
  See Ark-Government Employees

---Mississippi County Community College:
  See Mississippi County Community College

---Mississippi River Parkway Comm:
  See Roads (gen)--Mississippi Parkway

---Motor Vehicle Comm:
  See Vehicles

---Museum Services Review Panel:
  See Museums

---Natural and Cultural Heritage Dept:
  See Environment

---Natural and Scenic Rivers Comm:
  See Rivers

---Occupational Therapy Examining Committee:
  See Handicapped

---Oil and Gas Comm:
  See Gas (Fuel)

---Oil and Gas Compact Comm:
  See Oil (Petroleum)

---Oil Museum:
  See Oil Museum

---Opticians, Dispensing (State Board of)
  See Eyes

---Optometric Drugs, Committee On:
  See Eyes

---Ozark Folk Center
  See Ozark Folk Center

---Pardons and Paroles:
  See Prisons-Arkansas State

---Parks and Tourism Dept:
  See Parks (gen)

---Parks, Recreation and Travel:
  See Parks (gen)

---Pharmacy Board:
  See Drugs

---Physical Therapy Examining Comm:
  See Physical Therapy

---Plant Board:
  See Plants

---Podiatry Board:
  See Chiropody

---Police and Fire Retirement System:
  See Ark-Local Govt--Employees---Pensions

---Police Commission, State:
  See Police-State Police

---Police, State:
  See Police-State Police

---Prairie Grove Battlefield Comm:
  See Parks--Prairie Grove

---Public School Employees Advisory Council:
  See Education (gen)--Employees, Noncertified

---Public Service Comm:
  See Public Utilities

---Racing Comm:
  See Horse Racing

---Real Estate Comm:
  See Real Estate

---Red River Comm:
  See Red River

---Rehabilitation Commission, Community Based:
  See Children-Crime

---Retirement Systems Mortgage Advisory Council:
  See Ark-Government Employees---Pensions

---Revenue Building Comm:
  See Ark-Public Buildings

---Review Board:
  See Unemployment Insurance

---Sanitaritans Bd:
  See Sanitation
WHITE, FRANK

---Appointments

---Savings and Loan Bd:
See Savings and Loan Assns
---School Self-Insurance Advisory Committee:
See Fire Insurance
---Securities Dept:
See Stocks and Bonds
---Social Services Div:
See Welfare
---Social Work Licensing Bd:
See Welfare
---Soil and Water Conservation Comm:
See Conservation
---Southern Arkansas Univ Bd:
See Southern Arkansas Univ
---Southern Arkansas Univ (Southwest Technical Branch)
See Southern Arkansas Univ
---Soybean Production Bd:
See Soybeans
---Speech Pathologists and Audiologists Board:
See Speech
---Spinal Cord Comm:
See Spine
---State Hospital Board:
See Mental Health
---Transportation Dept:
See Transportation
---University of Ark Bd:
See University of Ark
---University of Ark at Pine Bluff:
See University of Ark at Pine Bluff
---University of Central Ark Bd:
See University of Central Ark
---Veterans Affairs Dept:
See Veterans Affairs Dept
---Ark-Politics and Govt
---White, Frank--Appointments (gen)
---Vocational Technical Education Advisory Council:
See Education (gen)--
---War Memorial Stadium Comm:
See Stadiums
---Water Well Comm:
See Water
---Waterways Comm:
See Waterways

---Appointments... (Con't)
---Welfare Board:
See Welfare
---White House Conference on Aging:
See Aging
---Youth Services Bd:
See Children-Crime
---Cartoons: White serving steaks to banquet for the truly needy (big shippers, truck lobby, pet corporations) while teachers, retirees and jobs program stand outside Mr4,14A:3 White as King Pyrrhus of Ark Mr15, 12E:3 Governor and Joe Ford directing musical chairs at PSC Mr18, 12A:3 White tells UA Engineering. School a panhandler took his last dime Ap2,18A:3 White and the Legislature as a hen and rooster whose local sales tax option eggs are about to hatch Ap9,18A:3 Cartoon shows Gov Frank White's arrival in Japan (the Middle East) My10,12E:3 Governor pretends to spank AP&L president, Jerry Mauldin Je7,10E:3 Grocer offers to send political contributions in exchange for tax break S20,12E:3 White drives Cubans out of Chaffee as leaves (months) Fall S27,13E:4 White drives 80,000-lb truck, while Jim Guy Tucker and Bill Clinton thumb ride N22,10E:3 Governor and Legislature flog AP&L with a feather N26,28A:3 White flees from reporters questions about effect of new law on AP&L rate increase D3,16A:3 White complains to Mrs Claus about treatment by Santa of his requests D10,22A:3 White-FaBubs marriage D13,12E:3 Santa White asks special interests what they are bringing him for Christmas D24,8A:3

---Inauguration: Schedule fast-paced for day Jall,1A:3 Mrs White's gown for inaugural ball is creation of Robn Muse of Little Rock Jall,1D:1 Volunteers doing work on inauguration events Jall,1D:5 Governor-elect White gives his personal testimony at prayer breakfast preceding swearing-in ceremony Jall4,1A:3 Security tight during day because of death threat on
Governor Jal4,1A:4 Legislators generally praise White's inaugural address Jal4,1A:5 Inaugural address includes promise of an 'era of realism' in spending; Governor reminds teachers that school dists can go to voters for more funds; proposal made to reorganize Economic Development Dept; White takes swipe at Governor Bill Clinton's claim that he is leaving surplus funds for new adm Jal4,1A:8 Text of inaugural speech delivered on steps of Capitol Jal4,10A:1 Governor White found note on desk from Bill Clinton Jal4,10A:3 Inaugural committee gets 25 to 30 cases of champagne from unknown donors Jal4,10A:4 Gazette analyzes twin inaugural speeches, says term begins on upbeat Jal5,16A:1 John Workman comments on White's religious statements at prayer breakfast Jal7,9A:1 Text of prayer breakfast address Jal7,9A:2 Editors comment on speech Jal8,3E:3

---Laws and Legislation:
---Bills Signed: Governor signs several minor bills F3,5A:6 Governor signs about 50 bills Mr19,8A:1 Governor signs 212 bills Mr31,7A:1 Governor allows 56 bills to become law without his signature; Governor allowed total of 89 such bills to become law Ap8,3A:1 Governor signs 10 bills N25,3A:6 White signs 8 measures D1,6A:7 More bills signed D2,2A:5 D3,7A:1

See also
Agricultural Machinery
Agriculture-Finances
Animals
Ark-Contracts
Ark-Elections--Laws
Ark-Government Employees (gen)
Ark-Legislature (gen)
Ark-Legislature--Sessions
Ark-Local Govt--Elections
Ark-Local Govt--Finances
Ark-Local Govt--Government Attorneys
Ark-Local Govt--Government Employees--Pensions
---Bills Signed:
See also (Con't)
Ark at Fayetteville
Athletics-College--University of
Ark for Medical Sciences
Ark for Medical Sciences
Ark at Fayetteville
Barbers and Barbering
Children-Crimes
Courts (Local)--Municipal--Pulaski County
Defeasibility of Deaf Mutes
Divorce
Drugs and Drug Trade
Education (gen)--Curricula
Education (gen)--Teachers--Salaries
Education (gen)--Teachers---Pensions
Education (gen)--Teachers---Salaries
Education (gen)--Vocational
Electric Power and Light
Energy and Power
Environment
Executive Mansion (Ark)
Factories and Industrial Plants
Little Rock-Mayor
Livestock
Marriages
Meat
Medicine and Health
Medicine and Health--Ambulances
Mental Health
Motion Pictures
Mulberry River
North Little Rock-City Council
Nursing and Nurses
Nursing Homes
011 Museum
Prisons-Arkansas State Penitentiary
Prisons--Saline County Jail
Public Utilities
Restaurants
Roads--Finances
Scholarships
Sex Crimes

---Bills Signed:
See also (Cont'd)
Taxation-Real Estate
Television-Noncommercial
Trailers (Auto)
Trespass
Trucks and Trucking Industry
Watches and Clocks
Water
Wildlife
Wines
Wood and Wood Products
---Bills Vetoed:
See also
Agricultural Machinery
Ark-Contracts
Ark-Legislature-Committees-Joint Performance Review Com
Ark-Local Govt-Government Employees-Pensions
Bingo
Birth Defects
Chiroprody
 Colleges (gen)
 Colleges-Buildings-University of Ark at Little Rock
 Colleges-Research
 Courts (Ark)-Circuit-Reapportionment
 Education (gen)-Finances
 Education-Teachers-Pensions
 Entertainment and Amusements
 Factories
 Legal Insurance
 Meat
 Medicaid
 Medicine-Ambulances
 Medicine-Hospitals
 Parks (gen)
 Philanthropy
 Pregnancy, Obstetrics and Maternal
 Prisons (gen)
 Prisons-Arkansas State
 Roads-Finances
 Scholarships, Fellowships and Student Loans
 Taxation (gen)
 Taxation-Real Estate
 Unemployment Insurance
 US-Congress (HR)-Reapportionment
 University of Arkansas
 Welfare
---Marriage and Family
See also White, Gay
---Messages to Legislature: Text of state-of-the-state message to Legis
F20.10A:1 Governor addresses special session of Legis N17.1A:7 Text of speech to special session N17.8A:1
---Security, Personal: Security tight during inaugural ceremony Jn.14,
1A:4 Two phone calls to Fort Smith police threaten life of Governor Fj.4,
1A:2 Death threats just part of job, Mrs Gay White says F20.3A:1 Warrant
Issued for Michael J. Law, who failed to appear in ct on charge of
threatening White at Fort Smith last month Mr6.16A:1 Threatening call
recd at office shortly after shooting of President Reagan; White reveals
that he sometimes wears bullet-proof vest Mr31.1A:2 Governor takes body
guard on vacation trip Ap1.2A:2
---Travel, Personal: Governor gone to Florida for vacation Ap1.2A:2
WHITE, GAY
Next first lady welcomes opportunities, challenges; Gay White interview
gives glimpse of her background Jn.1.1A:4 Mrs White talks about difficulties of life in the public eye
Jy13.3A:1
See also Executive Mansion (Ark)
WHITE HOUSE CONFERENCE
Note: Entries beginning with the
words, White House Conference, are
under key word of subject of con-
ference
WHITE, JACK
See also Farmers Cooperative of
Arkansas and Oklahoma
WHITE RIVER
Judge to rule on legality of law
used by group of Grand Prairie
farmers to form a district to distri-
bute water from White River for irri-
gation Jn.17.8C:1 Environmentalists
and railroad interests will challenge
benefit figures in Army Engineers
rept on navigation improvements F3,
4C:7 Opponents of navigation hope
Governor Frank White will disapprove
project F22.5A:6 Cartoon shows White
River Monster (Corps of Engineers)
F24,6A:3 Rex Hancock asks Gov Frank White to oppose project F24,6A:3 US Interior Dept opposes plan by Army Engineers for navigation improvements
Ap9,12A:1 Governor Frank White sends 1r to Washington opposing dredging
Ap11,7A:3 Court battle shaping up over whether a special water dist can be formed in Prairie County to take water from White River for irrigation
Je28,8A:1 More study needed on proposed White River-Grand Prairie Irrigation Dist, panel decides Ag28,12A:4
See also Water
Wildlife-Fish
WICKRAMASINGHE, N. C.
See also
Education (gen)--Curricula
WIDOWS AND WIDowers
Little Rock Chapter of Theos helps widowed persons adjust O14,1B:2
WIED, GLADYS MILHAM
Arkansas Court of Appeals upholds Wied will leaving daughter only $10,000 of a large estate F12,10A:1
WIEDERKEHR WINE CELLARS
Article on Altus tourist attraction My10,24G:1
WILDERNESS AND NATURAL AREAS
Goose Pond on Pope-Conway County line purchased by Natural Heritage Comm Mr3,4A:2 Article lists areas in Ark under study My2,8C:1 Article on use of Goose Pond Natural Area as a botany lab by Arkansas Tech Univ Je2,1B:1 Environmentalists blast compromise on proposed Richland Creek Wilderness Area Je21,8A:1 Natural Heritage Comm agrees to Arkansas Tech proposal that it be given custodial care of Goose Pond Natural Area; conservation easement around Gap Creek in Montgomery Co accepted to protect Paleback Darter; public access to Dardanelle Rock worked out Jy19,10A:1 Arkansas Wildlife Federation asks US Forest Service to recommend that Congress designate almost all of 12,175 acres in Richland Creek as a wilderness area Jy23,8C:3
Winthrop Rockefeller Foundation awards $1,150,000 matching grant to Nature Conservancy to develop a model program to conserve rare and threatened natural areas in Ark N11,6A:1 Senator Dale Bumpers protests plan for oil and gas lease on 400 acres of Caney Creek Wilderness Area in Polk County N13,6A:4 Gazette calls for hands off Caney Creek N17,10A:1 Goose Pond Natural Area to be managed by Arkansas Tech D27,6B:5
See also Wetlands
WILDLIFE
Note: Endangered species are entered under this heading, with appropriate subdivision

Legislative Personnel Com wants Game and Fish Comm Director Steve Wilson's salary raised to $40,000 Ja15,12A:2 Senate passes bill saying a person having fishing tackle on a fish farm may be presumed to be stealing fish Ja27,3A:8 Governor White signs SB134 on theft of fish from fish farms Fl1,15A:6 Hays Tompkins Sullivan, a member of the Game and Fish Comm, indicted but not charged, for hunting ducks in a baited area F21,10A:5 House gets measure (HJR19) to abolish G&FC, allow Legislature to estab a new agency F24,5A:4 1980-81 hunting seasons and regulations set by G&FC VICE CHMN Henry Moore re-signs Mr4,14C:6 Senate passes HB366, which allows licensed hunters to carry unloaded handguns to and from hunting areas Mr11,4A:1 Ross Whipple named to G&FC by Gov Frank White Mr19,8A:5 Bill to require jail term for anyone spotlighting deer passed House, but was never voted on In Senate Mr25,13A:5 Gov Frank White signs HB366 (Act 845, 1981) to allow hunters to carry loaded handguns to and from hunting areas Mr31,7A:1 Three men plead guilty to shooting ducks over baited area; operation called notorious Ap14,7A:3 Duck hunter found guilty of charge of
hunting in baited area My1,9A:1

Article on exotic birds owned by Dr.
Robin Jones and Richard Knoll Je6,
1B:2 Sale of duck stamp prints
brings in cash for Game and Fish Comm
projects Je21,4B:1 Beryl Anthony Sr
is Gov White's choice for seat on
G&FC; Anthony supported White in 1980
campaign Jy11,1A:6 Hunting seasons
for migratory birds set Jy22,4C:2
Two top-level positions filled at
G&FC by Richard Broach and BIlly
White Ag16,4B:1 Summary of actions
by G&FC meeting 06,3C:6 Black Swamp
Wildlife Management Area renamed Rex
Hancock Wildlife Management Area in
honor of Stuttgart dentist D11,5C:4
Biologist Harold Lepel transferred
from Newton County by G&FC after his
successful hunt for marijuana plots
brought complaints D27,1A:3 Cartoon
of G&FC which sees, smells and
speaks no pot D31,10A:3

See also
Ark-Finances--Government Bonds and
Investments
Lakes and Reservoirs
Water
Weyerhaeuser Corp
Wildlife Sanctuaries

Animals

--Bears: Two black bears create
some alarm near Greers Ferry Lake
Je2,4A:1 Bear trapped at Heber
Springs Je3,12A:6

--Deer: Article on hunting as
practiced at Oliver deer camp near
Hampton Ja4,1F:5 Hunters to be re-
quired to wear orange hats Ja20,4C:7
Interview on deer hunting with G&FC
Director Steve Wilson N1,6B:1 Map
shows size of deer herd in each
county N1,8B:1 Arrests made in
vandalism cases involving deer stands
in South Ark D6,6B:1

--Elk: Colorado elk brought in to
restock Upper Buffalo area of Newton
County Mr22,6B:1

--Birds. Arkansas birdwatchers join
in conservation efforts as result of
recent killings of birds N29,1F:2

See also

--Blackbirds: Agricultural losses
from damages by blackbirds is $6
million annually; control is diffi-
cult Ag14,8A:6

--Blue Herons: About 200 little
blue herons and cattle egrets killed
or wounded at nesting area near
Bryant Je23,1A:4

--Eagles: Article on Jan Gulley's
work for the protection of eagles
Ja18,4B:1 G&FC votes plan to keep
bald eagle in Ark the year round 06,
3C:6

--Geese: Canadian goose eggs being
hatched in Ark in effort to induce
goose to make Northwest Ark and the
Arkansas River their home My5,7C:3
Experiment with hatching Canada goose
appears successful; Holla Bend houses
new flock Je28,4B:1

--Martins: Fanciers give advice on
housing for martins Ja31,10:2

Fish. Lake Conway fish kill brings
results N24,2C:1

--Bass: Striped bass caught in
Beaver Lake weighs 45 lbs, 12 oz
Mr22,6B:5 Striped bass weighing over
27 lbs and 43 lbs caught in Beaver
Lake Ag16,4B:3 Arkansas angler, Mrs
Anna Johnson, certified as world
record-holder for 45 pound, 12 ounce
striped bass taken from Beaver Lake
Ag30,4B:2

--Catfish: Arkansas catfish
farmers sold 14.4 million fish worth
$4.8 million during first 6 mos of
year Ag28,6C:8

See also Restaurants

--Paleback Darter: Conservation
easement around Gap Creek in Mont-
gomery County secured to protect
Darter Jy19,10A:1

--Sauger: Article on fishing for
sauger on the Arkansas River Ja18,
4B:1

--Trout: Record for rainbow trout
set by Jim Miller with 19 lbs, 2 oz
catch in White River Ap5,6B:4 End
to rocking or herding of trout in
White River ordered by G&FC My15,2C:3
Hundreds of White River trout die as
temperature of water rises Jy22,4C:1
Trout program in Ark is steady, productive D27,6B:3

---Reptiles

---Alligators: Alligator spotted crossing I-430 north of Arkansas
River near Little Rock A7,4A:5

WILDLIFE FEDERATION, ARKANSAS
See also
Environment
US-Interior Dept
Water
Wilderness
WILDLIFE FEDERATION, NATIONAL
See also
Water
Weyerhaeuser Corp
WILDLIFE FEDERATION, NEWTON COUNTY
See also Forests and Forestry
WILDLIFE SANCTUARIES
Lands bordering Army Engineers reservoirs and projects being utilized for wildlife management and hunting Ja20,4C:5 Gas leasing in Buffalo River Wildlife Management Area called a dead issue Ja23,8A:4
Editorial on ban on exploration in Buffalo River Area Ja28,14A:1 Federal court rules impact statement on Felsenthal National Wildlife Refuge is adequate F5,8A:6
WILLIAMS, CHAMP
See also Black Rock
WILLIAMS, JACK
See also Jack Williams (Frigate)
WILLIAMS, MILLER
See also Books
WILLIAMS, NORMAN F.
See also
Diamonds
Geology
WILLIAMS, RHYS
See also Medicine-Hospitals--Harrison
WILLIAMS, TED
See also Ark-Politics
WILLS AND ESTATES
House passes bill (HB430) giving men same inheritance rights as women F20,4A:8 State Supreme Court strikes down the state law that allows widows to claim part of husband's estate although not mentioned in the will F24,7A:7 Legislature to get 2 bills (HB421 and HB430) to correct inequities in marriage property rights F26,3A:3 Senate approves HB430 granting a husband or wife the same interest in the other's estate Mr6,1A:8
See also
Brown, Jean
Gibson, Hermon
Hawkins, Jack B.
Libraries
McClellan, John L.
Neal, Gerald
Reed, Arthur
Smith, Gerald L. K.
Wied, Gladys Milham
WILSON, JO LUCK
See also Parks
WILSON, MIKE
See also Education (gen)--Curricula
WILSON, NICK
See also Gas (Fuel)
Public Utilities
WILSON, STEVE
See also Wildlife
WINES
Governor Frank White signs bill SB367, (Act 35, 1981) to allow grapes to be imported and used in Ark wine industry without loss of tax exemption for Ark wineries Mr6,12A:1
See also Nursing Homes-Beaumont
WINONA FINANCIAL LIFE INSURANCE CO
See also Union Life Insurance Co
WINTERS, STEPHEN A.
See also Rivers
WOMACK, FARRIS W.
See also Ark-Finances and Budgets
WOMACK, J. A.
See also Ouachita County
WOMEN
House approves SB528 removing gender references in several laws on marriage, divorce and paternity Mr18,1A:5 Article on problems of women who are subjected to sexual harassment on the job Ap1,1B:2 Arkansas Women's Political Caucus makes annual awards to supporters and opponents of issues of interest to women Ap2,17A:2

279
See also
Aggressiveness and Assertiveness
Labor--Women
Stress (Physiology)

**Discrimination.** ERA ratification measure filed in House (HJR4) Ja16, 2A:4 Arkansas backers of ERA renew push for passage in Ark Legislature; Gov Frank White opposes measure Ja18, 16A:1 Supporters of ERA call on Legislature and Gov Frank White for support Fl7,2A:3 House panel never even voted on ERA Ap4,19A:4 Unionization only effective route against bias, two natl labor leaders tell Little Rock group My16,10C:2 J. Bill Becker says labor needs female leaders My17,22A:5 Arkansas groups hold ERA rally Jy1,9A:1 Sexual harassment suit filed by Mrs Jo Ann McEwen against L. T. Blevins, president of L. T. Blevins Electric Co Jy2,7A:2 Governor Frank White will not include ERA in call for special session of Legls Jy3,3A:6 NOW preparing for fight to keep rights, Little Rock conf told S13,7A:1 Article by Duane McCampbell on ERA 030, 19A:1 Gov White criticized for failure to put ERA on call for special session N14,6A:6 Letter from Kathy L. Webb on failure of Gov White to include ERA in session call N22, 10E:3 Family Life America God (FLAG) to join anti-ERA blitz D2,17A:5 Response of FLAG and ERA supporters in Ark to court ruling that states can rescind votes approving amdt D25,5A:2

See also
Banks (gen)--First Security Bank of Horseshoe Bend
Education--North Little Rock--Teachers
Handicapped
National Investors Life Insurance Company
Planning and Development District, West Central Ark
Police-State Police
Television and Radio- Stations--Russellville

**Discrimination (Con't)**
Timex Corp
Valmac Industries
WOMEN, NATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR (NOW)

See also Abortion
WOMEN'S COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTER (LITTLE ROCK)

See also Abortion
WOMEN'S POLITICAL CAUCUS, ARKANSAS

See Women
WOOD AND WOOD PRODUCTS

Senate Bill 240 proposes increase of severance tax on timber and timber products to support the Forestry Dept at the University of Arkansas at Monticello Ja29,11A:8 Senate passes SB409 to increase severance tax on saw timber and a variety of timber products F24,5A:1 House defeats SB409 which would have increased severance tax on timber Mr4,5A:4 House approves SB410 to increase tax on pasture and timber land Mr4,5A:6 House passes SB409 raising severance tax on timber Mr5,4A:1 House approves SB409 to increase timber severance tax to fund Forestry Comm Mr18,3A:5 Governor Frank White signs SB409 (Act 617, 1981) Mr25,13A:8

See also Forests and Forestry
WOOD CARVING
Article on work of woodcarver Paul Harris of Bryant

WOOD, KEITH

See also Colleges-University of Ark at Fayetteville--Grading
WOOD, WILLIAM C.

See also Education (gen)--Curricula
WOODARD, BILLY

See also Murders--Welch
WOODLANDS HERITAGE MUSEUM

House Bill 960 calls for study on feasibility of creating museum to preserve hist of the timber indus Mr5,12A:1 Senate passes SB569 Mr7, 3A:8

WOODS, RANDALL BENNETT

See also Books--Woods
WOOLWORTH STORES

Variety store in Metrocentre Mall
at Little Rock to close; store was site of first civil rights sit-in in Ark Ja6,1A:6

WORKERS COMPENSATION INSURANCE
Senate approves bill (SB465) to increase maximum benefit from $126 to $140 F26,7A:1 House passes SB465 F28,5A:2 Workers Compensation Comm backlog is 175 cases Je14,5A:6 Re-opening of case to determine if injured worker should get more benefits because of his altered econ condition alarms compensation insurance carriers Ag2,2E:1 Gender bias ruled illegal in workers compensation law S24,7A:1 Marvin Murras campaigns for workers compensation changes that could save Ark employers over $15 million annually 018,1E:4
See also Car Pools

WORKFARE
See Welfare

WORKS PROGRESS ADMINISTRATION, US
Projects were real value to state; many blgds still in use N15,1F:2

WORLD WAR II
Comer C. Johnson remembers attack on Pearl Harbor D7,1B:2
See also
US-Foreign Population

WORTHEN, BOOKER
Retired banker dies at age 73 D15,1A:2

WRITING AND WRITERS
See
Books, Literature and Writing
WRITING (PENMANSHIP)
See
Handwriting

WYNNE
Former Police Chief Hayward Brown faces theft indictment in shortages in city accounts Ja15,9A:4 Theft of funds admitted by Hayward Brown Mr14,7A:6
See also Education-Wynne

- X - Y -

YORK, THOMAS
See also Books

YOUNG, ROBERT W.
See also Medicine (gen)

YOUTH HOMES, INC
See Children-Care

- Z -

ZIVA TRAINING
Program run by Atlanta Lindo claims to maximize use of total brain potential; help for slow learners and dyslexia promised; clients testify that their eyesight has improved My20,1B:4

ZO0 OF ARKANSAS
House Bill 409 would appropriate $350,000 for zoo Ja28,4A:4 Construction project may require admission fee F12,15A:1 Admission fee for zoo approved by City Bd Je17,1A:2 Entrance charge imposed Jy31,1A:3
Tight budget forcing zoo to sell some animals D1,1A:3
CORRECTIONS AND ADDITIONS TO PREVIOUS VOLUMES

Users of the Arkansas Gazette Index are invited to call to our attention errors found in the indexes so corrections can be listed in the next volume.

1978

Page vii SUBDIVISIONS. First word in last sentence should be changed from Materials to Material.

1979

Page vii SUBDIVISIONS. First word in last sentence should be changed from Materials to Material.

1980

Page 216 PARKS AND PLAYGROUNDS
--Buffalo National River Park
Change D11,8A:1 to D10,8A:1